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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the location, examination, and documentation of a material
history of trans performance, approached through an analysis of the shifting social, legal
and political landscape in the UK from 1967 to 1990. Using material culture as a
methodological lens, my research explores how often drastic legislative changes during
this period corresponded with how trans identities were performed both in public on
stage, and in private, everyday life.
Beginning in 1967 with the partial-decriminalisation of homosexual activities in England
and Wales, my thesis examines the long-lasting and damaging results of the 1970 Corbett
v Corbett case. The thesis is bookended by the years following 1988, with the
implementation of Clause 2A to Section 28 of the Local Government Act, which
prohibited the ‘promotion’ of homosexuality. I ask how these changes impacted upon
trans lives through an analysis of material culture and performance. I approach these
issues through an interdisciplinary methodology that incorporates a multitude of
narratives that ambulate from the personal, identitarian stories of trans community
members, to the macro, structural level of political change and medical discourse.
My introduction lays out the structure of the thesis, then considers how terminology and
an interdisciplinary methodology impacts upon the research subject, and lastly, draws
out a historical timeline of the period under study. The first chapter critically examines
the historiography of trans histories within museums, archives and material culture
scholarship, building a foundation for the subsequent two chapters, and presenting
original research into the field of trans material culture, which this thesis proposes as a
new area of academic study. The following two chapters are both object focused, each
exploring a specific facet of trans performance and material culture within a demarcated
time period, and examining the use of material culture as performative in the creation of
trans identities. Chapter Two analyses the use of dress; while chapter three considers the
uses of makeup and hairstyling. By mapping the interconnections between object,
performance and body, and by utilising a diverse span of disciplines, this thesis opens up
fresh paradigms in formulating an innovative approach to History of Design and material
culture, which considers objects as performative, and material culture as central to trans
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histories.
This thesis offers an original and valuable contribution to knowledge through undertaking
new primary research using material culture to expand and challenge our current
knowledge of trans histories. Grounded in archival research, I unearth historical evidence
from sources that have not yet been considered within trans histories, performance
studies, or in History of Design and material culture. This includes tracing the histories of
local trans communities through publications produced by, and for, trans groups from
the 1960s onwards; mining the Switchboard logbooks from the 1970s; and generating
critical readings of objects in the V&A’s Theatre and Performance collection. My research
asks what material histories of trans identities might look like, and where they might be
located. Throughout, I respond to trans historians Susan Stryker and Paisley Currah who,
in 2015, asked: ‘what counts as “trans”, what counts as evidence, and how can we make
sense and meaning of what we encounter’?1
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Susan Stryker and Paisley Currah, ‘Introduction’, TSQ, 2:4 (2015), 539-543 (p. 541).
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Introduction: A Material History of Trans
Identities in UK Performance (1967-1990)
1.1 Introduction and Thesis Structure
This introduction constructs a foundation for the thesis upon a solid grounding of
museological and historiographical inquiry into the material culture of trans histories and
performance studies in the UK. Following on from this, the thesis broadens its scope,
unfolding outwards in each chapter through a thematic progression of content by
focusing on material culture analysis. The thesis is organised into three chapters. Chapter
one demonstrates the fruitful connections between trans studies, material culture and
performance studies, and here, I analyse the interdisciplinary scope of History of Design
and material culture within the field of trans studies, and examine its position in
museums, archives and collections in the UK from 1967 to 1990. The next two chapters
each focus on a material culture case study. Chapter one considers dress, while chapter
two examines hair and makeup.
Chapters two and three are split into two parts: Part 1 in both chapters considers trans
material culture in visible, popular and public performance practices; while Part 2
examines the less visible, private, and everyday formation of trans identities during the
same time. This framing device offers a critical analysis of the ways in which trans
identities have been constructed and made visible through popular performance
practices, and in less obviously visible ways in everyday life, and identifies the importance
of material culture as central to this. This framing device also functions as a foundational
part of my argument, which is that public, popular, staged performance cultures which
represented trans identities through dress, makeup and hairstyling, functioned on a
separate register to the everyday experiences of trans people and their use of dress,
makeup and hairstyling. This argument is led by the archival evidence, which uncovered
very little relationship between these two registers.
My research in each of these chapters also, to some extent, functions as a ‘recovery
project’, in line with Susan Stryker and Aren Z. Aizura’s conception of the new wave of
transgender studies research, in that I examine material culture artefacts and histories
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which have previously been withheld by ‘the structures of power that occluded and
enclosed them’.2 However, I am also highly aware of the privileged position to even claim
such a task, and I recognise that a recovery project is also fraught with ethical and moral
concerns that question power structures, positions of access, and systems of oppression.
In this, I refer to interdisciplinary trans studies scholar Jacob Hale’s guidelines which lay
out a manifesto of sorts, for writing about trans lives.3 I recognise this throughout the
argument of the thesis, particularly Hale’s points about considering the fluid and
temporal nature of trans identities, acknowledging power systems in both the research
and as the researcher, and in point 16, where Hale states: ‘Don't imagine that there is
only one trope of transsexuality, only one figure of "the" transsexual, or only one
transsexual discourse at any one temporal and cultural location’.4 This final point also
supports my two-part chapter structure in chapters two and three.
In Part 1 of chapter one, I explore the spectacular, highly visible gender experimentation
in 1970s glam rock performance through their use of glitter and high-shine dress. I draw
on the V&A Theatre and Performance costume archives to form a case study approach,
which argues that glam rock presented highly visible trans performance through the
material culture of sparkling dress. In Part 2 of chapter two, I consider glam rock dress in
contrast to the use of everyday dress by trans communities during the same period of
time, which was often used to blend into the heteronormative mainstream. In this part,
I employ material drawn from the trans community publications produced by, and for,
trans communities in the UK from the Richard Ekins archive, which provide evidence of
this from the perspective of trans women.
The second chapter analyses the material culture of hair and makeup in trans
performance practices. Part 1 examines the late 1970s and 1980s new romantic
movement’s bold and extroverted use of makeup and hairstyling that celebrated gender
fluidity, was highly spectacular and, like glam rock, excessively visible in public spaces of
2

Susan Stryker and Aren Z. Aizura, ‘Introduction: Transgender Studies 2.0’, in The Transgender
Studies Reader 2, ed. by Susan Stryker and Aren Z. Aizura (New York: Routledge, 2013), pp. 1-12
(p. 3).
3
Jacob Hale, ‘Suggested Rules for Non-Transsexuals Writing about Transsexuals, Transsexuality,
Transsexualism, or Trans______’ (last updated 18 November 2009)
<https://sandystone.com/hale.rules.html> [accessed 12 January 2016].
4
Ibid.
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performance. I draw on archival objects from museum collections, as well as mainstream
style magazines, which detailed the new romantic movement on their pages. In Part 2 of
Chapter 2, I focus on the development of both private, and public NHS-funded grooming
clinics, from 1970 to 1990. Here, I pull archival material from trans publications and
medical archives to argue that these grooming clinics centralised the use of hair and
makeup styling to form specific types of heteronormative, assimilationist femininities. In
a turbulent political landscape, where a hostile atmosphere toward trans expression was
intentionally cultivated through political legislation, such spaces of safety and
community were crucial for many trans women to build confidence and pride in their
gender identities.
Finally, the conclusion examines the results of the research, and considers the ways in
which trans material culture and performance studies might work toward the
development of a new field of trans material culture. I also consider the recent, rapid
changes in trans studies in the last five years from 2014-19 during the preparation of this
thesis, and argue that this expansion in trans studies in museums, the academy, and in
public discourse, proves the relevance and importance of undertaking scholarly research
into trans histories, as I have done here.
Structuring the work in a thematic, object-focused way, and not through chronological
development, is intentional. In this, the thesis argument troubles a progressivist,
historical narrative that not only challenges the ‘it gets better’ teleology, but further
demonstrates that the medicolegal, cultural, and social changes throughout history do
not always neatly or precisely inform one another.5 Furthermore, this two-part chapter
structure acknowledges both the broad array of material research available to this
project, while also recognising concepts prevalent in queer theory that highlight the
importance of discontinuity, disparity and the fragmentation of historical narratives.
These are concepts which, as explained, I am keen to co-opt structurally, and which
conceptualise history as non-linear, non-teleological and as complicating progressivist,
heteronormative, grand narratives that attempt to document clear developments from
difficulty, pain and oppression, to gradual and inevitable pleasure, liberation, and
5

‘It Gets Better’ Project <https://itgetsbetter.org/about-it-gets-better-project/> [accessed 3
August 2019].
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triumph.6 Jack Halbertam’s The Queer Art of Failure, is particularly important in this
regard in addressing ways in which queer history and culture have troubled
heteronormative concepts of reproducibility and progressiveness.7
The notion of co-narratives, as opposed to an interpretation of history as causational,
heavily informs this work’s structure and by implication, its own narrative, in the sense
that historical events in this thesis are argued to have occurred simultaneously and on
different registers in various socio-cultural spheres. In addition, by drawing on macronarratives of legislative change, and considering these in relation to (but not the result
of) the micro-narratives of individuals, my methodologies are akin to Susan Stryker,
Paisley Currah and Lisa Jean Moore’s conceptualisation of trans as ‘the capillary space of
connection and circulation between the macro- and micro-political’.8 Indeed, my own
archival research into the political, popular and everyday histories of trans material
culture, confirm that changes in legislation inferring greater legal freedom for trans
people, did not necessarily immediately translate into a felt effect in everyday life, which
again, informs the two-part chapter structure. Writing for the journal New Behaviour in
1975, the counsellor and PR officer for the Beaumont Society, Margaret Williams, spoke
to this discrepancy, poignantly explaining, ‘I do not know how to change social attitudes,
certainly human nature cannot be altered by legislation’.9
A final, important point to note is about the focus in this thesis on trans femininity and
trans women: I make no claim to gender symmetry within the PhD, and my research
focuses almost exclusively on trans women, trans femininity, and pertains mainly to
feminist theory. The reasons for this are threefold: firstly, to divide the work up into exact
halves devoted to trans feminine and trans masculine identities would be overly-binary
and mechanistic, which is problematic. Secondly, much of my methodology relies on
being led by the archival and material evidence gathered during research, which has

6

Ken Plummer, cited in: Richard Ekins and Dave King, ‘Tales of the Unexpected: Exploring
Transgender Diversity Through Personal Narrative’, in Unseen Genders: Beyond the Binaries, ed.
by Felicity Haynes and Tarquam McKenna (New York: Peter Lang, 2001), pp. 123-142 (p. 127).
7
Jack Halberstam, The Queer Art of Failure (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011).
8
Susan Stryker and others, ‘Introduction: Trans-, Trans, or Transgender?’, WSQ (2008), 36: 3-4,
11-22 (p. 14).
9
TGA Ekins: Box 1/6 2014-20, Margaret Williams, 'Transvestites and Transsexuals', New
Behaviour (17 July 1975), 1-4 (p. 4).
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been overwhelmingly focused on trans feminine culture, society, and medical
interaction. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the issue of trans masculine histories
has become increasingly important in academic scholarship in the last twenty years.
Authors such as Jason Cromwell, Jamison Green, and Aaron Devor, have all raised the
urgency of considering this specific manifestation in historical detail, and as separate to
trans feminine histories.10 Paul B. Preciado’s scholarship, as well as popular performance
practices of Drag Kinging, have also recently gained greater traction in the contemporary
landscape in the UK.11 Consequently, I am reluctant to seem tokenistic in my approach,
particularly when other scholars are producing far more nuanced and detailed work in
this area than this thesis could hope, or be able, to achieve. In turn, I can therefore allow
more space to the trans feminine histories which are explored in this thesis.
The following part of this thesis (Part 1.2) discusses terminology. While this part would
normally sit prior to the introduction in traditional theses, its inclusion here is key to
framing how my overall thesis is structured, as well as pointing to the fluid nature and
ever-expanding framework of how to define trans, and trans material culture. The next
section, ‘1.3 Interdisciplinary Studies and Trans-methodologies’, locates the rich
potential of interdisciplinary methodologies within historical study, and analyses key
literature that is crucial to this thesis’ methodology and argument.

1.2 Terminology
Throughout this thesis, I have chosen to use the acronym LGBTQ+ when referring to
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Queer+ cultures and, or people, or to refer to people
10

Some exceptional examples of work about transmasculinities includes: Jason Cromwell,
Transmen and FTMs: Identities, Bodies, Genders, and Sexualities (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1999); Jamison Green, Becoming a Visible Man (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University
Press, 2004); Pagan Kennedy, The First Man-Made Man: The Story of Two Sex Changes, One
Love Affair, and a Twentieth-Century Medical Revolution (New York: Bloomsbury, 2007); Aaron
Devor, FTM: Female-to-Male Transsexuals in Society (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1997); Henry Rubin, Self-made Men: Identity and Embodiment among Transsexual Men
(Nashville, Vanderbilt University Press, 2003); Patrick Califa, Sex Changes: The Politics of
Transgenderism (San Francisco: Cleis Press, 1997).
11
Paul B. Preciado, Testo Junkie: Sex, Drugs, and Biopolitics in the Pharmacopornographic Era
(New York: The Feminist Press at the City University of New York, 2013); ‘Man Up: Drag King
Contest’, The Glory (6 March 2019) <http://www.theglory.co/events/man-up-drag-kingcontest-heat-1-2/> [accessed 10 March 2019].
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who demonstrated these identities in the past either explicitly named, or implicitly
implied. This order of letters is the current preferred UK-based acronym, and is therefore
fitting for this thesis. Elsewhere, for example in North America, the acronym GLBT/+ is
sometimes used, and in Canada, an acknowledgement of the indigenous Two Spirit
people is becoming increasingly common, leading to the term LGBTQIA2s (Lesbian,
Bisexual, Trans, Queer/Questioning, Intersex, Asexual, Two-Spirit People).
In European countries there are a number of different terms, all of which revolve around
variations of the LGBTQIA+ formulation. However, since this thesis is not an intentional
documentation of the histories of intersex people, or asexual people, LGBTQ+ seems
more fitting, in this instance. Lastly, my argument is geared toward a UK audience, and
examines a UK-based legal, political, medical and cultural landscape, and therefore the
most appropriate acronym here is LGBTQ+.
The word ‘queer’ as a catch-all terminology has come into increasing prominence since
around 2016 during the writing of this thesis, and includes (but is not limited by)
discussions around gender and sexuality that does not make claims to binary divides
between either, and acknowledges the troubling split between the two areas. In this
thesis, my discussion is mainly geared toward gender identity, and I do not focus
specifically on sexual identity. However, clearly and neatly separating gender and
sexuality is neither possible, nor preferable, and it is expected that there will be some
slippage in the historical debates throughout the thesis.
Queer and Transgender as increasingly popular terms in both academia and common
parlance, came to prominence around the same time in terms of developing specific
fields, or areas of study, with particular bodies of interdisciplinary research coming to
fruition in the 1990s.12 The development of a feminist-aligned Queer Theory, that holds
gender as non-essentialist but culturally and socially constructed, was formed mainly
through: Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s Epistemology of the Closet; Judith Butler’s Gender
Trouble; Sandy Stone’s The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttransexual Manifesto from 1988;
and Teresa de Lauretis’s work. All of these authors are commonly cited as spurs to this

12

Paisley Currah and Susan Stryker, ‘Introduction’, TSQ, 1:1 (2014), 1-18 (p. 5).
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development in North America and in the UK, and consequently, these terms are often
closely intertwined in usage.13 Susan Stryker located the development of the term queer
as articulating a shared political resistance to heterosexual norms that incorporated ‘all
possible forms of gender antinormativity’, which includes, but is not limited, to trans
identities.14 So, although my methods may be queer in outlook, in terms of reassessing
visions of heteronormativity through performance practices in the UK during the latter
half of the twentieth century, I do not use the word queer to describe my subjects.
Furthermore, as this thesis positions itself as a trans material culture history, the work
uses historically-concomitant terms. The use of ‘trans’ is thus useful, and more than this,
it is accurate, as it points to the multitude of terms and ways of living and being in the
world, which occurred throughout the decades from 1967 to 1990, and includes the
terms transvestite, transsexual and transgender. The word ‘queer’ does not appear until
1990, and so is not historically accurate for the time period under discussion. Therefore,
unless there is a specific reason to use the word ‘queer’ from a contemporary position
as an author, I avoid using this term.
I use the word ‘trans’ throughout this thesis. This term has a particular contemporary
currency in 2019, which represents most of the reason for its use. The term ‘trans’ is
neither historically determinist, nor does it presuppose contemporary identity categories
for those in the past who may not have chosen, or might not have been able to choose,
identity categories such as transgender, transvestite, or transsexual. Furthermore, in my
use of the word ‘trans’, I have chosen to refute a clear division between transgender as
subversive social gender play, and transsexual as medical binarism that reinforces the
male/female divide, as outlined by Riki Anne Wilkins.15 Occasionally, I use the terms
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‘transexual’, ‘transsexual’, or ‘transvestite’, but only in the historical contexts of which
people referred to themselves as such, or when quoting from another (mostly medical)
source, or when it feels undoubtedly historically accurate, and unavoidable to do so.
The term trans* was considered throughout the writing of this thesis, but currently, the
use of the asterisk (*) speaks more to North American scholarship than it does to the UK,
which this thesis is situated within, through research and subject focus. Brighton’s Trans
Pride made the decision in 2016 to remove the asterisk from its title, reflecting the
collective decision of its participants. The asterisk of trans*, however, is a useful concept
and grammatical critical position, that signals ‘toward the inherently unfinishable
combinatorial work of the trans- prefix’.16 Authors such as Jack Halberstam have argued
compellingly for the asterisk’s inclusion. I admire Halbertsam’s productive theoretical
and visual analysis of the asterisk in trans*, and can appreciate its fit within certain trans
narratives.17 Other authors in the early 2000s have suggested the use of the hyphen (as
in ‘trans-’) as a useful suffix to gesture to the open ended possibilities of not only
transgendered identities, but through all sort of types of boundary crossing:
geographical, gendered, sexed, biological.18 In this instance, however, I have decided not
to use the asterisk, as I feel the word ‘trans’ itself contains an umbrella of identifications
that neither close down historical identities, nor restrain current ones.
My decision to use the word trans is also indicative of my historical methodology and
approach to my subject matter. History informs the present, and in dealing with a living
subject, the writer of history should respect and modify their work to acknowledge this
relevance. So, too, should I acknowledge the importance of a multiplicity of meanings
associated with trans histories. The narratives explored here are only ever partial, and in
this way complement the always open-ended, fragmented, and creative possibilities of
the word trans. In this, I am following the aforementioned Jacob Hale’s ‘Suggested Rules
for Non-Transsexuals Writing about Transsexuals, Transsexuality, Transsexualism, or
Trans ____’. Through paying close attention to Hale’s recommendations, this writing
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hopes to avoid the pitfalls of positioning the researcher as ‘expert’ by attending to the
language and terminologies used during the historical timeframe, and avoiding
overriding the voices of those being discussed by contemporary concerns.19
I use the terms ‘trans woman’ and ‘trans man’ throughout this thesis, to refer to people
who were assigned at birth as another gender to that which they then identified with
later in life. I use the term ‘trans people’ to refer to both trans women and trans men,
although this thesis pertains mainly to trans women and trans feminine behaviour. To
situate the language used here as ‘trans’, may read as overtly binaristic, which rejects
other types of more fluid and non-binary gender identification which in the UK, has
increasingly come to public attention. However, this work’s historical grounding leads
me to focus on the identity construction of ‘trans’ as formulated, fabricated, and crafted
in the later half of the twentieth century through material culture. In this, I follow Susan
Stryker’s lead in utilising the space between ‘trans’ and ‘woman’ (as opposed to
‘transwoman’ or ‘transman’), to indicate ‘the notion of a shared womanhood modified
by a type of specifier […] rather than naming a different kind of person than a woman’.20
I use the term cisgendered throughout this thesis to refer to people whose current
definition of their gender identity matches the sex they were assigned with at birth. Cisis the prefix that is now commonly used to define someone who is not trans. This term
has been attributed to Dana Leland Defosse’s first use of it in 1994, although usage of it
has increased noticeably over the last ten years or so.21 Certainly, I have seen a rise in
my own university undergraduate students casually using the term ‘cis’ in classroom
discussions since at least 2016.
As the identifications of trans become increasingly nuanced and complex due to factors
such as: new medical technologies; changing legal definitions of gender and sex;
expanded understandings of gender in a global arena; as well as the myriad of gender
19
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identities opening up for those who may not entirely define as cisgendered,
heteronormative, or heterosexual, ‘cis-‘ itself has also become something of a
contentious term, with Paris Lees in 2015, worrying that with the use of ‘cis’, ‘there’s a
danger of setting up a new binary between “transgender” and “cisgender”, which
overlooks a growing body of people who identify outside traditional western gender
categories’.22 This issue has been discussed with depth and care by A. Finn Enke in 2012,
who traces the history of the term and analyses its usefulness within academic, media
and everyday settings.23 The term ‘cis-‘ was added to the Oxford English Dictionary in
2015, and has since been debated within mainstream news outlets and social media in
more recent years, with Facebook in 2014 adding 70 gender identifier options, then
updating this in February 2015 to offer an open field for users to identify themselves.24
With this in mind, the term ‘cis-’ remains useful for my purposes here. Despite it not
being a historical term relating to the period under which my thesis falls, it is a practical
term to use as a signifier for those who are defined as, or who defined themselves, as
not-trans.
Lastly, although this thesis does not go into any significant theoretical depth around
temporal trans identities, it is worth mentioning here that the terminology I use
throughout this thesis is historically contingent to the time and space of those whom I
discuss. When it is clear that the people I discuss have rejected the category of ‘trans’,
as in the first chapter in Part 2 in relation to the SHAFT questionnaires, I take care to
avoid using the term ‘trans’ in relation to them. In this, I again follow the thinking of
Susan Stryker, Paisley Currah and Lisa Jean Moore, who conceptualise genders, and
therefore transness, ‘as potentially porous and permeable spatial territories’.25 These
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porous and permeable spatial territories are also a methodological approach in this
thesis, which I now turn my attention to in the following section, ‘1.3 Interdisciplinary
Studies and Trans-methodologies’.

1.3 Interdisciplinary Studies and Trans-methodologies
A material culture methodology offers the possibility of gaining new insights into trans
histories and performance studies. Furthermore, a wider interdisciplinary scholarly
practice that actively incorporates and flows across the disciplinary boundaries of History
of Design and material culture, dress history, social, cultural and gender history, medical
history and performance studies, can forge new routes into the histories of trans
identities as performed on stage and in everyday life in the later half of the twentieth
century. I argue that this is a necessary aspect of studying trans histories, and opens up
room for new interdisciplinary scholarship to take place in trans material studies.
In 1997, Michael Kimmel, writing for the Winterthur’s anthology The Material Culture of
Gender: The Gender of Material Culture, noted how far material culture studies had come
since the 1970s, when gender and sex had been irrelevant for the majority of studies into
history and social life. ‘Now’, Kimmel acknowledged, ‘we know different’, adding that
‘gender varies from culture to culture, within any culture over time, among various
subgroups, and over individual’s lifetime. Gender is socially constructed’.26 In this,
Kimmel succinctly mapped the field’s then emerging grapple with the material culture of
gender and the importance of its academic study. Further, even in 1997, Kimmel
emphasised the centrality and temporal-spatial process of how objects are central to the
way we not only gender the material culture around us, but how, phenomenologically,
these objects also gender us, that ‘material culture of gender produces gendered beings’,
a point that will be confirmed throughout this thesis.27
How this gendering takes place is a large part of the remit of this thesis, where I argue
that trans people’s interaction with material culture demonstrates the multitude of ways
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in which the material culture of dress, hairstyling and makeup, have affected gender
identity and its performance. In addition, Kimmel understood that visibility played a
central role to the ways in which material culture and gender interacted: ‘Making gender
visible in the stuff of social life is a political project because gender’s power only remains
as long as gender remains invisible’.28 A large drive in my own project is exactly that:
making gender visible through material culture, and expanding the field of material
culture to include a more diverse set of interdisciplinary concerns that include medical
histories, trans studies, and performance histories, which is also a political act, and part
of what accounts for the original research in this thesis.
Moving away from disciplinary boundaries as a form of locating new histories, and
establishing new productive knowledge systems, which this thesis does, is in large part,
founded upon Michel Foucault’s dismissal of these boundaries in ways that have been
co-opted into queer strategies of academic scholarship, as explained by Halberstam:
‘Disciplinarity, as defined by Foucault (1995), is a technique of modern power: it depends
upon and deploys normalization, routines, convention, tradition, and regularity, and it
produces experts and administrative forms of governance’.29 Interdisciplinary
methodologies are thus a productive approach to appropriately and responsibly access
and produce holistic histories of trans identities, a point underscored elsewhere by the
interdisciplinary breadth of writing collected in both The Transgender Studies Reader and
more so in The Transgender Studies Reader 2.30 The archival and academic research
which I have used throughout this thesis is testament to this interdisciplinarity, in that I
have examined medical history, performance studies and material culture, and have
woven them together to argue for a new way of reading trans material cultures that
accounts for new modes of researching, writing, and history-making.
This interdisciplinary mode has also been central to the editorial policy of TSQ:
Transgender Studies Quarterly, the sole academic journal dedicated to trans(gender)
studies that sits outside of a purely medical framework. In 2019, the editors of TSQ
devoted a special issue to assessing the usefulness and relevance of the diversity of
28
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disciplines and methodologies within the field of trans studies, with then editor, Paisley
Currah discussing the transdisciplinary scope of the area, stating that:
Like any new transdisciplinary area, at the moment of trans studies emergence there
were no conventions limiting what one could look at, no particular sets of
methodological processes one must follow, no ‘proper objects’ (Butler 1994).31

TSQ, and Currah have provided a much-needed platform in TSQ to the field of trans
studies. TSQ provides a space for some of the most exciting and innovative work that has
emerged from exploring a range of methodologies and disciplinary practices, and which
has been central to my own research that crosses, in particular, the boundaries of
material culture, histories of the body, and trans studies. Following on from this, my
thesis is thus a search for the ‘proper objects’ of trans material culture’s history.32 As
Halberstam recently suggested, ‘a trans* history is all at once a mobile set of materials
and an archive of mobility’.33 In this, Halberstam points to the flexible, fluid, and
fluctuating space that the material objects of trans histories inhabits, and which are
imperative to explore in order to formulate more holistic trans histories, yet also,
acknowledging that these histories can never be precisely pinned down and delineated.
These three interlocking strands form the crux of my research: The body; trans identities;
and performance, which are all analysed through the lens of material culture. Each
shares an insistence on transience and of mercuriality, which links their often disparate
natures. In Volatile Bodies, the feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz characterises the
body as malleable and incomplete, and pinpoints its dynamic relationship to material
culture:
The body is a most peculiar “thing”, for it is never quite reducible to being merely a thing;
nor does it ever quite manage to rise above the status of thing. Thus it is both a thing
and a nonthing […] a unique kind of object not reducible to other objects […] Animate
bodies are objects necessarily different from other objects; they are materialities that
are uncontainable.34
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Here, Grosz argues that bodies offer up strange and ungrounded materials for
conducting historical research due to their refusal to be understood as strictly either
object or subject. Halberstam’s more recent understanding of the fluidity of trans objects
echo this. Furthermore, it is precisely this mutable characteristic that Grosz identifies
which marks out bodies and their interactions with material objects, as such a rich
territory for historical exploration, and as a tool for critical thinking.
The field of trans studies, as discussed, demonstrates a similar interest in this
conceptualisation of fluidity. At the same time as Grosz positioned her research in
Volatile Bodies, Susan Stryker’s 1993 performance, and 1994 resulting article, ‘My Words
to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix: Performing Transgender Rage’,
located a seminal moment in the early creation of the field of trans studies, and built
upon Sandy Stone’s post-structuralist reassessment of gender binaries in a text written
two years earlier, ‘The Empire Strikes Back: A Post-transsexual Manifesto’.35 Like Stone,
who deconstructs the gender binaries inherent in trans categorisation and medical
pathologisation, Stryker’s work conjures up trans bodies and identities as beautifully and
joyfully amorphous and shifting (much like all bodies), running counter to ‘a deeply
conservative attempt to stabilize gendered identity in service of the naturalized
heterosexual order’.36 In a text that is now considered foundational to trans studies,
Styrker melds disciplinary boundaries and methodologies which in 2019, Paisley Currah
characterised as an ‘extraordinarily effective refusal both of genre policing—it was both
performance and theory, narrative and analysis—and of the discourses (abjection,
pathologization, false consciousness, even liberal humanism)’.37
Performance, as music historian Jason Toynbee rightly observes, is similarly as unfixed
as trans studies is. Like Stryker’s 1993 work, performance is a slippery and muchcontested category, defined by liveness, presentness, and a refusal to be adequately
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contained within the material constrains of the archive.38 Performance centralises
process as opposed to fixity or finishedness, and in this way elides with Grosz and
Strykers’ concept of trans bodies as protean.
In academic work from the last twenty years or so, gender and sexuality, and particularly
trans identities, have come to be increasingly defined by their non-essentialist nature.
Scholars in this field such as Jay Prosser and Zowie Davy, have argued that trans identities
and bodies have no solid, singular core; they are fluid, and reject any ‘true’, authentic, or
singular gender expression that is permanently fixed throughout time.39 Davy argues that
we need to avoid linking ideas of authenticity to truth and biological essentialism, and
instead move toward considering trans peoples’ own sense of embodiment and agency
as ‘situational’, a position I follow here, and present throughout the rest of this thesis.40
Much like Grosz’ understanding of bodies, and in line with Toynbee’s thinking about
performance, Judith Butler has provided the basis of these claims, most famously in
theorising gender as iterative, processural and importantly, as performative.41
Butler, whose book, Bodies That Matter was published within the same few pivotal years
as both Grosz and Stryker’s aforementioned works, argued that bodies, and gendered
bodies in particular, are unstable, socially constructed by the repeated doing of gender,
and that the stuff or materiality of the body is a ‘process of materialization that stabilizes
over time to produce the effect of boundary, fixity and surface that we call matter [italics
in original]’.42 Material bodies can easily unfix themselves through the movement of
boundaries, whether temporal, spatial, or social, and that these boundaries are never
solid and unmoving, but can give ‘an effect’ of reality. Bodies, argues Butler, are always
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in process, and fluid in their performativity.43
In summary, then, the body, trans identities, and performance all share these common
characteristics of process, mercuriality and fluidity – themes that mould my own
research process and analysis through methodological application, which recognises
objects as unstable, and meanings as necessarily unfixed. These ideas have marked out
a performance studies methodology for some time now, where the category of
performance has become bound up with notions of ephemerality and immateriality by
such seminal thinkers as performance studies scholar Peggy Phelan. Phelan famously
defined performance as fundamentally opposed to the historical fixity of archival
approaches, such as those found within material culture methodologies:
Performance’s only life is in the present. Performance cannot be saved, recorded,
documented, or otherwise participate in the circulation of representations of
representations: once it does so, it becomes something other than performance [...]
Performance’s being [...] becomes itself through disappearance.44

Here, Phelan suggests that, although living bodies are crucial to the definition and
processural, event-based conceptualisation of performance (Phelan is discussing
specifically staged performance), the remnants of performance in the form of the copy
or the written work or, we might suggest, in its material culture remains, are
insubstantial and inadequate iterations of the performance act. ‘There are no left-overs’
in performance, Phelan categorically states.45
Phelan’s by now well-rehearsed argument, is that performance participates in a project
that refuses material ‘left-overs’. Instead, performance is formed and defined by an
investment in its own material disappearance. This notion of performance seems to
underpin the author’s own political position that is disdainful of Capitalist excess,
superfluity, or indeed, ‘left-overs’. Performance studies scholar Philip Auslander
discusses similar anxieties, noting that other performance studies scholars who are keen
to legitimise the value of live performance, tend to unproblematically remove it from
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Capitalist commercialism and consumerism, and instead emphasise how performance
‘both transcends and resists market value’.46 Unlike all other art forms, it seems that
performance, for Phelan and for others, has somehow managed to retain the last
vestiges of Walter Benjamin’s ‘aura’ through its presentness, its inability to be
reproduced or copied, in its reliance on a specific locational space and moment in time,
and through its lack of residual, left-over material.47 In the thesis, I try to counteract this
argument by grounding the study of performance in Chapters 2 and 3 in an ontological
framework, which recognises its commercial aspect, but also addresses the challenges
associated with its archival after-life.
Phelan’s thinking around performance leaves the relationship of performance studies to
material culture, and specifically of the archives of material culture, in deeply unstable
territory. After all, Phelan categorically asserts that ‘the disappearance of the object is
fundamental to performance’, whereas material culture would suggest the exact
opposite.48 Indeed, it is within the field of material culture that the appearance of the
object is fundamental to its critical practice and to its methodology. This is perhaps best
summed up by Jules David Prown, who in 1982, argued that in material culture studies,
objects function as ‘primary data’.49 Material culture’s methodological approach to
performance, therefore, relies categorically on an object-based ‘left-over’, which
becomes the material remains of an event that, once encountered in the archive, is able
to engender wider understandings of performance histories, depending on the
researcher’s methodological approaches.50
Much like Grosz’ thinking on how bodies have an unruly tendency to overflow the
archival structure, it could be argued that performance, as defined by Phelan and others,
cannot be contained within the logic of the archive. Donatella Barbieri’s research within
the V&A’s archive of theatre and performance is a useful example of this – Barbieri
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confronts how researchers historicise the material objects of performance, and situates
the process of ‘encounters’ as central to this aim.51 As Phelan herself ultimately
concedes, however, performance does paradoxically remain, and is inevitably
encountered within the archives, whether in material, object-based, or written form:
To attempt to write about the undocumentable event of performance is to invoke the
rules of the written document and thereby alter the event itself […] It does no good,
however, to simply refuse to write about performance.52

It seems then, that archives of performance present a contested space that is in conflict
with material culture, a discipline that centralises history’s object remains in its
methodology. This frictional and fractured relationship could find a solution through a
trans-methodological

approach.

This

approach

simultaneously

acknowledges

performance studies’ suspicions of materiality as the sole bearer of historical evidence,
as well as the rigors of the archive, whilst accounting for material culture’s overburdening of objects and archival facticity to produce quantifiable and material
evidence.53
Another important point to consider problematizing as part of a trans-methodological
inquiry into performance studies’ relationship to material culture in researching trans
histories, is that certain objects, or as Phelan might have it, certain non-material
experiences, carry more ‘proof’ of historical moments of performance practices than
other materials. In queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz’s seminal article in the Journal of
Women and Performance from 1996, ‘Ephemera as Evidence: Introductory Notes to
Queer Acts’, the author suggests that since the advent of post-structuralism at least, all
evidence, material and object-based or not, should be considered fluid and unreliable:
‘evidence is always already contingent under the pressure of post-structuralist and post-
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axiological inquiry’.54 With Muñoz’s qualifier in mind, therefore, there does not seem to
be such a vast disconnect between the two approaches of material culture and
performance studies in relation to object-based ‘proof’ or ‘left-overs’. Furthermore, a
network approach that draws on archival research from performance, yet also
acknowledges the fluidity of such objects, reflects back on a trans studies methodology.
In addition, in 2001, theatre and performance studies scholar Rebecca Schneider noted
that while ‘performance appears to challenge object status and seems to refuse the
archive its privileged “salvable” original, performance can, and does in fact, exist in the
archive’.55 Writing in part to contest Phelan and other scholars’ concept of performance
as ideologically ephemeral and non-material, Schneider’s article notes the existence, and
importance, of utilising other methods of performance history that many historians, in
their hagiography of the archive, may have glossed over. Where else, asks Schneider,
could performance histories be accessed, and to what purpose, outside of the archive?
Pertinent to my thesis, is Schneider’s consideration of the usefulness of transmethodological approaches, which in her research includes oral histories, living reenactments, repeated gesture and embodied ritual practice, which take into account of
the myriad ways that performance can be accessed and historicised: practices that do
not dispense entirely with materiality, but do not necessarily foreground it at the
expense of all else, either.56 Therefore, an interdisciplinary approach that incorporates
the diverse methodologies of performance studies and material culture, can actually
serve to promote new, holistic ways of understanding trans material culture, which this
thesis aims to do.
In the next section of this introductory chapter, ‘1.4 Historical Timeframe’, I now move
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on to establish and explain the historical timeframe of my thesis, and locate some of the
key events which have shaped trans history in the 20th century from 1967 to 1990. I pick
up on these events in far more detail in the main body of the thesis, yet it is important
at this stage to demonstrate why this period in the UK’s history was so fundamental to
trans performance.

1.4 Historical Timeframe
The timeline of my PhD begins in 1967. This is the date of the Sexual Offences Act (SOA),
which, on 27 July 1967 under Harold Wilson’s Labour government, ushered in a long
overdue bill to decriminalise homosexual activities between men.57 This Act had certain
restrictions however: the bill allowed sexual relations between two consenting men, in
private, in England and Wales. It did not apply to Scotland, Northern Ireland, the
surrounding Channel Islands or the Isle of Man, nor did it extend to those employed in
the Merchant Navy, and the age of consent was twenty-one, whereas the heterosexual
age of consent was 16 years old. The SOA of 1967 followed on from the Wolfenden
Report, which had been submitted to the House of Commons ten years earlier. That
report had recommended that homosexuality be decriminalized, but was not followed
through by the then Conservative government, due to an apparent reluctance of public
opinion.58 However, the Security Service in 1966 at least, were seemingly in support of
the bill and against relying on government to decide on this law, with one Civil Servant
in the Security Service noting, ‘it is not thought that Parliamentary opinion necessarily
reflect the state of public opinion’.59

The impact of partially decriminalizing homosexuality in England on trans people has yet
to be satisfactorily investigated by the secondary literature. However, there was
undoubtedly an impact, which coincided with a number of other changes arising in the
years following 1967. News of the Stonewall Riots in America on 28 June 1969 heralded
a quite different political and cultural reality for many LGBTQ+ people living in the UK,
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and fostered a growth of single issue politics, and a move toward the more defiant
activism of the Gay Liberation Front (GLF) starting in the late 1960s, which developed
into a focus on ‘openness, defiance, pride, identity’, according to historian of gender and
sexuality, Jeffrey Weeks.60 1970 marked another milestone within this period with the
Corbett v Corbett case between trans woman April Ashley, and the plaintiff Arthur
Corbett. Arthur Corbett sought annulment rather than divorce from April Ashley after
their marriage in 1963, before which Corbett had been aware of Ashley’s history
according to both Ashley herself, and by Corbett.61

The judge in this case, Lord Justice Ormrod, was also a doctor, and after seeking medical
opinion from those working at the Charing Cross Gender Identity Clinic (GIC) and
elsewhere in the UK, Ormrod set legal precedent by determining that Ashley, despite her
own identification as a woman who had lived as such since her adolescence, and who
had undergone surgical procedures and hormone treatment, was actually a man. Despite
all other medical and social facts, the marriage between Ashley and Corbett was judged
by Ormrod to be invalid, and was therefore deemed illegal under UK law with Ashley
receiving no financial compensation or legal recognition.

Ormrod instead defined a person’s ‘true sex’ (and here his verdict was tangled up with
concepts of gender), as based on a person’s biological traits at birth, and which could not
change after.62 This verdict had worldwide consequences in law at the time, and
particularly impacted upon trans lives in the UK.63 These consequences also reflected
and in some ways justified, the wider, cultural and medical values that placed trans
people’s existence firmly within a Capitalist productive, reproductive and normativising
matrix. Ormrod conceptualised Ashley’s value (and indeed, the value of all trans people),
through their reproductive, civic value, which gatekeepers such as Ormrod, felt it was
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their duty to implement.64 The British Medical Journal in February 1970 reported that
‘the criteria which should be used to judge the sex of parties to a marriage were [...]
biological – chromosomal, gonadal, and genital sex – and could only be biological having
regard to the heterosexual nature of marriage’.65 The same article emphasised that
marriage in the UK should only be between two people who would be able to procreate,
thus rejecting any other type of love or desire other than between cis-bodied, and
presumably fertile, men and women.

Ormrod decided that ‘the biological sexual constitution of an individual is fixed at birth
(at the latest) and cannot be changed […] by medical or surgical means’.66 Therefore, this
verdict led to wider cultural and medical questions within the UK about how to legally
and medically define gender. The institution of marriage became a particular focus of
anxiety in the media. Furthermore, Ormrod’s decision was influenced by the passing of
the SOA in 1967, particularly S.1, which decriminalised sexual acts, in private, between
two consenting homosexuals over the age of 21 years old. This, argued Ormrod,
‘removed any legal objections which there might have been to such procedures’.67

Ormrod’s decision, which led to a legal identification of gender identity based on a
supposedly medical and biological criterion, had negative and regressive consequences
for trans people and their rights until the Gender Recognition Act (GRA) passed in 2004.
The GRA overturned this decision, and allowed people to identify in the eyes of the law
through their own understanding of their gender, based on certain (albeit still
medicalised) provisions.68 Recently, the GRA has also been considered restrictive and
unfair due to its prescriptive gender categories, as well as the necessity of involving the
medical system to qualify someone as ‘gender dysphoric’ via a panel (the Gender
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Recognitional Panel).69 Sally Hines has argued that legal definitions of gender, however,
have not always equated to medical or social definitions, and by 1990, some medical
journals were voicing their concern that the Ormrod decision was not in line with
contemporary medical developments (if it ever had been), and that law was ‘unable to
keep pace’ with medicine.70
The timeline of my research extends to the developing AIDS crisis of the late 1980s, and
is bookended in the years following 1988, when Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative
government implemented Clause 2A to Section 28 of the Local Government Act, which
prohibited the ‘promotion’ of homosexuality by local authorities.71 This Act continued
until November 2003 in England, and June 2000 in Scotland, when the Section was
repealed.72 These changes impacted upon trans lives in ways that are only recently
beginning to be reassessed in scholarship and curation.73 Several writers have suggested
that although Section 28 has been discussed nearly exclusively in terms of its impact on
schools and in relation to male homosexuality, there is evidence to suggest that it had a
significant and damaging impact on museums, collections policies and archives, as well.74
These repercussions have consequently affected the type of material culture that has
been amassed in collections, the trans narratives which have been told, and the visibility
of trans identities in cultural institutions, such as the V&A. Furthermore, while Section
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28 did not result in any cases of actual prosecution in court, there is a convincing
argument that it led to instances of self-censorship, and self-qualified or self-justified
homophobic and transphobic avoidance of collecting, maintaining, or displaying LGBTQ+
culture and heritage in archives and museums. John Vincent argues compellingly for this
interpretation in his publication LGBT People and the UK Cultural Sector.75
The thesis finishes in 1990 for two main reasons: by turning its attention to how trans
identities were performed prior to the academic, critical turn toward Transgender
Studies which began in the early 1990s after the emergence of the term ‘transgender’
itself, I update existing knowledge and prioritising earlier readings and mappings of trans
material cultures.76 Secondly, it has been acknowledged that in 1990, there was a
‘sudden appearance’ of thinking about trans issues that amassed into a powerful, if
necessarily un-unified movement.77 New academic journals appeared at this moment
which represented important strides in legitimising trans histories within the academy,
including The Journal of History of Sexuality in 1990, and GLQ in 1993.78 Leslie Feinberg’s
manifesto in pamphlet form from 1992, Transgender Liberation: A Movement Whose
Time has Come, is also useful to position as a cut-off point. Academics have credited
Feinberg as re-politicising the term ‘transgender’, and certainly Feinberg’s work is crucial
in considering gender as ‘self-expression, not anatomy’.79 Furthermore, Feinberg’s work
around locating historical moments as key to a powerful trans studies movement, have
profound implications for not only my own historical work, but a wider trans movement
within academia and activism.80 This convergence was due to a variety of factors, listed
by Susan Stryker and Aren Z. Aizura, but the most pertinent to consider in relation to my
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own research are the new formations of ‘performative theories of subjectivity and
embodiment within academe’, as well as ‘new forms of media and communication’.81
Lastly, I end my thesis in 1990 to recognise the changes brought about by the World Wide
Web in 1990. The communication, representation and performance of trans identities
after this point changed rapidly, and I am keen to identify a moment in history just prior
to this explosion.
In the next chapter, ‘Chapter 1: Trans Histories in History of Design and Material Culture:
A Critical Analysis’, I examine a shift in the fields of Design History and material culture,
museology and archives in the UK in relation to collecting, displaying and researching
trans histories. I critically engage with the ways in which trans identities have so far been
considered through a material culture lens, and I evaluate the various ways in which trans
lives have been somewhat under-represented in the UK’s cultural landscape until around
2014. In doing so, I will demonstrate the challenges and possibilities faced as a historian
researching trans material culture, and offer up original research to suggest that a new
field of trans material culture is now urgent and necessary, and in the process of
emerging.
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Chapter I
Trans Histories in History of Design and
Material Culture: A Critical Analysis
I.1 Introduction
This Chapter follows on from the Introduction, by examining the historiography of trans
material culture in the fields of History of Design and material culture since 1980. By
situating this research as the first chapter in the thesis, I want to demonstrate the
importance and relevance of considering the methodological implications, as well as the
research potentials, that underscore academic work in trans studies from an
interdisciplinary perspective. My aim here is not only to map out the ways in which trans
lives have been represented in museums, which has been undertaken extremely
successfully by, for example, Richard Sandell in 2017, but to specifically examine the
ways in which material culture and History of Design as a particular academic field, has
engaged with trans histories within the framework of exhibition s, collections, and
archives, and more importantly, why this matters within a wider historical context.82
Through critically engaging with the role of trans studies within the field of History of
Design and material culture since 1980, I highlight the frictions involved in researching
this area. Conversely, I also argue that since History of Design and material culture are
relatively new areas within academia, they potentially offer the ideal grounding from
which to adequately address trans material culture histories.
As demonstrated in the Introduction, interdisciplinary scholarship in the field of trans
studies is central in the research conducted in this area. My own original research in this
thesis locates and evaluates trans material culture through performance. My research is
also interdisciplinary, and presents original contributions to the field of both History of
Design and material culture, as well as trans studies, by positioning object-based studies
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at the centre of research, and examining how trans histories can be explored through
material culture.
This chapter will examine the ways in which trans histories and material culture have so
far interacted with one another, and will then move on to evaluate the ways in which
museums and collections in the UK have drawn upon trans studies in roughly the last ten
years. I examine how this history of collecting, archiving, and exhibition display
necessarily affects the type of research that emerges from this field, and argue that there
has been consistent marginalisation and suppression of trans material culture within
curation and museology, which has consequently affected how trans material culture is
written about and researched in 2019.
Despite a lack of readily locatable and navigable archives and collections of trans material
culture in the UK and further afield, a material history of trans identities within museum
curation has emerged with increasing frequency in recent years. Cultural interest in
LGBTQ+ histories peaked in the UK in 2017, in line with commemorating the fiftieth
anniversary of the 1967 SOA, and the resulting exhibitions in the UK about LGBTQ+, and
trans issues, increased accordingly. These exhibitions, notes Richard Sandell, have been
important in ‘reflecting an increasing trans-visibility across many areas of public life’.83
However, underlying this surge of attention in trans material culture is a pressing need
to establish deeper understandings of specifically trans histories, and to document how
these histories are intertwined with wider political and legislative change, through
rigorous archival investigation. Grounding this thesis as a whole, and this chapter in
particular in a historical framework, is ever more urgent at a time when public discourse
around trans identities is becoming rapidly more visible, and trans rights are being
scrutinised and oppressed by powerful political forces in the Western and non-Western
world.84 My thesis responds to this by mapping the interconnections between object,
performance and identity, and by employing a diverse span of disciplines, which offers
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up fresh paradigms in formulating an interdisciplinary approach to the material culture
of trans histories.

I.2 Where Are Trans Histories in History of Design and
Material Culture?
At a symposium in Milton Keynes in 2015 held by the Open University, which billed itself
as a celebration of the development of Design History since 1975, various founders of the
field presented their views on where the History of Design had come from and,
occasionally, gestured to where they thought it was heading to.85 It was notable to find
that few speakers mentioned histories of gender throughout the day, and there were
only anecdotal recollections of the importance of feminism as a political movement and
theoretical approach, had on this field.
The conference presented informal and personal recollections of how the field of History
of Design had emerged, and suggested that there was little in the way of theoretical
analsysis, or any acknowledgement of the rise in queer theory from 1990, nor gender.
The conference stressed the new field’s focus on prioritising plain speaking and
accessibility to those who studied it, although clearly these were not, and still are not,
mutually exclusive variables. The conference was criticised for dismissing some of the
important and foundational ways in which gender studies emerged within the
universities that were embarking on the new study of this field, and it is thus important
to address the ways in which we can locate the role of gender, and specifically the
emergence of trans studies, within the History of Design, from its inception to 2000.
John A. Walker’s seminal palindromically-titled book from 1989, Design History and the
History of Design, was one of the keystones of the development of the History of Design
in the UK.86 Here, Walker confirms that the eponymous field was far more attentive to
situating objects themselves as the centre of study, and was keen to depart from the
connnoiseurial and theory-laden old Art History which it had recently broken away
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from.87 Walker did, though, make some concessions to including theory, by the addition
of Judy Attfield’s now well-known pioneering critique of History of Design through a
feminist theoretical lens which concluded his book, entitled ‘FORM/female FOLLOWS
FUNCTION/male: Feminist Critiques of Design'.88 In 2000, Sarah Lichtman read the
placement of Attflield’s important work at the end of Walker’s book as a disassociated
afterthought to the mainstream History of Design.89 However, it could also be read as an
exciting springboard into the potentials of the discipline, which would soon go on to
mobilise key feminist texts on History of Design.
The new History of Design courses were set up in the 1980s at new universities and
polytechnics in the UK, which included: the Open University; North London Polytechnic
(now Middlesex University); Brighton University; and the V&A/RCA MA. One of the
speakers at the Open University conference in Milton Keynes argued that this field’s
position at new academic institutions meant that it attracted a range of left-wing,
politically-motivated, young academic staff. Because of this, the History of Design as a
field was shaped by the personal politics and often, feminist backgrounds, of its founding
scholars, such as Pat Kirkham, Penny Sparke, and Barry Curtis. Furthermore, these new
courses often sat outside of overarching department or disciplinary mantra, so could
escape from more traditional, conservative methods within their scholarship.
Despite this, when surveying the founding literature of the field, the History of Design
has seemed somewhat hesitant, even reluctant, to engage with histories and theories of
gender, and similar to other institutions in the early 1990s in the UK, there was no
engagement with trans identities, nor LGBTQ+ histories. These concerns, however, are a
crucial vector in the study of inanimate objects, which have come into being through
their production, use, and interaction by animate people. This is to say nothing of the
notion of animate or corporeal design: designing the self or the body via medicine,
performance, clothing or cosmetics. To quote Judy Attfield in her previously mentioned
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‘FORM/female FOLLOWS FUNCTION/male’ essay, design history should develop
methodologically ‘not based upon aesthetics or connoisseurship, but upon a concern for
people’.90
A decade after her publication in Walker’s text, Attfield’s book Wild Things: The Material
Culture of Everyday Life, developed her original concept above, and argued that the
History of Design should act as a ‘dynamic point of interplay between animate and
inanimate worlds in order to look beyond the material world of mere things in
themselves and reconsider their complex role in the relationship between objects and
subjects’.91 In a similar vein, the philosopher Jane Bennett in 2010 argued compellingly
for a way of thinking around objects that dissolves the binary codes governing how
animate subjects and inanimate objects are perceived as separate entities; a position that
foregrounds exciting possibilities for thinking through the transformational role of
gender in material culture histories, and material culture in gender histories.92 Both
Attfield and Bennetts’ understanding of gender in material culture and the History of
Design, gestured to here, have been foundational in supporting the arguments within my
own thesis around the interplay between object and subject in the construction and
performance of trans identities.
Other texts which made up some of the earliest cornerstones to the field of the History
of Design, paved the way for gender to emerge as a central concern. However, it should
be noted that there was almost nothing written about LGBTQ+ histories, with the
exception of Elizabeth Wilson’s Adorned in Dreams in 1985.93 Indeed, fashion and dress
history, one of the many conglomerates that make up this field, was early to address the
absence of LGBTQ+ identities, and it was here that Wilson’s Adorned in Dreams made
segways into this area. Adorned in Dreams: Fashion and Modernity, is a fashion history
text that went beyond the traditional confines of the fabric of representation, and delved
into the flesh, gender and sexuality of it.94 Wilson engaged with feminism and histories
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of minorities, oppression, and hegemonic resistance, in her tracing of a history of
modernity through fashion and dress. Her book was a timely addition to this field, and an
unusually strong political contribution, too.
Wilson’s text can be thought of as especially radical, given another text which was
published in 1986: Penny Sparke's An Introduction to Design and Culture in the Twentieth
Century. Sparke focused on consumer goods, industrial design and materiality, and
emphasised design culture in regards to economics, politics and technology.95 Although
Sparke’s work was important in how it prioritised women’s agency in the world of
consumption, there was a presumed cisgendered, heteronormative framework, which
was common to other History of Design texts published at the same time.
In 1995, Sparke published As Long as it's Pink: The Sexual Politics of Taste.96 Here, Sparke
was once again pioneering in her discussion of gender and design, and was insightful in
her analysis of the ways in which modernism, and readings of modernity, had dismissed
femininity. However, Sparke’s approach to contemporary eyes now reads as
overwhelmingly heteronormative, with no mention of LGBTQ+ histories, apart from
problematically noting that in the 1970s, ‘a variety of sexual identities offered themselves
up like commodities on the marketplace’.97 Furthermore, As Long as it’s Pink operated
on the level of unquestioning presumption about feminine taste, and equated this with
a cisgendered, privileged, white and feminine identity, arguing rightly for a recognition
of its importance within a dominant modernist ideology of twentieth-century design, but
leaving little room for other conceptions of femininity, sexuality or gender within
modernity.98 Sparke’s work was considered a useful contribution to a growing literature
on feminism and design history in the late 1990s,99 however, it now reads as more
problematic, not least, argues Sarah Lichtman, in the blunt oppositional pairing of
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modernism=male vs. femininity.100 This has since been examined in more detail in recent
years, most notably with the now annual ‘Queer Modernism(s)’ conference, which has
been running since 2017.101
Other foundational texts in the History of Design before 1995 occasionally mentioned
gender and LGBTQ+ identities, although not in any great depth, nor in very much detail.
Considering the contemporaneous rise of new, interdisciplinary fields such as Queer
Theory and Trans Studies in the 1990s (although these mainly took root in North
America), as well as the ways in which older disciplines such as History of Art and Visual
Cultures were incorporating feminist theories, gender, and material culture
methodologies, this lack in History of Design in the UK seems out of place.102 History of
Design was, however, concerned with Marxism and industrial design, which tried to
counteract the more elitist fields of Art History which, as mentioned, the field was in
some ways a reaction away from. Adrian Forty’s Objects of Desire positioned itself within
this territory, although the research did not engage with feminism, gender history or
critical theory, despite chapters on gendered environments such as the home and
office.103 Instead, Forty maintained a pervasive heteronormativity throughout in the
discussion of space, place and family dynamics.104
One year after Objects of Desire was published, Hazel Conway's short, snappy handbook
for students of Design History was released, which coincided with the first edition of the
Journal of Design History.105 Conway’s text was innovative and pioneering when it was
published in 1987, although criticised by John A. Walker for its brevity and apparently
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neutral political stance: areas he then attempted to remedy in 1989.106 Design History: A
Student’s Handbook, positioned itself as a basic guide for how to study this field and what
was considered appropriate to study, with suggestions of chairs, industrial design,
ceramics and graphics. There was no mention, however, of gender or LGBTQ+ histories,
with the exception of a miniscule section on feminism and reparative historical
methodologies such as Oral History in Pat Kirkham’s chapter on furniture.107 The chapter
by Josephine Miller on 'The Study of Dress and Textiles', lightly skims a delicate surface
over what I might gesture to as trans design history concerns: Miller notes that clothing
has served to enforce 'traditional gender roles which are being challenged at present',
and offers room for the reader to wonder why men wearing skirts is still considered less
acceptable than women wearing trousers.108
By the mid-1990s, a literature connecting feminism and History of Design emerged more
forcefully, although scant attention in these works were given to LGBTQ+ or trans
concerns. Pat Kirkham led the way here. After contributing to Conway’s book, Kirkham
compiled The Gendered Object in 1996, where she gathered together a fresh and
innovative collection of newly written essays on ‘gender, design, and the gendering of
design’.109 Texts included research on: Barbies and Action Men; trainers; and an
exceptionally wry and witty critique of Tom and Jerry cartoons and subversive gender
play by Paul Wells.
Victoria de Grazia and Ellen Furlough’s collection The Sex of Things: Gender and
Consumption in Historical Perspective was published in the same year as Kirkham’s The
Gendered Object.110 This collection of essays from a cross-disciplinary range of scholars,
all engaged to some degree with History of Design and material culture. These texts
highlighted the turn in History of Design toward consumer histories and feminism,
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echoing Kirkham’s anthology, and paid close attention to women and femininity, whilst
departing from previous concerns in the field over manufacture, production and
modernism, all of which were coded heteronormatively masculine.111 However, there
was nothing in The Sex of Things related to trans histories, or LGBTQ+ histories.
In 1997 came a book now synonymous with the North American turn toward material
culture from the Winterthur museum, The Material Culture of Gender, The Gender of
Material Culture, edited by Katherine Martinez and Kenneth L. Ames. This contained
twenty-three essays on: infant’s clothing; Little House on the Prairie; and the now wellknown ‘Of Mice and Men: Gender, Identity and Collecting’ by Russell W. Belk and Melanie
Wallendorf. The texts concerned how material culture made gender visible and viable,
although again, trans histories were absent from what is now a staple text in the History
of Design.112 These two books provided a crucial point where a close reading of gender
from a critical perspective, emerged in the field. Although it may be unsurprising that
both books did not include trans or LGBTQ+ histories contextually, they can be seen to
have paved the way toward new directions in feminism and gender later on.
Texts in the History of Design and material culture in the last ten years or so have started
to more readily interrogate LGBTQ+ histories, and queer studies has come to bear on
academic work in this area, although very little in the way of trans histories within History
of Design or material culture has emerged recently within academic scholarship in the
field, and almost none of it has featured in the Journal of Design History. Nevertheless,
the methodologies employed within these areas have certainly flowed into other
avenues such as museology and curation, as well as work within trans studies as
published in TSQ. In 2007, Christ Waters labelled the work emerging since 2000 in the
UK, out of the influence of Jeffrey Weeks’s archival approach ‘a new queer history’, which
marked ‘a significant historical turn in British queer scholarship [italics in original],’
although again, I would point to the relative lack of trans histories within this grouping,
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in addition to an almost total absence of material culture methodologies in this new
turn.113
Given History of Design’s lack of trans histories and material culture in its foundational
texts, or in recent years, it thus seems increasingly important to call attention to the ways
in which trans histories have impacted upon this field. Furthermore, it seems increasingly
important to consider how trans histories have been represented within material culture
through museum collections, exhibitions, and archives, which is what the next sections
will discuss. Through undertaking research on the recent history of trans material culture
in museums, archives and collections, this chapter then enables a clearer foundation for
the next two chapters to develop, which both utilise the material culture of trans
histories and the trans histories of material culture in new and original ways.

I.3 Trans Material Culture in Museums
Trans history is at a critical and pivotal juncture. It is becoming increasingly important to
call attention to the ways in which trans lives have impacted upon material history, and
to explore what this material history might look like, and where it might be located. Once
side-lined, even by LGBTQ+ histories, which all too often relegated the ‘T’ to a tokenistic
adjunct in the initialism, trans is now becoming increasingly visible and viable in
museology, and available as a category of identity.114 Rising numbers of temporary
exhibitions and permanent museum displays are now dealing with trans history from a
material culture perspective, although the historian and curator Stuart Frost correctly
confirmed that this has only taken place within the last fifteen years, and is an area that,
as Oliver Winchester asserted, is still very much ‘in its infancy’.115
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In 2014, Time Magazine declared that year as ‘the Transgender Tipping Point’.116 In the
same year in June, the Arts Council-funded charity Homotopia, in collaboration with the
Museum of Liverpool, organised a two-day conference entitled ‘The Un-straight
Museum’.117 The conference brought together museum professionals, archivists,
curators, artists and historians from the UK, Europe and America, in order to question,
discuss, and draw out possible solutions to, the notably absent presence of Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Trans (LGBT) histories in museums worldwide. This continued absence,
argued many of the speakers over two days in 2014, had inevitably formed itself into a
wider historical void, based on often unchallenged notions of repression and
representation, and on which identities might be seen as historically valid. It is a lacunae
which is both untenable and unethical, as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick argued twenty years
earlier, claiming that ‘under its institutional pseudonyms such as Inheritance, Marriage,
Dynasty, Domesticity, and Population, heterosexuality has been permitted to
masquerade so fully as History itself’.118 Indeed, Monique Wittig powerfully asserted the
notion of heterosexuality as a political system some years before Sedgwick, and Teresa
de Lauretis’s notable work on queer theory as a totalitarian construct has also been
powerful in articulating oppressive regimes, where she argued: ‘heterosexuality is a
cultural construct designed to justify the whole system of social domination based on
the obligatory reproductive function of women and the appropriation of that
reproduction’.119
The American scholar James H Sanders III, has drawn upon Sedgwick’s theory in his own
work, suggesting the museum has perhaps inevitably transformed itself into 'an
instrument of heteronormativity', which both produces and reaffirms these skewed
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narratives.120 Both Sedgwick and Sanders position the discipline of History as inherently
heterosexual by default, and therefore signal to the museum’s monolithic exclusion of
trans identities as systematic in its failure, as opposed to individual in curator, collector
or researchers’ faults. However, the possibility of including LGBTQ+ identities within the
space of the museum has been questioned as perhaps an impossibility, at least since
1993, with Douglas Crimps’ The Museum’s Ruins.121
There are a very limited number of museums which deal solely with LGBTQ+ culture and
history. A 2017 report on LGBTQ representations in European museums undertaken by
the Swedish Exhibition Agency, suggested that ‘LGBTQ people all over the world can be
regarded as an unhistoricised part of the population […] visibility leads to a right to exist,
greater understanding, respect and more openness in society’.122 Writing in 1992, Derek
Jarman recognised this invisibility as he ‘began to read between the lines of history’.
Jarman wrote that for his own personal, sexual development, ‘the hunt was on for
forebears who validated my existence. Was Western civilization Queer?’, and noted the
importance of art and culture on queer lives, arguing that ‘most of the works on our
Queer lives underestimate the effect of art in favour of political action’.123
In his paper at the Un-straight Museum conference, curator of the digital-borne
Unstraight Museum project, Nicolas Hasselqvist, affirmed the necessity of cultural
institutions to record unstraight pasts for much the same reasons as Jarman gestured to
in 1992. Hasselqvist bemoaned the lack of areas where this was already taking place.124
The statistics he presented threw his point into sharp relief: of the 55,000 or so museums
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around the world, 312 of these are about Elvis Presley, seven focus their curatorial
energies on toilets, whereas just three museums concerned ‘unstraight’ issues.125 These
were the GLBT Society in San Francisco, and the Schwules* Museum in Berlin, founded
in 1985, but only since 2008 has it included trans material into the collection.126 The
Leslie-Lohman Gallery of Gay and Lesbian Art in New York was awarded museum status
in 2015, and now is called the Leslie-Lohman Museum which brings the total to a meagre
0.006% of museums worldwide.127
Since 2014, one notable addition to this list is the Queer Museum, currently being
developed through lottery funding and crowd funding campaigns, in London. Hasselqvist
did not mention those museums, galleries and archives which hold LGBTQ+ material, but
do not, through a lack of interest, ignorance of collections or ability, make this publicly
known or available. If these were included, I imagine the number would surge to
somewhere near the 100% mark.
The argument for universalist accounts of LGBTQ+ and trans identities is convincing, if
not unproblematic in other ways: Fashion historian and curator Valerie Steele has
rationalized that LGBTQ+ people have always existed, at all places, at all times, and
therefore, so have their cultural outputs.128 Leslie Feinberg, from a scholarly, activist
perspective, has repeatedly drawn attention to trans histories throughout their career,
beginning with their 1992 pamphlet Transgender Liberation: A Movement Whose Time
Has Come, to Transgender Warriors in 1996, which valorised a trans past and brought
this into heightened visibility in the present.129
This has been a foundation for campaigns promoting LGBTQ+ and trans rights, as well as
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cultural outputs, such as queer, Muslim writer Samra Habib’s We Have Always Been Here
from 2019,130 and even earlier, the ‘We Are Everywhere’ campaign from the mid-1980s
by the Minorities Trust (See Figure 1). Recently, the Museum of Transgender Hirstory
and Art (MoTHA) which currently exists as a series of pop up installations and sites
around San Francisco, produced a poster starring 278 people that included Mrs
Doubtfire, Andrej Pejic and Buck Angel (and dogs: Lassie also features), who could be
considered trans throughout history (See Figures 2 and 3).131
It thus remains how to appropriately address this area, particularly in History of Design,
which has often, as previously mentioned, seemed reluctant to engage in trans or
LGBTQ+ histories. An object-centred approach for thinking about trans history can be
useful in considering histories of lived, gendered bodies. Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s claim
that ‘the body is a thing among things’ is a useful area from which to springboard this
intellectual inquiry, and his phenomenological approach is also helpful in considering the
gendered body within the realms of performance and material culture.132 The to-ing and
fro-ing of material thing and lived body, has resonance for various methodologies in
historical disciplines, and it is this both immaterial and material process of exchange
which concerns the writing of histories of trans identities and their relationship to
material culture.
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Figure 1, Minorities Trust, 'We Are Everywhere', c. 1985, print on A4 paper, stapled. TGA Ekins:
Box 2/6 2014-20, Folder: Minorities Trust / Transcare (1 of 2). Photograph by author
(21.07.2015).
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Figure 2. Chris E. Vargas, MOTHA Poster, Transgender Hiroes, 2013, 58cm ´ 63 cm. Print on A3
paper, author’s own. Photograph by author (01.08.2019).
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Figure 3. Chris E. Vargas, MOTHA Poster, Transgender Hiroes Poster Key, 2013, 58cm ´ 63 cm.
Print on A3 paper, author’s own. Photograph by author (01.08.2019).
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The history of LGBTQ+ museums has yet to be satisfactorily mapped. In a special issue of
the journal Museums and Social Issues in 2008, entitled ‘Where is Queer?’, there was an
acknowledgement that it was difficult to begin making inroads into remedying the
exclusion of LGBTQ+ lives in museums, as it was hard to recover figures to use as a basis
of temporary exhibitions and installations about LGBTQ+ issues in the past. There have
been some regional and country-specific attempts to do so: Andrew Gorman-Murray
located queer exhibitions in Australia from 1982 to 2005, and Stuart Frost has
contributed to locating and recording UK-based LGBTQ+ exhibitions.133 In 2001, Angela
Vanegas updated Gabrielle Bourn’s initial 1994 study, in which she recorded the LGBTQ+
collection policies of twenty British social history museums, with dispiriting results
showing a noticeable lack of improvement within the seven year time frame.134
However disappointing the results of Hasselqvist, Bourn and Vanegas’ research might
seem, I would argue firmly against Darryl McIntyre’s 2007 surmise of museums as a
‘wasteland when it comes to collecting LGBT-related materials’.135 Despite the all too
often lack of clear, documentary evidence of trans-related material in temporary
exhibitions or permanent museums up until 2014, it is without doubt, there, despite Amy
Levin suggesting that 'if works on gays, lesbians, and bisexuals and museums are rare,
there is virtually nothing on displays related to transgender or intersex individuals.'136
The challenge pivots around how to define what trans material culture might consist of,
and how it should be collected, displayed, and integrated within a wider collection. This
is an area that has come under particular scrutiny in the last few years, with a noticeable
uptick in LGBTQ+ related tours and events at major national museums, such as the V&A
LGBTQ+ monthly tours that include trans material, as well as through scholarship in this
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area by Richard Sandell.137 Exhibitions of note such as the recent ‘Camp’ at the MET in
New York, as well as The Museum of Fine Art’s ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ show in 2019,
have demonstrated a seminal sea-change in how museums are interacting with trans
material culture in blockbuster, popular shows (See Figures 4-11).138
In addition, a material history of trans material culture within museum curation has
emerged with increasing frequency since the Unstraight Museum conference in 2014.
Cultural interest in LGBTQ+ histories peaked in the UK in 2017, in line with
commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the 1967 Sexual Offences Act. These
exhibitions, which often featured more trans history and material culture than had been
seen before, notes Richard Sandell, have been important in ‘reflecting an increasing
trans-visibility across many areas of public life’.139
Recent changes in displays by national art museums included ‘Queer British Art: 18611967’ (Tate Modern, 2017) and ‘Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity’ (Walker Art
Gallery, 2017). Fashion-focused shows have been slightly fewer, with two notable smallscale shows in Liverpool: ‘Transformation: One Man's Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ (Sudley
House, 2017-18) (See Figures 12-19 ); and ‘Fashion Icons: Celebrating Gay Designers’
(Walker Art Gallery, 2017-18) (See Figures 20-23). Social history exhibitions have
increased in number, including ‘Gay UK: Love, Law and Liberty’ (British Library, 2017);
‘Never Going Underground: The Fight for LGBT+ Rights’ (People’s Museum in
Manchester, 2017) (See Figures 30-33); and ‘The Museum of Transology’ (started 2015;
London College of Fashion, 2017; Brighton Museum & Art Gallery, 2017-18) (See Figures
23-26).
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Figure 4 . Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). View of first room in exhibition. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).

Figure 5. Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). View of lasy room in exhibition. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).
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Figure 6. Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). View of Janelle Monet’s suit. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).
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Figure 7. Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). View of conversation room. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).

Figure 8. Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). Close up of conversation room’s audience participation ‘This
Exhibition reminds me…’. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).
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Figure 9. Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). Close up of conversation room’s audience participation feedback
on: ‘This Exhibition reminds me…’. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).

Figure 10. Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). Close up of conversation room’s audience participation feedback
on: ‘What Events in History…’. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).
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Figure 11. Exhibition view of ‘Gender Bending Fashion’ at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA
(21.03.2019 – 25.08.2019). Close up of conversation room’s audience participation feedback
on: ‘What Events in History…’ feedback. Photograph by author (03.08.2019).
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Figure 12. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Entrance foyer of Sudley House.
Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 13. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Close up of first display podium.
Photograph by author (01.03.2017).

Figure 14. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Close up of second room.
Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 15. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Close up of display panel and
mannequins. Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 16. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Close up of display panel and
mannequin. Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 17. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Close up of ‘Glossary of Terms’ and
comments board with post-its left by visitors. Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 18. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Close up of post-it comments left
by visitors. Photograph by author (01.03.2017).

Figure 19. Exhibition view of ‘Transformation: One Man’s Cross-Dressing Wardrobe’ at Sudley
House, Liverpool (24.10.2015 – 13.02.2017 – extended run). Close up of post-it comments left
by visitors. Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 20. Exhibition view of ‘Fashion Icons: Celebrating Gay Designers’ at Walker Art Gallery,
Liverpool (2017), close up of audience comment board on display. Photograph by author
(01.03.2017).

Figure 21. Exhibition view of ‘Fashion Icons: Celebrating Gay Designers’ at Walker Art Gallery,
Liverpool (2017), close up of display case. Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 22. Exhibition view of ‘Fashion Icons: Celebrating Gay Designers’ at Walker Art Gallery,
Liverpool (2017), close up of display case. Photograph by author (01.03.2017).
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Figure 23. Exhibition view of ‘Museum of Transology’, at London College of Fashion’s Fashion
Space Gallery, (20.01.2017 – 22.04.2017). Photograph of introductory wall panel. Photograph
by author (13.03.2017).
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Figure 24. Exhibition view of ‘Museum of Transology’, at London College of Fashion’s Fashion
Space Gallery, (20.01.2017 – 22.04.2017). Photograph of ‘The Cis Gaze’ display. Photograph by
author (13.03.2017).
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Figure 25. Exhibition view of ‘Museum of Transology’, at London College of Fashion’s Fashion
Space Gallery, (20.01.2017 – 22.04.2017). Photograph of display panel. Photograph by author
(13.03.2017).

Figure 26. Exhibition view of ‘Museum of Transology’, at London College of Fashion’s Fashion
Space Gallery, (20.01.2017 – 22.04.2017). Photograph of display panel. Photograph by author
(13.03.2017).
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Prior to 2017, a gathering momentum of LGBTQ+ museology and curation had been
building, with notable examples including the enormously popular ‘April Ashley: Portrait
of a Lady’ (Museum of Liverpool, 2013-15); the smaller, community-based display
‘Revealing Stories’ (M-Shed, 2013); and the medical history exhibition, ‘The Institute of
Sexology’ (Wellcome, 2014-2015). In 2019, two important exhibitions in the UK have
engaged with trans histories in profound and complex ways: ‘Kiss My Genders’ (12 June
– 8 September 2019) at the Hayward works particularly well in its conglomeration of
artists that challenge binary gendered thinking, and through its curation which refuses
chronological development in favour of thematic proximity. The Whitechapel Gallery also
opened its smaller, archival-based show, ‘Queer Spaces: London, 1980s – Today’ (2 April
– 25 August 2019), although it was surprising to note the almost total lack of trans
material here.140
At least three years before this emergence of LGBTQ+ curatorial interest, in 2010, the
gay and human rights activist Peter Tatchell called for the foundation of a Gay Museum
in the UK in an article for the Guardian. One of the key questions Tatchell asked was
‘what would be in a queer museum?’. Rather cryptically, he responded this would be ‘the
same kind of thing as in any other museum’.141 Queer museums, or queer objects,
perhaps look no different to any other type of object or museum. The forthcoming Queer
Objects book recognises this conundrum, asking a range of writers to volunteer their own
intimate, personal readings of queer objects, thus reflecting Tatchell’s conundrum over
institutional frameworks and definitions.142
The Transgender Archives in Victoria, BC Canada, for example, contain a pair of stockings
won by the UK’s first ever ‘gender transient’ wedding.143 However, without the
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classificatory label, and without the historical papers affirming this, these objects would
remain silent and empty in their connection to trans histories. Vanegas supports this
point, noting that everyday objects that are not specifically labelled as LGBTQ look no
different from ones that are not, arguing that ‘certainly, objects are not alive – they have
no intrinsic sexuality’.144 Vanegas and Tatchells’ argument would therefore rebuke
Hasselqvist’s earlier statistics, and would challenge the underpinnings of gender identity
as easily defined through museum categorisation or object specificity. Indeed, why
should a museum about Elvis or toilets not also function as a museum about LGBTQ
issues? What, might we ask, are self-evident ‘straight’ museums?
However, if, as Vanegas argues, the silent objects of history connected with trans lives
look just like any other, and indeed, are very often the same as any other, how should
these histories be singled out and signposted, or expressly defined as different from
heteronormative material culture in the museum? Should they be segregated, in a
museum or a display on their own, and explained loudly, given a voice through labels,
panels, or sound recordings, to remedy their otherwise ‘mute’ sensibilities? Or would
this ventriloquism seem inappropriate? Oliver Winchester, as someone who grappled
with this dilemma, summed it up thus: the difficulty lies in how museums ‘eradicate
discrimination whilst enshrining difference’.145
Two exhibitions at the Museum of Liverpool, which took place simultaneously during the
Unstraight Museum conference in 2014, are good representatives of Winchester’s
dilemma. ‘April Ashley: Portrait of a Lady’ was a biographical show on April Ashley, a
trans woman born in Liverpool, whose personal life and political activism from the 1960s
onwards, formed the narrative of the display. The artist Sarah Davidmann also showed
her work opposite the entrance to Portrait of a Lady, a sensitively researched and
curated show of her photographic project, Ken. To be Destroyed.146 The eponymous ‘Ken’
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(now called ‘K’ in more recent iterations of this show) refers to Davidmann’s uncle who,
upon the death of the artist’s mother, Sarah discovered had been trans. This had
remained a painfully guarded secret while K had been alive and married, and had
subsequently been deliberately concealed and strategically erased from her family’s
history, continuing well after K’s death in 1979.147
Both exhibitions could be seen as emblematic of the wider state of trans histories within
UK museums, and perhaps parallels the state of trans representation in a much broader
context, both historically and socially. The April Ashley display hinted at an exciting
change in curatorial tendencies, cutting through institutionally informed, and often
enforced, heteronormative social histories by producing bold, activist-influenced shows,
created as much through audience participation and greater focus on reception theory,
as by top-down curatorial practice. Here, the People’s Museum, in Manchester’s ‘Never
Going Underground’, shares certain similarities.148 Such exhibitions prompt museums
and curators to step outside of their comfort zones, and allows them a moment to check
for exclusions in their grand narratives. M-Shed’s ‘Revealing Stories’ in 2012-13, could be
seen as another, earlier example of this technique.
As Winchester argued, ‘the key is to ensure that exclusions are considered rather than
arbitrary, and meaningful in their absence, rather than pointed in their denial’.149 The
Ashley show emphasised the wider reaches of Ashely’s influence, both for trans and nontrans identifying individuals in the fields of fashion, performance and politics. The
exhibition as a whole interrogated assumptions of certain heteronormatively
constructed historical frameworks, particularly in relation to her history as a high-end
fashion model appearing in the pages of British Vogue, and was supported in this
endeavour both financially and curatorially by a significant national UK museum.
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In opposition to the Ashley exhibition, Ken. To Be Destroyed derived from an intensely
personal archival investigation into the curator and artist’s own family archives, which in
this case, was discovered tucked away in a single brown manila envelope. The end
product is the fragmented, often partial story of an individual, whose life weaves a web
of recognition with a multitude of other people’s personal histories. Davidmann
approached her archival investigation acknowledging a certain friction about the
inclusion of trans identities in the wider sphere, questioning which stories and objects
might hold a claim to be considered as representations of private or public trans
histories.
These exhibitions, both in 2014, succeeded in offering up new paradigms for how
museums might begin to access and display material culture related to trans histories.
The notion of history as inherently heterosexual by default, and therefore exclusionary
of trans identities, has been evident in other museum contexts, where the subject and/or
the material exhibited were LGBTQ+ in nature, but not explicitly mentioned. For
example, the retrospective of the photographer Horst P. Horst at the V&A in 2015, did
not contain any mention of his homosexuality, or of his male romantic partnerships,
instead referring to his ‘mentor’ or ‘room-mate’ throughout.150 The closest
acknowledgement came in the final room of the show, with a series of platinumpalladium printed black and white photographs of male nudes taken in the 1950s, their
bodies undulating within the frame like monochrome landscapes. Here, the labels noted
that these photographs were all in the private collection of Elton John. The meaning
could thus only be inferred, and fitted in with Richard Sandell and Stuart Frost’s
assessment of the way in which ‘the majority of institutions still present exclusively
heteronormative narratives in which sexual and gendered difference are denied’.151 This
also echoes Winchester’s earlier thinking around curatorial exclusions being ‘meaningful
in their absence, rather than pointed in their denial’.152
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Earlier in 2008-9, the National Portrait Gallery held a retrospective of photographer
Annie Lebowitz, making reference to her ‘close friend’ Susan Sontag in the panel texts.
They were, in fact, in a romantic relationship until Sontag’s death, and raised Sontag’s
son together.153 Lord Frederic Leighton’s house-turned-museum in Kensington also
makes no mention of his homosexuality, despite historical evidence which would
strongly imply his sexual preferences toward men. Similarly, Strawberry Hill in
Twickenham, once owned by Horace Walpole and interpreted as a phenomenally ‘queer’
architecture now, also seems reluctant to discuss, or even mention, his homosexuality.154
Often this can be due to the estate’s wishes. For example, a 2014 pop-up exhibition at
the Cosmopolitan in Las Vegas curated by Deirdre Clemente about Liberace, focused on
his costumes and the local craft networks of making which he encouraged. There was no
mention of his homosexuality, which the estate and the Liberace foundation made clear
was out of bounds, and would cause the funding for the show to cease entirely.155
Interestingly, this exhibition opened almost simultaneously with the film about Liberace,
Behind the Candelabra, which focused on his same sex relationships.
It could be argued that art and design scholarship has moved a long way beyond such
essentialist biographical narratives, and that these are details which have little
importance in the interpretation of the works themselves. It could also be argued,
however, that these small, and perhaps insignificant details, would have undoubtedly
been acknowledged in a heterosexual context, and therein lies the problem.156 In
combination, these absences read not simply forgetful slips or mistakes, but as
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considered and wilful omissions which remove such LGBTQ+ objects and people from an
appropriate historical context.
Two temporary exhibitions from 2013 are useful for considering how trans history has
intermingled with queer histories and curation, and has been developed as either
segregated in the space of large museum spaces; or integrated into wider narratives. In
2013, the Victoria and Albert Museum invited contemporary artists Michael Elmgreen
and Ingar Dragset to take over a disused textile gallery and create an installation. The
resulting display, Tomorrow, felt more like a Punchdrunk immersive theatre experience,
or a visit to the Dennis Severs’ house in East London. The galleries were morphed into a
decaying, once grand apartment; complete with ceiling leaks, over-stuffed furniture and
an enormous dining table mysteriously cracked down the middle.
The space was apparently for sale, with a huge hoarding advertising the apartment
outside the V&A, and gallery wardens were instructed to lead the public to believe they
were on a viewing. The satellite apartment, stranded within the space of the gallery, it
was imagined, belonged to a retired, unsuccessful architect who was dying, or was
perhaps already dead, and had been, or was, gay. Elmgreen and Dragset constructed a
narrative which unfurled throughout the installation: through the visitor’s experience of
walking around the gallery space, and through the small booklet of an unrealised script
for an unrealised film based on the absent or dying owner.
The audience-turned-participants enter into this eerie ersatz apartment, and journey
through the rooms, touching certain artefacts, leafing through photo albums, sitting on
the furniture, perhaps even playing the grand piano, all the while gathering clues to a
non-linear narrative which emerges throughout the interactive experience. There is a
tense unfamiliarity about being in a museum where you can touch the objects, and
where the story you are expected to experience is not within easy grasp or
interpretation. Here, the story is so radically other, so altered and concealed, that it reads
as foreign and unfamiliar. Queer, even.
This was indeed a type of queer story-telling which circled around bodies both absent in
the perhaps dead owner and present in the audience; animate again in the audience’s
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liveness, yet inanimate through the objects which became elemental to the
performance. The approach was personal and decidedly non-heteronormative. Robert
Mills has discussed the type of display mechanisms queer museums might engage with
which differ from heteronormative re-tellings of history. He envisages that they would:
Adopt a style of presentation partly modelled on scrapbooks and collage; in place of the
representative ‘object’, they will appropriate fragments, snippets of gossip, speculations,
irreverent half-truths. Museum-goers will be invited to consume their histories queerly
– interacting with exhibits that self-consciously resist grand narratives and categorical
assertions. It will be a mode of display, collecting, and curating driven not by a desire for
a petrified ‘history as it really was’ but the recognition that interpretations change and
that our encounters with archives are saturated with desire.157

This framework could be seen in Tomorrow. The body in this exhibition was a transient
thing, perhaps even trans. This body flitted through the apartment rooms and made itself
felt through the objects which stood in for it, or displaced it. It appeared present in the
guise of the spectator/participant. But it was also an absent body, or present only
through objects left behind, forensic-like, in the case of the once-owner. The transient
body here becomes trans in ‘Tomorrow’ due to its amalgamation into the bodies of the
visitors; multi-sexed, multi-gendered and even, with regard to the once-inhabitant,
multi-sentient: both living, and dead – almost abject in Julia Kristeva’s understanding of
it: the abject as that which ‘does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between,
the ambiguous, the composite’.158 It is with a sense of unknowing and strange absurdity
that the audience step out of this schema, back into the chronological and thematic
world of the external museum, where history is categorised, regulated, and certainly
untouchable.
In opposition to the submersive and subversive Tomorrow, A Queer History of Fashion at
the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York worked toward a more segregated
approach to their narrative. Fred Dennis and Valerie Steele co-curated this show, which
claimed to be ‘the first museum exhibition to explore in depth the significant
contributions to fashion made by LGBTQ individuals over the past 300 years’.159 This
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exhibition layout was linear and firmly chronological: the stories told here, although
queer, were not, arguably, presented queerly.160
There has been some question as to why the body identified through its sexuality or
gender is important in histories of fashion, and whether this has any direct correlation
to the clothes they design or wear. The answers, from the accompanying exhibition
catalogue, resolutely suggested there is a link. Fashion, after all, is intimately connected
to our bodily practices, and is thus central to identity formation and expression, a large
part of which is our gendered identity. Judy Attfield has described clothing and textiles
as having a particularly strong somatic relationship to the skin and to less tangible
markers of identity: ‘Clothing and textiles have a particularly intimate quality because
they lie next to the skin and inhabit the spaces of private life helping to negotiate the
inner self with the outside world’.161
However, Attfield also recognises the strange ephemerality of textiles as precisely what
gives them (or their users) ‘the particular physical characteristics that materialise the
impermanence of modern identity’.162 Structuralist accounts of reading fashion as clear
markers of inner identity are rightly troubled. Vicky Karaminas, author of Queer Fashion,
has argued that for queer fashion, Attfield’s claim for clothing as crucial to identity and
body formation is redoubled. She suggests that ‘whereas the straight construct sees a
dichotomy between the naked body and the clothing that covers it, queer style considers
a far more seamless relation between the two'.163
Even if Karaminas is correct, in that queer or trans fashion is somehow more integral to
the body than ‘straight’ fashion, how is this identified in museum display? We might once
again turn to Angela Vanegas’ problem of identifying the material objects of LGBTQ
individuals when ‘the possessions of heterosexuals are no different from those of queer
people.'164. One technique, as shown in A Queer History of Fashion, is to simply to
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compartmentalise these narratives in a single location, through displaying a binary
separation from heteronormative material history.
The merits of such a segregated approach for LGBTQ narratives in the museum is
questionable, but can be defended, for as Joe Heimlich and John Fraser point out, ‘the
ghettoizing of the queer story is not without its benefits, because a community needs a
place to incubate their story'.165 The technique of this FIT exhibition had its critics;
Annamari Vänskä in the journal Fashion Theory, mounted a particularly convincing
assessment of the show, which problematised its formalist and predominantly white,
male, gay and single identity-based narrative structure.166 As Vänskä argued, the strictly
linear display techniques may have presented a ‘queer’ history of fashion, but failed to
‘queer’ this history of fashion. Visiting the exhibition in 2014, I did find myself wondering
where exactly the trans body/ies and material culture were situated. While the title
seemed to suggest an inclusion of trans identities, the curation and resulting symposium
side-lined these stories, and sadly fitted squarely into Amy Levin and Daryl McIntyre’s
previously mentioned assessment of sexuality and gender in museums, which are rare,
and too often exclusionary of trans people.167
What, then, are the results are for these exclusionary tactics, which in Steele and Dennis’
show, occurred in spite of an agenda of inclusivity? Symbolic exclusions of certain
peoples place in history makes for material exclusions of these bodies’ relevance and
importance in constructing wider material histories. The representation, or mis/underrepresentation of certain lives, bodies and identities in cultural spaces, as Nan Alamilla
Boyd contends, shows the trans body itself to be ‘a highly politicized, unstable, and
symbolic structure’.168 Furthermore, it is the underrepresentation of these symbolic
structures which work to obscure, or erase, the material structure of living, real trans
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bodies in both the trans bodies of those in the past, and of the museum visitors in the
present.
Histories of trans identities are a crucial facet in examining how particular bodies interact
with, produce, and deploy objects, as well as being essential to how diverse museum
visitors can construct meanings from these objects. Moreover, these objects can become
meaningful to visitor’s own lives, and their presence can break the perceived
heteronormativism, or at worst, ‘institutional homophobia’, of many cultural
institutions, giving museums a sense of social and cultural agency.169 These omissions
remove certain objects and certain bodies from an appropriate historical context, and
have the dangerous power to go on to generate wider, exclusionary histories in the
future, as well as to cement them in the past.
In the first volume of The History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault remarked upon the
repression of ‘perverse’ sexualities in the nineteenth century, stating, ‘repression
operated as a sentence to disappear, but also as an injunction to silence, an affirmation
of nonexistence’.170 Similarly in 1991, trans woman and activist Sandy Stone noted, ‘It is
difficult to generate a counterdiscourse if one is programmed to disappear. The highest
purpose of the transsexual is to erase him/herself, to fade into the “normal” population
as soon as possible’.171 Some bodies are therefore deemed as valued within historical
discourse, whereas others are not. Judith Butler and Nan Alamilla Boyd both suggest that
while some, namely heteronormative bodies ‘matter’, others, due to cultural invisibility,
repression, or being less culturally intelligible, such as trans bodies, are ‘abject bodies –
bodies transgeressive of borders and boundaries – do not matter. They do not function
intelligibly as matter, and they do not have value’.172
In order to make a more inclusive history presented in museums, it is important to value,
make visible, and therefore to not make abject or unintelligible, trans bodies. For, as
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Anna Conlan has argued, museums as a site of representation are an absolute necessity,
‘urgent and life-giving’, and in the words of Butler, ‘as crucial as bread’.173
Museums and exhibitions that include the material culture of trans histories are crucial
for historians working within museology to consider the expanded field of how bodies
interact with, produce, and deploy objects. Utilising these often problematic and
occasionally unanswerable questions of how and why trans bodies and identities should
appear in museums, historians of design can begin to incorporate new and usefully
expanded dimensions to the ways in which the body, and its material artefacts, are
historicised, which I will now move on to do with a case study of the V&A museum’s
move toward greater trans inclusivity.

I.4 V&A Case Study
It is useful to recognise the more positive ways in which academics might explore trans
histories, and how they might also thus approach the archive and museum collection. A
series of developments at the V&A in relation to widening participation and increasing a
culture of trans histories, seems to be heading in an entirely positive direction.
In 2014, the V&A made an addition of searchable categories related to gender and
sexuality on the internal museum catalogue, Collection Management System (CMS),
which has been initiated by the very active V&A LGBTQ+ Working Group founded in
2006. In 2015, the Walker Art Gallery enacted similar changes, using the funding secured
by Charlotte Keenan to alter the National Museum Liverpool’s database and
cataloguing.174 Subject search headings at the V&A included: ‘Transgender’, ‘drag-king’
and ‘camp’, and various staff members, depending on their levels of access to CMS, can
‘tag’ objects to fit in with these descriptors. In a similar way, this fits with the National
Archives’ attempt to encourage users to tag items in their search catalogue, ‘Discovery’,
which although currently not hugely successful, is nevertheless important in the way that
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it may generate future public-facing histories.175 Both of these projects recognise the
fraught and frictional, incomplete nature of archives, while exploiting the productive
interaction which researchers generate in utilising archives. To borrow a term from
media studies, historians in this, and many other ‘minority’ areas, seem to have become
‘prosumers’ in the archives.
The V&A’s public-facing ‘Search the Collections’ facility also includes the category,
‘Gender and Sexuality’, which brings up a number of objects from the museum’s
collections, although this leaves open the issues of what to include and not include under
this rubric. This is something that Zorian Clayton, then assistant curator at the V&A,
discussed in the 2014 conference ‘The Un-straight Museum’.176 For example, several
authors have noted that LGBTQ+ histories are not only significant in relation to sex, as
Vanegas has argued. Discussing lesbian and gay social history, she notes, ‘because
lesbians and gay men are defined by their sexuality, they can only be represented by
objects relating to sex, an approach that denies other aspects of gay and lesbian
culture’.177
In his comprehensive book, Art and Homosexuality the art historian Christopher Reed
made a similar point in relation to some historians’ reluctance to interpret the Abstract
Expressionist movement from the perspective of homosexuality:
Their reluctance to conduct such analysis concerning gay and lesbian artists reflects
anxieties that modern art is diminished by association with homosexuality, or that the
artists will be reduced to a single stereotype or seen as completely motivated – and thus
explained – by their sexual identity.178

The same applies to documenting material histories of trans people only through
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pathology or medicine, such as the AIDS Quilt Project, which although has been seen in
positive interpretations, it has also attracted critique for framing AIDS as gay, male,
pathological and victimised.179
In May 2015, the V&A saw the official launch of the monthly LGBTQ+ tours of the
museum, and alongside this, there is a booklet available both online and digitally,
entitled ‘Out on Display’, which documents a series of LGBTQ+ related items within the
museum. This publication seems to emulate the British Museums’ publication, A Little
Gay History, which documented a series of items in the permanent displays and
collections.180 Both of these books are aimed more at the general public than the
academic scholar. These methods however, seem to fit in to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s
theory of reparative reading, which could be likened to a second-wave feminist approach
to marginalized histories of women, whereby knowledges and epistemes are repaired
and replaced. This stands in opposition to Sedgwick’s idea of paranoid reading, which
‘suspects; it aims to expose how heterosexism has shaped what we know and
marginalized non-heterosexual experiences’.181
Another approach has been to gather together museum workers within the space of the
museum to discuss such issues and work toward active solutions. In 2010, the V&A
organised a major three day international conference, ‘From the Margins to the Core?’,
which focused on ‘the shifting roles and increasing significance of diversity and equality
in contemporary museum and heritage policy practice’. The speakers’ papers took the
form of a publication in the same year, entitled Gender, Sexuality and Museums.182 The
conference held a session on transgender equality and culture on the second day of the
proceedings, discussing the ‘very limited’ attention given to trans representation in
museums, but working to highlight the potential for further work in this area.183 As Stuart
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Frost and Richard Sandell have pointed out, ‘The majority of institutions still present
exclusively heteronormative narratives in which sexual and gendered difference are
denied’.184 It might thus be possible to trace the development of recent work at the V&A
back to this event, and to recognise the tangible results such an event can produce.
Indeed, as ‘museums constitute knowledge, so, too, can they constitute lives,
demarcating who is legitimate or illegitimate; acceptable or unacceptable’.185 In this last
section of this chapter, I analyse the ways in which archives can collect, categories and
problematise their trans histories, addressing some of the issues already discussed here,
such as issues of categorisation, reflections of gender difference, and acknowledgement
of the fluidity of ‘trans’ as a terminology.

I.5 Trans Archives and Modes of Display
In the early years of Richard Ekins’ drive to collect material for the Trans-Gender Archives
(as it was then known), he was sent a number of bin bags filled with clippings from a
donor who identified as gender-transient. Upon opening the bin bags, Ekins realised that
the collections were wide-ranging and seemed, to him, not necessarily specifically
related to trans identity and history. Ekins wrote to the donor querying their extensive
bin-bag donation, and received a reply that detailed, with considerable, palpable
frustration, how they collected their material, which it is worth quoting in full:

I count as specifics: gays, drags, comedy drag, occasional non Tran [sic] drag, all cases of
child molesting especially involving boys. Prince, Jackson, Boy George, Bowie and the
Stones (who began in Max Factor in the 60s), Grace Jones, Eurythmics, Duran Duran and
others who were/are involved in gender bending. [...] Peripherals include odd fashions,
people who have previously been implicated with any of the above, and general views
on feminism and masculinism. [The bags] also include […] the pages from Radio Times
and TV Times relating to what I tape, and all the full copies of the
Sunday/Wednesday/Thursday/Friday Sport, since its attitude in general related to
psychology. [In the] loan boxes […] will be all to do with Tula, Rocky Horror and TV/TS
crime. […] You have all my mail to and from Mrs. Thatcher, and all mail related to other
issues and campaigns of mind. [...] So now, would you please write and clarify what you
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are complaining about?186

This reply accurately sums up the challenges of collecting trans material in archives, and
the difficulty of taxonomic definitions in collections about trans history. Again, this
definition of how to count ‘trans’ is evidenced in MOTHA’s poster of famous trans people
and animals throughout history (See Figures 1 and 2). These questions of division are still
prevalent today in collections around trans material culture within archives.

If, according to Angela Vanegas, objects relating to trans, or indeed any history are
resolutely mute, how can they be found? The archives and public collections available
for academics studying trans history are scant, and still emerging outside of a purely
activist arena. Gay and lesbian archives began appearing from the late 1960s in North
America, and trans archives even more recently in the last decade or so.187 In 1978, the
Campaign for Homosexual Equality set up the Gay Monitoring and Archive Project, which
morphed into the Hall Carpenter Memorial archive in 1982. This is perhaps among the
best known of archives containing trans material in the UK, along with Rukus! and
LAGNA.188

Archives and material which document the history of trans culture and history is still
being uncovered. A notable example is that of the charity Switchboard – previously the
London Lesbian and Gay Switchboard, whose recently discovered archive I helped
transfer to LAGNA for safe-keeping. Initially, the volunteer organisation seemed
surprised that their collection might be of any value, and originally explained they had
intended to donate their library to Oxfam. Additionally, at the 2016 ‘Moving Trans
History Forward’ conference in Victoria, Canada, the delegate packs included two sheets
of stickers for people to put on their trans collections, in order to prevent the material
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being thrown away by potentially disinterested relatives after death.189 This has been a
common trope in trans collections, with Richard Ekins recognising this danger in 1990,
noting ‘It was disappointing to find that […] many TVs and TSs would destroy or keep
very private their own material’.190 It is therefore appropriate for historians to begin
engaging with, and even staging radical interventions in this area, in order to make the
archives accessible, and to add to the archives themselves, not only to secure past
histories, but to enable the building of future histories.191

The method for locating trans histories within archives varies wildly, but the difficulty of
accessing them remains consistent, and pronounced. As George Chauncy, author of Gay
New York mentioned 25 years ago:
The problem for the historian is not the absence of sources but the dispersion of those
sources and the absence of guides to them […] The exciting news is that the sources are
there; the sobering news is that they are hard to find.192

It is important too, to try and approach trans material in ways that do not always
pathologise or victimise the subject. Developing a historical narrative that does not solely
focus on the idea of injurious subjectivities is a notion explored by scholar of sexuality
and gender, Dr Sally Munt.193 Here I am referring to the notion of identity as encased
within a model of victimisation; of framing LGBTQ history as a journey of invisibility to
visibility, or from rejection to acceptance, from the closet to being out, or in any other
number of unhelpful and overly simplistic, progressivist, and binary trajectories.194
Christine Burns’ recent book on trans history underscores this popular narrative in its
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title, Trans Britain: Our Journey From the Shadows.195 This kind of historical narrative
itself very often casts a long shadow over trans history, and it is through the thematic
approach of my own work that I hope to avoid this narrative.196
Instead of attempting to mask the power of institutional reasoning in the creation of
trans histories, a part of the methodology and mechanism for displaying and archiving
LGBTQ+ issues, museums has increasingly geared towards queering the exhibition itself,
and thus, reframing archival absences. Hugh Ryan, one of the founders of the ‘Pop-Up
Museum of Queer History’, argued in 2014:

With few venues for the vertical transmission of history, we have instead learned to rely
on horizontal transmission: the sharing of information from one queer to the next. Our
history is less of a canon—less of a straight narrative, if you will—and more of a spider
web of facts, legends, and rumors.197

This ideology of queer exhibitions of material culture could extend to the imagined
aesthetics of the museum space, too. Ryan’s suggestion also has parallels to Robert Mills’
earlier-mentioned thinking on how queer history might be visualised in museums, in a
comment which bears repeating: exhibitions, for Mills, would:
Adopt a style of presentation partly modelled on scrapbooks and collage; in a place of
the representative ‘object’, they will appropriate fragments, snippets of gossip [...] It will
be a mode of display, collecting, and curating driven not by a desire for a petrified
“history as it really was” but by the recognition that interpretations change and that our
encounters with archives are saturated with desire.198

Mills’s description of a methodology of documentation and display of the desiring
archive could, as mentioned, be seen in Elmgreen and Dragsets’ Tomorrow, in its
reimagining of a desiring and desirous non-heteronormative archive and visitor
experience. It could also, I would argue, be seen in the ‘Clubbing Room’ of the V&A’s
Postmodernism exhibition (2011-12), where a collaged and fragmented display of items
immersed the visitor with snippets of Laurie Anderson’s melodic chiming in ‘O,
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Superman’, and Grace Jones’ spoken lyrics, which trailed their tones among the flashing
TV monitors and black PVC walls.199
This attempt to display items queerly is a useful one, but simultaneously risks excluding
visitors, and confusing interpretations to those visitors who do not enter the display with
a base level of knowledge. A collaged or fragmented display technique can be
disorienting, and arguably has little to offer to the visitor who seeks clear narrative and
tangible material evidence of histories which they can relate to more traditional linear
displays. However, this has also been addressed through integrating the visitor as a
necessary element of the display practice.
In the GLBT Society’s first permanent exhibition display in San Francisco, the opening
panel took the space to explain the necessarily fragmented aspect of the show, and
called on visitors to help construct the narrative through their own personal
experiences.200 Similarly, the Pop-Up Museum of Queer History in America notes this
notion of non-linear, blurring and incorporative history, as non-hierarchical, noninstitutional, and determinedly unfixed in their mission statement: ‘History is a question,
not an answer. Our shows are meant to provoke discussion and engender thought. We
take as a starting point the idea that “truth” is unknowable, but worth debating’.201
Once the methodology is explained, argue these American institutions, then the content
becomes readily accessible. Furthermore, incorporating the stories of communities, such
as trans people, who have traditionally been excluded from institutions, archives and
national museums, can be a beneficial and remedial tactic.
A parallel example of this can be found in the Disobedient Objects exhibition at the V&A
from 2014-5. Here, a section of wall was left blank to allow for visitors’ own
interpretations of protest and political activism to add to this institution-based display,
recognising the importance of amalgamating grass-roots communalities in the making of
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this show.202 At the 2016 ‘Speak Out London: Diversity City’ exhibition at London
Metropolitan Archives, a similar practice was encouraged, and audience participation
emerged through visitors adding post-it notes to a wall of the display, each one noting
individual perceptions and experiences of history.203 As similar technique can be seen at
the Walker’s ‘Coming Out’ exhibition (see Figures 27-29), as well as the People’s History
Museum’s ‘Never Going Underground’ show in Manchester, which encouraged audience
contribution to key songs they felt were LGBTQ+ (See Figure 30).
It is important to take on board the benefits and the results of these kinds of critical
engagement with display, archives and scholarly approaches to trans histories and
material culture. Critical historians, as Laura Doan suggests, do not only delve into
archives in order to search for and produce accounts of history, but also necessarily
question and reimagine the archive itself.204 Its possibilities and its potentials; what it
presents and what it conceals; what it displays and what it hides. The critical historian
navigates these frictions, and produces histories which try to undo, or indeed ‘queer’
that 19th Century taxonomical system of petrified categorical definition, and radicalize
the results.205 Disturbing the past by making it look unrecognizable to the present is a
methodology of queer archival investigation which breaks with a genealogical approach.
This is a method by which we may come to better historicise trans identity in the past
more appropriately and accurately. Trans history’s place within the museum, and more
precisely the museum collection and archive, is not unproblematic, but is dynamic, with
room for ‘progressive’ change, and exciting potential.206
In the next chapter ‘Trans Histories Performed Through Dress’, I turn my attention to
examining dress as a material culture which has interacted with trans histories of
performance. I demonstrate how the glam rock period utilised sparkling and high-shine
dress to represent trans identities, and how the effect of glitter and sparkle itself can
signify trans materiality. In Part 2 of Chapter 2, I assess the use of dress within the
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everyday performance of trans identities. I draw on archival work at the TGA, and locate
trans narratives through the community publications produced by, and for trans people,
during a similar period as glam rock was popular in the 1970s. I analyse assimilationist
tactics of dress, and explore how material cultures of assimilation for trans people took
place alongside wider political and legal changes in the UK.

Figure 27. Photograph of 'Coming Out' exhibition at Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool (28.07.2017 –
05.11.2017). Close up of first wall panel at entrance to exhibition. Photograph by author
(13.01.2018).
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Figure 28. Photograph of 'Coming Out' exhibition at Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool (28.07.2017 –
05.11.2017). Photograph of visitor’s room with feedback wall. Photograph by author
(13.01.2018).

Figure 29. Photograph of audience post-it feedback for the 'Coming Out' exhibition at Walker
Art Gallery, Liverpool (28.07.2017 – 05.11.2017). Photograph by author (13.01.2018).
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Figure 30. Photograph of audience feedback: ‘Jukebox: Share Your Songs', for the 'Never Going
Underground’ exhibition at the People's History Museum, Manchester. Photograph by author
(13 January 2018).

Figure 31. Photograph of the exhibition 'Never Going Underground’ at the People's History
Museum, Manchester. Photograph by author (13 January 2018).
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Figure 32. Photograph of the exhibition 'Never Going Underground’ at the People's History
Museum, Manchester. Close up of ‘Terminology’ wall. Photograph by author (13 January 2018).
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Figure 33. Photograph of the exhibition 'Never Going Underground’ at the People's History
Museum, Manchester. Close up of gift shop / entrance foyer. Photograph by author (13 January
2018).
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Chapter II
Trans Identities Performed Through Dress
Part 1: Glam Rock Performance and Glitter (1970-1976)
Part 2: ‘The Highest Art is to Conceal Art’: Trans Identities
and Blending in (1970-1980)
Chapter II: Introduction
This chapter takes the material culture of dress as its starting point, to consider the
formation of trans identities through performance during the 1970s. Part 1: ‘Glam Rock
Performance and Glitter’ analyses the glam rock movement as it developed in the United
Kingdom from 1970 to 1976 through a material culture lens, focusing specifically on how
manifestations of high-shine dress formulated trans performing bodies on stage.
Broadening outwards from this object-oriented methodology, this part encompasses
Histories of the Body and Performance Studies, to more fully interrogate the centrality
of dress in the formation of trans identities in glam rock.

Part 2 uses a similar interdisciplinary methodology. In ‘“The Highest Art is to Conceal
Art”: Trans Identities and Blending in, I argue that glam rock’s highly visible performances
of trans identities through dress had very little impact upon how trans people dressed in
their everyday lives in the UK during the 1970s. Instead, dress was used as part of a ‘softly
assembled’ identity formation, and was used to blend into a cis-gendered,
heteronormative mainstream.207 While trans identities in glam rock were articulated
through glittering dress in ways that were highly visible, vibrant, and playful, trans
identities performed in everyday life through dress during the same period often
encapsulated a more conservative, and certainly less excessive, visibility. In both parts 1
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and 2 of this chapter, I suggest why this discrepancy between public, staged trans
performance, and everyday performance in dress might be. I argue that we can better
understand this discrepancy by contextualising the performance of trans identities
through dress in relation to the legal and political changes related to gender and sexuality
that were taking place contemporaneously.
At the fulcrum of part 1 is an analysis of what trans scholar Susan Stryker has identified
as the ‘transgender aesthetic’ of the 1970s which can be located, I argue, in the highshine and glittering dress worn by glam rock performers.208 This is explored within the
glam rock costumes held by the V&A’s Theatre and Performance archives. Through a
material culture analysis of these artefacts, I demonstrate that glam rock positioned
trans identities as a highly visible, public aspect of 1970s pop performance culture.
My argument in part 2 is based on in-depth archival investigation of the Richard Ekins
Collection in the Transgender Archives. Based on findings from the printed primary
sources within this repository, I demonstrate how strategies of dress employed by trans
people in everyday life during the 1970s often prioritized a type of visual
heteronormative assimilation, despite the apparent visual gains made by the
‘transgender aesthetics’ within glam rock. Supported through original in-depth archival
research, and bolstered through Susan Stryker’s assessment of the situation in the US in
the 1970s, it is evident that there was little cross-over between the cultural mainstream
and everyday life.209
The original contributions to scholarship within this chapter, are two-fold. In the first part
of this chapter, I undertake a reassessment of the glam rock era’s sparkling dress as
materially trans, and a re-examination of items within the V&A’s Theatre and
Performance Department, which have so far not been analysed in depth. Secondly, in
Part 2 of this chapter, I demonstrate an original contribution to knowledge through
utilising trans community publications, and tracing the ways in which these texts forged
close networks amongst trans women, and furthermore, how these created arenas of
discussion which highlighted the importance of dress to trans women’s everyday
208
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performances of themselves.
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Chapter II: Trans Identities Performed Through
Dress
Part 1: Glam Rock Performance and Glitter
II.1.1 Introduction
Part 1 of Chapter 1, ‘Trans Identities Performed Through Dress: Glam Rock Performance
and Glitter’, investigates glam rock’s strategies of representation through dress, and
analyses how this movement affected the formation and visibility of trans identities
performed on stage. Glam rock was disseminated widely in the UK during the 1970s, and
was thus produced and consumed as a highly visible, commercial, and mediated popular
music movement.210 Glam rock performers’ use of dress responded to this heightened
media visibility in their use of shimmering glitter, high-shine lurex, and colourful satin
clothing. Therefore, this first part of Chapter 2 undertakes a consideration of glam rock
performance through material culture; through its representation and consumption in
the mass media, including television; and in the UK and US music press such as the New
Musical Express (NME), Melody Maker, Creem and Rolling Stone.
My methodology in this part, as elsewhere in the PhD, engages with an interdisciplinary
approach. The objects of study are primarily the glam rock glittering stage costumes held
in the V&A’s Theatre and Performance archive, as well as performers’ dress discussed in
the 1970s music press. Rock historians and musicologists provide useful insights into the
music of glam rock and its cultural iterations, including research by Barney Hoskyns, Dave
Thompson and Philip Auslander.211 Fashion and dress history is employed in order to
think through a method of understanding the dressed performing body,212 while gender
and sexuality studies by Judith Butler around performativity, and Eve Kosofksy
Sedgwick’s work on coming out and queer visibility, inform my critical and political
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stance.213 Cultural Studies also plays an important role, with research by Simon Frith and
Ian Chambers, as well as the scholarship that emerged from Birmingham University’s
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS), by authors such as Dick Hebdige.214 I
examine the CCCS’s conceptions of masculinity, and their disregard of glam rock both as
a music genre and youth culture deemed worthy of serious study. I furthermore argue
that the overriding reason why glam was not sufficiently analysed in CCCS research was
due to the glittering dress of glam rock performers and its connection to trans identities
and superficiality.
It should be noted that this part on glam rock dress is not a catalogue of the movement
in exhaustive detail. My aim is to pinpoint some useful case studies, based on material
culture from the V&A archives, which expand broader cultural understandings of trans
histories within the glam rock movement. Therefore, my discussion of glam rock as a
genre does not trace its musical development or its genealogical history which, in any
case, has been achieved extremely successfully elsewhere by Philip Auslander and Simon
Reynolds.215
Furthermore, as previous scholars of glam rock have noted, trying to settle on a concrete
definition of this ‘nebulous’ movement is challenging, as glam ‘flies in the face of the
overarching aim of scholarship to nail to the wall the specific visual, sonic, and
compositional hallmarks of any given popular-music style’.216 Therefore, my inclusion of
particular performers who I define as ‘glam’, depends on their adhesion to the popular
aesthetic style of glam rock, and their use of sparkling, glittering and sequined dress. My
focus is on the UK, so the performers analysed here are connected by their popularity in
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the UK, and their nationality. Particular attention will therefore be paid to Brian Eno,
David Bowie and Marc Bolan, all of whom were popular in the UK during the same period,
and have been singled out in much glam rock writing as exemplars of this particular
genre.

II.1.2 Glam Rock and Mass Media
Music studies scholar Jon Stratton has located the television set as the single most
important technological and material development that led to the emergence and
popularity of glam rock in the 1970s, arguing, ‘the glam rock generation was the first to
be socialised during a period when television, with its emphasis on the image, was
pervasive’.217 In Melody Maker in 1978, music journalist Caroline Coon commented on
the surge of rock music on UK television over the last decade, listing the increasingly
younger audiences tuning in to Tiswas (1974-1982), Multi-Coloured Swop Shop (19761982), and Magpie (1968-1980), which glam rock performers frequently appeared on.218
During the 1970s, television became increasingly commonplace in domestic interiors,
with 91% of UK families owning a television set by 1971.219 Television had also crucially
switched to colour by 1970, with BBC’s Top of the Pops, created in 1964, one of the first
programmes to implement this change in their recording capabilities in December
1969.220 Colour television licenses then soared, topping 618,400 by 1973, having almost
doubled from 338,100 in 1972.221 Television therefore presented an accessible, colourful
media landscape which featured glam rock, and responded to contemporary culture in
its programming. Furthermore, by 1976, the BBC dropped the use of pejorative words
such as ‘queer, poof, pansy and dyke’, thereby making television a theoretically more
inclusive mediatized space.222
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Other public performance platforms in the 1970s were undergoing similar changes. In
July 1968, The Theatres Act passed, repealing The Theatres Act of 1843 (the 1968 Act
came into force on 26 September).223 As a result, theatre was liberated from the
restrictive moralities of the state. The 1968 Act removed censorship of plays on the
grounds of ‘obscenity’, including depictions of non-heterosexuality, which was no longer
under the jurisdiction of the Lord Chamberlain.224 Another consequence of the Act,
noted by theatre historian Chris Megson, was a landscape that fostered much closer
connections between theatre and contemporary culture, as the 1843 Act had banned
depictions of both ‘living persons’, and those ‘recently deceased’ on stage.225
Many glam rock performers took aesthetic inspiration from this contemporary, reformed
theatre environment: David Bowie saw the Rocky Horror Show in 1973, which became
incredibly popular, running at the King’s Road then the Classic Curzon Cinema until 1979,
as did Lou Reed and Mick Jagger (See Figure 34).226 Sue Blane’s costume designs for the
show also became commercially popular, and were featured in British Vogue.227 Michael
Sarne’s Myra Breckinridge was released in 1970 starring Raquel Welch,228 with Bowie
referencing the film in relation to his own non-heteronormativity in Rolling Stone from
1971, announcing: ‘"tell your readers that they can make up their minds about me when
I begin getting adverse publicity: when I’m found in bed with Raquel Welch’s
husband."’229 Both of these productions presented characters who performed trans
identities to wider audiences than those involved within the then emerging trans, and
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somewhat better established, gay rights movements.
Rocky Horror catapulted transvestism into a public spotlight, and was covered
extensively by the press. Even the New Scientist reviewed the show favourably, whilst
other publications called attention to its close relationship with glam, or as the Financial
Times termed it, ‘camp rock’. Tim Curry’s performance as Frank‘N’Furter was compared
admiringly in the Daily Mail to ‘Liza Minelli in Cabaret, Alice Cooper at his most demonic,
Jagger at his most sensual […] and Bowie's drive for a neuter sex', all well-known
performers who exhibited elements of gender play in glam rock.
By 1971, therefore, glam rock situated itself in a wider performance space where the
representation of trans identities through sparkling, glittering clothing, was positioned in
highly visible sight, and at the epicentre of a much wider cultural and political discourse
on gender and sexuality politics disseminated through a reformed media landscape.230
This reformed media landscape included gender-crossing in other mainstream
entertainment. Danny La Rue’s immense popularity on stage and television in the 1960s
and 1970s showcased a strong popular interest in trans identities that stemmed from
music hall traditions, however his biographer wondered whether his 1970s appeal was
‘indicative of a decadent society’ (See Figure 35).231 On television, the BBC’s The Dick
Emery Show (1963-1981) also drew huge crowds. In the legal sphere, homosexuality had
only just been partially decriminalised in 1967, and April Ashley’s highly-publicised court
case reached its verdict in February 1970, signalling a return to conservative politics for
trans people’s human rights.232
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Figure 34. Unknown maker, Poster advertising Rocky Horror Show Alive on Stage at the Chelsea
Classic Cinema, 1973, printed ink on paper, H 76.5cm ´ W 51 cm, V&A, S.627-1995
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Figure 35. Flyer, The Danny La Rue Show’, c. 1971, ABC Great Yarmouth, TGA: Box 3/6, 2014020. Folder: Promotional Material (3 of 4). Photograph by author (18.07.2015).
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Public radio was still mainly under BBC control, with a maximum of 50 hours of music
playtime allowed each week. However, new pirate radio stations became increasingly
popular, leading to the inception of BBC Radio 1 in 1967, in order to cater to younger
audience interested in popular music.233 Later in 1974, commercial radio emerged, which
British Vogue predicted would spell the end of commercial rock, proclaiming it would be
‘goodbye Bolan, Glitter Cassidy and Sweet’.234 Although this did not happen in 1974,
within two years, glam rock’s commercial appeal had dwindled, making way for the more
nihilistic and confrontational punk rock movement.
Smaller, cheaper, private radio sets meant that pop music audiences became larger and
younger, which coincided with the television boom of the youth demographic. Finally,
print media took on more colourful imagery, with the introduction of The Sunday Times
colour supplement in 1962, and other papers soon following suit. The music press also
proliferated, with Melody Maker and NME shifting their focus to popular music, thus
encouraging a far closer relationship with mass audiences.235 Record album sales also
continued to rise due to the revitalised single release, with album art critical to their
success, giving artists a highly visible, mediatised conduit to transform their performance
images into commercial success.236
Performances of non-heteronormativity in glam rock became highly visible via these
media platforms, and this movement benefited enormously from these design historical
and technological developments. As glam rock music producer Mike Leander explained:
‘glam rock was all about putting on a spectacle. The records, too, were constructed to be
seen’.237 Rock stars such as David Bowie, Marc Bolan, Elton John and Freddie Mercury
‘modelled a camp glamour and talked about their bisexuality’ on public media
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platforms,238 including magazines, the music press and on television, with Bowie perhaps
most famously of all proclaiming ‘“I’m gay […] and always have been”’ in Melody Maker
in 1972. In the same article, Bowie’s gender play was interpreted through his ‘man’s
dress’ by Mr Fish, and contextualised by the interviewer in relation to an apparent
commercial drive, within the wider, cultural changes of the 1970s: ‘in a period of
conflicting sexual identity he [Bowie] shrewdly exploits the confusion surrounding the
male and female roles’.239
LGBTQ+ identities, and particularly trans identities in the media, were therefore highly
visible. This media visibility emerged at the same moment as trans politics and legislation
was also becoming more publicly visible. London’s first Gay Pride event occurred in July
1972,240 while in November 1970, The Gay Liberation Front's first 'zap' took place on
Highbury Fields in North London following a cottaging arrest.241 In September 1971, the
Festival of Light, spearheaded by the evangelical Mary Whitehouse, organised a
gathering to reject the immorality in British mass media, which led to a large GLF zap in
Westminster Hall.242
By the mid-1970s, further zaps ‘exploded over London like a bomb filled with satin and
sequins. What distinguished them from anything else that had gone before was their
theatricality, their unashamed chutzpah’.243 Alkarim’s metaphorical allusion of satin and
sequins used as a material culture strategy of oppositional resistance to a
heteronormative mainstream, leads me to demonstrate how glittered surfaces in dress
can be considered in relation to material trans histories. An interrogation of dazzling,
shining and glittering surfaces in dress reveals how materiality is fundamental in trans
histories in ways that have been insufficiently explored in the current literature. The next
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section considers the materiality of glitter and sequins as important to trans
performance, and examines how this has developed.

II.1.3 Glitter, Sequins and the Material Culture of Trans
Performance
Shimmer, glitter, sequins and high-visibility shine became prominent visual signifiers of
the 1970s glam rock movement. Since glam rock’s demise following the emergence of
Punk in 1976, glitter and high-shine dress became the key visual indicators in the imagery
and symbolism of glam rock. In France and North America, the music genre is known as
‘Glitter Rock’, and glitter itself has become the metaphoric materiality that subsumes the
entire movement.244 From a design historical standpoint, the visual appearance,
theoretical implications and materiality of glittered dress are significant, and intimately
bound up with the blurring of gender boundaries, and the formation and representation
of trans identities in glam rock.
Prior to the turn of the twentieth century, glitter was produced using crushed metallic
minerals such as mica, and sequins were formed from thinly hammered metal plates,
precious metals, and occasionally from animal-derivatives such as gelatin and fish
scales.245 Modern sequins and glitter are mainly synthetic: made from sheeted plastic,
they are industrially stamped out in miniscule tessellation for glitter, and varied size for
sequins, and are both finished in a number of sheens and colour-ways in a metallic
material already bonded to the plastic sheeting.246
Both contemporary glitter and sequins are inexpensive to purchase, relatively
uncomplicated to produce, and low-cost to manufacture.247 Glitter and sequins are worn
on clothing or applied directly onto the body’s surface, producing a strong visual effect.
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The value of these sparkling materials is predicated on the visual strikingness of their
surface, as opposed to being based on their rarity, as the luminosity of gold is; or on
innate material or financial worth, as with the dazzle of diamonds.248 Glitter and sequins
work through accumulation: a single speck of glitter or a lone sequin does not perform
in the same way as in multiples, where they combine to produce a dazzling effect of shine
and glint, through reflection of a light source. They can be characterized as expendable,
multitudinous, ephemeral, disposable and above all, surprisingly pervasive, stubbornly
settling in the bottom of bags and pockets long after the flurry of its first use.
Apart from its relationship to high-cost gold and silver textiles, and expensive gilded or
mirrored surfaces, little has been written about glittered or sequinned clothing in History
of Design or material culture, although The Journal of Design History did produce a
special issue on the theme of ‘shininess’ in 2013.249 The articles here offered innovative
insights into the sensory within the discipline of History of Design, and addressed a
nascent interest in the im/materiality of light, building on Mikkel Bille and Tim Flohr
Sørensen’s article from 2007, which sought to establish luminosity as central to
anthropological material studies.250 Otherwise, the scope of the special edition did not
touch on shiny clothing, sequins or glitter, nor did writers address performance design.
This seemed an unusual omission, given that shining, sparkling, glittering and gleaming
surfaces on stage sets, in costume, and in makeup, is particularly noticeable in those
popular performance genres involving elements of gender play, like drag, cabaret,
pantomime and in certain rock and pop movements, like glam rock. The V&A Theatre
and Performance department holds a Danny La Rue costume (See Figures 38-45), which
is covered in sequins and rhinestones, including the heels of the shoes and the
headpiece. The sparkling outfit was common for Danny La Rue to wear on stage (as seen
in Figure 35), and connoted glamour, kitsch, and camp through the sparkling dress.
Fashion scholarship has rarely discussed glitter, sequins, or shininess either: Historians
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have bypassed investigations into the materiality of glitter and sequins, as evidenced in
the comprehensive three volume Encyclopedia of Clothing and Fashion, which includes
a tiny section on ‘Spangles/sequins’, sandwiched between the lengthier entries of
‘Spanish Dress’ and ‘Space Suit’.251 Performance Studies scholars have also not fully
explored glitter’s association with performative gender display, or with trans identities.
Considering its pervasiveness and abundance in performance connected to gender play
in pantomime, cabaret and drag, as well as in rock and pop, this omission is surprising.
In the V&A’s Theatre and Performance galleries, shining, glittering costumes feature
prominently: from Henry Irving’s gently glimmering silver and pearl-encrusted doublet
and hose worn in 1882 for a performance of Much Ado About Nothing,252 to the dazzling
fuchsia pink sequined leggings for Michael Clark’s Because We Must from 1987,253
designed by Leigh Bowery and made by Mr Pearl (See Figure 36).254 Once inside the
Theatre and Performance archives in Blythe House, it becomes evident just how much
of their costume collection shimmers from the shadowed warrens of the storage racks.
Costumes are thickly embellished with layers of overlapping sequins, crustily laminated
with gold paint, and run through with roughly hand-sewn silvered thread.
The V&A’s Theatre and Performance archive holds over twenty objects of dress directly
connected with glam rock, with around half containing significant elements of glitter. Of
course, not all of these items are related to trans identities, and establishing what
constitutes an object as trans or LGBTQ+ is complex, as explored in the previous chapter.
The use of glitter, sequins and high-shine fabrics in glam rock though, were undoubtedly
connected to the performance of trans identities, which although noted in the music
press of the 1970s, has been somehow bypassed in much music scholarship of recent
times. This next section will examine how the rock press during the 1970s came to
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associate trans identities with the material culture of dress in glam rock.

Figure 36. Leigh Bowery and Mr Pearl, male and female ensemble costumes for 'Because We
Must', by Michael Clark, 1987, embroidery crewel work, sequins, spandex, lycra, V&A S.102:1 to
3-2010. Object URL: https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1160531/male-ensemble-foribecause-we-dance-costume-bowery-leigh/.
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Figure 37. Auguste et Cie, Theatre Costume for Henry Irving as Benedick in Much Ado About
Nothing, 1882, Silk, seed pearls, cotton net, silver braid and silver plate, V&A, S.2761:1 to 42010. Object URL: https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1175299/theatre-costume-unknown/.
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Figure 38. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Detail of sequins on lower dress.
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Figure 39. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Photograph of front of dress.
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Figure 40. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Detail of sequins on dress.

Figure 41. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Detail of sequins on dress.
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Figure 42. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Detail of beading on dress.

Figure 43. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Detail of front right shoe.
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Figure 44. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Detail of sequins on shoes.
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Figure 45. Tim Goodchild design, unknown maker, Costume worn by Danny La Rue as Dolly Levi
in Hello Dolly, 1984, Cotton with appliquéd decoration, leather, plastic, sequins, feathers, V&A,
S.1616:1 to 12-2014. Photograph author’s own (13.03.2017). Detail of headpiece.
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II.1.4 Glam Rock Historiography and the 1970s Music
Press
In recent years there have been significant developments in the study of glam rock that
have helped to redress a previous lack of scholarly interest in the area. Curatorial work
by Daren Pih at Tate Liverpool; object collection studies by Alwyn Turner at the V&A; as
well as Barney Hoskyns and David Thompsons’ rock history approaches, have all located
glam rock as an under-theorized and under-explored facet of the UK’s 1970s musical,
cultural and social history.255 In addition to Philip Auslander’s major contribution to the
area from 2006, Performing Glam Rock: Gender and Theatricality in Popular Music, Ian
Chapman and Henry Johnsons’ recent anthology, Global Glam from 2016, has updated
and expanded this topic significantly.256 Global Glam foregrounds glam rock’s
importance in the UK as opposed to North America where British glam was less readily
embraced than the ‘shock rock’ of KISS and Alice Cooper, and explores the movement in
a holistic way, accounting for lyrics, modes of performance, and aesthetics.257

These scholarly investigations into glam rock have all touched upon the movement’s
connections to LGBTQ+ identities in varying degrees of detail. Auslander spends a
significant amount of time discussing gender and sexuality through performance theory
and Butler’s notion of performativity, while Hoskyns’s journalistic approach includes a
chapter about David Bowie and Lou Reeds’ forays into gender experimentation entitled,
‘and a queer threw up at the sight of that…’.258 Despite this, LGBTQ+ histories have not
been the predominant focus in any of these studies, although discussions of gender
experimentation have featured in most research on glam. In some ways this is surprising,
given that my own primary research into the UK and US music press in the 1970s
demonstrates that repeated links were made between glam rock, transvestism and
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transsexuality, suggesting a significant, public preoccupation with how this movement
foregrounded trans identities in performance.
Furthermore, my primary research reveals that during the 1970s, the music press
frequently related trans identities within glam rock to material markers of performance,
and specifically to the sparkling, glittering and high-shine dress common to the
movement. For example, the preponderance of the shimmering satin jacket in glam rock
became the focus of a feature-length article by music journalist Nick Kent in NME in 1974,
where he singled out this garment as a key signifier of trans identities.259 Discussing Rod
Stewart and Marc Bolans’s disposition to wear ‘rock flash’, Kent noted ‘you were never
too sure of their hormone makeups back then’, disparagingly implying these performers
were perceived as trans specifically through their dress.260 Indeed, many glam rock
performers cultivated identities which appeared trans, and were interpreted as such by
the music journalists of the period.
In this sense, I agree with Auslander’s reading of the importance of prioritising the
performativity of gender and sexuality in pop performance, as opposed to an
interpretation of empirical truth. Auslander explains he is ‘interested not in what
musicians and their music are in terms of gender and sexuality, but in how musicians
portray gender identities and sexualities through coded uses of their voices, bodies, and
song repertoires [italics in original]’.261 Auslander’s reading of glam crosses into another
much-discussed territory of authenticity in glam rock, and rock in general, by music
historians.262 This analysis of authenticity related to performer’s authentic or synthetic
gender expression, was evident in the description of clothing as ‘flash’ by music writers
of the period.
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During the 1970s, ‘flash’ was used as a descriptor for campy, ostentatious, flamboyant
aesthetics, which often suggested trans identities, as seen in Kent’s article ‘The Politics
of Flash’, about the popularity of the satin jacket in glam rock.263 The V&A holds a gold,
lurex suit worn by Bolan 1972 from the shop Granny Takes a Trip’ (See Figures 46-51).
The jacket and trousers still shine brightly, and the gold fabric shimmers like liquid in
movement. The jacket is also held together by safety pins, which suggests a flimsy
material which did not stand up well in the stage performances where Bolan would dance
energetically. This suit is flash, and camp, in line with Nick Kent’s article. In an audio
interview with Marc Bolan, journalist Keith Altham sniggers as he describes Bolan’s
theatrical dressed image as ‘always being a bit flash’.264 Additionally, many rock
journalists were disappointed that the musical content of glam rock was subsumed by
performers’ ‘flash’ aesthetic. Others, however, enjoyed this paradox, such as Ben
Edmonds writing on the New York Dolls in 1973, who quipped: ‘some will tell you that
clothes are irrelevant to music, but then again the Dolls' music may very well be
irrelevant to music’.265
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Figure 46. Suit worn by Mark Bolan, from Granny Takes a Trip, 1972, gold lamé, black detailing,
V&A S.75-1978. Object URL: https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1114841/suit-worn-by-marcbolan-theatre-costume-granny-takes-a/.
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Figure 47. Jacket worn by Mark Bolan (part of two piece suit), from Granny Takes a Trip, 1972,
gold lamé, black detailing, V&A S.75-1978. Photograph by author (27.06.2016).
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Figure 48. Jacket worn by Mark Bolan (part of two piece suit), from Granny Takes a Trip, 1972,
gold lamé, black detailing, V&A S.75-1978. Close up of label on inner lapel. Photograph by
author (27.06.2016).
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Figure 49. Jacket worn by Mark Bolan (part of two piece suit), from Granny Takes a Trip, 1972,
gold lamé, black detailing, V&A S.75-1978. Close up of safety-pins on sleeve. Photograph by
author (27.06.2016).
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Figure 50. Flared trousers worn by Mark Bolan (part of two piece suit), from Granny Takes a
Trip, 1972, gold lamé, black detailing, V&A S.75-1978. Photograph by author (27.06.2016).
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Figure 51. Flared trousers worn by Mark Bolan (part of two piece suit), from Granny Takes a
Trip, 1972, gold lamé, black detailing, V&A S.75-1978. Close up of trouser detail showing pleats
and hi-shine material. Photograph by author (27.06.2016).
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The materiality of glam rock performer’s ‘flash’ dress, as interpreted by the music press,
also had a moral dimension based on gender identity. Writers in rock publications often
pitted the ‘flash’, shimmering, shiny and glittering stage clothes of glam rock performers
against denim, invoking this fabric as the macho, heterosexual, rugged ‘other’ to the
camp glitter of 1970s glam rock. Nick Kent, for example, positioned denim as a material
that not only connoted macho heterosexuality, but communicated a supposedly
‘authentic’ heteronormative performance style of 1960s rock, and was horrified at the
onslaught of 1970s musicians’ sartorial transition, wearing ‘“mod-turns-poove” getups’.266 In 2013, Alwyn Turner argued that glam’s flash, glittering aesthetic was a reaction
against earlier 1960s rock fashion: ‘in what was becoming a staid and stodgy rock scene,
glam replaced authenticity with artifice, careful craftsmanship with carefree playfulness,
and dressing down with dressing up. Theatricality, camp and experimentation were
pushed to their limits’.267
In Altham’s interview with Bolan from 1975, he asks whether Bolan could imagine a time
performing without the distraction of glittering stage costumes: ‘a new Marc Bolan just
in straight denims and no theatrics…“here are my new songs!”’, to which Bolan politely
demurs, responding that these ‘theatrics’ were in fact a genuine part of his authentic
performance practice.268 Bolan also made this claim in 1973, dismissing glam rock bands
who had jumped on the glitter bandwagon, arguing he had cultivated his own glittering
dress since he was ten years old, thereby confirming his supposed authenticity as a rock
star, as opposed to his theatricality.269
The complex frictions between what was defined and understood as authentic, and
superficial, was imbued within the way glam rock performers dressed. Some authors
have understood glam rock’s obsession with tight, sparkling clothing as a reinforcement
of machismo and a powerful re-inscription of male hegemony: ‘not only does he make it
with women, but even with men’, argued Mike Brake in 1976. However, I am less
266
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convinced of this position, particularly given Brake’s contemporaneity with the
movement, incorporating the theory of gender performativity.270
In 1990, Judith Butler addressed the notion of dressed gender and superficiality in her
work Gender Trouble, and argued that to see a ‘man dressed as a woman’, or a ‘woman
dressed as a man’, and to name this as such, played into oppressive regimes of visibility
and authenticity, which privileged the notion of ‘authentic’ being which existed below
the clothes (which were therefore marked superficial and therefore unreal), which
people wore:
If one thinks that one sees a man dressed as a woman or a woman dressed as a man,
then one takes the first term of each of those perceptions as the ‘reality’, and is taken to
constitute an illusory appearance. In such perceptions in which an ostensible reality is
coupled with unreality, we think we know what the reality is, and take the secondary
appearance of gender to be mere artifice, play, falsehood, and illusion […] This is
naturalized knowledge […] even ‘seeing’ the body may not answer the question: for what
are the categories through which one sees? [italics in original].271

Bolan’s reply to Altham in 1975, and his 1973 comment, suggests that many glam artists
identified their performance persona, which included their gendered performances, as
inseparable from their off-stage identity, supporting what Lee Chambers and Robert
Weiner have termed performers’ ‘integrated artistic package.’272 Due to new-found
intense media scrutiny, glam performers often promoted a holistic on and off-stage
identity through their dress, which was usually glittering and shiny. For example, Bowie’s
off-stage and on-stage suiting was designed by Freddie Buretti, ‘his exclusive clothes
designer’ from 1974.273 Bolan and Gary Glitter also wore their Alkasura suits on and offstage; in 1972, Disc readers were told that Gary Glitter’s ‘last sequinned suit for Top Of
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The Pops cost £500 […] he likes to wear sequins during the daytime too’.274 This blurred
performers’ off-stage and on-stage gender identity, as proposed by Goffman, that one
aspect was more authentic than the other.275 Rock historian David Pattie further notes
that ‘we should be very wary about any assumption that an easy line between the
theatrical and the real can be drawn’.276
Pattie’s concept supports my own reading of glam performance dress, which
understands gendered performance through dress as performative. Joan Rivière’s essay
Womanliness as Masquerade further elaborates on the boundaries between
authenticity and performance and its relationship to visibility and invisibility. Rivière,
whose writing became influential to Butler fifty years later, argued there was no
authentic, or primary gender prior to gender performance, and thus the material culture
of dress was intrinsic to gender performance: ‘The reader may now ask how I define
womanliness or where I draw the line between genuine womanliness and the
“masquerade”. My suggestion is […] they are the same thing’. 277
In 1976, Ian Taylor and Dave Wall were the first academics to acknowledge that the
glittering dress of glam was a material culture reaction to the 1960s, denim-clad counterculture rock that came before.278 Although, two years after Taylor and Wall, music
journalist Ken Barnes looked back at how glam contrasted the 1960s preponderance of
macho denim to 1970s glitter, appreciating how glam rock’s ‘fashions revolted against
an overall denim dullness’.279 This point was also explored by Jon Stratton, who argued
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that glam’s visual aesthetic was unequivocally the result of the movement’s rejection of
earnest, 1960s counter-culture.280 Indeed, the joyful revelry of glam rock was imbued
within the shining, playful and glittering clothes worn by its performers, and was created
specifically to connect to a popular audience through a focus on ‘prefab, anti-craft […]
artifice’, which could be seen through the material culture of dress such as Eno’s
sparkling, stage outfits (See Figure 52) or Noddy Holder’s infamous and rather shoddy,
glue-gunned, mirror-ball top hat.281 It was this playful, glittering style that connected to
popular performance modes of pantomime, burlesque, and drag, that music writers
found so difficult to fathom. In a post-punk era, Barnes cautioned Bomp! readers from
applauding glam’s ‘synthetic’ concerns, and highlighted performers’ glittering dress as
evidence of extreme superficiality:
Glitter rock was mostly a sham, but what a glorious one! Flashy costumes, strident
guitars, monolithic beat – glitter was exciting, records tailormade for disinherited kids
[…] it was a vital reaction (lifesaving, it seemed at the time) against a deadly boring,
prematurely matured music scene.282

Glam rock’s shimmering materiality in dress and overt theatricality in performance style,
lead 1970s music writers to accuse performers of narcissism and superficiality.
Connecting the movement’s ‘flash’ aesthetic to a sole focus on surface in both dress and
identity, Barnes noted that glam was ‘an appropriate name for a musical era where
surface flash was far more important than internal content’.283 Compounded to this,
journalists also connected the movement’s intense interest in shimmering surfaces to
inauthenticity, and to non-heteronormativity. In 1973, for example, Phonograph Record
pointed

to

this

relationship

between

surface,

non-heteronormativity

and

commercialism: ‘David Bowie is not a gay act. David Bowie can't dance […] David Bowie
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can project himself as a product […] David Bowie has allowed you to paint your own
masterpieces on the empty canvas of where you hope he is at’.284

Rocky Horror Picture Show V&A Blythe House

Figure 52. Unknown maker, Jacket worn by Brian Eno, 1973, silver tinsel and synthetic material,
V&A S.150-1977. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).

Another journalist in 1973 quipped, it was ‘easy to write off the makeup, platform heels
and devastatingly flashy costumes as merely the accoutrements of the dubious trend
toward limp-wristed rock’, further emphasising this link.285 In my analysis of the 1970s
music press, it is clear that the camp aesthetic of glitter and high-shine dress, referred to
as ‘flash’, became intertwined with the performance of trans identities, and in itself,
bound up with concerns over inauthenticity in gender presentation and musical style.
One American writer for Black Music intriguingly located glam rock’s focus on
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theatricality and glitter to the influence of earlier gay black artists, specifically Little
Richard’s camp stage shows, and Esquerita, ‘a '50s rock 'n' roller who donned rhinestone
sunglasses and wore his hair in a ludicrous two foot high bouffant’.286
Despite the innumerable discussions of glam rock’s association with trans identities via
flashy, glittering clothing, the music press in the UK and US during the 1970s was
overwhelmingly dominated by male, heterosexual writers conveying a sexist, macho
rhetoric.287 Writers commonly utilized LGBTQ+ terminology with clear disdain. Terms
such as ‘transsexual’, ‘fag’ and ‘drag’ were sprinkled throughout copy with a cutting offhandedness, with writers hinting wryly at their subjects’ sexualities and genders or, more
often, aggressively denouncing them. In America, Times reviewer Grace Lichtenstein
titled her commentary on glam rock; ‘Alice Cooper? David Bowie? Ugh! And Ugh Again!’,
declaring, ‘call it freak rock, transvestite rock, or decadent rock, the uglies are the latest
giggle on the pop music scene’.288
Diatribe such as Lichtenstein’s, was commonly directed at a performer’s spectacular
clothing, which was in turn tangled together with their sexuality, gender, and apparent
inauthenticity. Writing about Roxy Music in Creem from 1973, Robert Hull opened his
article seething with tangible disgust for the group, specifically toward their nonheteronormative performance of gender and sexuality, exclaiming, ‘WHAT A BUNCHA
kooky weirdo faggoids! What a pack of goofy, tasteless dingbats! What a buncha fucking
showoffs! [sic]’.289 Later in the hyperbolic article, Hull mused on glam rock’s connection
to trans material culture and performance, writing: ‘perhaps it's tongue-in-cheek, as is
most drag rock but why go to all this elaborate trouble (studio production, beautiful
jacket design, expensive makeup jobs, etc.) just for a joke?’.290 Another rock critic from
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the same magazine termed 1973 ‘the year of the transsexual tramp’: a not an entirely
positive accolade given the magazine’s largely trans-phobic content.291
It is evident from the music press that the material culture of glitter and high-shine dress
in glam rock became wholly synonymous with gender experimentation during the 1970s,
and particularly with the performance of trans identities. Marc Bolan’s performance in
March 1971 on Top of the Pops with glitter smeared on his cheeks and dressed in tight,
gold satin flares has often been credited as founding glam rock. Mike Leander, manager
of Gary Glitter and the Glitter Band, related the beginnings of glam specifically to Bolan’s
use of material culture, and presciently, to his use of glitter, explaining how Bolan ‘put
glitter on his eyelids, then added a pencil line and mascara. He wore a velvet jacket with
an ostrich feather boa flung around his neck’.292 Bolan’s glittered appearance on Top of
the Pops in 1971 was particularly striking given the contrast between him and the other
top ten acts, with Perry Como at number 5 with ‘It’s Impossible’, and George Harrison’s
‘My Sweet Lord’ at number 6.293 Bolan, as many other glam performers after his 1971
performance, performed non-heteronormativity through their sparkling, highly-visible
makeup and dress, which benefitted from wide media dissemination through television
and the music press. Despite suspicion and derision from the music press at the time,
glam presented an alternative to macho masculinity in rock that resonated with a wider
audience, and became synonymous with high-shine dress. Contemporary Cultural
theorists working within the CCCS at the time, however, dismissed glam rock as an
irrelevant youth culture to study, which I argue in this next section, was mainly due to
transphobic attitudes.

II.1.5 The CCCS and Glam Rock
The phenomenon of glam rock was not studied as extensively as other subcultural styles
by those at the forefront of critical thinking during the 1970s. The CCCS tended to
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privilege studies of Punk, Mod and Hippy genres.294 This neglect of glam rock by the CCCS
has been criticised by Gary Clarke, Sarah Thornton, and Angela McRobbie.295 Dick
Hebdige was one such proponent of the CCCS who dispelled glam as irrelevant to cultural
and subcultural life. Hebdige argued that glam’s music and style lacked a political
manifesto, and advocated a luxuriant, spectacular revelry, which was fundamentally
escapist and empty in its political aspirations.296 Hebdige’s opinion was shared with
music writers from the 1970s, with one journalist cattily joking that ‘the only platforms
glitter stood for were the shoes the musicians stood on’.297
Readings of glam rock’s empty revelry and lack of political importance through glittering
dress was also evident in Stuart Hall’s research on youth cultures. Similar to Phil Cohen’s
earlier studies on subcultures, Hall contended that resistance through style, as in glam
rock, was an imaginary ‘magical resolution’ to more serious political issues: glam was
defined as a form of failure due to its lack of seriousness and authenticity, which I argue,
was read through its shimmering clothing.298 Hebdige seems to have borrowed Hall and
Cohens’ claims, and pursued them with aggressive intent in Subculture: The Meaning of
Style, arguing that glam rock style idealised ‘a deliberate avoidance of the “real” world’,
either projecting forward into futuristic imaginary space, or else harking back to a nonexistent past.299 Furthermore, Hebdige argued that glam not only failed ideologically, but
it congealed a lineage of musical radicalism through its ‘atrophy’,300 and defied a
modernist trajectory of progress and political engagement in pop music, alongside
rebellious rock authenticity.301 This was later corroborated by Christine Feldman-Barrett
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and Andy Bennett, as well as Andrew Branch, who in their more recent analysis, noted
how glam rejected the ‘evolution and innovation’ of the political content of 1960s
lyrics.302
These sins of glam rock, according to Hebdige, were embodied in glam’s figurehead of
David Bowie whom he churlishly accused of being ‘devoid of any obvious political or
counter-cultural significance’.151 Indeed, Bowie repeatedly and enthusiastically
discussed his use of play and parody in performance dress throughout the 1970s, which
Hebdige critiqued as mere ‘disguise and dandyism’.303 In a Rolling Stone article from 1971
entitled ‘Pantomime Rock’ that spent significant time discussing his gender and sexuality,
Bowie explained: “’what the music says may be serious, but as a medium it should not
be questioned, analysed, or taken so seriously. I think it should be tarted up, made into
a prostitute, a parody of itself”’.304 Hebdige did not acknowledge that it was glam rock
performers’ visual aesthetics of surface shine, gender ambiguity and synthetic glitter,
which pushed political radicalism in other ways, through its exploration and
confrontation of heteronormative gender boundaries and binaries.
It was this glittering spectacle through highly visible techniques of dress that disrupted
rock frameworks of denim, macho masculinity, in ways that had not been explored in
rock and pop previously, and in turn, opened up spaces of gender liberation in pop
performance. Glam rock performers such as Bowie, embraced self-fashioning, and
disregarded romanticised notions of authentic authorship.305 Unlike previous pop
movements, ‘glam rock knowingly advertised the artifice and construction of the
“star”’.306 In 1973, music journalist Simon Frith questioned the privileging of genuine
authenticity in glam rock, contending that such an ur-sense of authenticity in rock had
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never existed:
Where is this authentic rock tradition, pose-less and glamour-free? Elvis? The Beatles?
No way. Dylan wasn't a bootlace maker, pulling himself up [...] Rock is entertainment
that suggests-by its energy, self-consciousness, cultural references-something more.307

It is only fairly recently that music historians have considered glam as an appropriate
subject matter for more rigorous study, disregarding the overriding discourse that
privileged ‘authenticity’ within rock.308 One of the earliest articles that appeared which
queried this scholarly absence, was Stratton’s appropriately titled 1986 piece, ‘Why
Doesn’t Anybody Write Anything About Glam Rock?’.309 Stratton suggested this was
caused by the dominant Cultural Studies approach that emerged from the CCCS, which
tended to view youth groups and music allegiances as primarily class-based and most
importantly, offering resistance to middle-class hegemony. As discussed, it is clear that
Stratton’s analysis was correct: because glam did not necessarily fit into the CCCS’s
framework of class-based struggle, and instead pursued gender liberation with flashy
stylistic materiality, it was deemed inappropriate, and seen to be too overly-consumed
by superficial concerns to warrant concerted, academic discussion.310
More than merely being the first ‘backwards-looking’ pop music genre of the twentieth
century, as Simon Reynolds proposed, glam rock was an innovative music movement
that created an appropriate carnivalesque response to the social and political turmoil in
Britain between 1972 and 1976, seen in performer’s sparkling dress and gender play.311
Between 1970 and 1976, unemployment figures oscillated between 2.6% and 5.7%, and
inflation rose from 9.2% in 1972-3 to 24.1% in 1975. In addition to this, Britain
experienced petrol shortages in 1975 due to the wider oil crisis, and ‘consumption as a
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way of life became problematic for the first time since the end of rationing’.312 Glam’s
apparently superficial content and carnivalesque style of dress can therefore be
understood an ‘escape valve’ to these troubled times.313 Brian Eno was one such
performer who represented such ‘escape valves’ through his highly theatrical and
spectacular dress, which blurred gender boundaries and utilised high-shine and glitter to
communicate these concepts.

II.1.6 Brian Eno, Artifice, Authenticity and Shine
Brian Eno’s Registry File notes that on 7 May 1977, The V&A Theatre and Performance
Department, then the Theatre Museum, were gifted seven of the musician’s
costumes.314 Eno tried to refuse payment and returned the cheque to Alexander
Schouvaloff, then curator of the Theatre Museum, sweetly writing, ‘I have discovered
that the V&A really doesn’t have very much money to spare’, although he did ask if he
could loan them to the institution and sell them later if his record sales diminished,
accepting that, ‘it’s a rather feeble kind of insurance policy, and not one which I’m too
insistent about’.315

One of the outfits Eno gifted the V&A were the trousers and jacket worn on the inside
sleeve of Roxy Music’s 1973 album, ‘For Your Pleasure’, designed by Carol McNicoll (See
Figures 53, 54 and 60-63). The object acquisition file describes this as ‘1 black rayon
jacket with high padded shoulders trimmed with black cock feathers shot with green,
front and back of jacket sewn with turquoise orange and mauve feathers in fan
patterns’.316 In 1983, BLITZ magazine reported on the Theatre Museum’s pop collections
and its imminent move to its Covent Garden premises in 1985, and mentioned Eno’s
jacket. Although the article did wonder in a fast-paced musical landscape, ‘how to keep
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the living archive alive?’317

Eno’s jacket is indeed black, but is textured to appear as silk moiré, over which is handstitched a number of once brightly coloured feathers spread out to form symmetrical fan
shapes on either side. The collar is without lapels, though is raised slightly, and stiffened
to create a half nehru collar, and the shoulders have been padded out with possibly latex
foam, judging by the springy quality. Theatre and Performance Curator at Blythe House,
Veronica Issacs, noted that foam padding from this era has usually already broken down,
leaving dusty and often materially hazardous chalky residue.318
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Figure 53 Carol McNicoll, Back view of theatre costume worn by Brian Eno, c. 1972, Black satin,
feathers, lurex thread, V&A S.156 to 157-1977. Record URL:
https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O161078/theatre-costume-mcnicoll-carol/.
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Figure 54. Carol McNicoll, Front view of jacket as part of theatre costume worn by Brian Eno, c.
1972, Black satin, feathers, lurex thread, V&A S.156 to 157-1977. Record URL:
https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O161078/theatre-costume-mcnicoll-carol/.
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The iridescent cock feathers around the collar are black and green, and stand up
vertically, their tips drooping down to below the shoulders to frame Eno’s neck and chin
in a mane, which lightly brushed his face in movement. This is perhaps the outfit he wore
in Newcastle City Hall in 1972, which Nick Kent described as a ‘delightful cocktail outfit
[…] not done justice to by the lighting’.319 The inner elbows retain a series of creases, and
act as intimate material evidence of the performing body that once occupied it. These
creases are reminiscent of Marx’s own pawned jacket and the ‘memories’ of the elbow
wrinkles found there.320 Eno’s role in Roxy Music required him to stand to the side of the
stage, playing synthesisers and keyboard with his arms crooked at an angle, hence the
creases. Inside the jacket, the stitching of the outside feathers is prominent, and would
have scratched next to Eno’s bare torso beneath. There are no fastenings along the front
of the jacket, although it is noticeable how the fanned feathers adorning the front stiffen
the jacket’s three-dimensional form like a boned corset that, as with the elbow wrinkles,
suggest the absent body it was once tailored to fit snugly around. In this reading of the
jacket, I pick up on Donatella Barbieri’s research of costumes also in the V&A’s Theatre
and Performance archive, which reads these items through a performative material
culture lens, and prioritises the object itself, before any textual analysis around it.321
The trousers to match this jacket are made from black synthetic satin. The top half are
striated with silver lurex thread, machined in wavering lines over the surface of the
fabric, creating a radiating pattern starting below the high waistband to above the knee,
where the thread ends and a separate section of plain black satin has been carefully and
evenly pleated to create two giant skirted flares. The back of the waist of the trousers
contains a machine-stitched, silvered radial circle in appliqué, like a bull’s-eye. The
pattern here is uneven, suggesting McNicoll made these clothes for stage impact, as
opposed to virtuoso craftsmanship. The quilting has been rubbed smooth inside,
suggesting repeated use and movement.
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The pink spider trousers worn by Eno also reflect a similar crafted aesthetic, and the pale
pink satin shows strains and stains, all signs of performance wear (See Figures 55-59).
The black trousers also show evidence of wear: the material on the outer leg near the
top thigh has been pulled apart and mended a number of times by different hands, as
has the crotch, inside leg, and knee. This mending is common to other glam rock outfits
worn by Eno, suggesting repeated stage wear, bodily movement, and above all, a very
tight fit. On the trouser hems of the black outfit are gold splotches of paint. It is tempting
to think that Eno’s skirted flares skimmed the gold shoes Bryan Ferry wore for the photo
shoot of ‘For Your Pleasure’, which might have been freshly painted for the occasion (see
Figures 63-64).
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Figure 55. Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1973, pink satin, beading and rhinestones, V&A, S.1511977. Object URL: https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1114854/theatre-costume/.
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Figure 56.Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1973, pink satin, beading and rhinestones, V&A, S.1511977. Photograph by author (06.06.2016). Close up of back view of trousers.

Figure 57. Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1973, pink satin, beading and rhinestones, V&A, S.1511977. Photograph by author (06.06.2016). Close up of embroidered spider on waist.
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Figure 58. Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1973, pink satin, beading and rhinestones, V&A, S.1511977. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).

Figure 59. Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1973, pink satin, beading and rhinestones, V&A, S.1511977. Close up of stained trouser hem. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 60. Carol McNicoll, Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1972, Black satin, lurex silver thread,
V&A S.156 to 157-1977. Close up of back of trousers with bullseye stitching. Photograph by
author (13.05.2016).
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Figure 61. Carol McNicoll, Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1972, Black satin, lurex silver thread,
V&A S.156 to 157-1977. Close up of stitching. Photograph by author (13.05.2016).
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Figure 62. Carol McNicoll, Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1972, Black satin, lurex silver thread,
V&A S.156 to 157-1977. Close up of stitching in inner waist of trousers. Photograph by author
(13.05.2016).

Figure 63. Carol McNicoll, Trousers worn by Brian Eno, 1972, Black satin, lurex silver thread,
V&A S.156 to 157-1977. Close up of detail of gold splotch on trouser hem. Photograph by
author (13.05.2016).
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Figure 64. Roxy Music Inner Gatefold on record album, 'For Your Pleasure', 1973. Photograph by
author (15.09.2017).

Eno wore this black outfit on the Old Grey Whistle Test in 1974 for a performance of ‘Do
the Strand’, although for Roxy Music’s performance of ‘Virginia Plain’, he swaps the black
jacket for one covered in overlapping fringed layers of silver strips of tinsel, which the
V&A also holds (See Figures 55-71).322 During ‘Virginia Plain’, Ferry wears a black
sequined blazer, black satin shirt, and tight, shiny, black leather trousers. Eno and Ferry
stand with their backs to each other on opposite sides of the stage, forming a shimmering
mirror image of the other: Eno’s silver, tinselled jacket, constructed by design historian
Grace Lees-Maffei’s mother,323 expands outwards from his body, both masking and
revealing his form beneath with curious shimmering permutations in between. Ferry’s
suiting, although also made with glittering material, shows containment and control, and
is tailored to sit close to Ferry’s body beneath: a look that Malcolm McLaren described in
1974 as ‘too reserved, too 'English' for glam rock, and too far-removed from McLaren’s
prediction that ‘clothes will get more transexual’ as the seventies progressed.324
The release of ‘For Your Pleasure’ in 1973 was significant for Roxy Music in terms of their
stylistic and musical direction: Shortly after, Eno would leave the band for being ‘too
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exotic’, as Anthony Price described him in a 1974 article in NME.325 ‘Exotic’ was used
pejoratively by Nick Kent within the music press, for example in his article from 1973,
‘Farewell Androgyny n. hermaphroditism (Gr. Gyne, woman)’, Kent critiqued glam by
using this term that held cultural definitions in the 1970s of non-heteronormativity
specifically related to outward appearance through dress.326 In 1974, Price explained the
design of heteronormative masculinity in Ferry’s suit and the specific binary gendered
associations communicated through his clothing:
‘Bryan knows what he wants and he came to me because I’ve been into very “male”
clothes for a while now [...] all that glitter crap is so grotesque [...] Now I’m very into
separating the male and the female’. 327

Price added that Ferry’s look from 1974 had departed from the inauthenticity of glitter,
and was instead ‘“the Bryan Ferry look, y’know – very natural, very honest, very
smooth”’.328 Price’s choice of words: ‘natural’, ‘honest’ and ‘smooth’ can be interpreted
as direct opposites of the ‘flash’, high-shine dress of Eno, and could describe Eno’s
musical output, too, which was heavily based on synthesisers (not ‘natural’), vocoders
(not ‘honest’), and multi-layered tracks (complex, not ‘smooth’). By 1974, Roxy music
(minus Eno), were attempting to create through their clothing designed by Price, an
antithesis of the glittering glam ‘rock flash’ exemplified for Nick Kent in the satin jacket:
That squalid, cheap piece of clothing which is now more than likely padding out the racks
of second-hand clothes shops and jumble sales throughout the length and breadth of
the British Isles but was, for its time, perhaps the quintessential symbol of '70's Britain's
mass return to rock flash in fashion.329
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RBP: Anthony Price cited in: Nick Kent, ‘Fashion: The Politics of Flash’, NME (6 April 1974)
<http://www.rocksbackpages.com/Library/Article/fashion-the-politics-of-flash> [accessed 28
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Another of Eno’s outfits in the V&A’s archive is a satin jacket, as described by Kent (See
Figures 72-78). This cream satin suit has a trio of fins raised above the shoulders that
taper along the back, and reappear on the trouser legs of the flare. The jacket’s fins are
piped black, and in-between these are embroidered fringes of long, brown wig hair. This
satin suit fits neatly into Kent’s analysis of flash, as well as Price’s dismissal of Eno’s
‘exotic’ look. The jacket’s use of hair and fins is also similar to Jon Mendelssohn’s
description of glam’s ‘highly styled, reptile-tight futuristic costumes’.330 The hair below
the collar of the jacket plays with bodily boundaries and communicates a blurring of
body, dress, gender and normativity, and revels in highly visible play mechanisms
through its shine. Eno’s performed identity on stage in this outfit certainly could be
interpreted as a form of gender blurring and fits in with a wider glam rock, trans
aesthetic.

Figure 65. Screenshot from the Old Grey Whistle Test, 1973, of Roxy Music set
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqhMsn6EXpA> [Last accessed by author 05.08.2019].
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RBP: John Mendelssohn, ‘David Bowie: Pantomime Rock?’, Rolling Stone (1 April 1971)
<https://www.rocksbackpages.com/Library/Article/david-bowie-pantomime-rock> [accessed 7
July 2019].
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Figure 66. Unknown maker, Jacket worn by Brian Eno, 1973, silver tinsel and synthetic material,
V&A S.150-1977, close up of front of jacket. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 67. Unknown maker, Jacket worn by Brian Eno, 1973, silver tinsel and synthetic material,
V&A S.150-1977, close up of front of front of jacket neck. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 68. Unknown maker, Jacket worn by Brian Eno, 1973, silver tinsel and synthetic material,
V&A S.150-1977, close up of internal construction of silver tinsel fabric on a woven base.
Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 69. Unknown maker, Jacket worn by Brian Eno, 1973, silver tinsel and synthetic material,
V&A S.150-1977, close up of sleeve. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).

Figure 70. Unknown maker, Jacket worn by Brian Eno, 1973, silver tinsel and synthetic material,
V&A S.150-1977, close up of fabrication. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 71. Unknown maker, Jacket worn by Brian Eno, 1973, silver tinsel and synthetic material,
V&A S.150-1977, close up of sleeve. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).

Figure 72. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of front of jacket. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 73. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of front of jacket and glued attachment of hair to lapel
folds. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 74. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of back of jacket. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 75. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of synthetic hair. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).

Figure 76. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of back of jacket. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 77. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of silhouette of jacket. Photograph by author
(06.06.2016).

Figure 78. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of trouser fins. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 79. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, close up of front of trousers. Photograph by author
(06.06.2016).
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Figure 80. Unknown maker, Outfit worn by Brian Eno, c. 1973, Cream satin, black satin piping,
synthetic hair, V&A S.153-1977, front of trousers. Photograph by author (06.06.2016).
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Figure 81. Unknown photographer, Screenshot of Brian Eno wearing the hair suit outfit, shared
by Brian Eno’s Twitter Account (@dark_shark), 1973. Screenshot by author (01.01.2018).

Figure 82. Unknown photographer, Screenshot of Brian Eno wearing the hair suit outfit, shared
by Brian Eno’s Twitter Account (@dark_shark), 1973. Screenshot by author (01.01.2018).
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II.1.7 Conclusion
Glam rock positioned trans identities as a central concern through its strategies of
performance and in its tactics of dress. Glam’s use of dress made visible trans identities
which were interpreted as such by the music press, circulated through mass-media
outlets, and consumed in ways that were significant to its fans on a personal and a
political level. The curator of ‘Glam’ at Tate Liverpool, Daren Pih, outlined how ‘glam
proposed the possibility of self-reinvention and the assertion of marginal identity as a
life choice, heralded by the body politic being made legible within an expanded politics
of inclusion’.331 Glam articulated this notion of self-reinvention and the display of trans
identities primarily through strategies of dress, a practice that warranted suspicion by
music writers from the 1970s, as well as from some scholars, due to its apparent
ineffectiveness in eliciting political change, or its inability to pose any meaningful
hegemonic resistance.

Dress was absolutely foundational to glam as a movement in its ability to communicate
a type of spectacular, gender-blurring type of trans identity to a mass audience through
its media dissemination. As Van Cagle argued, ‘glitter rock was the first absolutely
forthright form of rock and roll to move queerness from subtext to text and make it
unashamed, playful, and decoded for mass consumption’.332 Glam was ‘characterised by
its use of stylistic overstatement, revelling in revivalism, irony, theatricality, and
androgyny, privileging surface effect and artifice over meaning’.333

Performers articulated this revelry in revivalism, irony and androgyny through the
wearing of glittered performance dress. Philip Auslander argued that surface and
transformation of the performing body was central to glam rock’s endeavour:
Glam’s treatment of identity as above all performed rather than inherent or authentic
embraces the possibility of transformation […] This notion of transformation is most
331
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Routledge, 2000), pp. 125-151 (p. 123-24).
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often articulated in relation to the gender play that was perhaps the most overtly
provocative aspect of glam (and perhaps its most political aspect, too).334

Above all, glam performers were entirely aware of the importance of promoting a
spectacular and ludic performance style through dress, and utilised this as a key concerns
in their stagecraft.335 Glam artists actively celebrated the importance of self-image, and
projected a type of narcissism, a quality often associated with the feminine, as fashion
very often is.336 Some rock historians laid claim to the significance of narcissism in glam,
which was bound up with the popular, mass-appeal of glam and also to many performers’
desire to be commercially successful. These two aspects were central tenants to glam
performance dress: Dave Thompson notes that the ‘pure narcissism’ of Bolan, in addition
to the profusion of sequined dress and glittered Makeup, were key to both glam rock,
and consequently to Bolan’s success.337
The profusion and performance of glittered bodies during glam rock was linked to the
1970’s ‘fascination with exaggeration, parody, and inversion of signifiers of sexual
difference’.338 This will be explored in the next part of this chapter, which considers how
the cultural, political and social context of the 1970s also made a space for trans people
in their everyday lives to utilise dress in ways which counteracted glam’s heightened
visibility. This next part considers how the material culture of dress was utilised during
the same period for very different purposes amongst trans communities in the UK.
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Chapter II: Trans Identities Performed Through
Dress
Part 2: ‘The Highest Art is to Conceal Art’: Trans Identities
and Blending in
II.2.1 Introduction
Part 2 of Chapter 1 analyses the use of everyday dress in trans communities in the UK
from 1970 to 1980, and considers its role in trans identity formation. This part, ‘“The
Highest Art is to Conceal Art”: Trans Identities and Blending in’, acts as a counterbalance
to Part 1, which also examined dress, but considered this through the highly visible,
glittered dress in glam rock during the 1970s and its public performance of transness.
The quote in the title of part 2, ‘The highest art is to conceal art’, is taken from a reader’s
letter published in the journal of the Beaumont Society, the Beaumont Bulletin (19681996) in 1975.1 This letter-writer admonishes trans women who created highly visible
dressed identities in their everyday lives, arguing they should instead make every
conceivable effort to conceal their visible trans identities through the use of material
culture of dress, and blend in to a heteronormative mainstream.2
This individual Beaumont Society member’s comment is indicative of a much wider
sentiment in the UK during the 1970s and 1980s within trans communities, which was
evident in the publications created by, and intended for trans people, such as the
Beaumont Bulletin. This second part of Chapter 2 is based on a case study approach of
these publications, and explores how members of trans communities felt the need to
blend in to a heteronormative mainstream through dress. This is contextualised within
the contemporary cultural, medical, legal and political discourse of the 1970s and 1980s.
This part 2 draws upon printed material held within the Richard Ekins collection in the
Transgender Archives in the University of Victoria BC, Canada, to examine the role of
1
2

TGA Ekins: Charlotte Richards, ‘Summa Ars Celare Artem’, BB, 7:4 (July 1975), pp. 31-2.
Ibid.
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dress as a performative aspect of material culture in the formation of trans people’s
gender identities in everyday life. This is undertaken through close readings of trans
community zines, membership newsletters, and magazines, for which I will use the
umbrella term, ‘trans community publications’. These fascinating primary sources richly
detail the minutiae of everyday trans life, and are unusual in their intense documentation
of the centrality of dress to trans performativity. These publications contain
advertisements for trans-friendly shopping boutiques, reader’s tips about what to wear
and how to style clothing, as well as auto-ethnographic articles that narrate authors’
experiences of using dress to configure their trans identities.
These printed sources have been little discussed by the current academic literature in
trans studies, aside from a chapter in Dave King’s 1993 book, and some minor exploration
of their role in Annie Woodhouse’s research from 1989.3 An impressively detailed study
by Robert Hill on Virginia Prince’s magazine Transvestia (1960-1986) in the US has
recently been undertaken, yet there has been no equivalent UK-based research.4
Therefore, my archival research makes an original contribution to knowledge by bringing
these publications to wider scholarly attention. In addition, a material culture-focused
history of trans dress has so far been insufficiently examined by current academic
literature, as highlighted by Shaun Cole and Reina Lewis in 2016.5 This second part’s new
research hopes to shift this focus, and underscores the interdisciplinary scope of the
thesis as a whole.
By drawing mainly on Ekins’s paper-based archive that privileges everyday trans
experiences as equivalent to medicolegal discourse, my findings consequently also
prioritise the historical narratives of the lives and everyday experiences of trans people
and their relationship to dress, and enfolds this into the surrounding medicolegal
3

Dave King, ‘The Transvestite/Transsexual Community’ in, The Transvestite and the
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cultures of the time.6 I differentiate this type of everyday performance from the realm
of public, performed trans identities, which were explored in part 1 of Chapter 1. In this
part, I try to balance the highly visible performance of trans identities in glam rock by
giving a space to the less-publicly visible trans identities within everyday life during
roughly the same decades.
My case study approach underlines this focus on the everyday, and allows for readings
of a historical time period which are attentive to intimate, multi-vocal histories, as
opposed to a ‘prospect’ style of historical endeavour, termed by John Brewer in 2010.7
Brewer’s ‘refuge’ approach has sympathies with a case study methodology, and scaffolds
histories where ‘historical figures are actors and have agency, motives, feeling and
consciousness. They are the subjects not objects of history. The emphasis is on forms of
interdependence, on interiority and intimacy rather than surface and distance’.8 This
approach, beautifully outlined by Brewer, is paramount in any kind of ethical or
empathetic trans historical work which seeks to recover voices, lives, and material
culture, which have remained out of sight from mainstream narratives.
Lastly, feminist discourse has long prioritised the everyday and the ordinary as a key
tactic in history writing, art-making and theory. For example, feminist scholar Rita Felski
has discussed the importance of the everyday in studies of the marginalised, and noted
how, ‘gender has been an important factor in conceptions of everyday life’.9 Therefore,
a feminist methodology that values the lived, embedded, and embodied experiences of
trans identities, that are formed through dress, guides this part. In this, I hope my
research contributes to an increasing effort to historicise the private, domestic, and
everyday experiences of LGBTQ+, and particularly trans, people, with a growing body of
literature already in this area that includes: Matt Cook’s work on gay men’s home-making
in Queer Domesticities from 2014; Amy Tooth Murphy’s pioneering oral history
scholarship on lesbian domesticity; Jane Hattrick’s research into older lesbian identities;
6

I use the term ‘medicolegal’ based on Judith Butler’s work which considers the close,
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and Andre Cavalcante’s 2018 book on ‘ordinary’ trans lives and the media.10

II.2.2 Trans Community Publications (1970-1988)
The Richard Ekins archive holds a comprehensive collection of trans community
publications from the UK dating from the mid-1960s to 2000. These range from smaller,
community-led newsletters, such as Chrysalis (c.1979-), which was a sporadically issued
booklet (the first issue only sold one copy),11 photocopied and type-written on A4 paper
and folded together by Phaedra Kelly, founder of the Gender Transience Affinity, from
her home on the Isle of Wight in the 1980s; to the glossier, professionally-printed
magazine, the Glad Rag (1982-), which developed out of the London TV/TS Social Group,
run by trans woman Yvonne Sinclair.12 This publication had an ISBN from 1987 onwards,
a print run of over 1000 copies per issue, and was sold in at least seven mainstream book
shops in the UK, including Gay’s The Word in London, and Lavender Menace in
Edinburgh.13 (see Figures 83-85) Trans community publications such as Glad Rag and
Chrysalis fostered and entrenched networks of trans people in the UK, but also stretched
farther afield. There were UK subscribers of the Philadelphia-based magazine Lady Like
(1987-), founded by trans activist JoAnne Roberts; overseas members of South Africa’s
Phoenix club and its newsletter, Fanfare (1983-1992); and the Beaumont Bulletin made
contact with groups as far away as the Seahorse Society which had chapters in Auckland,
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New Zealand and Melbourne, Australia (c.1975-), founded by ‘transexual extraordinaire’
Lady Paula Howard.14 The Seahorse Society had three UK members, and distributed a
monthly journal, Feminique (c.1978-c.1990)15 as well as a shopping guide.16
These publications were pivotal in fashioning what Dave King has termed a ‘literate
community’: they created intimate, connected trans communities that often existed
solely through print, were not necessarily based on face-to-face contact, or on
geographical proximity.17 Some of these publications emerged from social societies, such
as the Bulletin from the Beaumont Society; and Gemini (1975-), which appeared
alongside the Leeds TV/TS Group. Other publications, such as the Self Help Association
For Transsexuals Newsletter (SHAFT) (1980-1989), which was founded by sculptor and
trans woman Judy Cousins in October 1980, was primarily focused on distributing
practical, medical advice to trans people, and their newsletter was intended to reach
trans in lieu of social gatherings.18 In fact, SHAFT eventually migrated into the Gender
Dysphoria Trust (1989-1995) in Spring 1989, a solely medically-aligned group.19
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Figure 83. The Glad Rag, issue 35, front cover (c. July 1987), printed zine on paper and card,
TGA Ekins, ‘Periodicals and Zines’. Photograph by author (13.08.2014).
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Figure 84. The Glad Rag, issue 36, inside front cover (c. 1987), printed zine on paper and card,
TGA Ekins, ‘Periodicals and Zines’. Photograph by author (13.08.2014).

Figure 85. The Glad Rag, various front covers, (dates various), printed zine on paper and card,
TGA Ekins, ‘Periodicals and Zines’. Photograph by author (11.04.2017).
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Figure 86. Phaedra Kelly’s Newsletter, issue 3 (c. 1975), pp. 30-31, printed paper, staples, TGA
Ekins, Folder: ‘Phaedra Kelly / Bruce Laker’. Photograph by author (21.07.2015).

Figure 87. Phaedra Kelly Newsletter, issue 3, (c. 1975), pp. 50-51, printed paper, staples, TGA
Ekins, Folder: ‘Phaedra Kelly / Bruce Laker’. Photograph by author (21.07.2015).
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SHAFT publications and the Bulletin aspired to a less politically radical outlook than nearly
every other trans community publication. However, the Bulletin was the longest-running
of the UK trans community publications and seems to have had the most subscribers, in
addition it circulated complimentary copies of its magazine widely to medical
professionals, the British Library, and to academic researchers.20 In 1974 and 1975, the
Beaumont also made its educational aims clear by putting on large-scale conferences in
Leeds (15-17 March 1974) and Leicester (4-6 April 1975), where it invited a mix of medical
professionals, journalists and trans people to attend.21
These trans community publications formed the foundation of Ekins’s archive. From
1986 to 2009, Ekins’s collection was based at the University of Ulster and open to
researchers, but had limited resources for funding and cataloguing, and was essentially
a one-person job.22 From 2009 to 2014, the archive was held in an inaccessible mobile
storage facility, after which it was accessioned by Aaron Devor, the Chair of Transgender
Studies at the University of Victoria BC, and deposited at the Transgender Archives,
although somewhat diminished in size.
The Transgender Archives (previously called the ‘Trans-Gender Archives’ but in all other
areas of the PhD referred to as the Transgender Archives), created by Richard Ekins, had
previously been housed at the University of Ulster in Northern Ireland, where Ekins was
Emeritus Professor of Sociology and Cultural Studies, from 1986. In September 2009,
Ekins retired, with the understanding that the university would hold his archive until July
2010. After this, Ekins put his archive in a storage facility. In early 2013, I made email
contact with Ekins, as I had found reference to his archive online while researching my
MA thesis. I tried to encourage Ekins to donate his material to LAGNA in the UK, however
he was already in the process of transferring it to Canada to be housed in the University
of Victoria archives, under the direction of Aaron Devor. Ekins cited the importance of
safeguarding his material in the future, ‘treating it with respect’, and felt a perceived lack
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of interest from other institutions in the UK. Namely, he mentioned having previously
discussed depositing his archive the then head of the Hall Carpenter Archive (HCA) at the
London School of Economics (LSE). At their advice around copyright issues, Ekins
unfortunately destroyed ‘an enormous amount of material’, however he did not
eventually end up depositing his work at HCA.23
Consequently, this valuable archive has only recently started to be fully explored by
researchers. The Dave King archive housed at Wellcome also holds a repository of trans
community publications which supplements Ekins’s collection. King and Ekins worked
together on three important sociological texts on trans issues, so there is understandably
some overlap in their research material.24
Despite both SHAFT and the Bulletin having less politically transgressive aims than other
trans community publications, SHAFT’s six-point founding manifesto in 1981 consciously
set itself apart from the Beaumont, and is perhaps the best example of King’s definition
of a ‘literate community’.25 Most notable in its manifesto were points 1: ‘to make
available to transsexuals details of the medical, professional and counselling help
available’, and point 5, ‘to “translate” for the public and for professional bodies the reality
of transsexualism and to co-operate with these bodies in all matters relating to the
transsexual problem.’26
In these aims, we can see SHAFT verging towards what would become its signature
parochial, patrician-like tone, which conceptualised trans as pathological (the
‘transsexual problem’), and featured articles and editorials written in accordance with
this view. SHAFT also positioned itself as distinct from the Beaumont’s constitution, of
which the infamous and highly-contentious ‘Article II’ only allowed membership of
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‘heterosexual [male] transvestites’.27 By the mid-1970s, Article II had been debated many
times in both the Bulletin and at their conferences in 1974 and 1975.28 However, in the
years surrounding 1986 when the Revised Constitution was finally ratified in
September,29 discussion about changing Article II reached its peak in the Bulletin, and
rambunctious debate overwhelmed it, becoming almost the sole focus. Members voiced
their opinions with forthright criticality: one member argued against changing Article II,
due to their fear of transsexuals, transvestites and homosexuals ‘all being tarred with the
same brush’, and more so in the late 1980s with the terrifying emergence of AIDS, they
claimed.30
SHAFT’s Newsletter aimed at developing community, giving advice, and opening
communication channels, so in this sense, had similarities to Gemini, and Scotland’s bimonthly publication the Tartan Skirt (1984-1995). Also in this category was Cross-Talk
(1987-1996), which stemmed from the Manchester-based social group Northern
Concord, which itself followed the Manchester TV/TS Group. This Group, co-founded by
Carol Glossop, began in 1975 (coincidentally the same year that ‘transsexualism’ first
appeared in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)),31 which Stephen Whittle
places as the first UK-based support group for transsexual people.32
These publications, as versions of self-help publications which, as a category prioritised
individual experience,33 provided networks of support for trans people around the UK,
despite their differing social, informative, or politically radical intentions. Because of
these shared objectives, it seems unnecessary to divide these publications into the
taxonomic identity categories for which the publications and groups supposedly aimed
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at. During the 1970s, for example, the Beaumont claimed it did not accept any
transsexuals or homosexuals due to Article II of its constitution. However, this was not
the case, and in 2013, Alice Purnell explained the original reason for implementing Article
II was to provide members with protection from the law, as opposed to exclusionary
tactics, which other groups understandably interpreted it as.34 Readers’ letters, such as
Anne Darkington’s in 1981 in the Bulletin, complained vociferously that the Society
admitted a ‘Heinz 57 Varieties’ of trans people, pointedly adding,
I am strongly anti-the gay syndrome, the permissive society and Women's Lib, on the
other hand I have always been concerned for fair and better treatment of women and
consider them to be the superior sex. I have no desire to be a woman.35

Despite Anne, and other’s furious objections, trans women, trans men such as Stephen
Whittle, and not just ‘heterosexual transvestites’, did indeed join the Beaumont. Some
even occupied senior roles, with trans woman Alice Purnell as one of the founders in
1966, then Society President for seven years, and the Bulletin’s editor from the 1976 until
1983.36 In fact, in 1979, Dave King contacted the Bulletin asking for participants for his
research project about both transvestites and transsexuals, and as a result of this
interaction, the director of the Mass Observation Archive David Pocock, contacted the
Beaumont to ask for trans participants for the Mass Observation Archive, to broaden its
demographic (See Figure 88).37
Most, if not all of these trans community publications, were the result of concerted,
collaborative efforts: issues were commonly collaged together from material that was
contributed by their readers; items were found and reprinted from the mainstream
press; and snippets were shared between other, sometimes international, publications.
Playboy articles, for example, were reprinted in the Bulletin, while the first issue of
Gemini in 1975 had almost all its content sent in from other trans community
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publications.38 Members could also advertise their own community events through the
publications which took place throughout the UK. These included parties, dinners, and
dress-demonstrations, such as those by Martine Rose based in Sheffield, a long-time
contributor to the Bulletin and briefly its Vice President in 1988.39 Members could
advertise weeknight meetups, such as ‘Hazel’s Haven’ in Brighton.40 Sam Cash at Isis, a
short-lived trans commune in Balham, also advertised parties and events, as well as
producing the publication Two in One (c.1977-).41

Figure 88. Advertisement by Dave King to the Beaumont Society in The Beaumont Bulletin
asking for volunteers for a research project. Beaumont Bulletin, 10:6 (1979), p. 49. TGA Ekins.
Photograph by author (06.08.2015).

This collaborative effort often led to fractious relationships which spilled over into the
publications during the 1970s and 1980s. A common riposte found in the Tartan Skirt
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evidences not only the strong community developed from these publications, but also
the difficulties which emerged from this. The Skirt’s editor chided its members:
I am the assistant editor and typist of Your Magazine. As some of you know, I am
transsexual and if you cannot be bothered to produce the goods for your magazine then
I CANNOT be bothered doing the amount of work I do on it. I have plenty of other things
to occupy my time (that includes sorting out my own life). Please send in your items and
contributions or else NO MAGAZINE WILL BE PUBLISHED [sic].42

These publications have an amateur feel to them. Most were type-written on standard
copy paper and were cottage-industry publications, created prior to accessible home
desktop publishing. They were funded through society membership, or in the unique
case of SHAFT, through individual funds.43 Alice Purnell recalled that early on, her and
Stephen Whittle created the Bulletin ‘by literally cutting and pasting. We’d type up an
article and then stick it onto the paper. The technology was very primitive way back
then’.44 The material culture of these publications, which included their often diminutive
size, domestic paper quality and print, plus their reader-based content written in
colloquial language, meant that they closely reflected the everyday lives and immediate
concerns of their members, both materially and textually. The publications were part of
a powerful material documentation of trans grassroots cultures prior to the explosion of
accessible home internet communication from around 1995 onwards.45
Furthermore, these publications were a source of community, but differed significantly
from those texts distributed in the UK via the Albany Trust from the Erickson Educational
Foundation (1964-1984), which produced various publications including their Newsletter
(1969-1976, 1983) due to the former’s immediacy of member voices and contribution,
versus the more professional, educational, and medicalised content of the latter.46
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These trans community publications also occupy different territories to the emerging
phone line services for trans people in the 1970s, as these publications offered more
social, community connections, that were not premised on individual or solitary support
systems. Following their conference in 1975 the Beaumont explained firmly that it was
‘not an association of universal aunts’.47 However, many of the publications and societies
did start up their own telephone help lines from the mid- to late 1970s onwards,
providing individualised support outside the confines of the social events and
publications.
In addition, The Samaritans played an important role at the Beaumont. Alice Purnell
recalled how her work with The Samaritans in the mid-1960s led her to realise that a
third of the calls were from people with ‘gender difficulties’, which spurred her on to set
up the Beaumont Society alongside Alga Campbell (who remained President until April
1976)48 from Dublin, and Sylvia in Belgium.49 The Beaumont continued their affiliations
with the Samaritans through the 1970s, inviting them to talks, to annual dinners, and
advertising their phone number in the Bulletin.50 The Bulletin also advertised other trans
social groups who hosted talks by the Samaritans, for example the Manchester TV/TS
Group in April 1975.51
These trans community publications all featured dress prominently. Dress appeared in
the advertising sections of the publications, in articles, editorials, and member letters.
The Glad Rag offered dress tips through advertising, and in 1975 promoted shoe maker
Lilley and Skinner, who manufactured shoes up to a size 10, as well as advertising
mainstream shops in London, such as Danny’s Dress Shop on Eltham High Street, SE9.52
In Birmingham, subscribers were encouraged to shop at Peter Lord shoe shop, and ask
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for sales assistant Doreen, who may have been trans herself, or just sympathetic.53 The
Bulletin contained at least two pages of dress advertisements in each issue (See Figures
89-90), with shops like Long Tall Sally advising customers they could shop out of hours,54
and David Delancey’s dressmaking services based in Somerfield Road in Finsbury Park,
assuring their ‘discreet’ services.55
In 1983, Organisers of the Beaumont’s Central Region collated readers’ tips on dress
shopping, and published leaflets about best retail destinations. In the same Bulletin issue,
‘Image’ was advertised, clearly sensing a gap in the market, they provided ‘a completely
confidential service for the provision of clothing […] Image also provides a place for goods
to be delivered, examined, and tried on with full privacy and confidentiality’.56
Additionally, since their first edition, the Bulletin ran advertisements for ‘Cover Girl’
fashions based in Upper Street in London in ‘P. Cutler’ premises, an outlet that advertised
itself as a ‘specialist outfitters for stage, film and TV.57 Cover Girl catered for trans
women, but also had a postal catalogue service, which was of benefit to trans people
who might have felt uncomfortable shopping in public. They also gave their catalogue to
Switchboard, which filed this and passed on their details to trans callers.58 Cover Girl also
sold books via postal services,59 and sent shoes to its trans customers through the post,
using ingenious bespoke home methods where trans women could draw around their
feet on a pre-designed chart, and return the cut out to Cover Girl, who would then
fabricate the shoe using this template.60
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Most discussions in these publications, and especially in the Bulletin, highlighted the
importance of assimilation through dress, and in this, reflected the immediate, everyday
concerns of many trans women, which will be further explored in the next section. In
1981, a Beaumont Member wrote into the Bulletin with a two-page poem on the joys of
shopping and dressing as a woman who passes as non-trans. Much of poem is worth
quoting, as it evidences a joyful delight produced through the material culture of dress
as a performative aspect of gender identity, and engages with dress as transformative,
far more so than medical intervention:
Come all you transvestites and listen to me
Don’t sit around at home reading books on psychology
Let’s not bother our pretty little heads with Stoller and Brierley
Let’s go and buy a new dress which is more sensible entirely.
The shrink says I suffer from Gender Dysphoria
But I feel in a permanent state of euphoria
[…]
Coming up the escalator into Lewis’s I nearly died of fright
But everyone ignored me and I began to feel all right
Soon I was busily choosing a skirt of lilac hue
[…]
Rosemary and I went all round the shops and never got read
(Well, hardly ever) until my feet were killing me and I felt half dead
[…]
So all in all being TV/TS is a great life
If you can resist the attraction of Mr. Phillips and his little knife
[…]
After all, some women are flat chested
And it doesn’t show unless you’re totally divested…61

The poem points to a wider, and growing mistrust of medical intervention at this time,
which will be explored in the rest of this part of the chapter. In the next section, ‘II.2.3
Richard Ekins’s Archive: The Ordinary and the Everyday in Trans Dress Histories’, I
demonstrate how a consideration of everyday dress can help historical narratives about
trans performativity move away from a restrictive medical model, and consider the
fundamental importance of dress in everyday life for trans women during the 1970s.
61
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Figure 89. Beaumont Bulletin, 10:1 (1978), p. 7, TGA Ekins: ‘Periodicals’. Photograph by author
(28.07.2015).
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Figure 90. Beaumont Bulletin, 10:1 (1978), pp. 8-9, TGA Ekins: ‘Periodicals’. Photograph by
author (28.07.2015).
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Figure 91. Beaumont Bulletin, 11:1 (c. 1978), inside front cover, TGA Ekins 2014-020:
‘Periodicals’. Advertisement for Cover-Girl and other dress, wig, and garment retailers.
Photograph by author (31.07.2015).
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Figure 92. Beaumont Bulletin, 18:2 (April 1986), p. 32, TGA Ekins 2014-020: ‘Periodicals’.
Advertisement for Victoria Regine Services, as well as made to measure footwear and breast
prosthesis. Photograph by author 04.08.2015).
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II.2.3 Richard Ekins’s Archive: The Ordinary and the
Everyday in Trans Dress Histories
In 1982, George Chauncey encouraged researchers of gender and sexuality to consider
‘the elusive evidence of the ordinary’.62 Both here, and elsewhere in his historical
research, Chauncey’s intention was to dissuade historians from privileging the ‘elite’, or
more spectacular, highly visible histories of non-heteronormative gender and sexuality,
and instead attend to the more ‘elusive evidence’ of LGBTQ+ everyday lives found in the
‘more intimate records such as diaries and correspondence’.63 Although trans diaries are
still extremely difficult to locate in archives,64 this part does draw attention to trans
community publications which record comparable intimate experiences, such as trans
people’s use of dress.65
Interestingly, in their work on everyday fashion, Cheryl Buckley and Hazel Clark have
argued that the study and location of ‘ordinary’ or everyday dress remains similarly
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‘elusive’, having been relegated by fashion studies’ privileging of the ‘avant-garde, the
extraordinary, and the unusual’.66 Furthermore, dress has a deeply intimate connection
to the performance of trans identities, as Joanne Entwistle suggested, ‘dress is both an
intimate experience of the body and a public presentation of it’.67 Perhaps the most
recent example of sensationalist LGBTQ+ history fabricated on side-stepping the
‘everyday’ and ‘ordinary’ is Naomi Wolf’s Outrages: Sex, Censorship and the
Criminalisation of Love.68 Wolf’s front cover is stamped with a giant, orange exclamation
mark, connoting horror and shock, and her text details accounts of (now proven to be
inaccurate) death sentences of homosexual men in the 19th century. Wolf’s work has
been criticised by historians who have accused her research of over-sensationalising the
history of Victorian homosexuality, and neglecting the granular experience of everyday
life.69
Similar to recent scholarly research by Andre Cavalcante on ‘ordinary’ and ‘everyday’
transgender lives, Chauncey argued 35 years earlier that that the documentation of
‘ordinary’ LGBTQ+ practices mattered, despite the considerable challenges of locating
this evidence in archives.70 While Chauncey discussed gay histories, I suggest that trans
histories, and particularly trans dress histories, are even more complicated to source,
and are insufficiently catalogued by museums and archives, although this is gradually
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changing, as discussed in the chapter one of the thesis.
For most of the last century, trans histories have been examined through a medicolegal,
political lens, due to more accessible content and public availability. Documenting
everyday trans knowledge, however, was fundamental to Richard Ekins in setting up his
‘Trans-Gender Archives’ in 1986, and led to his collection of trans community
publications. In an early conference paper about the initiation of the archives in 1990,
Ekins explained his belief in focusing on collecting everyday trans knowledges as the
locus for the archive, which was in turn based on his own disciplinary background using
the sociological theories of Peter Berger, Thomas Luckmann, and Alfred Schutz.71 Ekins
offered an alternative to taxonomical and classificatory systems of knowledge, and
instead his archive concerned:
Questions relating to the origins, distribution, transmission, and consequences of
‘knowledge’, rather than its ‘truth’. It sees so-called ‘common sense’, ‘everyday’, ‘taken
for granted’ knowledge as equally deserving of serious study as so-called ‘scientific’,
‘expert’ knowledge. It is sensitive to changes and movements in ideas, beliefs and
knowledge over time and place It does not assume that the knowledge of a particular
time and place, or of a particular group or individual, is superior to that of any other time
and place, group or individual.72

In academic research on gender and sexualities, it is now widely accepted that medical,
legal, and political discourse did not necessarily reflect the everyday lives of those whom
it described, and often lagged behind.73 This is certainly the case in trans histories. In
Vested Interests, Marjorie Garber noted this discrepancy of knowledge between the
social, political, and medical registers of trans people’s experience, explaining that
‘medical discourses [...] are often diametrically at odds with the political discourses of
the transvestite-transsexual community’.74
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Ekins similarly recognised this in selecting and cataloguing the material for his archive,
and privileged what he termed ‘member knowledge’ of trans people themselves to
document trans histories, over ‘expert knowledge’ from scientific communities.75 This
was supported through Ekins’s close working relationship with Phaedra Kelly on the Isle
of Wight who was an avid, amateur collector, and prolific writer of trans histories, as well
as his role as SHAFT’s first librarian.76
In many ways, the culture of popular performance practice shares a similar space to
Ekins’s archival label of ‘expert knowledge’: glam rock, which performed trans identities
on stage in highly-visible ways, and was widely disseminated through popular, mass
media, did not actually impact on trans peoples’ everyday lived experiences of dress as
revealed in the archival research using Ekins’s collection of trans community
publications. Glam’s apparently liberated spaces of gender expression on stage through
dress in during the 1970s did not reflect a similar moment of change for trans people’s
everyday lives, and did not open equivalent ways of dressing for trans people which
recognised this wider, more acceptable, visibility.
As an interdisciplinary field, trans studies has initiated a shift away from a purely
medicolegal model of trans histories, recognised in the recent Transgender Studies
Reader 2.77 In 2018, Eric Plemons and Chris Straayer noted how contemporary trans
studies had started delving into new territories of studying everyday trans selffashioning, which they argued, could ‘lay claim to a definition of trans lives and bodies
outside and in defiant rejection of medical models overdetermined by normative
genders and sexualities, and to assert extraclinical and never-clinical trans ways of
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being’.78 A focus on the role of everyday dress in the formation of trans identities is part
of this drive to explore ‘extraclinical and never-clinical trans ways of being’.79 However,
little attention has been given to the material culture of dress in everyday life in trans
histories, despite dress in identity formation frequently appearing in trans
auto/biography; in trans activist literature; and in scholarly works in the field of trans
studies, such as Jay Prosser’s seminal Second Skins.80
It should also be acknowledged, however, that discussions of dress in relation to the
performative self-identity formation of trans people have long been a ubiquitous, central
feature of the medical literature from the early twentieth century by Robert Stoller, John
Money, Harold Gillies, and others.81 An interest in everyday trans dress was also a key
area of study for Harry Benjamin. Benjamin espoused the importance of his ‘RGs’ – his
Real Girls, a term he used which stressed privileging the importance of passability in
gender presentation.82 Benjamin berated trans women who could not, or chose not to,
dress unnoticed: ‘The inability of many of them [trans people] to look at themselves
objectively is their great handicap [...] all too often they do not look like women at all
when “dressed”, but like men dressed as women’.83
A similar rhetoric was evident in the Agnes case. In 1960, Agnes presented herself to
doctors at UCLA with testes and penis, and ‘extreme feminization of the male body
(breasts, no body and facial hair, subcutaneous fat distribution)’.84 The team of doctors,
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headed by Stoller and Harold Garfinkel, diagnosed Agnes with Testicular Feminization
Syndrome, now called Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome (AIS).85 Agnes had a vaginoplasty
and was castrated, as the doctors believed her to be chromosomally a woman. Yet, years
after the surgeries, Agnes revealed that she had not spontaneously feminised, as the
UCLA team had believed, but had taken the feminising hormone Stilbestrol from twelve
years old, to stave off the effects of a masculinizing adolescence.86 Agnes presented as
transfeminine to the doctors through her feminised body, but it was her dress that was
crucial in achieving the surgeries she desired. Stoller and Garfinkel foregrounded the
passability of Agnes’s dress in their write-ups, and we can see Benjamin’s influence in
not just the doctor’s assessment, but also perhaps in Agnes’s own dress work:
She was dressed in a manner indistinguishable from that of any other typical girl of her
age in this culture. There was nothing garish, outstanding, or abnormally exhibitionistic
in her attire, nor was there any hint of poor taste that the patient was ill at ease in her
clothes (as is seen so frequently in transvestites and in women with disturbances in
sexual identification) […] All of her mannerisms seemed appropriately feminine, though
there was a touch of awkwardness […] Her voice was rich, soft, pitched at an alto level,
and with a lisp similar to that affected by feminine-appearing male homosexuals.87

Although the medical literature featured dress as a crucial tool in diagnosing trans people
in the 1960s and beyond, trans people’s own experiences of dress in identity formation
has been less well-documented. By focussing explicitly on the material culture of
everyday dress and its relationship to the formation of trans identities through trans
community publications, we gain insights into trans histories from perspectives that
dispense with a purely medicolegal model of trans articulation through material culture.
Shifting the focus also allows room for considering the agency of trans people in their
own identity formation, and centralises dress as a material culture in this process.
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Above all, ‘human bodies are dressed bodies’, and gender is communicated through not
just the body, about which much trans studies work has been written, but the body and
identity is formed through dress.88 This was also acknowledged in 1967 by a trans woman
writing for the medical journal, Diseases of the Nervous System, who noted that what
she called the ‘vestic syndrome’, played a large part in how doctors perceived her as
either male or female, depending on her dress.89
Furthermore, dressing one’s self to perform gender identities is, as Entwistle notes, ‘an
ongoing practice, requiring knowledge, techniques and skill’.90 In the case of trans
community publications during the 1970s and 1980s, much practice was had through
these textual works, which were key to how trans people shared ideas about identity
formation through dress; learned skills and techniques of identity performance; and
compounded individuals’ own decades of knowledge about dress, which were passed on
as shared resources through these publications. As Judith Butler argued, the body
‘becomes its gender through a series of acts which are renewed, revised, and
consolidated through time’, and I suggest that the trans community publications played
a key role in this temporal learning of gender.91 In this next section, ‘II.2.4 The Beaumont
Bulletin and Techniques of Assimilation Through Dress’, I will analyse the use of dress by
trans women through the Beaumont Bulletin and the Beaumont Society itself.

II.2.4 The Beaumont Bulletin and Techniques of
Assimilation Through Dress
The Beaumont Society were (and still are) secretive, private, and in the 1970s, mainly
conservative, and the Bulletin reflected these values. By the mid-1970s, the more
forthright gay liberation movement seemed to increase the Beaumont’s membership,
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however by 1980, the society was still resistant to activating political change of the kind
promoted by CHE (Campaign for Homosexual Equality) and the GLF (Gay Liberation
Front).92 In 1980, Janet Rainer, editor of the Bulletin from 1979-1982, explained that:
We can only carry the public with us as quickly and as far as it wants to go. I am only too
aware that such slow progress is often not enough for the new younger member who
has been brought up in a more liberal society and wants total acceptance NOW! [sic] It
has to be a slow process but at least each step is permanent. Nationally we have become
a credible and respected society and should cherish that development and not try to
spoil the ground already gained by pushing the public at large too far, too quickly and
too soon.93

This staid and respectable image was reflected in the Bulletin’s texts about how to dress
like a heteronormative, cis-gendered woman, as opposed to standing out as obviously as
trans, or by proclaiming political, radical difference through protest in dress, as groups
in America were doing at the time. In the 1970s, American magazine Drag (1971-1977)
featured prominent trans radical, activist groups such as Gender Fuck drag; the New York
based Queen’s Liberation Front (QLF) directed by Lee Brewster. Brewster was also the
editor of Drag: The Magazine about the Transvestites (1971-1983), as well as selling
larger-sized women’s clothes from his store in Manhattan, New York, Lee’s Mardi Gras
Boutique.94 In addition, Sylvia Rivera’s Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR)
(See Figures 95-101), who fought restrictive legislation through highly visible dress
techniques.95
In the US, however, Susan Stryker has argued that increasing gay liberation was
predicated on a rejection of the feminine and effeminacy’s subordination. Quoting
Esther Newton’s 1972 Mother Camp, she argues the struggle to redefine homosexuality
as radical, political and newly ‘gay’, emerged from a ‘shift from effeminate to masculine
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styles’.96
Meanwhile, the Beaumont Society and the Bulletin pushed for quiet assimilation through
dress and policy. This was evidenced through their lending, postal library, which was set
up in 1970 in Holborn97 (although it became ‘underused’ in 1983).98 The library’s texts
were overwhelmingly focused on crafting bodily heteronormativity through dress and
makeup, with a large ‘Beauty and Charm’ category. Texts included: A Max Factor makeup
booklet (1968); Virginia Prince’s How to be a Woman Though Male (1971); and A New
You: The Art of Good Grooming ([n.d.] c.1970) (See Figures 93, 94).99
The Bulletin encouraged heteronormative assimilation through dress in its members. In
Pauline’s article from 1975, ‘Be a Cinderella, Not an Ugly Sister’, she advised members to
‘attract less attention’ in their appearance, and admonished readers:2222
Much time, effort and in some cases money, is being spent by many members to achieve
their ideal, but why on such outdated fashions and ideas? Never have I seen so many
busty blondes, smothered in makeup, perfume and jewellery, wearing at least three inch
platforms, and at the worst, three inches or more of stiletto heels.100

Pauline, like other Bulletin contributors, disapproved of highly visible trans identities
performed through dress, partly through a risk of dangerous attention in public, but also
due to her belief that trans people should convey a specific type of authentic femininity:
‘If you want to be taken seriously when venturing out […] look as natural as possible’, she
warned.101 Similar letters were published in the Bulletin, and there was much negativity
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in other trans community publications in the mid-1970s, toward what were perceived of
as ‘performed’ trans identities, as opposed to ‘being’ an identity.

Figure 93. ‘The Beaumont Society Lending Library Catalogue’, May 1977, pp. 1-10, TGA Ekins:
Box 1/6 2014-20 ‘Beaumont Society (1 of 2)’. Photograph by author (17.07.2015).
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Figure 94. ‘The Beaumont Society Lending Library Catalogue’, May 1977, pp. 1-10 (p. 9), TGA
Ekins: Box 1/6 2014-20 ‘Beaumont Society (1 of 2)’. Detail of ‘Beauty and Charm’ section.
Photograph by author (17.07.2015).
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Figure 95. ‘TVs and Queens March on Albany Seek Statute to Legalise Crossdressing’, Drag
Magazine, 1:3 (1973), pp. 32-33 (32), TGA Ekins: ‘Periodicals and Magazines’. Photograph by
author (24.08.2015).
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Figure 96. ‘TVs and Queens March on Albany Seek Statute to Legalise Crossdressing’, Drag
Magazine, 1:3 (1973), pp. 32-33 (33), TGA Ekins: ‘Periodicals and Magazines’. Photograph by
author (24.08.2015).

Figure 97. ‘Queens with Balls…’, Drag Magazine, 2:8 (October 1972), pp. 7-11 (7), TGA Ekins:
‘Periodicals and Magazines’. Photograph by author (24.08.2015).
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Figure 98. ‘Queens with Balls…’, Drag Magazine, 2:8 (October 1972), pp. 7-11 (7), TGA Ekins:
‘Periodicals and Magazines’. Photograph by author (24.08.2015).

Figure 99. ‘Queens with Balls…’, Drag Magazine, 2:8 (October 1972), pp. 7-11 (8), TGA Ekins:
‘Periodicals and Magazines’. Photograph by author (24.08.2015).
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Figure 100. ‘Queens with Balls…’, Drag Magazine, 2:8 (October 1972), pp. 7-11 (9), TGA Ekins:
‘Periodicals and Magazines’. Photograph by author (24.08.2015).

Figure 101. ‘Queens with Balls…’, Drag Magazine, 2:8 (October 1972), pp. 7-11 (10), TGA Ekins:
‘Periodicals and Magazines’. Photograph by author (24.08.2015).
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This was echoed in the medical literature at the time, such as the EEF publications which
reached the UK via distribution from the Albany Trust.102 Performance and performativity
existed at two opposite ends of the spectrum, and the heightened visibility of nonheteronormative performance was vilified at a time when trans societies were keen to
distance themselves from drag entertainers like Danny la Rue, and others who crossdressed for entertainment purposes.
The difference between ‘being’ and ‘performing’ gender was apparent in a 1971 SHAFT
publication entitled, A Handbook for Male to Female Transsexuals: and those Concerned
with their Care and Treatment, which underlined the difference between ‘not merely
passing but being’.103 For SHAFT, authenticity was paramount: ‘it is necessary for the
transsexual to be successful as a person and not simply as an actor’.104 Furthermore, the
booklet emphasised the importance of assimilation, telling readers ‘it is always better […]
to understate rather than exaggerate your appearance. The object is to blend
inconspicuously and not to attract attention [italics in original].’105
Similar to SHAFT’s advice, in advance of their annual 1980 dinner, the Bulletin warned
attendees to ‘behave like ladies if we are to create a favourable impression on our
guests’, which it seems they did.106 Judy Cousins presented a respectable, ladylike image
via her television appearances, and Dave King suggested that SHAFT’s success in its
membership,107 was precisely due to Cousins’s lack of sartorial political radicalism. It
seems that SHAFT and Beaumont members evidently did not put store in Judy Attfield’s
concept that transgressive gendered appearance would ‘achieve self-emancipation
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through the transcendence of biological destiny’.108
Many trans women in the 1970s dressed in ways that allied with heteronormative
sartorial codes suggested to them by not only the medical establishment, but also trans
community publications, which in turn, were a reflection of trans people’s own feelings
and desires around dress. Therefore, Mike Brake’s assertion in 1976 that ‘stylistically
they [trans people] are making articulate statements about the absence of achieved
gender in contemporary society’, seems doubtful.109
Furthermore, assimilationist tactics of dress should not automatically be read as nonpolitical. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick saliently noted that being ‘in’ the closet is still a form of
voice and activism that demonstrates agency, and ‘“closeted-ness” itself is a
performance’.110 Heteronormative, conventional dress was a viable and active choice for
many trans people, despite its lack of overt, visible activism. A heteronormative
appearance crafted through the material markers of dress could contain as much
resistance as the most visible choices of dress for, as Michel Foucault noted, ‘discourses
are not once and for all subservient to power or raised up against it, any more than
silences are’.111
In addition, for many trans people in the 1970s and 1980s, heteronormative assimilation
crucially meant safety, and we should thus acknowledge ‘the incredible allure of being
unseen when visibility has meant (and continues to mean) violence, imprisonment,
death’.112 Indeed, this passing is still a political act and as black trans artists Juliana
Huxtable has recently argued, a previous type of passing through fashion and makeup by
a generation of trans women before her could certainly be read as strategies of survival
which allowed them to express ‘their sense of self and kept them safer by allowing them
108
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to disappear into the norms and ideals of feminine beauty’.113
Trans community publications’ push for sartorial assimilation can be better understood
against a wider backdrop of societal disdain for visible non-heteronormative sartorial
identities. As Reina Lewis and Shaun Cole argued, ‘the ability to render legible the queer
body’ has always been a historically contingent action, and ‘in certain times and places
being seen or perceived as queer had very real risks in terms of personal safety and
security’.114 When the Sexual Offences Act of 1967 passed in the UK, both the Earl of
Arran and Leo Abse, two key politicians in helping to pass the Act, emphasised the
importance of quiet assimilation, and begged gay men not to ‘flaunt their conduct’. The
Earl of Aaran made this speech when the Bill passed:
I ask those who have, as it were, been in bondage and for whom the prison doors are
now open to show their thanks by comporting themselves quietly and with dignity. This
is no occasion for jubilation; certainly not for celebration. Any form of ostentatious
behaviour; now or in the future, any form of public flaunting, would be utterly
distasteful.115

While in the early 1970s gay liberation groups became radically visible, in part to contest
the legal plea to assimilate from 1967, trans communities did not respond similarly, as
evidenced in their publications. Trans communities were still dealing with a formidable
history of medical discourse of strategic invisibility, which many trans women had
become deeply familiar with in the course of their own medical treatment from the
1950s to the 1970s. It was often these experiences which appeared in the pages of the
publications they wrote for in the 1970s and 1980s.
In 1972, Beaumont member Charlotte Richards wrote an extraordinary letter to the
Bulletin, responding to various calls within the Society that trans people should fight for
political and legal acceptance similar to the gay liberation groups, and that dress was the
113
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most effective way of eliciting this change:
There is a time for everything - for publicity as well as for invisibility. ‘The highest art is
to conceal art’ - should be the aim. I regard ‘dressing’ as an art, and I try to practice it as
such. Our aim should be to look and behave as though we were women. In public, if we
are successful we are not noticed, if we are we have failed [...] To actually DRAW [sic]
attention to ourselves would almost certainly cause a breach of peace, and so is just not
on!116

Richards’s letter highlights the importance of dress as a form of heightened artistic
practice for trans identity formation. The items of dress Richards used were clearly
crucial in terms of their gender performativity, and in the construction of their own
transness. Richards evidences the importance of dressing to remain unnoticed which,
like others who wrote into the Bulletin, was paramount to success.
Three years after Richards’s letter at the 1975 Beaumont conference, it became clear
that developments in trans equality was moving at a slower pace than gay rights, and
delegates at the conference, which for the first time included trans people, were told
they should be grateful for this progress, despite its sluggish pace.117 Jean Austin
explained: ‘five years ago you wouldn't have walked outside like it, but now you are
walking about and holding conferences, this is an advance - you can't jump the gun, it
has to be done gradually'.118 In the same year, Margaret Williams, who was a counsellor
and later Public Relations Officer for the Beaumont, who was also trans, wrote an article
which complimented the assimilationist appearances of trans women, in a tone similar
to Charlotte Richardson’s letter:
Post-operatively the majority of transsexuals are remarkably convincing in their new role
and without prior knowledge one would no guess their history [sic]. A few make
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headlines in the newspapers for special reasons but it would seem that the majority fall
quietly into society taking a feminine job’.119

Williams’ comments were intended to be positive and affirming. She was delighted that
trans women remained visibly undetected. Indeed, on a phone-in talk show about
transsexualism for Capital Radio in May 1975, Williams refused to say whether she was
trans, instead coyly remarking ‘we have one in the family’, for which she was criticised
by the UK branch of the activist Transsexual Action Organisation (TAO) (UK Branch 1975;
US Branch 1970).120 Austin, Williams and Richards’ comments all proposed that trans
visibility through dress was complex. It was dangerous, or at the least, undesirable, to
dress as anything other than heteronormative and to assimilate; a concept that was
confirmed by the contemporary legal and medical discourse, and further reflected in
trans community publications, which will be discussed in the next section, ‘II.2.5 Blending
in and Melting Away Through Dress and Medicine (1970-1980)’.

II.2.5 Blending in and Melting Away Through Dress and
Medicine (1970-1980)
By 1977, trans surgeries in the UK had started to decrease, which may have led to trans
community publications focusing on the formation of trans identities outside of medical
territories. This tightening up by medical gatekeepers on trans surgeries, which by the
mid-1970s included real life experience of living as a woman, as well as employment as
a woman (‘passing’), which had all solidified into medical canon since at least 1966 in
most UK and US GICs.121 Furthermore, trans people had to seek a divorce from their
spouse if they wanted to go through medical treatment.122 This meant that the
119
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importance of convincing, passably heteronormative dress, became an increasingly
pressing concern for both trans people, and for the medical system.
Furthermore, employment as a trans woman during this period was especially difficult:
In the 1960s to the mid-1970s, trans people could not be employed anywhere with the
Official Secrets Act, which included the Civil Service.123 National Insurance Cards also
limited the types of employment open for trans people until they were abolished in 1975,
as the cards were essential in getting paid, claiming a pension, and reflected the gender
recorded on one’s birth certificate, which itself could not be altered.124 Before the Ashley
case, changing birth certificate gender could be carried out informally under a legislative
radar, but became increasingly difficult after 1970.125
In 1977, Dr James Calnan who, by 1964 had treated around 30 trans people alongside his
colleague Bill McGreggor in Manchester, had stopped performing operations altogether,
and noticed ‘a swing away from surgical interference […] I would suspect that the sexchange operation is undesirable’, he wrote in a letter to fellow doctor David Harris.126
This ‘swing away’ from surgical intervention by the medical community seems to have
caused a subtle shift for some trans people toward creating cis-gendered,
heteronormative appearance through dress. In an article from New Scientist, reprinted
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in the Bulletin, the author suggested that medical intervention was unnecessary and
undesirable, given the prominence of new unisex fashions in 1979.127
In the same year, Beaumont member Tanya wrote into the Bulletin to complain that trans
surgeries did not have the result expected by trans women: this, at the same time as the
closure of Johns Hopkins’s trans surgery facilities in the US. Tanya argued that medical
practitioners ‘think that they have reached the pinnacle of medical and surgical
knowledge and they go blithely on their irresponsible way of altering the shape of the
container to reflect what they conceive to be the contents’, drolly adding, ‘Chianti is still
Chianti, even in a Champagne bottle’.128 Just a few years later in 1982, April Ashley and
Duncan Fallowell expressed a similar opinion in April Ashley’s Odyssey, writing:
The transsexuals' dream is to become a normal man or woman. This is not possible
through surgery. Transsexuals should not delude themselves on this score. If they do,
they are letting themselves in for a big, possibly lethal disappointment.129

Tanya’s letter, Ashley’s text, as well as the New Scientist article, all reveal not only trans
people’s mistrust of surgical intervention, but also surgeons’ mistrust of trans people by
the late 1970s. In 1981, one anonymous Beaumont member wrote into the Bulletin after
the disappointing results of their own genital surgery, comparing their previous success
of dressing in a feminine manner. In so doing, they revealed how intimately connected
dress was to the formation of identity and to the body:
Whyever [sic] did I have to get this done to me? […] now I’m no better off. Not as good
as I was before. A week ago my body was finely tuned: careful diet and hormones. I’d a
figure other women envied. I could go anywhere: the beach in a swimsuit, measured in
my undies in a smart ladies shop…Now I can’t even put my legs together and I’m all
shapeless.130

‘Ann Ominous’ finished her article by outlining the negative opinions of surgeons such as
John Randell, who was her consultant. Randell was part of a wider medical discourse
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around the mid to late 1970s, which evidenced doctors worrying that they were not
really changing ‘sex’ after all:
In the end you come to this: the surgeon’s knife – inexorably as a river to the sea. If you
can’t get someone to do this horrible thing to you, life’s not worth living. Then when it’s
done you discover you’re still not really a woman. At least so says the law. So John
Randell says. Be damned to them all! I AM a woman now. I’ve put ‘female’ on the census
form and I don’t care if they send me to prison for it. I AM [sic].131

From the mid-1970s onwards, dress was debated in trans community publications as a
potentially less radical, invasive, and less harmful way to communicate one’s gender
identity, and was in line with ideas about non-essentialist identities in movements such
as the Gay Liberation Front and Second Wave Feminism.132 In addition, the end of an era
came in April 1982 with the death of John Randell, who had treated some 6,000 trans
people as consultant psychologist at the Gender Identity Clinic at Charing Cross. Randell
was convinced of the limits to trans surgery, approved of the Ashley verdict, and perhaps
surprisingly, ‘was uncompromising in his view of the male-to-female transsexual as being
a male person’.133
SHAFT and the Bulletin reflected this medical discourse, promoting the ‘passing model’
practiced by Randell, and discussed by Susanne Kessler and Wendy McKenna in 1978.134
This is a practice that trans historian Dallas Denny termed ‘woodworking’, known
colloquially as going ‘stealth’.135 In the medical literature from the 1960s to the 1980s,
passing was considered the pinnacle of success, and was often intimately linked to dress.
In the UCLA Agnes case, the doctors praised Agnes and ‘patients’ like her, who were:
Especially well hidden from public and even general medical eyes who are so highly
motivated (i.e. have identified so well with the opposite sex) that they have success
where others with severe disturbances in sexual identification cannot quite succeed.
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They have ‘passed’. Barring the coincidence of bad luck (and not masochistic need to be
discovered for our patient has revealed none of that), they are never found out.136

As seen here, passing, or not being visibly trans, were highly-regarded qualities, and NHS
guidelines for obtaining medical treatment for trans people from at least the early 1970s
onwards prioritised assimilation that at its core, and emphasised the material culture of
dress through pre-surgery tests based on passing.137 These tests were conducted at the
satisfaction of doctors who often held outdated, or at least, mainstream,
heteronormative views, on what an appropriately feminine, or ‘authentic’ woman should
dress like. As evidence of this, in 1969 at the First International Conference on Gender
Identity, John Money showed the audience two photographs of a trans woman: one
photographed in a studio setting, sitting by herself; another with the same woman in
ultra-feminine dress holding a baby next to a male-presenting person. Money used these
images to prove how successful trans women could be at blending in with the ‘correct’
surroundings, or through the use of performative material culture.138 In 1970, Harry
Benjamin and Charles Ihlenfeld published a scientific paper that detailed how dress was
often used as a deciding factor as to the success of their trans patients, arguing:
We also try to assess the potential the patient has for making an acceptable and
satisfying appearance as a member of the other sex. This is important, since the ability
to fit unobtrusively into society after the change is the goal of these patients.139

This medical discourse of assimilation spilled over into the pages of trans community
publications. In Alice Purnell’s editorial for the Bulletin in 1978, she discussed the
Beaumont’s Annual Dinner on 14 October in Kensington Town Hall, and noted,
delightedly, that their guest of honour, Virginia Prince ‘was hard pressed to distinguish
some members from wives which says something for the quality of turnout from our
136
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members’.140 It should be noted that Virginia Prince’s Transvestia, and her Society for
Full-Personality Expression, from which the Beaumont Society stemmed, put much store
in modelling feminine ‘authentic’ dress. This was especially apparent in Transvestia’s
fashion column, ‘Susanna Says’, by Susanna Valenti from 1960 to when she decided ‘to
become a full time girl’ in 1970, as well as the sartorial suggestions attendees received
for her Casa Susanna retreat.141 Robert Hill points out that, similar to the UK,
Transvestia’s readers often emulated ‘traditional or everyday models of femininity, such
as the housewife’.142 Meanwhile, Virginia Prince cautioned her readers: ‘know how to
look authentic, to behave properly and to just melt into the feminine world without
notice […] if you are going to appear in society as a woman, don’t just be any woman, be
a lady [italics in original]’.143 It is worth noting that Prince’s books, where she repeatedly
regaled this advice, were sold in the UK in various outlets including via the Cover Girl
catalogue in 1974/5, a company which in turn advertised itself in every single Bulletin.144
An example of the paradoxes that emerged from this kind of heteronormative
assimilation by trans women which was disseminated via medical discourse and in the
pages of trans community publications from the 1960s to the 1980s, is apparent in a
letter written by trans man Mark Rees to Richard Ekins in December 1986. In the letter,
Rees commented on the difficulties of trans people being invisibly assimilated into a
heteronormative mainstream, musing: ‘if ts [transsexuals] were less secretive, the
condition would, I’m sure, would [sic] be treated with much more sympathy than it has
been […] Our very secrecy makes the condition appear to be something shameful’.145
Rees had difficulty convening trans community support based on this shared secrecy,
lamenting to Ekins: ‘it’s difficult to form a pressure group too if one doesn’t know who
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ones fellow-sufferers are. Much of our troubles we bring on ourselves’.146
It is worth noting that Rees’s tone was particularly downbeat, and understandably so, in
the years surrounding 1986 when this letter was written, as he was in the midst of a
protracted legal battle at the European Court of Human Rights to recognise the
limitations of trans freedom based on then contemporary legislation. Indeed, much of
Rees’s campaign was premised on aligning visible transnormative identities with
equivalent legal rights, which can be evidenced particularly well in the Press for Change
posters from 1992 which called attention to the absurdity of the law. (See Figures 102104).
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Figure 102. Press for Change poster, c. 1990, print on paper, TGA Ekins: Folder 3.8: ‘Promotional
Material (2 of 4). Photograph by author (24.07.2015).
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Figure 103. Press for Change poster, c. 1990, print on paper, TGA Ekins: Folder 3.8: ‘Promotional
Material (2 of 4). Photograph by author (24.07.2015).
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Figure 104. Press for Change leaflet, c. 1992, print on A4 paper, HCA at LSE: HCA Ephemera 567.
Photograph by author (12.05.2017).
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Rees’s 1986 letter echoed the language used in Sandy Stone’s almost contemporaneous
trailblazing and radical call to envisage new models of trans subjectivity beyond
medicalised assimilation, where she argued ‘it is difficult to generate a counterdiscourse
if one is programmed to disappear. The highest purpose of the transsexual is to erase
him/herself, to fade into the “normal” population as soon as possible’.147 Both Stone and
Rees, in divergent mediums and methods, but in surprisingly similar sentiment and
language, acknowledged the complexities and paradoxes of trans visual assimilation,
which was a prominent discussion point in trans community publications, too.
Medicolegal discourse and dominant, hegemonic narratives during the 1970s and 1980s
pushed an idealised vision of trans people disappearing, melting away, and blending in:
all words which frequently appeared in medical writing at this time. In an article reprinted
from Tapestry magazine in Glad Rag in 1984, the well-known Casablanca-based surgeon
Dr Stanley Biber, who by this point had operated on more than 1,000 trans people,
congratulated himself on his surgical skills which had proven successes due to trans
assimilation: ‘“I have a reputation for putting out a good product […] we turn unhappy
people into good, tax-paying citizens. Their careers improve, they blend into society […]
I must be doing something right”'.148
As can be seen in Bieber’s comments, therefore, blending, melting, or disappearing
visible trans identities into mainstream, heteronormative assimilation was a common
medical aim during the 1970s and 1980s. Foucault, writing about the repression of
‘perverse’ sexualities in the nineteenth century, pointed to a similar tendency, where
‘repression operated as a sentence to disappear, but also as an injunction to silence, an
affirmation of nonexistence’.149 Blending in, or melting away, was achieved by trans
people not only through medical intervention, but through dressing in heteronormative,
assimilated ways, and trans community publications such as the Bulletin and SHAFT’s
Newsletter promoted this kind of ideology in the pages created for, and ready by, trans
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women.
While this discourse may feel problematic to contemporary audiences now, it is also
important to consider the lifelines that these networks and communities offered trans
people at the time, as well as the punishments of appearing visibly trans from the late
1960s onwards. For example, in 1981, SHAFT warned its members that arrests could still
be made on trans people under three laws: Common Law, for committing a breach of
the peace; the Sexual Offences Act of 1956, Section 32, which could be used against
anyone who is in public and appears to be a prostitute: ‘plainly the sensible approach is
to act like a respectable woman and not a prostitute’; and finally, the Public Order Act of
1936, Sections 5 and 7, which could be used against anyone public appearing, or saying,
anything offensive or threatening.150
In New York’s State Capitol Albany, Drag magazine reported on protest movements in
1971 to reverse similar legislation on ‘impersonation laws’ that impeded and prejudiced
people who dressed in clothes deemed to be not of their biological sex.151 In 1975, the
Daily Express reported on one court case where ‘Rachel Rosling’ from East London, was
arrested of ‘importuning for immoral purposes’, and was going to be tried as a man,
‘despite surgery’, so we know that there were instances of arrests made on trans people
because of these regulations.152
For SHAFT and the Beaumont, assimilationist tactics, which by the late 1970s were
criticised by some of their members, were intended as protection for its members. Alice
Purnell recalled that at the beginning of the Beaumont Society’s creation, they used an
anonymised postal forwarding system via British Monomark, because ‘secrecy was
important’, and the Society’s assimilationist tactics, promoted through dress techniques
in the Bulletin, protected their members from dangerous visibility.153 A private or secret
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mailing system was common amongst other publications such as the Glad Rag, the
Tartan Skirt, as well as Transvestia from 1960 onwards.154
Assimilation was also used by societies to entrench networks. Dave King suggested that
‘collective’ history for trans people in the UK only began in the 1960s, before which there
were only loose networks and increased isolation.155 This position has been rigorously
contested however, for example by Peter Ackroyd’s extraordinarily chronologically
broad Queer City,156 and the National Archives’ exceptional research on queer nightlife
from 1918-1967.157 The first formal trans communities and community publications in
the UK, however, did seem to emerge by the early 1960s, encountering a shift in
popularity by the late 1970s, with one Beaumont member noting that by 1985, ‘all round
the country new TV/TS Groups are taking over’.158
Common advice in trans publications concerned avoiding legal or societal punishment,
which was often linked to dressing less visibility trans. This advice appeared not only in
more conservative publications such as the Bulletin, but also in the more radical aims of
the TAO and their newsletter, which in 1976 advised trans women to ‘avoid white shoes
and boots’; to ‘wear a panti-girdle’ and ‘avoid dark-coloured tights’ (see Figures 105107).159 From 1975, a piece of advice that appeared in similar forms elsewhere, was to
‘dress soberly, behave naturally as possible as a woman, and avoid being found in a place
that might be unnatural for such a purpose’.160
Perhaps for these reasons, the GLF looked upon the Beaumont as ‘a tea and lace curtains
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society, composed of men puffing pipes and calling themselves Sandra and Alice’.161 The
GLF echoed the thoughts of some Society members years later; in 1985 Sandra Lewis
complained the Society had lost its relevance, as it was ‘anti-gay, anti-TS and pro-closet
queens’.162 In many ways, the GLF in 1976 were right: Alice Purnell was a senior member
of the Beaumont Society, and put much effort into an image of respectability, as she
recalled in 2013, similar to the Mattachine Society in America founded in 1950 by Harry
Hay in Los Angeles.163 This could also be seen in the Beaumont’s first annual dinner in
1972 which took place in the Forum Restaurant in Bush House in Aldwych (which was at
that time the centre of the BBC).164 The 1975 menu was written in French, and printed
professionally on glossy paper with italic script (See Figures 108,109).165
The Beaumont fully believed there was a place for assimilationist tactics in trans lives
and dress, and pointed to dwindling attendance at social events and the importance of
appealing to members who could not, or did not want, to attend social events, as
evidence.166 Nevertheless, there were still strong complaints by members such as Hazel,
a self-identified trans woman, who in the late 1970s revoked her membership due to the
Society being ‘too middle-class, too middle-aged, and above all, too male chauvinist’ to
enact radical change of the sort she desperately wanted.167
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Figure 105. Transsexual Action Organisation (TAO) Publication, front cover, (no issue number),
c. 1976, printed text on A4 purple and white paper, stapled. Wellcome: PP/KIN/C/16, TAO
Material. Photograph by author (11.03.2016).
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Figure 106. Transsexual Action Organisation (TAO) Publication, p. 2, (no issue number), c. 1976,
printed text on A4 purple and white paper, stapled. Wellcome: PP/KIN/C/16, TAO Material.
Photograph by author (11.03.2016).
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Figure 107. Transsexual Action Organisation (TAO) Publication, p. 3, (no issue number), c. 1976,
printed text on A4 purple and white paper, stapled. Wellcome: PP/KIN/C/16, TAO Material.
Photograph by author (11.03.2016).
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Figure 108. Annual Beaumont Society Dinner, October 1975, menu front cover, print on white
card, Wellcome, PP/KIN/C/2/4. Photograph by author (14.03.2016).

Figure 109. Annual Beaumont Society Dinner, October 1975, menu, inside, plus name badge for
Dave King, print on white card, Wellcome, PP/KIN/C/2/4. Photograph by author (14.03.2016).
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By the early 1980s, wider discourse around trans assimilation had reached its apotheosis,
and coincidentally, trans society memberships and subscription to trans community
publications such as the Bulletin and the SHAFT Newsletter were dwindling. In 1983,
SHAFT sent a two-sided A4 questionnaire to their members due to low member
longevity, and received 153 anonymous responses, amongst which one respondent had
written:
I think the public have got to be informed about the existence of transsexuals, like they
were in 1967 re homosexuals. ‘Coming out’ is even harder for a TS especially when noone has ever heard of it. Not being believed is worse than being rejected.168

Other responses were less subtle: ‘WE NEED POWER TO OUR KIND [sic]' wrote one.169
The replies mainly show that, once they joined SHAFT, members went through medical
treatment and/or socialization, after which, in the words of one member, ‘I no longer
consider myself to be a Trans-sexual’.170 This lack of trans membership due to rejecting
the label ‘trans’, was confirmed by Alice Purnell, a Beaumont Trust Chair and Overseas
Representative of the Society in the same year as the SHAFT questionnaires.171 In her
assessment of the follow-up treatment of 102 transsexuals in the UK, she noted:
Post-operative transsexuals are a difficult group to monitor since they tend to change
address […] and it is reasonable that they should wish to merge with the general
population as ‘well people’, not as transsexuals undergoing treatment. Quite
understandably they try to avoid identification or ‘ghettoization’ by not remaining
connected with the GIC’s or self help groups.172

Many SHAFT responses confirmed Purnell’s points clearly: one member wrote, ‘I would
168
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like to "forget" my situation and am trying to get on with life', while another worried that
their membership would ‘have [...] an adverse effect on my attempts to achieve normal
maleness (I live in hope!)'.173 Six years earlier, similar responses had been logged by
Switchboard, with one person calling to ask Switchboard to take her off the files after
her ‘sex change’.174 Another explained that they were finished being trans and now lived
as ‘a normal woman’, asking Cousins:
Would you please [sic] grant my one and only request that all official records relating to
[membership number] are burnt and utterly destroyed […] It is only by this that I can
relax without fear of further letters since a great many people who are so close could be
hurt so unnecessarily.175

These responses suggest that SHAFT and the Beaumont had promoted a narrative of
trans assimilation through dress so fervently, that by the 1980s, trans people eventually
rejected this identity altogether. Nowhere could this be seen more clearly than in
SHAFT’s first newsletter in 1980, where Cousins argued that trans people should remain
invisible, and echoed a medical rhetoric found in Benjamin and Randell’s texts:
Perhaps we ought to stop and consider whether it is always necessary, and if not what
practical purpose is served, other than a personal catharsis – the need to cry ‘I AM’.
Furthermore, as the result may sometimes be counter-productive and militate against
what we, both individually and as a genus, are trying to achieve (i.e. – integration into
society whether we are unobserved and unremarked upon).176

II.2.6 Conclusion
In this second part of Chapter 2, I have demonstrated that trans community publications
in the 1970s and 1980s promoted ways of dressing and behaving that privileged
heteronormative assimilation. Texts on how to dress suggested that people performed
their trans identities through a tactic of ‘soft-assemblage’, crafting their identities
173
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through the material culture of dress to fashion their gender without medical
intervention, or overlapping with medical procedures.177 During the 1970s, medical
options for trans people, and trans men in particular, were dangerous, largely
unregulated, and risky, which may have been another reason why there was such a
strong focus on dress in these publications.
By the late 1980s, trans activists such as Sandy Stone began refuting a discourse that
prioritised invisibility through medical spheres, arguing that trans people were required
to ‘pass’, and thus through medical oppressive discourse, were ‘erasing a considerable
portion of their personal experience’.178 Stone argued that this process, ‘in which both
the transsexual and the medicolegal/psychological establishment are complicit,
forecloses the possibility of a life grounded in the intertextual possibilities of the
transsexual body’.179
Stone called out the damaging rhetoric found in medical discourse, and as we have seen,
promulgated in trans community publications. Instead, Stone argued for an increased
sense of trans visibility for what counted, and did not count, as a ‘culturally intelligible
body’, which pushed against the rhetoric of trans invisibility and assimilation, appealing
to her audience to refute passing, despite acknowledging to her audience: ‘I know you
feel that most of the work is behind you and that the price of invisibility is not great’.180
In addition, a few years after Stone, in Holly Boswell’s 1991 article, she suggested that
medical intervention for trans people was not a necessity, but an option to consider,
amongst others. Dallas Denny located this as the moment when postmodern notions of
gender as socially constructed were assimilated into trans literature and a Queer Studies
narrative, which unsettled biological, sexual, and gendered norms, was more integrated
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into trans studies and trans lives.181
As I have also demonstrated, this desire to occupy identities in which transness was
visible and non-heteronormative, was taken up in trans community publications earlier
than Stone’s work. In the Beaumont Bulletin the ‘Letters to the Editor’ section of the
publication filled up with stirrings of greater activism in the early 1980s: In May 1982,
one reader wrote in to the Bulletin, pleading:
Stop confusing caution with stagnation, hesitancy with uncertainty, and a defensive
attitude with an admission of some kind of guilt […] we could, a la CHE and various oddballs, parade along Oxford Street one Sunday in all our finery to enjoin and enjoy a
Speakers Corner demo – and why not?.182

In 1992, Leslie Feinberg would address this member’s concerns in their seminal
pamphlet, Transgender Liberation. Here, Feinberg argued for heightened trans visibility
and historicised passing as a relatively recent phenomenon, stating:
Transgendered women and men have always been here. They are oppressed. But the are
not merely products of oppression. It is passing that’s historically new. Passing means
hiding. Passing means invisibility. Transgendered people should be able to live and
express their gender without criticism or threats of violence.183
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Chapter II: Trans Identities Performed Through
Dress
Part 1: Glam Rock Performance and Glitter
Part 2: ‘The Highest Art is to Conceal Art’: Trans Identities
and Blending in
Chapter II: Conclusion
To summarise, there existed a two-fold experience for trans people in the UK in the early
1970s until the 1980s. On the one hand, an increased culture of non-heteronormative
acceptance and pride had emerged with groups like the GLF and later CHE, as well as
women’s lib in the early 1970s in the UK and in North America, the Stonewall Protests in
1969 had shown what minority radical action could produce in terms of concrete political
and legal change on a structural level.
On the other hand, this enhanced visibility of trans identities was often dismissed by
groups created by, and for, trans people, such as the Beaumont Society and SHAFT, as
well as their publications which dispersed and disseminated these ideas. These
publications encouraged a quiet respectability and heteronormative assimilation
through dress, which part 2 argued could also be understood as an important political
stance, despite assimilationist tactics being rebuked as apolitical and dangerous at the
emergence of trans studies and queer theory such as by Sandy Stone in 1990.
It is interesting to note that this assimilationist rhetoric in trans community publications
occurred at a time when performers in the public eye were playing with nonheteronormative gender signifiers through dress in glam rock. This politics of visibility
was felt strongly in other ways by trans groups, as Alice Purnell recalled in an interview
with Christine Burns in 2013, the Beaumont Society had originally distinguished itself
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from homosexual societies in 1966 as:
In those days, it was very, very important that people did not confuse gender migrating
(modern terminology) with drag, because in the public mind, homosexuals are men who
dress as women, to have sex with other men, and the assumption was, if a guy was
caught in a dress, he was charged with importuning. All sorts of other offences.184

During the 1960s and 1970s in the UK, a diverse trans rights movement had steadily
grown in size, and gathered momentum through increasing grassroots activism, and by
a more explicit interest taken by those working in the political and legislative spheres.
The movement for trans rights has often been subsumed as part of the gay rights
movement, although the aims and methods of each were markedly dissimilar, despite
sharing similar territories in the early 1970s.
Passing as trans, going stealth, or making the choice to pass as visibly trans, were all
central concerns for many trans people during as the 1970s progressed, as evidenced
within the publications that were made by, and for, the trans communities. I have
demonstrated how these publications reflected the more complex realities of everyday
life for trans people, with a particular focus on dress and the concept of passing, and
assimilation.
Through mining these trans community publications, I evidenced how the politics of
trans identity formation became intimately bound up with the material culture of dress
in the UK during the 1970s and 1980s. I have also argued that it is not possible, nor
preferable, to discount the political agency of trans people in choosing to dress in actively
assimilationist ways. I have further utilised examples drawn from a variety of trans
community publications to argue that the material culture of dress played a seminal role
in trans people’s everyday identity performance both in private and public arenas.
Although the performance culture of glam rock may have ushered in a new
representation of highly-visible trans identities on stage in their use of glittering,
sparkling dress, many trans people in the UK felt no discernible consequences of this
184
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apparently transgressive mode of gender performance in their everyday lives. In fact, I
have located a shift in the 1970s that led to many trans people dressing in ways that
made their trans identities markedly less visible. This was positioned against a larger
backdrop of political, cultural and medical change, where the April Ashley verdict in 1970
created a modified and more tenuous legal position for trans people, whilst medical
discourse was equating success with trans heteronormative assimilation.
Rita Felski has commented that changes in everyday life often ‘lags behind the historical
possibilities of modernity’, with modernity connoting progress and dramatic, often
heroic historical change, as seen in the countercultural protests and rights movements
happening elsewhere, such as in Gay Liberation and in Second Wave Feminism, for
example.185 Similarly, Foucault notes how a multiplicity of discourses within history are
equally valid, and warns us to ‘not imagine a world of discourse divided between
accepted discourse and excluded discourse, or between the dominant discourse and the
dominated one; but as a multiplicity of discursive elements that can come into play in
various strategies’.186 In other words, we should take as equally valid, and understand on
their own terms, specific strategies of discourse and power relations and modes of
resistance. Furthermore, Henri Lefebvre, in his 1987 article on the everyday, points to
the difficulty in analysing this system appropriately while taking into account various
registers of existence. His writing reflects the contradiction of interests that have
emerged from the everyday trans experience, and in the heightened visibility of glam
rock: ‘Some people cry out against the acceleration of time, others cry out against
stagnation. They’re both right’.187
My research in this chapter built upon this frictional history of trans in/visibility in the
spheres of law, culture and medicine, and carried it into the field of material culture
where I demonstrated its connection to performance, authenticity, radical (in)visibility,
and dress. Questions of authenticity and its role in performance, specifically in rock and
pop music, have very often acted as foundational in discussions of rock music in work by
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historians, sociologists and those scholars working within cultural studies.188 So, too,
have they inflected studies of trans histories, and the lives of trans people. Throughout
this chapter then, I cultivated an idea of performance that is not necessarily understood
as an antonym of authenticity, as it is so often pitted against. Instead, following on from
Judith Butler’s concept of the performative, and Irving Goffman’s theorisation of
performance in everyday life, I contend that gender identity performance can be
considered as neither particularly authentic, nor as resolutely artificial, regardless of
whether it is staged or not.189
In the next chapter, ‘Chapter III: Trans Identities Performed Through Hair and Makeup’,
I analyse the use of hair and makeup styling in trans performance cultures using a similar
approach. I examine the use of extroverted and highly spectacular hair and makeup
styling in the new romantic period in the UK from around 1978 to the mid-1980s, and
argue that this movement articulated concepts of gender blurring through the material
culture of hair and makeup, and thus, represented popular images of trans identities. On
the other hand, in part 2, I examine how makeup and hair styling was employed by trans
people in their everyday lives in less visible, public ways. In part 2 of the next chapter, I
examine the development of grooming clinics, which were set up in the UK in the mid1960s, and argue that a discourse of assimilation through heteronormative hair and
makeup styling was deployed throughout these clinics. I also trouble this narrative of
oppressive structural heteronormativisation, by considering the privately run grooming
clinics which were set up by, and intended for, trans women, such as the Carol Pamarion
School, and which also employed the use of hair and makeup styling within their purview
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as ways to actively construct and perform ‘authentic’ feminine identities.190

Chapter III: Trans Identities Performed
Through Hair and Makeup
Part 1: New Romantic Hair and Makeup (1978-1990)
Part 2: Grooming Clinics in the UK (1975-1990)

Chapter III: Introduction
One year after the Sexual Offences Act was passed in 1967, Quentin Crisp’s memoir The
Naked Civil Servant was published by Jonathan Cape in the UK.1 In his text, Crisp
describes how his lilac eye shadow and shoulder-length, artificially waved, red henna-ed
hair, acted as a beacon to attract other homosexual men. His techniques of styling his
body facilitated how his non-heteronormative identity was visibly performed to others
in public spaces, through the specific techniques of Makeup and hair styling. The Naked
Civil Servant repeatedly features often poignant and vivid descriptions of Crisp’s hair
styling and makeup use, which became key aspects of his non-heteronormative gender
and sexuality performance, and demarcated his body and identity within the city he
inhabited as highly, visibly, Other. Crisp’s use of makeup and hair styling throughout the
book act as important signifiers of his gender and sexuality, featuring as formational, and
often transformational.2 Furthermore, Crisp’s account of his hair and makeup styling
from the 1940s to 1960s, as recounted in his 1968 publication, powerfully refuted the
imperative to appear invisibly heteronormative, as the Earl of Aaran’s speech after the
passing of the Sexual Offences Act in 1967 made clear, where gay men were instructed
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to avoid any ‘public flaunting’ through ‘ostentatious behaviour’.3 Therefore, Crisps’s use
of makeup and hair styling can be read as a deeply political, radical statement of
transgressive, non-heteronormative visibility within a public space filled with people who
often rejected this visibility, and tried to oppress and police it.
The significance of the material markers of hair and makeup to Crisp’s public
performance of his identity is highlighted by the front cover of the first UK edition of The
Naked Civil Servant (See Figure 110). Here, the author’s portrait appears in a bisected
black and white photograph: one half depicts Crisp bare-faced and heteronormatively
masculine in appearance; while the other half shows his face awash in makeup, a single
eyebrow pencilled-in and meticulously shaped in a quizzical curve that echoes the
smooth shining sweep of hair over his forehead.
A similar type of bisected shot that emphasised a binary representation of gender
identity against a more spectacularised, visible transgressive gender identity, was used
in the 1970 film poster of Christine Jorgensen’s unauthorised biopic (See Figure 111)
Here, the poster displays a half female, half male image; a visual trope that continues to
infiltrate sensationalist media accounts of trans people to a wider public, through tabloid
press in particular. More than simply sensationalising radical and spectacular gender
transformation though, these images also make abundantly clear the central role of hair
and makeup as material markers of identity, and their role in creating gendered bodies.
This chapter complicates readings of sensationalism, trans visibility and invisibility
through the uses of hair and makeup as material markers of identity. In both part 1 and
part 2, I examine the late 1970s and 1980s by focusing on the material cultures of
makeup and hairstyling. Chronologically, this chapter overlaps with the previous chapter
to some degree. However, in this chapter, I examine trans histories by shifting my focus
to analyse different case studies of material culture that intersect, and interact, with the
body. Whereas Chapter 2 analysed dress as a material culture that was used in the
construction of gender identities in performance on stage and through trans peoples’
3
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everyday lives, Chapter 3 isolates the use of makeup and hairstyling as central to this
endeavour, through analysing the popular performance of trans identities in part 1, and
the role of grooming clinics in part 2.

Figure 110. Quentin Crisp, The Naked Civil Servant (London: Jonathan Cape, 1968).
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Figure 111, Christine Jorgensen Biopic Film Poster The Christine Jorgensen Story (1970).
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The material culture markers that govern public and private visibility and invisibility, as
with the previous chapter, form the crux of these two parts. In both of these parts, I
attend to the embodied gendered subject, and investigate the material cultures of hair
styling and makeup to demonstrate the importance of their role in trans construction,
presentation and performance. Through emphasising hairstyling and makeup as pivotal
to reading a ‘trans aesthetic’ and transness into, and onto, certain bodies and identities
in the past, it is my intention to uncouple transness from any single definition of
transitioning, or gender binarism. In this, I am grateful to Jeanne Vacarro’s compelling
writing on the material culture of felt, and trans embodiment, where her own interest is
directed toward:
The relation between matter and feeling within experience, specifically the sensation
(bodily, cognitive and otherwise) of gender in transition. The many valences of felt
account for the dimensionality of such an experience, and importantly, do not privilege
a single mode of transition hormonal, surgical or legal) or reinforce narratives of gender
‘realness’.4

Therefore, although Crisp did not identify as trans, surgically, hormonally, legally or
otherwise, to cite Vacarro, we can read his book’s front cover, as well as the text within,
as centralising gender transformation which is not only central to the book’s identity, but
also, central to Crisps’s own felt, and highly visible, visual identity. In similar ways, I will
suggest that we can read certain pop musicians and clubbers as conveying a type of
transness through how they utilised makeup and hairstyling in their bodily
performances.
Makeup and hairstyling presents historians with useful routes into thinking through
materialist performativity in the past, where gender is ‘done’ over time, through objects,
actions, and in spaces of history. As Judith Butler argued, gender is performative and is
temporally so:
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Gender is always a doing, though not a doing by a subject who might be said to preexist
the deed. […] There is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender: that identity
is performatively constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results.5

In Gender Trouble, therefore, Butler demonstrates that the creation and fabrication of
gender requires actions and expressions that are repeatedly undertaken, learned, and
eventually solidified through one’s own actions (as well as the actions of others) without
an already extant template. It would then seem that the material objects with which one
uses to ‘do’ one’s gender on the body, hold great significance to this ongoing process.
These objects, I argue, can be the body itself, but can also be the intimate, inanimate
objects the body utilises to transform, communicate and express its gender. These
objects can sink into, and even become part of the body, such as with makeup, and the
ways in which hair is styled. These objects become Bruno Latour’s ‘quasi objects’ that
refuse strict boundaries and hard edges between animacy and inanimacy.6
In this epistemology of theorising and historicising objects and subjects, and their
interactions with the body to craft specific gendered identities in this chapter, I turn to
Sarah Ahmed’s work on queer phenomenology. Ahmed draws on queer experiences that
are navigated through objects that ‘help us explore how bodies are shaped by histories,
which they perform in their comportment, their posture, and their gestures’.7 Following
Butler, as Ahmed has done in her work on examining the queer effects of bodies on
objects, and objects on bodies, performances of gender must have an audience, and
must be visible.
Visibility, however, is not solely based on a visibility that is performed to an external
audience or spectator defined as other. It can also be an audience of oneself. In 1959,
Erving Goffman noted that ‘an individual may be his own audience’, while other writers
later developed a more embodied understanding of the self as audience.8 Judith Butler,
for example, argued that repeated actions congeal to create gender, and these
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performative acts ‘dramatizes’ a person’s identity.9 This process is constructed not
naturally, but structurally, contextually, and without an originatory template (as already
mentioned). For Butler, therefore, gender is visibly and phenomenologically produced
both to others, and to oneself.10 In this chapter, I argue that a large part of how identity
is constituted depends upon interactions with the material objects of hairstyling
practices and makeup that are performed on oneself, and to an audience of others, that
situate all gendered identities.
Drawing upon these theories, this chapter considers the ways in which the material
culture of makeup and the practices of hairstyling have been used to perform gendered
identities to external audiences, as well as how they have formed everyday, private
identities that align more closely to an inner sense of self. Furthermore, the importance
of maintaining a self-recognised visibility is, and has historically been, paramount to the
experiences of many trans women in ways that can be identified as markedly dissimilar
to many cis-gendered people’s experience, which this chapter touches upon in Part 2,
‘Grooming Clinics in the UK (1975-1990)’ where I explore the role of hair and makeup
practices within grooming clinics for trans people.
In part 2, I will once again pick up on areas of my argument that navigate around modes
of visibility and invisibility as constructed through material objects, that have been
discussed in part 2 of Chapter 2: ‘“The Highest Art is to Conceal Art”: Trans Identities and
Blending in’. Here, the material markers of everyday dress were analysed to demonstrate
the critical role they played in trans women’s everyday experiences in the 1970s and
1980s. My study of everyday dress interrogated historical understandings of what
counted as an appropriately dressed, and acceptably visible, social, gendered body in the
spaces of public everyday performance, and to account for ‘the mundane and routine
part it plays in reproducing social order’.11 In addition, everyday dress and the
performance of gendered identity through this material manifestation, argue Hazel Clark
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and Cheryl Buckley in their ongoing research on this subject, is crucial to incorporate into
wider fashion scholarship, and therefore, presented as original research in this area.12
In part 2 of this Chapter, I furthermore argue that equally important to the gendered
performance of identity in everyday life through dress, but comparatively less rigorously
theorised within trans studies, are the material markers of hair and makeup, and their
role in the formation of trans identities. In this research grouping, I do not include the
ample and rich scholarship on drag cultures and their use of makeup and hairstyling, as
these occupy distinct territories.13 Two significant exceptions that detail hair and makeup
practice in the formation and representation of trans identities in a historical context
should be acknowledged: Marika Cifor’s poignant and delicate article on hair in the
archive, is a notable exception in trans studies.14 Julia Serano’s interdisciplinary practice
has also lead her to assess the ways in which the mainstream media in the US and UK
has been complicit in representing contemporary trans feminine identities through
‘lipstick and heels’, thus revealing a form of misogynistic ideology.15
Otherwise, a material culture methodology that accounts for makeup and hairstyling in
the performance of trans identities has so far been given less academic space in trans
studies than work focusing explicitly on the body, such as Gayle Salamon’s rigorous and
theoretically astute examination of the fabrication and embodiment of trans bodies,
Assuming a Body: Transgender and Rhetorics of Materiality. Despite Salamon’s diverse
array of examples which examine the materiality of trans bodies, the text does not
incorporate how other materialities such as makeup, hairstyling, or dress, are used in
12
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relationship to the body.16 Nevertheless, these objects of material culture are centrally
embedded within the expansive network of what Carol Tulloch usefully defines as ‘stylefashion-dress’.17
‘Style-fashion-dress’, and in particular, the material culture and practices of hair and
makeup, featured prominently within clinical and auto/biographical accounts of trans
women’s experiences from the middle of the century onwards. Published in 1966, and
representative of the first important, mainstream medicalised text to detail trans issues
from a compassionate perspective, Harry Benjamin’s The Transsexual Phenomenon
includes a number of narratives by trans people, all supposedly verbatim (although this
definition could certainly be troubled), that describe their life experiences.18 These
narratives often circle around the process of acknowledging people’s trans identities that
emerge alongside, and become encased and interwoven within, the material markers of
gender identity performance in terms of hairstyling and makeup. This aspect will be
further examined in Part 2, where I consider how these stories in Benjamin’s work
became concretised as diagnostic criteria in trans medical treatment, and underscored
the ways in which femininity was taught to trans women in grooming clinics in the UK
from 1970 to 1980.
In contrast to this type of trans performativity that was taught, acquired, and consumed
through hair and makeup practices taking place in often private locations which I explore
in Part 2, in Part 1, ‘New Romantic Hair and Makeup (1978-1990)’, I unpack how the new
romantic movement actively engaged with trans identities through makeup and
hairstyling in public performance modes during the same period. This type of trans
representation was highly spectacularised, extremely visible through its dissemination in
the new wave of style magazines from 1980 onwards, and playful. In this, I suggest we
can locate the development of a new interest in destabilising gender binaries through an
intense focus on hair and makeup throughout the 1980s, and furthermore understand
this against a backdrop of legislative and political change in the UK at this time.
16
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Chapter III: Trans Identities Performed
Through Hair and Makeup
Part 1: New Romantic Hair and Makeup (1978-1990)
III.1.1 Introduction: The Development of the New
Romantics and Gender Blurring in Mainstream Culture
This first part of Chapter 3 examines the ways in which the new romantic movement,
and the youth cultures which emerged around it, pushed forward a bold and extroverted
use of makeup and hairstyling that was often intentionally gender-fluid, highly
spectacular and, like glam rock discussed in part 1 of Chapter 2, highly visible. I examine
the remains of the material culture of hairstyling and makeup through the lipsticks,
eyeshadows, eye liners and blushers that are now held in the Museum of London
archives and the V&A’s Theatre and Performance archive. I also analyse the
representations of hair and makeup in the style magazines of this period including i-D
(1980-), The Face (1980-2004), and BLITZ (1980-91), all of which launched alongside a
rise in club cultures that centralised a performance of gender that engaged with
spectacular representations of trans identities.
By considering the material culture of makeup and hairstyling, I demonstrate how nonheteronormative gender performances within the new romantic movement were vividly
communicated through bold hair and makeup styling, which represented a radical
envisioning of gender blurring tendencies and techniques from 1978 to 1990, and which
positioned trans representations in a visible, public sphere. These makeup and hair styles
were designed and performed on the body and made visible through night clubs, as well
as disseminated widely among the public in music videos and in magazines, similar to the
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commercialism of glam rock that came before it.19
The new romantics have been considered a stylistic reaction against the punk
movement’s puritanical nihilism, although similarities in both movements’ use of
cosmetics on cisgendered male bodies, and extreme hair styling, are noticeable.20 Key
members of the New Romantics, such as Steve Strange, have also made this link.21 The
new romantic style took influence from David Bowie, Roxy Music, and glam rock’s
flamboyance and extravagant dress codes, which were discussed in part 1 of chapter 2.
Indeed, glam rock style had a clear resurgence among the new romantics in the mid1980s, with BLITZ noting a stylistic ‘deja-vu’ in 1984, announcing ‘a glam revival’ in 1986,
and running a fashion spread on ‘glam fashion’ in 1987.22 However, the makeup and
hairstyling in the 1980s, as well as the new romantics’ use of gender-blurring style, is
framed differently from the glam rock movement of the 1970s. Arguably there was a
more ironic, knowing and conscious approach to gender blurring than glam rock’s use of
dress allowed for. It therefore seems fitting to examine this youth movement in further
depth following on from the previous chapter.23
Although some pop stars now associated with the New Romantics, such as Adam Ant and
Japan have rejected the term,24 it is nevertheless a useful stylistic grouping to maintain
in this part of the thesis. To reflect this friction, I have modified the term to be in lower
19
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case (‘new romantics’ rather than ‘New Romantics’). In 1981, Steve Strange also rejected
the term ‘movement’ for the new romantics, arguing that ‘when you class something as
a movement, it becomes a fashion’, maintaining the new romantics were more
interested in the dynamics of style, as it continually moved and never became ‘stale’.25
Retrospectively though, it is practical to call this a movement, while also respecting the
fluid nature of such a term.
In terms of start and end dates for this this movement, some historians have maintained
the end of the new romantic period fell somewhere in 1981, however I use the term ‘new
romantics’ here to group together the disparate youth cultures that emerged in the wake
of the Bowie nights started in 1978, and who continued to dress up in clubs and style
their bodies in unconventional ways up to the end of the 1980s.26
This youth culture initially began congregating at Louise’s bar in Poland Street in Soho in
1978, which was ‘a small basement dykey dive bar’, according to Dave Rimmer.27 The
crowd, including Philip Salon, Rusty Egan, George O’Dowd and Steve Strange, then
moved to gay bar Billy’s, which was opened by Rusty Egan with Steve Strange as the
doorman, after which the Bowie nights began at Blitz on 6 February 1979.28 It was the
attendees at this night who were first named the ‘New Romantics’ by the weekly music
publication Sounds in September 1980.29
The three youth-oriented style magazines which documented this culture, i-D, The Face,
and BLITZ, captured the new romantic movement which could not be adequately
contained or reflected in the pages of traditional fashion and society publications such
as British Vogue (1916-), or Harpers Bazaar (1970-).30 These three style magazines shared
similarities in their founders’ desire for them to be read by a suitably informed, large
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demographic. BLITZ, for example, explained that they were ‘designed to provide a
general interest magazine directed at – and written by – the age group that reads it […]
a magazine to identify with - critical, stylish, and different.31 This was also reflected in
the club culture of the new romantics, which were founded by those the same age as the
attendees with the same interests, as mentioned by Chris Sullivan.32 Therefore, similar
to the trans community publications discussed in part 2 of Chapter 2, there was a close
connection between readership and publication content, and creators of the
publications, as with the new romantic clubs.33
These magazines were popular among their readers: BLITZ evolved from publishing
quarterly in 1980, to publishing a monthly journal two and a half years later, with a rise
of 600% in readership.34 This speed of publication was also beneficial to a movement
that was concerned with ‘complete change, all the time, always moving on’.35 The Face
also aspired to a mainstream audience interested in fashion and music, with the
production values of higher-end magazines as central to this endeavor. Nick Logan, who
founded The Face after he had worked at NME and Smash Hits, said he did not want to
create another ‘parish magazine’ with limited circulation, and used higher quality paper
stock and printing than the music press he had worked at previously.36 i-D, which was
launched three months after The Face in August 1980, also had its heritage in glossy
fashion magazines, with founding editor Terry Jones previously working as Art Director
for Vanity Fair and British Vogue, although i-D, more than the other two publications,
maintained a zine-like quality, with Terry Jones’s cut and paste aesthetic.37
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British Elle launched in November 1985, due to increasing opportunities seen by its
publisher, Hearst, to capture the new, emerging style and youth movements in the UK.38
Thus, images of the new romantic movement became widely known both through the
circulation of youth-oriented style magazines, through mainstream glossies such as Elle,
and through a rise in night clubs that catered to those who showcased their gender
blurring styles in these spaces. Both the nightclubs and the magazine representation
created a public performance platform for the new romantics, and this heightened
visibility of the new romantic movement’s gender blurring makeup and hair styling,
became well-known, even to those who did not define themselves as New Romantics, or
attend their clubs. For example, in the 1980s Peter Viti, a gay man living in London, did
not consider himself part of the new romantic scene, and was more into the ‘clone’ look
and accompanying culture, which has been well-documented by Shaun Cole.39 However,
Viti was aware of their music and spectacular ‘looks’ throughout the 1980s, as he
explained, ‘I can remember going to Heaven and there were people dressed like Boy
George because they’d followed him, but I would never do that’.40
The hair and makeup of the new romantics seems to have instigated a particularly
memorable aspect of this movement for Viti, and even now, it is still unusual to find
cisgendered, male individuals engaged so deeply with makeup and hairstyling in highly
visible, spectacular ways. Thus, the new romantic movement performed an extremely
visible articulation of gender blurring techniques of the body in the final years of the
1970s and into the 1980s through hair styling and makeup, which worked to confront
culturally acceptable, binary gender norms, and conveyed a certain trans aesthetic.
I suggest that the public visibility of trans identities within the new romantic movement
was largely due to their spectacularised use of makeup and hair styling. However, this
should not necessarily be understood as translating into equally safe, and visible ways of
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performing non-heteronormative gender styles for trans people at this time. During the
late 1970s and 1980s, LGBTQ+ lives became increasingly threatened and attacked, from
the emergence of AIDS and HIV in 1981 and the UK government’s almost complete
inaction toward it, to the implementation of Section 28 (as it became known), in 1988.41
These defining features of the decade impacted upon trans people in negative ways,
where they were increasingly targeted as unacceptable and visibly dangerous. This was
also the moment that Janice Raymond published The Transsexual Empire in 1980, which
railed against trans identities as dangerously manufactured, inauthentic, and highly
constructed, not only through medical intervention, but through the material culture of
body styling.42 While the material culture of the new romantic movement suggested a
preoccupation with trans identities through radical hairstyling and makeup practices, we
should also consider that much of this was due to the increasing commercialisation of
this movement, and was not necessarily inherently political or radical in its inclinations.
Mainstream and popular depictions of gender-crossing and trans identities were
prominent during the rise of the new romantic movement. Tootsie was released in
1982,43 winning a slew of awards including Best Picture at the 1983 Academy Awards and
the Golden Globes, as well as Best Actor in a Leading Role for Dustin Hoffman, and the
Academy Awards.44 Tootsie, much like Mrs Doubtfire which followed ten years later,
centralised the use of hairstyling and makeup as the film’s focal point.45 Julie Andrews
won a Best Actress award at the Golden Globes for her role in Victor/Victoria in the same
year.46 In addition, Yentl was released in March 1984 in the UK, and won Best Motion
Picture (musical or comedy) at the Golden Globes.47 In mainstream popular culture,
therefore, depictions of trans identities and ‘boundary crossing’, were a significant part
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of an acceptable and profitable, mainstream media landscape.48 In independent cinema,
too, gender subversion and boundary crossing was also a feature of Rosa Von
Praunheim’s films such as Stadt Der Verlorenen Seelen (City of Lost Souls) from 1984,
which showed at the ICA in March, and which was advertised in BLITZ magazine.49
Therefore, there was a wider rise in visible trans identities in mainstream culture in the
early 1980s within Hollywood cinema, which paralleled an interest in gender-blurring
styles in the new romantic movement. Dave Rimmer has even equated Margaret
Thatcher’s style of government as a mainstream representation of gender blurring in the
1980s, and argued that the new romantic’s gender blurring styles focused on hyper
feminisation through hair and makeup use, was ‘a reaction to her aggressively masculine
style of government’.50
Mainstream trans visibility has been critiqued by cultural theorists such as Rosemary
Hennessy in the mid-nineties, who argued that while an increase in queer identities could
be seen as a positive step toward greater LGBTQ+ liberation, a Capitalist, patriarchal
economy of repression and oppression that enables this commodification to take place,
ultimately denigrates this visibility.51 Furthermore, Noel McLaughlin has pursued this
notion in relation to Marjorie Garber’s understanding of ‘boundary crossing’, arguing
that not all acts of visible ‘boundary crossing’ in mainstream performance cultures, like
that of the new romantics, should be automatically considered ‘radical’ or liberatory.52
McLaughlin suggests:
We need to differentiate between terms like ‘drag’, ‘cross-dressing’ and ‘androgyny’ (as
these may be used interchangeably), but we need to do so in a popular musical context
[…] We need to consider differentiations within these key terms: between misogynistic
and anti-misogynistic drag and cross-dressing; between naturalised and performative
androgyny. Not all acts of ‘drag’, cross-dressing to gender-blurring are subversive or
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radical; not all performances hold sex and gender in distinction.53

Keeping this in mind, this second part of chapter three argues that the material culture
of hair and makeup styling during the new romantic movement was firmly entrenched
in highly visible articulations of gender blurring, and was connected to the ways in which
gender was being reconfigured on a broader cultural, legal and political scale in the UK
during this time. Furthermore, this part of the chapter demonstrates how makeup and
hairstyling on cisgendered, male bodies during the 1980s, created a trans aesthetic that
confronted culturally acceptable gender conformity.
However, the new romantic’s interest in makeup and hairstyling speaks to a frictional
gender transgression, which will be explored through the material culture of makeup and
hairstyling in spaces of performance, which I define as the club and the magazine. Finally,
I complicate a historic understanding of bodily surface, hair and makeup through my
analysis of the new romantic movement’s use of hair and makeup practices which, during
the period under discussion, was positioned by academics as in the realm of the
feminine. In the field of Cultural Studies, for example, Claudia Kidwell and Valerie Steele
in 1989 posited that there has historically been an immutable link between gender and
surface, suggesting that ‘how women look has been the principal validation of their
femininity, whereas men have proved themselves through actions’.54 It is clear that a
cultural interest in transforming one’s bodily surface through decoration in cultural
theory concomitant with the new romantic movement, was gendered feminine, and also
was largely viewed as an unnecessary, extraneous, and superficial activity.
Lastly, as with the discussion of the glam rock movement in Chapter 2, it is not my
intention to chart a history of the new romantic clubbing scene, nor provide a
bibliographic account of those personalities who were involved in its development. This
has been done extremely successfully elsewhere by authors such as Dave Rimmer, as
well as through exhibitions such as the V&A’s ‘80s Fashion: From Club to Catwalk.55 It is
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also not within the scope of this part to provide a full, descriptive analysis of the musical
developments of the new romantic and associated New Wave pop bands during this
time. Instead, I will draw on key performers such as Adam Ant, Marilyn, and Boy George,
to consider the representation of trans identities through their gender-blurring hair and
makeup styles.

III.1.2 The Political, Material Culture of Hair and Makeup
Makeup is an aspect of material culture that, due to its relative affordability, proliferation
and ephemerality, tends not to survive the journey from purchase to valuable keepsake,
to archival deposit, to research item. Makeup is consumed through application, becomes
used up then discarded, or is often simply lost. There are, of course, exceptions. Anna
Pavlova’s makeup set is preserved in the Museum of London’s archives (See Figure 112),
while Kylie Minogue’s dressing room is on display in the Theatre and Performance
Galleries in the V&A as a staged vignette cocooned behind a glass vitrine (See Figure
113). One of Kylie’s walls is covered by a large backlit mirror, beneath which is scattered
an array of her stage makeup, and the set-up bears resemblances to Dennis Severs’
House, as if Kylie has momentarily stepped out of the room. This dressing table appears
in the museum’s galleries like a glowing altarpiece, while Pavlova’s makeup kit reads
visually as a reliquary of the great ballerina, or similar to Ancient Egyptian canopic jars
(See Figure 114) in their intimate connections to once present human bodies.
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Figure 112. Oblong plastic tray made to look like ivory, part of Anna Pavlova's dressing table set,
1920-30, L 240 mm; W 310 mm; H 20 mm, Museum of London, 31.81/15b. Record URL:
https://collections.museumoflondon.org.uk/online/object/482515.html.

Figure 113. Kylie Minogue’s Dressing Room, V&A Theatre and Performance Galleries, , 1920-30,
31.81/15b, L 240 mm; W 310 mm; H 20 mm, Museum of London. Record URL:
https://collections.museumoflondon.org.uk/online/object/482515.html.
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Figure 114. Canopic jars and Canopic chest, 12th Dynasty, Wood, calcite and linen, 53cm x 53cm
x 53 cm The British Museum, EA30838
EA30838, Record URL: https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/Y_EA30838
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Both Kylie’s dressing table and Anna Pavlova’s makeup kit were retained by museums to
commemorate and celebrate the live performances of famous female figures, and now
provide an artificial sense of familiarity and a sense of proximity to their departed
owners, via these object remains that act as conduits to their now absent bodies. This
resonates with Elizabeth Wilson’s description of the uncanny and death-like quality of
clothes displayed in fashion exhibitions: an interpretation that has now become central
to the academic turn in fashion studies of bringing the living body back into scholarship.56
Wilson’s reading of the uncanny fashion gallery seems to fit well with a reading of
makeup displays in museums, and has also been related to readings of hair by Janice
Miller.57
Hair, like makeup, also presents a tricky historical terrain on which to navigate historical
research. It is a material that is attached to the body, but exists as separate to it and, as
Helen Holmes argues, it has ‘endless malleability’, making it an exciting yet challenging
materiality to historicise.58 Hair functions as a material that bridges the divide between
being alive and dead, as Janice Miller has contemplated.59 This was noted by i-D in 1985,
where Steve Dixon examined this organic, bodily material object in an article that charted
the rise of non-conforming hair in the 1980s:
Hair is not static, it has a life of its own; rather similar to having a plant growing out of
the top of your head. Like a luxuriant jungle undergrowth it can be left untamed or you
can get the clippers out and go for the privet hedge trim.60

In another article from the same issue of the magazine, hair was described as an
uncanny, liminal materiality: ‘hair lives. Hair has the ability to cheat death - it keeps
growing when we cease to’.61 While hair as a material can be found in museum archives,
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it has often been historically preserved through keepsakes and retained for personal,
sentimental value, and commonly linked to memorialisation or death.62 Hair styling on
the head, whether in the space of beauty parlours or in the private domestic sphere, has
furthermore often been thought of in scholarship as a cisgendered female, and feminine,
activity.63
Hair’s failure to last means that it is challenging, if not impossible, to study the physical,
historical remains of hairstyles, and consequently, it is the representation of hair which
is most often studied.64 Dylan Jones’ image-laden and informative book Haircults, is a
good example of this.65 Dramatically styled hair has been discussed as part of a practice
of resistance through subcultural style, as explored by Dick Hebdige in 1979, as well as
Jon Clarke’s Skinhead Culture.66 Hair is also captured in magazines, such as in i-D, and
hair’s history can also be remembered and discussed phenomenologically through oral
testimony, as with the work on black hair and identity by Michael McMillan in a
theatrical, performance-context.67 Hair’s role in identity performance is not simply based
on its temporally boundaried nature but, as Geraldine Biddle-Perry, Sarah Cheang, Emma
Tarlo and Caroline Cox have all demonstrated, hair is foundational to the formation of
our gendered identities as communicable to others, and to ourselves.68 Hair, notes
Biddle-Perry and Cheang, is ‘loaded with cultural meaning because it signifies a very
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human capacity for self-conscious manipulation, management and display’.69 It is, argues
Holmes, ‘a site where the individual and the collective converge’, marking out public
space, and private identity.70 Makeup, in its role on the body’s boundary, works similarly
in this sense.
Both hairstyling and makeup use are evidently deeply interwoven with articulations of
appropriate gender presentation and are, as Miller suggests, ‘part of a range of culturally
sanctioned practices and meanings associated with the communication of facets of social
identity, including status, taste, sexuality and gender’.71 Both makeup and hairstyling as
technologies of the self, have been linked in academic writing and everyday social
practice to iterations of appropriate femininity in the West during the twentieth century,
as Jennifer Craik has explored in her research since 1989. Craik states that ‘makeup in
western rhetoric presents itself as an integral step on the way to realizing femininity,
where femininity is a state of achievement and ascription, not a fact of biology or
gender’.72 Craik underlines how gender is a state of processural actions and a set of
‘doings’ which occur through the affordances of material culture such as makeup and
hairstyling, and which draws upon Judith Butler’s theory of gender as a performative and
continuous process that emerges through repeated actions.
However, makeup itself is not gendered, and does not automatically lead to an
achievement of femininity, if done on cisgendered male, or female bodies. In the styling
of hair and the application of makeup, Butler’s concept of gender as a set of repeated
acts over time becomes materially manifest through interaction with these objects of
material culture that act as an intermediary between the self and other, the public and
private, and the animate and inanimate. Hairstyling practices and makeup, therefore,
refuse the limits of objecthood, and present historians with queer objects that resist
69
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straightforward categorisation within museum archives, as objects of material culture
that are poised somewhere between body and thing, becoming a form of what Jane
Bennett in Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, termed ‘vital materiality’.73
Furthermore, the pleasure taken in the activity of hairstyling and makeup application is
foundational to the temporal formations of gender becoming. Despite hairstyling and
makeup application being generally considered an apparently superficial activity, they
are central to how we craft and communicate our sense of gendered identities to
ourselves, and to the world, and can be both deeply, physically and emotionally
pleasurable activities. In 1989, Joseph Baristow argued that politicising and taking
pleasure in one’s non-heteronormativity was (and still is), a crucial vector in minoritarian
political action, such as Charlie Cragg’s ‘Nail Transphobia’ project.74 This, despite how:
The left frequently holds to a tradition of asceticism, forever suspicious of seductive
(consumer-led) varieties of enjoyment. Leisure-time pleasure is often rejected as a
commodified hedonism revelling in the aesthetic superficialities of what is increasingly
recognized as a postmodern culture.75

Drawing on Baristow’s thesis of pleasure in crafting non-heteronormative aesthetic
appearance, therefore, I argue that apparently superficial gender transformation
through makeup and hairstyling, as uncovered through the pages of magazines and in
theoretical re-readings of the new romantic movement as sites of trans representations,
can be understood as important and significant acts of trans performance and
construction, during a moment when legislative changes in the UK concerning gender
identities, was becoming increasingly oppressive.
As touched upon in the introduction, the turbulent political landscape from 1980 to 1990
witnessed a growth of legislation that impacted upon public and private trans visibility
and formed the backdrop to the new romantic movement’s development. After the
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Sexual Offences Act ushered in a supposedly more permissive era of nonheteronormative public visibility in England in 1967, a little more than twenty years after
in 1988, Margaret Thatcher’s Section 28 Bill (Clause 2A in Scotland) of the Local
Government Act resulted in an environment where non-heteronormative identities had
vanished from the cultural and educational landscape due to prohibiting the ‘promotion’
of any type of gender or sexuality that did not conform to the explicitly
heteronormative.76 This Act was introduced hurriedly as a bill in December 1987 and
passed six months later, at a time when gay men were becoming more visibly ‘out’ in the
mainstream, and was a way of silencing certain bodies, lives, and identities including
trans identities, and as ACT UP would later raise, silence equals death.77
During the mid-1980s, the Conservative government initiated moves to disband the
Greater London Council which was then overseen by Labour member Ken Livingstone,
who which had previously been sympathetic in their support of LGBTQ+ organisations
and initiatives.78 This in turn led to massive funding cuts for trans social spaces, such as
the London TV/TS Group,79 with the final dissolution of the Council on 1 April 1986
through the implementation of the Local Government Act of 1985.80 This was another
example of the ways in which legislation in the UK was policing and silencing trans
visibility.
On a less-local level, the European Parliament put forward a resolution in 1989 that
called upon its member states to ‘ban all discrimination against transsexuals’ in the
workplace.81 This resolution was a necessary response to the difficulty that many trans
people across Europe had experienced in securing employment, drawing a pension and
getting married in one gender, while their birth certificates could only legally could
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reflect their assigned at birth gender. This, in turn, was due to the Births and Deaths
Registration Act of 1953, which understood a birth certificate in England and Wales as
constituting a ‘document revealing not current identity, but historical facts'.82 This had
consequences for marriages as well, which for trans people during the 1980s in the UK,
was fraught with difficulty.
Earlier in 1970, Corbett v Corbett resulted in new legislation that, as previously discussed,
concerned the problematic visibility and authentic gender presentation of trans bodies.
Section 11 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973, which was established as a result of the
Corbett verdict, set out a ‘statutory effect to the common law provision that a marriage
is void if, inter alia, the parties are not respectively male and female'.83 As a result of this
restrictive legislation, Mark Rees took his case to the European High Court in 1984 to
argue his human right to marriage in a heterosexual union which, because of his trans
status, he was not permitted to do.84
This meant that, legally, no trans person was allowed to marry in a heterosexual union,
let alone a same sex one, until the passing of the Gender Recognition Act in 2004, and in
same sex marriages in 2013 (prior to this civil partnerships had been permitted from
2005).85 Finally, the escalating AIDs crisis of the 1980s, and specifically Western European
and North American politicians’ initial near blanket dismissal of the severity of the
situation, further cements a cultural, social and political era of uneasy ambivalence
surrounding the public visibility of trans identities.
Such constant legislative flux throughout this 23-year time period affected the visibility
of many trans people in their everyday lives and in many cases, threatened their
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existence and undermined such basic Human Rights such as marriage and right to work.
It is also against this backdrop which we can see highly spectacular, trans visibility
becoming prominent through the hair and makeup styling of the new romantic
movement, which presents a frictional and paradoxical moment to examine, which I
proceed to do in the next sections of this chapter.

III.1.3 Frictional Trans Identities Performed Through Hair,
Makeup and Clubbing: Theatre, Performance and
Subversion
During the early years of the 1980s, the gendered body was performed spectacularly
through the visual and material markers of makeup and hair styling. This type of gender
blurring performance was communicated visibly in the spaces of new clubs that catered
to an exotic, theatrical, and often youthful, clientele, as well as appearing in the youth
magazines that sprung up in 1980, largely to document this movement. These magazines,
especially i-D, located hair and makeup as chief concerns since their inception in 1980,
which was evidenced in its coverage of style cultures through fashion shoots,
documentary photography, as well as in their advertisement section.
i-D’s ‘Straight Ups’ are perhaps the most obvious space in the magazine where a focus
on hair and makeup was tantamount: in i-D’s second issue, ‘Straight Up’ subjects noted
their hair and makeup, in addition to their dress.86 Holly, for example, explained her
outfit included a wig from the avant-garde hairdressers ‘Hair Razers’, which cost £30,
whilst Deb, along with describing her clothing, noted her hair ‘was “created” by Jake also
in the Great Gear Market’. In the same issue, a young Boy George listed his use of makeup
brands as ‘a mix of Lichner and Biba’.87 Issue 8 in 1982, which was only the fourth to
contain an image of a face on it, depicted the hairdresser and founder of Cha Chas club
night, Scarlett and her bold wedge haircut, on its front cover, while the target audience
was reflected by their advertisement for Vidal Sassoon who were offering 15-25 year
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olds free haircuts and styling, clearly aware of the fact that their clients would then, in
turn, advertise them on the pages of i-D.88
By issue 10, i-D were advertising Antenna, (See Figure 115) which was a radical, avantgarde hairdressing salon that specialised in hair extensions, rag tails and bobtail style of
hair extension that catered to both men and women, and was seen on Boy George.89 In
1983, Marilyn was interviewed by BLITZ and it was discovered that his hair was also done
at Antenna by Simon Forbes’ superglued-in extensions, creating long, flowing golden
locks which portrayed him as visibly performing a trans identity that was intentionally
highly feminised. (See Figure 116).90

Figure 115. ‘I Think I’ll Get My Hair Lengthened’, i:D (no. 10), c.1981, n.p., V&A NAL. Photograph
by author (25.04.2017).
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Figure 116. ‘Marylin’, Blitz, (no. 11, November 1983), pp. 138-140, V&A NAL. Photograph by
author (12.04.2017).
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The magazines’ focus on spectacular hair and makeup which were often photographed
on cisgendered men, was reflected in the clubbing scene. Makeup and spectacular
hairstyling was not new, however. Punk had dwindled to an end by the close of the
1970s, and by 1978 a younger, often art school crowd felt they had somehow missed
punk’s excitement and glam rock’s theatricality, and were keen to create a new
experience. As painter and then 18 year old photographer Nicola Tyson recalls:
We were the fans who had been too young to participate in any big way in the punk
thing. Once it went mainstream we were craving that excitement, because it hadn’t
lasted very long, so there was this real need to start a scene to carry on that thrill.91

Rusty Egan and Steve Strange felt similarly, and opened a club in Billy’s wine bar in Soho
with a capacity of 250, which would in turn inspire an array of other clubs in London
which provided a space-turned-stage for various looks to be performed, and for a specific
type of looking at, to take place. These clubs were well-documented in the pages of style
magazines, which featured advertisements for the nights, as well as pictures of the
attendees in dramatic and gender-blurring makeup and hairstyling, which was then
emulated in the fashion shoots and editorials.
Rusty Egan and Steve Stranges’ nights attracted crowds of ‘glammed up boys and girls
who melted punk fashion sensibilities, such as wild dyed and lacquered hair and makeup,
with camp disco clothing’.92 Music journalist Dave Rimmer remembers the queues to get
in to Billy’s consisting of ‘a crowd who appear to be refugees from a theatrical
costumier’,93 and once inside, there were ‘as many different “looks” as there are layers
as makeup’.94 (See Figures 117-118)
Egan and Strange shortly after moved the club to Blitz on Great Queen Street, which
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bestowed on this group the name Blitz Kids. Their weekly Bowie night opened there on
Tuesday 6 February 1979, with a larger capacity for 350 but attracting the same crowd.
From 1979, a range of other clubs opened mainly around London and in Birmingham,
each emerging as venues where a spectacular type of identity performance took place:
Club for Heroes; The Wag; Cha Chas at Heaven, run by hairdresser Scarlett and Judy
Blame; Le Kilt in Greek Street; The Mud Club at Busby’s on Charing Cross Road; Le Beat
Route in Greek Street; and lastly opening in 1985, Taboo. (See Figure 119)
In September 1988, The Face documented this web of night club connections in an
intricate map that traced the family tree of the scene and the notable figures, taking
inspiration from Alfred Barr’s 1936 diagram ‘The Development of Cubism and Abstract
Art’.95 This clubbing scene involved the central characters of Steve Strange, Chris Sullivan
and Rusty Egan. The club at Billy’s in 1978 spiralled into a movement that was variously
laden with monikers including The Cult with no Name (See Figure 119), The New
Romantics and the Blitz Kids, but by 1983, the gender blurring styles emerging from the
Blitz were described generically as ‘gender bending’, by the Sun, which was a name that
stuck.96
Those attending the clubs all shared ‘an indiscriminate camp romanticism [...]. Gender
distinctions were blurred, clothing was a free-for-all theatrical parody’.97 This
theatricality and parody was communicated in the gender blurring hair and makeup of
the attendees, which utilised strong colours, voluminous cuts, and gender non-specific
styles. These clubs also had a door policy, and two of these clubs were run by
hairdressers, who dictated this policy, as well as the DJ sounds, ultimately doubling-down
on a specific, spectacularised look. Scarlett co-ran Cha Chas and worked as a hairdresser
(as mentioned), and sported unusual, gender-blurring hair styles which often appeared
in i-D (See Figure 121). In addition, in 1982, Ollie O’Donnell, who was a hairdresser in
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Antenna, opened Black Market night on Fridays in the Wag Club with Chris Sullivan.98

Figure 117. Nicola Tyson, photograph at Billy’s (1978), Marilyn, Princess Julia and Boy George.
Photograph: Copyright the artist, courtesy Sadie Coles HQ, London. URL:
https://www.theguardian.com/music/gallery/2013/jan/25/bowie-nights-billys-club-pictures
(03.08.2019)

Figure 118. Nicola Tyson, photograph at Billy’s (1978), Steve Strange and unknown woman.
Photograph: Copyright the artist, courtesy Sadie Coles HQ, London. URL:
https://www.theguardian.com/music/gallery/2013/jan/25/bowie-nights-billys-club-pictures
(03.08.2019).
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Figure 119. ‘Mud Clubbing’, Blitz, 9, February/March 1983, p. 5., 7, V&A NAL. Photograph
author’s own (212.05.2017).
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Figure 120. Front Cover of David Bowie, The Face, 7, November 1980, front cover, V&A NAL.
Photograph author’s own (26.04.2017).
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Figure 121. i-D, 8, 1982, front cover [n.p.]. V&A NAL. Photograph author’s own (26.04.2017).
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The groups that attended these clubs, and who appeared in the pages of style magazines,
showcased behaviour through hair styling and makeup techniques which, to some, read
as the outcome of a long line of English eccentricity related to gender performance and
parody, ‘recalling pantomime dames and bedroom farce, rather than deviance and
subversion’.99 BLITZ reflected this fascination with English eccentricity and gender
performance in their 1984 fashion spread on ‘Pantomime’, featuring drag queens and
androgynous styling (See Figures 123 and 124).100
i-D also promoted a certain camp theatricality, although rarely, if ever, was there content
on serious or politically-motivated gender transgression. It has also been argued that
these magazines, in particular The Face, encouraged a type of camp reading style,
encouraging the reader to not be too serious but to read ‘for the pleasure of looking’.101
Similarly, in ‘The Language Issue’ in 1984, i-D described the new romantic clubs as spaces
where camp, theatrical and ostentatious looks could be performed in a bricolage manner
that celebrated a non-heteronormative style in appearance, but did not connote
anything more transgressive, or even trans.102
These publications all covered elements of gender play through hairstyling and makeup
use at the time, yet focused overwhelmingly on the pleasurable, decedent aspects to it,
as opposed to any sense of political or subversive trans presentation. In 1983, for
example i-D published the article ‘Gender Games’, where the author addressed this
notion (See Figure 122):
There have been periods before when the sexes borrowed off one another, when the
androgynous was the order of the day, when ambiguity was “in”. But am I wrong in
detecting something rather different going on just now? As in other areas, there’s a sort
of detached attitude around about the images we choose to project of ourselves:
‘masculinity’ or ‘femininity’ are attributes to be worn, to be played with, rather than to
be taken seriously (although with some people you can’t be too sure – but then maybe
they’ve just got no sense of humour.) The interesting thing is that nowadays the outer
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attributes need bear no relation to the actual sex of the person. [emphasis authors
own]103

Figure 122. ‘Gender Games’, i-D, 10, January 1983, pp. 24-25. V&A NAL, Periodicals and
Magazines, Photograph author’s own (27 April 2017).
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Figure 123. ‘Pantomime’ Photoshoot, BLITZ, 26, December 1984, pp. 44-46. V&A NAL,
Periodicals and Magazines, Photograph author’s own (12 May 2017).

Figure 124. ‘Pantomime’ Photoshoot, BLITZ, 26, December 1984, pp. 44-46. V&A NAL,
Periodicals and Magazines, Photograph author’s own (12 May 2017).
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This sense of distance to political gender subversion through style, was echoed in 1983,
when BLITZ asked famous designers, musicians and writers to define a set of fashionable
words used in the 1980s press, including ‘camp’. Steve Strange defined it as a theatrical,
performance term, as ‘people who perform on stage at the Black Cap’, while Boy George
gave a definition that similarly acknowledged drag as entertainment: ‘Edna Everage,
Danny La Rue, Quentin Crisp’. Neither Strange nor Boy George addressed themselves as
camp subject, despite their heavy makeup use and radical hairstyling that blurred with
gender binaries, suggesting the above i-D article’s position was valid.104
i-D were highly cognisant that gender blurring through hair and makeup styling took
place, but did not equate this with any connection to non-heteronormative behaviour,
instead highlighting the surfaces of material culture play in creating these looks:
All clothes have roots in pretension, and we are at a stage (and have been for several
years) when a lot of people are looking backwards and mixing up styles. The camp ‘image’
is definitely not a homosexual one...Heaven is much too serious for CAMP, whereas the
places that you do find the new JUXTAPOSITION are The Mud and White Trash […]
Juxtaposition lives in 1984. People are now getting their jollies by wearing Top Shop Tack
with Bond Street Threads, and putting them on backwards, inside out and upside down
[…] the Revolt Into Style often just means CAMPING IT UP - swapping layers and wearing
raincoats with shorts and glitter socks with Gucci loafers [sic].105

In 1984, BLITZ noted a similar bricolage technique of transforming clothes that i-D had
defined as ‘camp’, noting that John Galliano’s graduate collection from St Martin’s, which
had been ‘snapped up by Brown’s’, could be worn ‘upside-down, inside-out and back-tofront’.106 Camp, here, was linked to a type of deconstructionism within material culture,
rather than gender or sexuality.
Furthermore, although camp was not explicitly linked in either i-D or BLITZ to trans
identities, there was certainly a sense of camp irony in both these publications, seen in
the word definition game by BLITZ as well as i-D’s description of camp, as a ‘framing and
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sending-up of given forms’.107 In the spaces of the clubs, the type of gender blurring
performed through hair and makeup, in and of itself was not automatically subversive,
and could only become subversive in certain contexts and circumstances.108 The new
romantics’ use of gender non-conforming makeup and hair in public spaces of
performance such as clubs and magazines, was legitimised as part of a wider musical pop
movement, and was sanctioned through mainstream television appearances such as Top
of The Pops, where Adam Ant, Visage and Boy George all appeared in highly spectacular,
gender blurring hair and makeup styles. This meant these styles did not necessarily read
as radically subversive in their gender play.
In 1964, Sontag theorised camp as an aesthetic, rather than political concern, much like
i-D and BLITZ’s understanding of the term nearly twenty years later.109 However, it has
also been argued that camping something, or to create a theatrical mode, can be a
serious and political act, and could be read as such in the New Romantic movement: ‘You
can’t camp something you don’t take seriously. You’re not making fun of it; you’re
making fun out of it’, argued Christopher Isherwood.110 Gender parody, such as the kind
enacted by the new romantic movement, could therefore be understood as subversive
at the point where new these images influenced new formulations of gender binaries
and boundaries in everyday life, which it seems they did. For example, in March 1984, iD discussed the gendered use of makeup, and its contemporary transgressive, political
use, remarking upon the new forms of everyday makeup use amongst cisgendered men:
The ritual application of makeup before venturing out of the home has tended in the past
to be practiced by the FEMALE (Human being capable of bearing children) in Western
industrial society. In post-industrial nations where the MALE (human being incapable of
bearing children) is no longer necessarily the bread winner and the FEMALE no longer
necessarily fertile, this practice has been dated by those previously thought to be male,
leading to some confusion of gender. Ambiguity in appearance is only skin deep and not
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yet part of some greater evolutionary process [….] MALE and FEMALE may merge into
one being capable of reproducing itself.111

The article’s text and accompanying images oscillate between understanding makeup as
representative of communicating transgressive gender binaries and a potentially utopic,
gender-free future, but at the same time, points to attitudes that, by 1984, signalled an
understanding of gender play as a type of performance that was only ‘skin deep’, and
which did not reflect sexuality or biological sex: a point that was further cemented by iD's issue on gender in May 1984 (See Figure 125).112
The new romantic movement has commonly been theorised as obsessionally
preoccupied with surfaces, namely in relation to their styling through dress, but also in
their hairstyling and modes of makeup. Jennifer Craik argued that the application and
representation of makeup can be inherently understood as a performance bound up
with gendered bodies. She suggested that: ‘as the face becomes the canvas for
decoration, so femininity becomes the product of actions upon the body: in contrast,
masculinity is a set of bodily parts and the actions they can perform’ [italics in original].113
A similar interpretation of performance in the new romantic culture is evident in Caroline
Evans’ and Minna Thortons’ interpretation which took place concurrently with the
publication of Women & Fashion. Here, the authors read the city as a theatrical stage
set, and the clubbers as actors bedecked in artificial disguises and costumes. Evans and
Thornton thus interpreted this movement’s obsession with theatrical appearance as
evidence of the new romantic’s move away from real life into escapism, and a fascination
with inauthenticity which, they argued, was based on a comedic, pantomime-like gender
blurring; a mode of performance that was sanctioned in traditions of UK performance
culture:
Theatre has always extended the prevailing social limits of what can happen in dress: it
is not “real life”. The institution of transvestism in the theatre survives in the form of the
pantomime dame and the principal boy. In the early 1980s […] the new clubs and the
new magazines formed a stage on which dress and fashion could become costume. The
barriers against transgression were all but pulled down in the transposition from real life
111
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to theatre.114

Figure 125. i-D, 16, May/June 1984, front cover. V&A NAL, Periodicals and Magazines,
Photograph author’s own (27 April 2017).
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Figure 126. ‘A + B = C’, Photo Shoot, i-D, 16, May/June 1984, pp. 18-19. V&A NAL, Periodicals
and Magazines, Photograph author’s own (27 April 2017).
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Figure 127. ‘Every Good Boy Deserves…’, Photo Shoot, i-D, 16, May/June 1984, pp. 32-35. V&A
NAL, Periodicals and Magazines, Photograph author’s own (27 April 2017).
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Evans and Thorntons’ interpretation of the clubbing scene of the 1980s relied on a
theatrical interpretation that shares similarities with Marjorie Garber’s Vested Interests
on the relationship between everyday life, performance and transvestism in bodily
styling.115 While theatricality is connected to the ways in which the new romantic clubs
encouraged lavish and often gender blending hair and makeup styling, it is also important
not to focus solely on this interpretation, which relies on a divide between reality and
performance, and positions this binary further in a rigid and ultimately, I suggest,
unhelpful boundary. Indeed, in a BBC 1981 documentary, new romantic clubbers, club
owners, and i-D publishers alike all dismissed the interviewer’s questions around the
connections between the new romantic drive to dress up as theatrical, and an escapist,
a-political attitude.116 In addition, while Evans and Thornton offer a sophisticated
interpretation of gender performance and clubbing cultures in the 1980s in the UK, their
analysis, to a large extent, relies on the foundation of a strict gender binary which is
figured, and premised on a biological fixity of gendered bodies.
Evans and Thorntons’ text also maintained a metaphorical gendered binary of male
bodies invading female spaces, and thus positioned cisgendered men wearing makeup
and styling their hair as invasive of female, and feminine, territory, with ‘men moving in
on the cultural space of femininity: excess, artifice, narcissism’.117 Their interpretation
argued that the new romantic movement’s delight in gender-blurring hair and makeup
style was misogynistic, as opposed to radical: ‘it was unfashionable to be a woman,
fashionable to be a man, and most fashionable to be a man dressed as a woman’.118
Further, they suggested that women were usurped by a male-dominated hijacking of
female space through femininity in cisgendered male use of makeup and in hair. In an
interview for Cosmopolitan in 1984, Boy George echoed their notion: ‘Men generally look
better as women if they do it properly. Women dressed as men generally aren't that
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attractive. Annie Lennox is probably the one exception’.119 In this, their interpretation
relied on an understanding of makeup and hairstyling as inherently gendered female,
which the new romantic club culture subverted.
This misogynism was evidently one aspect of the new romantic movement, which
seemed to emerge out of a second wave feminist reading of makeup and hairstyling as
materials of repression for women, and thus their use by men as parodying this gender
imbalance. it should be noted that Boy George in 1984 was the first cisgendered man to
appear on a Cosmopolitan front cover, and in 1984 had also appeared in Harper’s Bazaar
in Australia in the beauty section of the magazine – another first.120
I would like to offer an alternative reading of this use of makeup and hairstyling that
emerged within the new romantic movement, where male-presenting bodies interacting
with makeup and hairstyling was not invasive of female spaces, nor misogynistic. This
use of makeup and hairstyling was a form of signalling an instability of gender, and
revelling in the use of superficial markers of gender which did not necessarily indicate
deeper, or authentic realities. In an earlier era, Shaun Cole has detailed how makeup
worn by gay men in the 1950s was not necessarily understood as feminine, but to
emphasise their homosexuality to other men.121
Hair and makeup as technologies of the body have often been partisaned as a feminine
technology connected to the cisgendered female body and its presentation. In 2008,
Caroline Cox argued this is due to understanding hair and makeup as ‘“trivialities” of
femininity, an association which has hindered its legitimate study until the last
decade’.122 Therefore, makeup and hairstyling should not be thought of as essentially
female-gendered items and practices or objects of material culture, which when utilised
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by any gender, automatically distinguish a radical subversion of identity. We can
therefore depart from, and nuance, the idea that makeup and hairstyling on cisgendered male bodies is a misogynistic act, or naturally transgressive; both readings that
uphold gender binaries as well as essentialist readings of binary gender within objects of
material culture. Shaun Cole’s research, for example, has demonstrated that hairstyling
and makeup on male bodies should not be read simply as a cisgendered, male invasion
of truly female material objects.123
Janice Miller has tried to trouble this binary gender divide in research on hair and
makeup, noting that makeup is overwhelmingly, and unhelpfully, connected to
femininity, heterosexual desire and appearance, where ‘women’s makeup functions
largely to enhance, rather than to be at odds with, idealised feminine features in a variety
of ways. Thus, if gender is a binary then perhaps it is visibility that might render makeup
masculine’.124 In her work, Miller calls for closer attention to makeup that is worn by
people who are not only cisgendered women, instead asking ‘how the male use of
makeup might be problematised to go beyond a simple reading of made-up male faces
as “drag”’.125
Therefore, it could be argued that makeup used by the new romantics can be understood
not just in ‘the crass connections made between makeup on men, queer identity and
effeminacy’, but as something more nuanced.126 This ‘fuzzy’ blurring or troubling of
gender boundaries,127 is exemplified by Dusty Springfield’s comment in 1983 that she, a
cisgendered woman, learned all her makeup tricks from (male) drag queens: ‘what kind
123
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of mascara lasts longest, how to apply eye-shadow - very serious decisions. In fact, if the
truth be known, I think I'm basically a drag queen myself!’.128
Furthermore, as opposed to parcelling up the new romantics’ theatrical body styling as
‘definitely apolitical’, it is possible to read their use of theatrical hair and makeup as a
different type of political action.129 Judith Butler argued that styling the gendered body
is indeed a political act, one that offers a political resistance to compulsory
heterosexuality. In Gender Trouble, Butler conceives of the body as a ‘boundary’ with a
permeable surface that is ‘politically regulated’ by ‘compulsory heterosexuality’.130 In
this case, the new romantics’ use of makeup and hairstyling that refuted conservative,
patriarchal conventions, and which took place both on the body’s surface, and within it,
can certainly be deemed as political actions:
Gendered bodies are so many ‘styles of the flesh’ [...] Consider gender, for instance, as
a corporeal style, an act, as it were, which is both intentional and performative, where
‘performative’ suggests a dramatic and contingent construction of meaning.131

Pushing further into Butler’s notion of a political possibility that can be found within
certain spaces and in activities that have often considered frivolous and apolitical, Sara
Ahmed argues for the power of play and pleasure as subversive acts that are in
opposition to a heteronormative Capitalist political economy.132 Clubbing, and styling
one’s hair and makeup for just one ephemeral night, for example, is a non-productive
activity in terms of generating profit and industry for a wider capitalist economy. The
labour that went into the creation of extreme hairstyles and spectacular makeup for the
pursuit of pleasure by the new romantics, did not contribute to an industrial, productive
economy. Therefore, we could argue this was an inherently ‘queer’ act, which took place
within the spaces of the nightclubs and magazines, where a queer politics emerged when
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‘queer bodies “gather” in spaces [...] clubs, bars, parks and homes’.133
Similarly, the three style magazines that were aimed at this youthful crowd involved in
clubbing of the period in i-D, The Face and Blitz, could also be thought of as forming a
collective group of readers who were invested in gleaning pleasure from their pages,
especially pages which concertedly emphasised a kind of pleasurable ‘cruising’
readership style based on content that foregrounded the joys of ‘music, club culture and
[...] street style’.134 The idea of cruising text emerged from Barthes’ work, and was
utilised by Dick Hebdige in his somewhat histrionic reading of The Face in Hiding in the
Light, where he argued that the magazine ‘is not read so much as wandered through. It
is first and foremost a text to be “cruised” [...] The “reader” s/he is invited to wander
through this environment picking up whatever s/he finds attractive, useful or
appealing’.135
Cruising as a form of surveying surfaces is a mode of looking that took place in the
magazines, and in the new romantic clubs, and is an implicitly queer activity. This kind of
visual cruising appeared in the quizzical, surveilling street style fashion photography in iD’s ‘straight-ups’, which extended to other types of photography in i-D at the time, such
as the image of John Kennedy who hosted Manchester’s ‘The Berlin Club’, pictured sitting
at a bar in a pose reminiscent of Marlene Dietrich, wearing suede shoes (a signifier of
homosexuality in 1940s ad 1950s), and strong makeup, conveying a gender blurring, and
perhaps trans, aesthetic.136 (See Figure 128). By the mid-1980s, makeup for men was
being sold on a commercial level, and promoted a heightened visibility of nonheteronormativity, and arguably, representations of trans identities. The next section
will examine this development.
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Figure 128. ‘Manchester’, i-D, 10, December 1982, p. 13. Photograph by author (26.04.2017).
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Figure 129. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box and Contents. Close up of Lipsticks, lipgloss, and nail
varnish. 24cm x 32cm x 15cm, V&A: S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by author (11.01.2017)
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Figure 130. Blitz front cover ‘Birthday Issue’ (no. 24, September 1984). V&A NAL. Photograph
author’s own (12.05.2017).
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Figure 131. ‘Style’, Blitz (no. 23, June – July 1984), V&A NAL. Photograph author’s own
(12.05.2017)
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Figure 132 . Grace Jones face painted by graphic artist Richard Bernstein (Photo by tobi
seftel/Corbis via Getty Images), as seen in Blitz (no. 27, January 1985), pp. 8-9.
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Figure 133. Blitz front cover (no. 25, October 1984), V&A NAL. Photograph author’s own
(12.05.2017).
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Figure 134. George O’Dowd, ‘Boy’s Own Story’, photograph by David Levine, Blitz (no. 25,
October 1984), pp. 24-27, V&A NAL. Photograph author’s own (12.05.2017).
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III.1.4 Commercial Makeup for Men
In the early 1980s, Adam Ant released a makeup box that contained a variety of cosmetic
items that could be sold individually at retail outlets (See Figures 135-141). Adam Ant
donated this to the V&A in 1983, although it seems as though the box set had been
adjusted and reorganised either alongside Ant’s donation, or for museum display
purposes. Nevertheless, the Adam Ant makeup box is a useful object to consider in
relation to visible articulations of non-heteronormative gender through makeup that
emerged alongside the new romantic culture and which was becoming increasingly
commercialised by the mid-1980s.

In 1984, The Face noted that popular culture had created an unusually androgynous and
gender-fluid moment, where ‘the pop charts are full of boys dressed up as girls. The
fashion magazines are full of girls looking like boys’.137 Also in 1984, BLITZ featured a front
cover showing Nick Rhodes of Duran Duran in clownish, spattered makeup in a similar
look which had been photographed in the issue previously in the ‘Style’ section, with
makeup by Ian R. Webb (See Figures 130,131).138
The next issue featured a similarly-heavily made up Boy George, emphasising the now
common image of men in makeup139 (See Figures 133,134). There was also a stylistic
similarity to David Bowie’s appearance on the front cover of The Face in 1980 with his
Pierrot costume from Ashes to Ashes video partially removed, and his face rumpled with
old makeup, similar to the haphazard makeup seen in the styles of 1984 (See Figure 120
and 132).140 The makeup in all these cases points to a use of makeup as playful,
inauthentic, and with a postmodern preoccupation with prioritising the surface.

This popular gender blurring was reflected in the Adam Ant makeup box. There are a
number of items for sale: ‘facepaint’ in the form of a small clear palette with a doubleheaded applicator sponge-stick, containing four different bars of solid colour in white
(for the infamous Adam Ant nose stripe), two bronze and a red; there are 36 nail
137
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varnishes, as specified on the outside packaging, that range from a burnished orange to
a deep amethyst purple and light pink; a selection of lipsticks in dark autumn tones; and
two lip glosses, one tinted pink and the other a clear mint flavour (See Figure 138). The
makeup is all packaged in black plastic and gold, with clear lidded containers so that
consumers could easily see into the product and quickly assess its colour and suitability.
The Adam Ant makeup box was made by Dalbeattie cosmetics company, and distributed
by Solway Marketing company, about which little is known. (See Figure 138). The box is
made of flimsy cardboard, although it is sturdy enough to hold the contents, which is
padded with black foam, although it was unclear if this was in the original object, or
whether this had been added later by the museum. Once the box is folded out and
correctly displayed, it shows a pop up cardboard face of Adam Ant in makeup, and has
the words ‘be beautiful for me’ emblazoned in gold across the front of the box, flanked
either side by Ant’s signature in white against a black background with kisses, printed to
emulate Ant’s signature (See Figure 139-141).
Dave Rimmer noted how focussed on business Ant was in the early 1980s, and this
sideline of merchandise can certainly be seen as evidence of this focus on
commercialisation of his image, although there is currently no information about how
well this product sold, or how popular the makeup was with the consumers.141 What is
important, however, was the marketing of makeup by a cisgendered male pop star, who
himself wore visible and unusually applied makeup, and whose brand of cosmetics was
directed at consumers of all genders. Furthermore, we can compare this product to the
1984 Boy George Fashion & Makeup book published at the same time, which Garber
argues was directed toward ‘female fans [italics original]’, but there is no proof this book
wasn’t also enjoyed by other gendered fans, too.142
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Figure 135. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box and Contents. Close up of Lipsticks, lipgloss, and nail
varnish. 24cm x 32cm x 15cm, V&A: S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by author (11.01.2017)
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Figure 136. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box and Contents. Close up of Lipsticks, lipgloss, and nail
varnish. 24cm x 32cm x 15cm, V&A: S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by author (11.01.2017)

Figure 137. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box and Contents. Close up of facepaint. 24cm x 32cm x 15cm,
V&A: S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by author (11.01.2017)
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Figure 138. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box and Contents. Close up of box. 24cm x 32cm x 15cm, V&A:
S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by author (11.01.2017)

Figure 139. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box and Contents. Close up box ‘Be Beautiful for me’, 24cm x
32cm x 15cm, V&A: S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by author (11.01.2017)
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Figure 140. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box. Close up of box featuring Adam Ant, whose face pops up
when the box is displayed open. 24cm x 32cm x 15cm, V&A: S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by
author (11.01.2017).

Figure 141. Adam Ant Cosmetic Box. Close up of box featuring Adam Ant, whose face pops up
when the box is displayed open. 24cm x 32cm x 15cm, V&A: S.152 to BG-1983. Photograph by
author (11.01.2017).
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The packaging of this object does not specify which gender it is intended for, which was
unusual for makeup products of the time, but as I will demonstrate, not entirely unique.
In October 1982, a reader of the Beaumont Society wrote into the Beaumont about the
effect Adam Ant’s makeup wearing, and perhaps his makeup merchandise, was having
on young children:
I work in a chemist shop and get used to children want in their mums to buy sweets. But
the other day I was most surprised to hear a young boy screaming for a lipstick,
eventually his mother gave in. As she angrily ushered him to the door, she said, ‘Adam
Ant, you have a lot to answer for!’.143

In 1985, Boots No 17 cosmetics played on the idea of makeup as multi-gendered, and
advertised their Boots No 17 range with an advert featuring a slew of (seemingly) cisgendered male models wearing their range of pearlised makeup, complete with the
caption, ‘Looks even better on a girl’ (See Figures 142, 143). While it is interesting to note
the use of male identities to sell makeup for a major brand, it is also evident that the
advertisement was in many ways parodying gender-blurring modes of makeup, and
underlined a gender binary and heteronormatively acceptable way of wearing makeup.
The advertisements for Boots No 17 reference the popularity of makeup being worn on
people of all genders, but at the same time, entrenched a binary gender coding through
its use of irony. In 2012, Adam Ant looked back at the new romantic movement and
further entrenched this gender binary in his comments, which distanced his role in the
movement:
New romantic was nothing to do with Adam and the Ants. The Ants was a punk band, or
a post-punk band if anything, and so historically it's inaccurate. New romantic was
basically, in my mind, clubbers with too much makeup on with stupid clothes[…] it was
just a load of guys who looked like they'd had a row with their girlfriends' makeup.144

The black and gold packaging on the Adam Ant makeup set seems to owe its aesthetics
to the Art Deco inspired black and gold packaging of Biba cosmetics that first went on
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sale in April 1970.145 Biba makeup became known in marketing its products to multiplegendered use. David Bowie used some of Barbara Hulanicki products during his Ziggy
Stardust phase,146 while Boy George in his first ever ‘straight-up’ for i-D in 1980 noted his
use of Leichner makeup alongside Biba cosmetics to complete his ‘look’ which he
completed with a large cross hanging over a monk’s habit.147 As Culture Club became
increasingly successful, however, Boy George complained that makeup artists were
bought in to tone him down and make him look more ‘wholesome’ and ‘like a girl’, and
consequently his ‘look’ became less aggressively ambivalent.148

Figure 142. ‘Looks Even Better on a Girl’, No. 17 Makeup Advertising, Boots (1985) URL:
<https://www.ghostofthedoll.co.uk/retromusings/17-cosmetics-looks-even-better-on-a-girladverts-1980s/> (Last accessed 10.07.2019).
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Figure 143. ‘Looks Even Better on a Girl’, No. 17 Makeup Advertising, Boots (1985) URL:
<https://www.ghostofthedoll.co.uk/retromusings/17-cosmetics-looks-even-better-on-a-girladverts-1980s/> (Last accessed 10.07.2019).
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Despite Boy George’s comments, it is clear that by 1985, makeup on men had entered
the mainstream. In an interview with i-D magazine in 1985, Barbara Hulanicki explained
that her makeup was intentionally marketed as multi-gendered. However, her innovative
marketing strategy apparently encountered difficulties and resistance from her board:

Biba was the first company to make men’s makeup, and when the blue stripe executives
found out, I nearly had my head blown off [...] they didn’t want to know. Male makeup
has all the wrong connotations for the men that run this business [...] It’s silly because
they’re all closet queens anyway. But I’m terribly against saying that one makeup range
is for black people, white people, blue people, male and female [...] it’s not right to
discriminate. I don’t think men will want to buy a specialise men’s brand - not if they do
it properly. Also, one hasn’t got the medium to advertise.149

The Museum of London holds a number of makeup items from Biba’s initial 1970s
makeup range, and later 1980s makeup collections that are identifiable by their
packaging in smooth, silvered plastic. The Biba makeup was given to the museum by
Peter Viti in 1988, amongst a variety of other items of fashionable menswear that he also
donated to the V&A, in a collection that amounted to 87 items in total in 1985. (See
Figure 144)150
Viti was born in Bloomsbury in 1936, identifies as a gay man, and collected fashion and
makeup whilst socialising in a variety of gay scenes as a young man. From Viti’s oral
history, which was collected by the Museum of London, he recalls being aware of the
new romantic scene as an adult, and says that he very much admired the ways that this
youth group and glam rock experimented with makeup. However, when questioned
about his personal use of makeup, Viti was adamant that he had never used it, despite
having clearly owned some of it, and there being evidence of use in the makeup products
themselves. Whether this was his personal recollection of the situation, or whether the
makeup in his collection was used by someone close to him and then given to the
Museum, it is perhaps now impossible to confirm:
[33.49] Did New Romantics make a big impact on you? Boy George?
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On me? No. no. Like I said there was this group of New Romantics that used to go to
Heaven. But the music was nice, I quite liked his music when he first came out, and you
know, well, I thought it was just marvellous the way he was dressed, I just thought he
was great fun, and you know, he was just another pop star who had managed to get
this look, but it didn’t influence me.
(34.1) Did you ever wear makeup?
Oh no, no, no. never, never, never, never did that. No. But I remember when it became
very fashionable.
(34.25) Were there a lot of people, a lot of men I should say?
I don’t know. My, my, my friends never really did that. Now and then you’d see a gay
guy with makeup on. Slap as it was called which apparently comes from theatrical
term. “I was wearing slap”. Erm, but no, no. I moved in that circle, as I said, which was
the clone leather scene, and of course you didn’t do things like that, ooh no. No. very
frowned on. And it didn’t interest me anyway.151

Viti here points back to an earlier period of time where gay men utilised makeup in their
appearance, as discussed by Shaun Cole, and at the beginning of this chapter on Quentin
Crisp. Viti’s donation to the Museum of London also contains a number of other makeup
items from the late 1970s that were marketed and produced as gender-fluid, and
prefigured the New Romantic interest in makeup use across all genders.
The Mary Quant eye stick from 1974 (See Figure 145) came in a variety of colours, and is
constructed of a long outer tube that is pushed up to reveal a cylinder of makeup within
a metallic stick. In 1985, Mary Quant in i-D magazine described this colourbox as the first
makeup designed and marketed specifically for men.152 The makeup is not encased
within a pencil shape and therefore is not necessarily designed to be sharpened and
applied neatly, but can be smudged around the face and the application of this item is
catered therefore to more of a messy or playful activity that eschews the accuracy of
pointed kohl pencils or neat liquid eyeliner.
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Figure 144. (L to R): Mary Quant ‘Bright Sparkles’ body glitter (NN.11.324/3), c. 1970; ‘Baby Doll’
eyeliner in silver (71.87/2), c. 1970; Mary Quant ‘Jelly Babies’ gel eye colour (74.330/32CC), c.
1974; ‘Outdoor Girl’ Pressed eye shadow (NN24725b), c. 1970; Max Factor green eye shadow
(77.80/298), c. 1970; Biba Purple eye shadow in black case (88.486/16a), 1970-5; Biba green
eye shadow in silver case (88.271/28), 1986; Biba black eye pencil in blue (88.386/18), 19701980; Mary Quant ‘eye stick’ in green (74.330/32gg), 1974; Mary Quant crayon pack
(74.330/32), c. 1970. All Museum of London. Photograph by author (10.01.2017).
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Figure 145. Mary Quant ‘eye stick’ in green, 1974. Museum of London, (74.330/32gg),
Photograph by author (10.01.2017).

Figure 146. Mary Quant ‘Jelly Babies’ gel eye colour, c. 1974. Museum of London,
(74.330/32CC), Photograph by author (10.01.2017).
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Figure 147. Mary Quant crayon pack c. 1970, (74.330/32), Museum of London. Photograph by
author (10.01.2017).

Figure 148. Biba Purple eye shadow in black case, 1970-5, (88.486/16a), Museum of London.
Photograph by author (10.01.2017).
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Figure 149. Biba black eye pencil in blue, 1970-1980, Museum of London (88.386/18).
Photograph by author (10.01.2017).

Figure 150. Outdoor Girl’ Pressed eye shadow, c. 1970, (NN24725b), Museum of London.
Photograph by author (10.01.2017).
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Figure 151. ‘Baby Doll’ eyeliner in silver, c. 1970 (71.87/2), Museum of London. Photograph by
author (10..01.2017).

The playfulness of this item is echoed in the Mary Quant designs of makeup from her
jellybabies range onwards from c.1974, that featured bottle-style containers and soft,
bright colours (See Figure 146). This can be seen especially in Quant’s crayon pack from
the 1970s (See Figure 147). The colours of the crayons are purple, blue, grey, burnt red
and green, all non-traditional makeup colours, and the cosmetic themselves come
wrapped in paper echoing the designs of crayola crayons, which is emphasised by their
packaging in a silver metallic pencil case. Like the Quant green pencil eye stick, these
cosmetics were designed to be used in a child-like and playful capacity, but unlike the
‘eye stick’, there is no specification as to where they should be applied to, so the entire
face and even the rest of the body can be used as a surface – similar to the New Romantic
makeup used in Figures 130-132).
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The black Biba purple eyeshadow (Figure 148) however, has a less child-like aesthetic to
it. The black and gold packaging, which is also seen on the Biba blue eye pencil (Figure
149) denotes a more sophisticated and adult glamourous luxury, as well as a more
specific mode of application. The eye pencil is to be sharpened before use, and the purple
eye shadow has brush marks on its surface.
There are similarities, however, in all three makeup products’ non-gender specific
marketing, unlike the ‘Outdoor Girl Eyeshadow’ in the Museum of London collection, or
the ‘Baby Doll’ silver eyeliner that both use images of women in their instructions and in
their branding (Figures 146, 150). From the 1960s, an interest in gender-fluid makeup
by Quant was focused on a child-like, playful quality. Whereas by the 1980s, gender-fluid
makeup and hairstyling had shifted to a more grown-up and spectacularised concept.
The 1980s fashions for diverse styling of hair and makeup, which encouraged a more
gender-fluid approach, was a haven to those trans people and those who refused strict
gender binaries during this time. Christie, who was born in 1957 and has a non-gendered
identity, recalled their appearance in the 1980s was less visible, and they assimilated to
the general ‘look’ of this period, and confirms this appearance was developed in the
relative safety of this era, which they still show, now:
By the mid ‘80s, I bought a property and I worked as a DJ [...] things were going quite
well for me at that time, and I fitted in very well with the fashions and things at that time
and so I sort developed the same look that ... the appearance that I’ve still got to this
day.153

Christie makes it clear that her gender, like her sexuality, was a temporal and spatial
process that was dependent on the material objects of dress, and a ‘look’, referring to
their hair and makeup. As Richard Ekins and Dave King have demonstrated (following on
from Butler), Chrissie’s gender is ‘the production of a gendered social identity as an
ongoing accomplishment; something that is constantly being “done”’.154 During the
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1980s, a powerful, commercial makeup market took hold of this fashion, with Barbara
Hulanicki and Mary Quant benefitting from this trend.155 However, it should be noted
that hair and makeup modifications were not a stand-in for corporeal modifications for
some trans people. As Christie goes on to confirm in her oral testimony, the hair and
makeup and appearance didn’t change the ‘compelling desperate need to change my
body’.156
Gender experimentation in the new romantic period was performed and sanctioned
within specific environments, on music videos, in clubs and in youth magazines such as iD, The Face and Blitz, in a way that other transgressive gender styling through hair and
makeup design, was not so easily accepted. The increasing visibility of nonheteronormative bodies, and styles of hair and makeup that read as performatively trans,
was important for those seeking identity confirmation and acceptance. One respondent
to the National Lesbian and Gay Survey in Brighton, recalled how important this media
visibility was to her: ‘I don't remember any queers on tv or in the media until I went to
university. It now makes me so angry to think about how invisible we are’.157 However, it
is also pertinent to draw distinctions between the effects of media representation and
everyday life. Auslander has discussed this, highlighting the disparity between pop
performance and everyday life:
While I am somewhat sceptical as to the degree to which counter-normative
performances of gender or sexuality can actually help to undermine deep-seated social
norms, I do believe that popular music is a realm in which performers can at least
challenge those norms by using familiar codes to construct – and thus make visible –
unconventional representations of gender and sexuality.158

Despite Auslander’s observations, others taking part in the National Lesbian and Gay
Survey recorded their positive responses to seeing the highly visible identities in pop
culture, and described how it helped them with their own LGBTQ+ feelings. One
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respondent explained:

I never denied being a homosexual, though I did not admit it. It was the peak period of
‘Culture Club’ in the early eighties and I took to dressing a tiny bit outrageously whenever
I could. It was such a boost to see Boy George flaunting his sexuality so defiantly. I also
got ‘Tainted Love’ by Soft Cell and it seemed to sum up all the feelings that I had at the
time. it seemed for the first time being a homosexual might involve more than just sex.159

III.1.5 Hair and Makeup in the Privileged Safety of Pop
Performance
It is useful to consider registers of existence in relation to privilege. We may think of pop
music, as joyously performing trans identities such as Adam Ant and Boy George, but
‘pop music’s internal geography’ created a privileged space, removed from everyday
experience of most trans people.160 Safety within the playfulness of pop music was a
privilege that performance was afforded. This was recognised in 1988 by a trans person
who wrote into the Tartan Skirt to explain:
In the early 70's [sic], pop stars like Marc Bolon [sic], David Bowie and a pop group called
Sweet used to perform in public, covered in makeup [sic] and wearing feminine clothing
and no one seemed to bother as they accepted it as it was part of their act.161

It is worth noting that this author from the Tartan Skirt was one of extremely few
members to mention pop performance at all in trans community publications. In spaces
of popular performance such as clubs and magazines, makeup and hairstyling that played
with trans presentation was more acceptable than in many trans people’s everyday lives.
‘Pop music’s internal geography’, was a privileged and removed space from everyday
experience of transphobic assaults, both physical and mental, that were a very real
feature of 1980s life for many trans people.162 In ideology, as Alwyn Turner points out,
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pop stars in the 1980s who utilised visibly spectacular and non-heteronormative styles
of hair and makeup, such as David Bowie and Adam Ant, ‘provided a sense of validation
and identity for those growing up gay in a society where queer bashing was far from
unknown’.163 However, this validation did not always extend to everyday experience.
i-D justified the use of spectacular hairstyling and makeup in pop and rock by tracing a
longer lineage that seemed to confirm the new romantics’ authentic masculinity:

‘Gender bending’ was not a new thing that had sprung into the ‘80s music scene […] it
was not even the exclusive behavior even in the comparatively small world that Burns
and George inhabit. Rock stars have been poncing around in makeup and women’s
clothing for years. Bowie made his name doing it, the Rolling Stones publicized “have You
Seen Your Mother baby” doing it and in more traditional cabaret Danny la Rue made a
few bob out of doing it probably before either of these nouveau ‘gender benders’ were
born. Transvestites have existed in most cultures since the beginning of recorded history.
They are STANDARD ISSUE, neither Burns or George are the originators just the LATEST
in a long line [sic].164

This article drew on a lineage that justified and contextualised the radical gender blurring
of Boy George and Pete Burns. By 1980 in the UK, representation of LGBTQ+ identities,
and particularly gay, male identities was increasing, with book shops such as Gay’s The
Word opening in 1979, as well as television and film featuring an increasing range of
(mainly) gay characters, such as Eastenders’s first gay kiss in 1986, and Stephen Frears’s
film My Beautiful Launderette also appearing in the same year.165 However, this
heightened visibility coincided with the rise of HIV and AIDS from 1981, when the USA
first reported the death of five young gay men in LA from a rare type of pneumonia. In
the UK, Terrance Higgins, then aged 37 years old, died at St Mary’s Hospital in London
on 4 July 1982. The response to the UK’s first HIV-related death, was initially slow, and
small-scale.166 Matt Cook points out that up until 1985, when the first AIDS unit was set
up through government funding, the majority of initial responses to support and inform
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the country about AIDS and HIV had been community based and charitable.167
Prior to 1985, many style magazines evidenced an off-handedness toward AIDS, again
demonstrating pop’s privileged space. For example, we can see the (studied) flippancy
toward AIDS in i-D’s ‘The Money Issue’ from September 1984, where journalist David
Dorrel proclaimed: ‘money is like AIDS. You never know when you’re going to get it, and
when you do get it, you keep giving it to other people’.168 Later in May 1985, i-D reported
that Leigh Bowery ‘avoids the risk of AIDS by inventing his own disease’.169 Bowery would
later die of AIDS-related illnesses in 1990. In BLITZ in 1983, Anton Rush interviewed
Marilyn who, when asked if he was worried about AIDS after returning from his trip to
America, replied, ‘Why should I be? I think it’s all got out of hand. People are panicking
over nothing. More people die of cancer than AIDS’.170
While it is beyond the remit of this thesis to adequately detail the emerging HIV and AIDS
crisis of the 1980s, it does need to be pointed out its effect on the representation of trans
identities within popular performance cultures, as well as in trans communities. Much of
the history that has documented the rise of the AIDS pandemic has focused on the effects
on Lesbian and Gay lives, with less attention paid to trans communities (although, clearly,
the two overlap). Scholarly work which has explored the HIV and AIDS epidemic through
material culture in the UK include Shaun Cole’s pioneering collection work at the V&A,
and the museum’s 1996 exhibition ‘Graphic Responses to AIDS’, which included more
than 100 posters.171 Dawn Hoskin recently posted about the museum’s collecting
activities in response to the crisis, which itself constituted a form of activism and history
formation.172 The AIDS epidemic in theatre and the material culture of performance has
been considered by Jacob Juntunen (although mainly from a US perspective), in his
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recently published, Mainstream AIDS Theatre.173 Christopher Reed, meanwhile,
examined the effects of AIDS in North American and European art in the 1980s to
1990s.174 Meanwhile, in recognition of a paucity of scholarship on AIDS and trans
histories, the journal TSQ has released a Call for Papers for a special issue on ‘Trans in a
Time of AIDS’, with prompts for authors including ‘How can we understand the
relationship between HIV/AIDS and “trans visibility”?’.175 It thus remains to be seen how
trans histories and AIDS can be appropriately historicised and analysed, particularly
through material culture and the politics of visibility.
The politics of representation and visibility in performing non-heteronormative, and
trans bodies, was saliently explored by Peggy Phelan in 1993. Phelan, in her analysis of
Paris is Burning, addressed the ‘political surveillance’ of trans bodies represented on
screen. Phelan theorised how visibility and invisibility functioned within the ball
community, noting the fluidity between visibility and invisibility articulated within the
balls, where ‘realness is determined by the ability to blend in, to not be noticed. Like the
performance of passing more generally, the performance at these balls represents that
which cannot be seen precisely by underlining that which is seen’. Phelan warrants it is
a ‘paradox of using visibility to highlight invisibility’.176 Her analysis has similarities to
Rees and Stones’ concerns, as well as Riki Anne Wilchins also addressed this concern
more recently, noting that bodies become legible through systems of cultural, contextual
understanding, and bodies only become legible as our current ‘gender system tends to
enforce monolithic meanings’.177
The exaggerated visibility of hair and makeup in the New Romantic movement discussed
in part 1 is contrasted with the everyday use of hair and makeup by many trans
communities in part 2. Here, an intended for invisibility of hair and makeup was
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paramount and again, an assimilation into a heteronormative mainstream was given
purchase by the structural systems of medicine that put it into place. However, these
systems were also engineered by the trans community themselves, complicating a
narrative of structural, hegemonic oppression.
This also complicated the long-held belief in the Western world at least since the 1950s,
argues Judy Attfield,178 that authenticity emanated from within, and that makeup was a
form of crude masking of the real self within.179 Instead, the 1980s youth preoccupation
with utilising highly spectacular forms of makeup and hair styling, could be understood
as an ironic commentary on the belief of authenticity versus performance. Their body
styling can be understood better as an ironic, and postmodernist interchange between
the value of internal authenticity versus external narcisissism, falseness or superficiality.
Despite this, many have understood the new romantics as promoting a falseness through
theatrical behaviour, perhaps best exemplified in i-D’s interview with Barbara Cartland
who, when asked about Boy George, replied ‘I think it’s a very clever piece of acting. I
haven’t met him, but I think he’s been very clever made himself known’.180
Attfield’s assessment of the ‘fluid innovative objects and practices that people use to
articulate their identity’ seems a particularly apt description of how these material
objects that became performative in the construction of trans identities, could be
considered.181 However, by 1985 after the increasing commercialisation of gender
blurring through cosmetic sales, i-D had begun to complain about the excessive focus on
style, pointing to wider concerns about male narcissism and superficiality:
It has become less important that Popstars make great records, and far more important
that they get the right LOOK […] But where does it all end? […] Perhaps we’re only a
couple of steps away from ‘TOP OF THE FOPS’ - a weekly catwalk show where vacuous
mannequins in stunning Designer garments parade before the cameras, each to a
specially-commissioned soundtrack - not an autonomous song but an “aural ambiance”
- in which the LOOK is cocooned. (Some would say we’ve reached that stage already)
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[sic].182

Despite the concurrent new romantic movement that disseminated performances of
gender play within popular culture, through popular hair and makeup styles, and in trans
presentation in popular music, archival evidence reveals that everyday trans
communities were concerned with assimilating and blending in through the use of hair
and makeup, and remaining steadfastly heteronormative.

III.1.6 Conclusion
Gender, argues Anne Fausto-Sterling, is ‘softly assembled’.183 This material and tactile
image allows us to involve the use of material items of clothing, makeup and hair styling,
into the way that all of us create and embody our genders through time and processes
that rely on material artefacts. More recently, craft and trans academic and curator
Jeanne Vacarro has gestured to a similar understanding of trans identities as a form of
craft work.184 In previous iterations of trans histories the metaphor of the machine and
of technology has been used as a way of thinking about the trans body such as Bernice
Hausman and Janice Raymond, who have argued this in different ways, and from
different ethical and moral standpoints.185

It seems as if this understanding of the body as crafted, such as Vacarro, and of a ‘soft
assemblage’, as Fausto-Sterling, allows for a much more gentle and more accurate
discussion of trans identities to emerge, through allowing the body to figure as soft,
processural, and shifting. It creates room, too, for the ephemeral and less momentous
moments of hair styling and makeup to take a central role alongside (but not necessarily
182
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hierarchically inferior to), certain medical or surgical interventions. The haptic
involvement in crafting identities emerges too, alongside Jack Halberstam’s notion of
trans hapticality. Trans hapitcality, argues Halberstam, is about thinking through somatic
materiality should maybe start to think about representation of trans identities in terms
of haptics - of touch, of sense, and of process, as opposed to the fixity of scopic
representation. Halberstam’s idea thus also fits into the way that bodily formation can
relate to makeup and hair styling.

While this part has explored the ways in which popular use of hair and makeup styling
led to a heightened visibility of trans aesthetics and identities within the popular sphere,
the next part considers how hair and makeup styling for trans people during a roughly
equivalent time period also led to performances of trans identities. The use of hair and
makeup in the 1980s in this part has been understood as an ironic statement that
questions inner authenticity vs external superficiality, but also as a joyous, spectacular,
and commercial tool for greater gender liberation through individual agency. However,
the next part of this chapter considers how the uses of hair and makeup styling were also
used as tools of assimilation by trans people.

In the use of hair and makeup styling for trans people from the 1970s to 1990, these
practices and objects of material culture are considered as, one the one hand, regressive
and oppressive tools enforcing compulsory heteronormativity via a medical system, and
on the other, liberatory ways for trans women to perform their own identities in deeply
important and authentic ways that corresponded to their own embodied sense of gender
identity.

I have argued that the 1980s, new romantic tendency to utilise hair and makeup to
transgress, or blur gender boundaries and binaries, did not necessarily achieve ‘selfemancipation through the transcendence of biological destiny’, as Attfield argued.186
Instead, the use of spectacular makeup and hairstyling posed other more subtle,
nuanced questions and queries about the role of self-fashioning and authenticity, which
were examined alongside theoretical understanding of makeup and hairstyling in this
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part. The next part will take up these ideas around gender transformation and ‘biological
destiny’ in its analysis of the role of grooming clinics which existed in the UK from around
1970 to 1990. These clinics, some of which were run by the NHS, while others were
privately orchestrated, drew on the material markers of identity to help trans women
create and craft identities that would not only align with their own sense of self, but also,
in complex ways, assimilate with a heteronormative mainstream vision of authentic
femininity.
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Chapter III: Performing Gender Through Hair
and Makeup
Part 2: Grooming Clinics in the UK (1967-1990)
III.2.1 Introduction
Material markers of hair and makeup are crucial to public performances of gender
identification for many LGBTQ+ people, with Reina Lewis and Shaun Cole suggesting that
‘dress and appearance and their representation play a uniquely significant role in the
formation, acceptance and public dissemination of non-normative sexual identities’.1
While dress is undoubtedly significant in the ‘formation, acceptance and [...]
dissemination’ of most people’s gender identities, this part of chapter 3 argues that hair
and makeup played a particularly important role for the formation of trans people’s
identities in the UK from 1970 to 1990. As Judith Butler has argued, ‘gender is an identity
tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an exterior space through a stylized repletion
of acts [italics in original]’ and thus my role as a material culture historian, is to locate
these spaces as physical, and these acts in material objects, in order to more fully engage
with the ways in which gender comes to be.2
Through analysing the specific ways that hairstyling and makeup was learned, practiced,
disseminated, performed, and often policed, in communities of trans women from 1967
to 1990 within grooming clinics, I establish how identitarian politics can be attached to
ubiquitous material cultures of everyday life, and in so doing, I uncover and trace a
history that has not yet been sufficiently explored in the current literature elsewhere.
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In this part of the chapter which examines the everyday, private lives of trans
performance practices, I examine the grooming clinics that were set up in the UK, and
which delivered classes to trans women on hair and makeup styling, alongside behaviour
and voice therapies. I analyse the ways in which these lessons could be considered
oppressive and restrictive to the creation of various forms of non-heteronormative
femininities. However, I also present another side to these clinics by recognising trans
women’s agency in these spaces. In addition, I locate both medical and non-medical
grooming clinics that were set up by, and for, the trans community in the UK, and assess
the ways in which makeup and hairstyling played crucial roles in the affirmation of trans
identities for many trans women at this time. In this last chapter, I explore the role of
material culture as discursive, performative, and foundational to the ways in which trans
women constructed their gender identities, and draw upon the various methods through
which the ubiquitous objects of everyday gender performance in hair and makeup were,
and still are, crucial in the process of becoming, and maintaining, trans identities.
Primary evidence describing these grooming clinics is scant, and spread throughout a
variety of sources, and there has been no historical analysis of them, to date. I have
mainly utilised primary documents in the form of publications produced by and for the
trans community held at the Wellcome archives, as well as the Richard Ekins collection
in the Transgender Archives, and have mined these resources in order to piece together
a wider history that has so far not been present in the secondary literature, nor in the
records of medical institutions held at the National Archives or the London Metropolitan
Archives.
Finally, throughout this part, I demonstrate that in the same time period as the new
romantic’s spectacular use of hair and makeup styling created highly visible
representations of trans identities, trans women in everyday life fabricated a different
type of visibility through hair and makeup use. While the late 1970s and 1980s saw a rise
in gender blurring in popular culture through the use of hair and makeup, for many trans
women in their everyday lives, there was a push to engage with more conventional
appearances of femininity, which were performed through the use of naturalised and
‘appropriate’ makeup and hair styling.
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III.2.2 Hair and Makeup as Medical, Diagnostic Criteria
In Harry Benjamin’s The Transsexual Phenomenon, published in 1966, one of the
auto/biographical vignettes of trans women which he includes demonstrates the
importance of hair and makeup to her sense of gender identity. Ava recounts her first
experience of applying lipstick and styling her hair at 13 years old in 1951. This
performance of gender identity was crucially undertaken by herself and performed to
herself, thus referring back to Goffman’s understanding that ‘an individual may be his
own audience’.3 In this extract, Ava powerfully articulates the corporeal sensations of
satisfaction and delight that arise from the material relationships between her identity,
her embodied emotional experiences, and the practices of hair and makeup that made
her feel, as she says, ‘perfectly normal’:
I had combed my hair in such a way that it looked a little like a short poodle cut.
I then began trying to apply makeup. For some strange reason I had remained fairly calm
until I began to apply the lipstick. I can't explain it, but even to this day I am able to dress
completely without changing my mood too much, until I apply my lipstick. Just then is
when I really begin to feel that I am a complete girl.
As I applied the lipstick, I experienced a feeling that was completely new to me.
I began to feel lighthearted [sic] and gay. All traces of depression and frustration seemed
to vanish. Here I was, finally, after all these years, a girl, not only in my own mind but I
actually looked like one. I was swooning with my new-found pleasure. I had never known
such contentment. I felt perfectly normal.4

Ava’s story, like the rest of Benjamin’s text, came to the attention of the UK medical
community at the same time as a wider non-medical, trans community also started to
take notice, beginning with the first printing of The Transsexual Phenomenon in 1966 and
continuing to its second printing in paperback in 1977.5 After its initial publication in
1966, Benjamin’s book, with the financial support of the Erickson Education Foundation
(EEF), quickly morphed into a set of practice guidelines for a UK-based medical
community on the verge of professionally treating trans patients in more established
frameworks of medical practices.6 These guidelines led to the development of grooming
3
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clinics, which taught and guided trans women in hairstyling and makeup use.
In addition to Benjamin’s previous, extensive research into transsexuality in the 1950s,
which seems to have made less of an impact in the UK than The Transsexual Phenomenon
did in 1966, this work directly influenced the wording and diagnostic criteria for trans
medical treatment at least until the 1980s. Indeed, the institution now known as WPATH
(the World Professional Association for Transgender Health), was previously called the
‘Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association’ (HBIGDA) from its
inception in 1978 until 2007, to explicitly recognise the Standards of Care guidelines first
published in 1979,7 that Benjamin set up through his research into trans identities in the
1950s and 1960s, and which resonate today.8
This set of diagnostic criteria not only affected a medical diagnosis of transsexuality, but
also affected the ways in which trans women presented their own feelings of gender to
their doctors, and in addition, this influenced how many trans women presented their
styled bodies to their doctors. In turn, this also affected how doctors consequently
assessed their patients.9 This has been well-covered in previous literature such as Sandy
Stone’s.10 However, new research is presented here in the examination of the
development of grooming clinics in the UK, which can be divided into different categories
of medical, and non-medical. These clinics all encouraged a specific type of hairstyling
and makeup application that situated transfemininity in heteronormative, assimilationist
ways.
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In The Transsexual Phenomenon, Harry Benjamin outlined what he believed to be the
defining qualities of a ‘"successful woman"’ who would qualify for trans medical
treatment, which resonated with Ava’s story, above, and emphasise an assimilationist
femininity: ‘I had in mind particularly the outward appearance and the impression of the
total personality. A heavy masculine build, a height of six feet or more, and a strong, dark
beard were causes for worry and doubt’.11 Thus, the qualities defined by Benjamin were
specified as diametrically opposite to the masculine physical performance of identity.
Benjamin’s definitions of a ‘successful’ trans woman, were quickly formalised and made
materially manifest through the treatment frameworks developed in the UK. These
regulations also became first concretised in the USA in 1966 at Baltimore’s Johns Hopkins
Hospital, as Benjamin was funded by the EEF, which in turn, funded the Johns Hopkins
Hospital and promoted Benjamin’s practice there.12
In an interview in 1980 between Dave King and Dr Randell, who was then head of the
GIC in Charing Cross, Randell admitted that he had first learned the term ‘transsexual’
only through reading Benjamin’s work, which he had bought a copy of when it was
published in 1966. Furthermore, Randell described how he was directly influenced in his
own medical practice by Benjamin, and more importantly, by Benjamin’s
pronouncements on what might make a ‘”successful woman”’ before medical
intervention could be justified by its medical gatekeepers. This included assessing trans
women on what was then considered an appropriate feminine appearance.13 This was
corroborated by Kessler and Wendy McKenna’s 1978 ethnomethodological research into
trans medical treatment, which found that clinicians at GICs were very often influenced
by ‘the femaleness of a male to female transsexual if she was particularly beautiful and
was capable of evoking in him those feelings that beautiful women generally do’.14
11
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Clinicians, then, as has been explored elsewhere in this thesis, often enforced their own
visions, and versions, of gender conformity onto those trans women who sought out
medical intervention, in ways that are only recently starting to come disrupted, as
investigated by Zowie Davy in her sociological research from 2010, and written about so
insightfully by Paul B. Preciado in 2008.15
In North America, trans treatment practices were no less flexible than in the UK in
regards to how trans people presented themselves to GICs, and how doctors based at
these GICs in turn, diagnosed and accepted them onto treatment programmes. Doctors
writing about their work with trans women during the late 1960s and 1970s often
expressed anxiety in these power relations, and tried to maintain dominance in their
expertise over their trans patients. In 1969, doctors at Johns Hopkins stated clearly that
the ‘expert’ held power over trans patient’s choices. John Money explained:
The philosophical question of freedom of the will and free choice with reference to a
patient’s right to acquire a sex change was not brought up for specific examination
among members of the Johns Hopkins Gender Identity Committee. It was simply
assumed that, according to the traditions of medicine, the experts would make the
decision […] sex reassignment may not be obtained as a whim or caprice of individual
choice in the manner in which a person decides to get his body tattooed.16

From Money’s statement, it is clear that Benjamin’s diagnostic criteria had become
highly influential just a few years after the publication of The Transsexual Phenomenon,
and not just to the medical community, which it seems doctors imagined it was aimed
at. Benjamin, perhaps, had different ideas – he wrote the book in a style that is dynamic,
colloquial, and fairly easy to understand without medical training, and was accused in
1966 of ‘lacking in scientific method’, being overly ‘personal […] anecdotal and racy’.17
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By 1970, Benjamin had already noticed that ‘the diagnosis of transsexualism is most
frequently made by the patient himself’, due to the wide circulation of his own
publications.18 In 1975, Robert Stoller also noticed this, explaining that ‘those of us faced
with the task of diagnosing transsexualism have an additional burden these days, for
most patients requesting “sex change” are in complete command of the literature and
know the answers before the questions are asked’.19 Thus, trans people, in conjunction
with the medical literature, and clinicians in both the UK and the US were able, to some
degree, to obtain the medical treatment they wanted through framing their own
appearances and experiences to fit in with the relevant diagnostic criteria, which they
themselves had initially helped to create in the 1940s and 1950s.
The Johns Hopkins GIC’s regulatory framework, based on Benjamin’s intensive research
and his publications, became well known and emulated after its implementation. In
1971, Douglas K Smith noted the process at Johns Hopkins had infiltrated to most other
GICs in the US and the UK.20 In 1974, Psychiatrist Norman Fisk was guiding the first West
Coast clinic in America that dealt with trans patients, alongside plastic surgeon Donald
Laub, and who had both worked at Stanford when it began performing trans medical
treatments in 1968.21 Norman Fisk noted that by the early 1970s, those trans people
seeking treatment at Stanford University Medical Centre were highly aware of the
strictures of self-presentation. He felt, rightly as it turned out, that they had learned this
from Benjamin’s 1966 book. He recounts the 30 to 40 trans people who came to the
centre:
They presented as virtual textbook cases of classical transsexualism [...] it was apparent
results of trans surgery. This was limited to doctors – although this seems unlikely to have been
enforced as it could be requested through the post, albeit on headed paper. Cited in: Sydney
Brandon, ‘Transsexualism: Book review of The Transsexual Phenomenon (1966)’, BMJ, 2:40
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that this group of patients were so intent upon obtaining sex conversion operations that
they had availed themselves of the germane literature and had successfully prepared
themselves to pass initial screening.22

Sandy Stone sought medical treatment at Stanford in the 1970s, and confirmed Fisk’s
view from her own perspective, recalling that Stanford preferred to treat a very specific
type of trans woman, which emphasised hair styling and makeup as crucial categories
which defined an acceptably feminine trans woman. In 2000, Stone recollected her
experience in 1970 to Dawn Levy:
‘Stanford is presented to me as a place where one goes if one is very small, very willowy,
very blonde, likes to wear high heels and heavy makeup,’ she said. 'You must blend in
the population. We hope you get married.' (I did, but I didn't expect to.) I think, 'Hot
diggity dog! I am about as far from this as anyone can possibly be.'23

Similarly in the UK, clinicians decided whether to accept trans women into GICs based on
their heteronormative physicality that emphasised makeup and hair. This was confirmed
in 1981 by JC Kenna who worked at Manchester with Dr Hoenig from the 1950s to the
1980s.24 The complexities of visibility and the politics of invisibility, or passing, for trans
women within the clinical system during the 1970s and 1980s, is underscored by the
intensity with which material markers of identity were privileged as signs of authentic
femininity. This consequently led to trans women engaging with hairstyling and makeup
to appear less visibly trans to the GICs, and in everyday life. As Lewis and Cole rightly
point out, ‘for queer people there has historically been a dilemma about whether visibly
to present as identifiable or to hide or downplay a queer image’.25 These authors
acknowledge the historical specificity of this, for ‘in certain times and places being seen
or perceived as queer had very real risks in terms of personal safety and security’.26
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Indeed, a political element of appearing visibly trans has haunted the literature written
about trans people (not necessarily always by trans people), for decades, the most
vociferous by Janice Raymond in 1980.27 Earlier, in 1976, sociologist Mike Brake
discussed the implications of trans people being visibly noticed through their physical
appearance, and the penalties associated for those undergoing medical treatment. Brake
noted that in the UK during the 1970s, ‘clinics may lay down rules concerning demeanour
and appearance, and supervise grooming. The transsexual is coerced into passing as a
programmed woman…she has no choice but to follow these dictates’.28 While this was
evidentially true in some cases, Brake did not allow trans women in this scenario any
agency, and thus entirely ignored the voices of those people whom he discusses with the
use of his label ‘programmed woman’, implying a certain type of docility and robotic
acceptance of the ideals of femininity at that time. This is an inaccurate depiction of
many trans women’s experience.
For non-trans clinicians who were unfamiliar with how best to treat and diagnose trans
patients, someone’s feelings of transness may have been far easier to grasp through the
visible and material signs of their gender presentation, such as hair and makeup, rather
than attempting, or being capable, of understanding someone’s less visibly material,
emotional reality. In 1966, trans woman Georgina Turtle outlined exactly this conundrum
in the British Medical Journal, describing how the ‘bewildered’ doctor was often ‘unlikely
to really understand what he has never felt [italics in original]’.29 Twenty years later, trans
woman Elizabeth Wells also wrote about this dichotomy of corporeal visibility and
invisibility in relation to seeking medical assistance: ‘as far as I was concerned the real
me (to which all other aspects of me, I felt, should be subordinate) was inside, unseen,
unseeable – which made the nature of its identity harder to establish’.30
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Further evidence of the difficulty experienced by trans people in articulating their sense
of gender identity to the medical establishment can be found in descriptions by trans
women’s auto/biographies. In 1967, Christine Jorgensen wrote about her experiences in
the 1950s, and recalled, ‘I resented the two medical men for not understanding my great
anxiety, and I think I resented myself even more for my inability to communicate the
importance of those fears to them’.31 Similarly, Elizabeth Wells poignantly described her
feelings of being trans and attempting to explain it to medical authorities as ‘a little like
trying to describe a new colour that nobody else can see’.32 Hers is a powerful example
of Jay Prosser’s ‘tacit narratives’ as theorised in Second Skins.33 These descriptions are
furthermore prescient of Judith Butler’s concept of trying to locate, and live as,
unintelligible bodies and identities that exist outside the heteronormative system. Often,
Butler writes, you ‘find yourself speaking only and always as if you were human, but with
the sense that you are not, to find that your language is hollow, that no recognition is
forthcoming because the norms by which recognition takes place are not in your favour
[italics in original]’.34
During the late 1960s, various medical texts written by doctors reveal how perplexed
they felt trying to understand trans women’s experiences. The systems of power, as
suggested by Butler, above, were difficult to navigate for trans women, and not always
in their favour. As a result, many identified the material markers of hairstyling and
makeup as visible, and valuable, diagnostic tools. in 1969 Ira B. Pauly, who had treated
trans people at Johns Hopkins GIC since at least 1966, noted the experience of ‘cognitive
dissonance’ for the doctor:
Unless one has actually had the opportunity to talk with a transsexual person it is difficult
to imagine how completely they do ‘pass’ as members of the opposite sex. It is an
experience in cognitive dissonance to see someone known to be biologically male who
yet appears in every regard to be female [...] One tends to believe that which is most
readily apparent. [...] A.D. [Pauly’s patient] is an excellent example of a transsexual
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whose feminine appearance is so convincing that she passes without question [author’s
emphasis].35

Cilnicians’ reliance on material surface signifiers, or in Pauly’s words ‘that which is most
readily apparent’, to pass successfully may have also been due to the fact that diagnoses
of transsexualism emerged out of an already pre-existing understanding of transvestism.
In the UK, this was believed to be based solely on the wearing of dress most appropriate
to the opposite sex, as outlined in the late 19th century by Krafft von Ebing in
Psychopathia Sexualis,36 and then by the British criminologist and sexologist William
Norwood East working in the 1940s and 1950s, who was cited as an authority on this
area by John Randell in 1959.37 Generally, this early literature on transvestism cited the
fetishization of clothing deemed to belong to the opposite sex, and which occurred only,
or mainly, in cisgendered men. Thus, the material objects involved in the appearance and
styling of the body became crucial aspects of locating transsexuality for doctors working
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, as transsexualism was seen on a spectrum with
transvestism.
We can see further evidence of the ways in which clinicians privileged the material
markers of appearance in a test conducted by Ruth Rae Doorbar at Johns Hopkins in
1969, where she asked trans women and men to draw self-portraits as part of the
‘House-Tree-Person Test’.38 Doorbar interpreted these drawings as bizarrely and
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childishly over-reliant on stereotypical gendered material markers of makeup, ‘dress,
jewelry, and hair style’, that to her seemed superficial, if not easily visible, signs of binarygendered identity. Despite her patronising interpretations, this also confirmed to her
that the subjects were indeed ‘true’ transsexuals39 (See Figure 152). These images are
beautifully delicate, and do indeed present what the subjects felt was most important to
them. Their hair and jewellery is highly emphasised, but instead of this telling us how
superficial this was, it instead reveals how deeply important these materials were to their
sense of gender identity.
In other clinical settings in the US and UK, trans women were admitted to surgery once
they were identified as appropriately feminine through material markers of hair and
makeup, specifically, if they were ‘heavily made up, and quite attractive’, as ‘Gloria’ was
deemed to be, at the San Diego Veterans Administration Hospital in California in 1973.40
Although these medical tests were mainly North American in origin, their presence was
felt in the UK, as doctors were in touch with each other through a series of international
conferences beginning with the 1969 International Symposium on Gender Identity in
London; medical publications, such as the San Diego doctor who published his work on
‘Gloria’ in The Western Journal of Medicine; and through private correspondence.41
Furthermore, trans people themselves also shared their own experiences through similar
channels, which were explored in Chapter 2 in part 1, and thus formed a kind of dialogic
network across continents.
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Figure 152.. Ruth Rae Doorbar, ‘Psychological Testing of Male Transsexuals: A Brief Report of
Results from the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale, the Thematic Apperception Test, and the
House-Tree-Person Test’, in Transsexualism and Sex Reassignment (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University, 1969), pp. 189-200 (p. 192). Photograph of author from own book (01.04.2018).
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To summarise, I suggest that for many North American and British clinical and psychiatric
communities trying to treat trans people in the late 1960s to the late 1970s, hair and
makeup styling were a far more straightforward aspect of transness to identify and alter,
rather than embarking immediately on the more invasive, as well as ethically and legally
dubious surgical approach, which carried a much higher risk, for the doctors. For trans
people, this was particularly true from 1976 onwards in America when the Johns Hopkins
GIC was shut down, and from 1970 in the UK, when April Ashley’s case resulted in
increasingly stringent approaches to trans medical treatment. Hammersmith hospital
stopped all forms of surgery for trans people in the early 1970s resulting from Ashley’s
case.42 In 1970, a dismayed Anthony Grey of the Albany Trust wrote to Reed Erickson,
complaining that ‘the awful thing about it [the Ashley case] that it has had such an
adverse effect on the legal status of transsexuals in England. It is not going to be easy to
get much done about this quickly’.43 In his letter, Grey links a decreasing climate of
tolerance of trans people to the result of Ashley’s case, noting ‘the entire legal and social
climate over here is rapidly becoming so much more intolerant of "deviance" of any kind
that I sometimes really wonder where we are heading for'.44

III.2.3 The Emergence of Grooming Clinics in the UK
The reasons examined above seem to have contributed to the decision in 1970 for the
NHS to begin channelling funds into the creation of a training centre for trans patients at
the Charing Cross GIC in London, which was then overseen by Dr John Randell.45 This
medical training centre and others like it, came to be known as ‘charm schools’ or
‘grooming clinics’ amongst some trans and medical communities.46 These clinics offered
lessons for trans people, mainly trans women, that included, but were not limited to:
42
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voice modification; behaviour adjustment; as well as hair and makeup classes. Such
education, it was imagined, would aid in the social and physical normativisation of trans
women’s lives after they had gone through the process of what was known in this period
as sex change surgery, or help to prepare them for upcoming medical treatment, or
perhaps, to undertake these classes instead of undergoing surgery.47
As the 1970s progressed, the NHS funding of the Charing Cross grooming clinic based at
Temple Hill House in Hampstead, expanded to other centres that gradually emerged over
the following decades. Some of these were attached to the UK’s major GICs and were
consequently funded by the NHS. Other clinics were attached to hospitals that did not
provide surgery on their premises, but still interacted with trans people and would then
refer them to other surgical centres, such as the Maudsley Hospital in Denmark Hill that
had a close relationship with Charing Cross, and St James University Hospital in Leeds.48
These hospitals and non-surgical treatment centres were closely connected with each
other through patients and doctors. The medical professionals working within these
spaces communicated frequently with each other about their trans patients, evidence of
which remains in the Hall Carpenter Archive, the Dave King Collection at Wellcome, and
the Richard Ekins collection at TGA. Trans women also communicated with each other
about their experiences at GICs, and recommended GICs and grooming clinics to each
other throughout the 1970s and 1980s, which can be most clearly seen in a series of
articles written by trans women which were serialised in the SHAFT Newsletter from
1980; an organisation whose main objective was to ‘to give ‘information on medical and
surgical treatment available, both national health and private’.49 These networks had an
international reach, and were paralleled in America, as Sandra Messics’s beautifully
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informative article notes:
In those pre-Internet, pre–social media days, we had a thriving underground network of
transsexual people. We shared our stories and found out who the willing hormone
providers were, which electrologists to avoid, which surgeons did the best work, and,
most importantly, what to tell the psychiatrists if you wanted to be approved for
surgery.50

In 1974, the Maudsley was overseen by Dr Peter Scott, and under his authority began
running evening classes featuring hair and makeup lessons for trans women that became
a template for other clinics. These schools emphasised the importance of material
manifestations of gender identifiers for trans women through the practices hair styling
and makeup, and via these channels, promoted the performance of a specific type of
supposedly authentic femininity, which corresponded to Benjamin’s previous
understanding of a ‘successful' woman.
These grooming clinics never peaked to a significantly high number at any point to the
extent that they are not well-discussed in the current literature, and perhaps amounted
to their tens. But they did exist, and were important enough to be mentioned in the
press. In the Fulham Press newspaper article from 1978, it is noted that at Charing Cross
Hospital, not only can one obtain ‘”sex change” operations’, but that ‘the hospital even
employs a specialist to help train the transsexual in changing his speech and
deportment’.51 This is an unusual mention of the grooming clinics’ services.
Despite their small number, the grooming clinic’s concentrated influential reach
nevertheless affected the lives of many trans people who attended their classes.
Furthermore, the hospitals where the grooming clinics were situated each had a specific
character that would have inevitably affected the type of training these centres
provided. The Maudsley was mainly a psychiatric unit, and was well known for its
aversion treatments, while Charing Cross was a more mainstream hospital that
undertook surgery as well as psychiatric treatment that by 1974, took place in Temple
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Hill House on the edge of Hampstead Heath.52 These clinical grooming clinics formed just
one node within a wider network of institutional spaces, as well as less formal spaces,
where weekend courses, evening classes and training centres for trans people, gave
prominence to the material markers of gender identity of hair and makeup.
The types of grooming clinics for trans women from 1970 to 1990 can be loosely grouped
into two categories: the medical grooming clinics attached to GICs, and those that were
initiated and run by trans women, sometimes alongside medical institutions, but often
through their own private communities. The combined discourse that emerged from
these pedagogical activities of teaching hair styling and makeup use, foregrounded the
important role that the material markers of corporeal identity played in many trans
women's everyday lives, and emphasized the value of performative femininity through
surface signifiers.
In the first instance, there existed a number of official, state-sanctioned medical
grooming clinics that were usually linked to GICs. Here, the importance of makeup and
hair practices was emphasised in order that trans women could successfully ‘pass’ as
female and as visibly feminine in their postoperative everyday lives. These classes were
generally run by cisgendered women, and were overseen by cisgendered male doctors
and psychiatrists. In 1980, Dr John Randell recalled these centres to Dave King as
somewhere ‘“these chaps” can walk about, up and down, and learn to walk like women,
experiment with makeup and so on’.53 Randell was known to be derogatory in his
comments about trans women, and it is evident in this case that his reference to makeup
was intended to imply absurdity, opposed as it was with the term ‘these chaps’. Randell
was clearly dismissive of these clinics, shooing away the significance of their use in the
final sentence of ‘and so on’. However, Randell also uncannily prefigured Butler’s ideas
in Gender Trouble, about the ways in which gender is repeatedly learnt (unconsciously,
she maintains). Butler argues that:
Gendered bodies are so many ‘styles of the flesh’. These styles are never fully self-styled,
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for styles have a history, and those histories condition and limit the possibilities. Consider
gender, for instance, as a corporeal style, an ‘act’ as it were, which is both intentional
and performative.54

Within these institutional, clinical spaces, teaching trans women to pass as authentically
feminine through classes in hair and makeup was evidently of paramount importance.
This was due in large part to the powerful influence of Benjamin’s The Transsexual
Phenomenon, where Benjamin clearly articulated the criteria for what he understood to
be convincing femininity from trans women prior to, and after, surgical intervention. In
the 1950s and 1960s, J.C. Kenna explained how he defined ‘successful’ trans women as
those who were taken for cis-female by his secretarial staff at Manchester, noting
dismissively those trans women who could not create successful femininity in
appearance:
Sometimes, of course, the girls downstairs would think it was a woman. The job’s been
so well done. Other times, of course, it would be a rugby footballer type with a mini skirt
and great bow knees – an absolute parody.55

The second category of grooming clinics is loosely defined as non-clinical grooming clinics
and members-only courses. These were often run through members-only clubs for trans
women, and were advertised in the pages of the trans community publications discussed
in Chapter 2, part 2. These classes commonly took place in private, members-only social
spaces, and seem to have been run on an ad-hoc basis, with group leaders inviting
various external teachers to demonstrate makeup and hair styling techniques. In a notice
by the Independent TV/TS Manchester group in the late 1970s for example, an evening
of makeup and hair demonstrations for entry cost of 20p, took place on 10 and 24
September, and was organised by June Willmot who was the regional organiser for the
Beaumont Society’s Northern region.56
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Carol Glossop originally started these weekly Wednesday evenings for the Independent
Manchester TV/TS Group, which from 1975 onwards were located in the Oxford Room
at St Peter’s House in Manchester University in the newly built Chaplaincy at the
university.57 Prior to this, the meetings, which soon attracted 50 to 60 people weekly,
were based at ‘Stan’s bedsit’ in Camp Street in Salford.58 Glossop arranged for a makeup
and wig demonstration for trans women to take place at St Peter’s House on 26 March
1970, which was deemed important enough to be advertised in the first issue of ‘the
magazine for transsexuals and transvestites’ based in Leeds, Gemini.59 There would be
more of these demonstrations throughout the 1970s that featured consistently in these
publications.
This second category also includes various entrepreneurial trans women who developed
their own private schools, short courses, and makeup demonstrations for other trans
women. For example in August 1984, trans woman Martine Rose advertised a two-hour,
home-made video for sale or rent to other members of the Beaumont Society,
demonstrating makeup tips and wig care, alongside other ‘topics as shaving, beard
shadow disguise, skin care products, testing for skin type, makeup removal and how to
achieve a realistic cleavage'.60 Two years prior to this, Rose ran a private shopping service
for trans people, something that was also pioneered by the company Covergirl from at
least 1974, and who acted as a sponsor for the pages of The Glad Rag.61 Rose’s innovative
video-format seems to have caught on, as by 1984 The Glad Rag advertised a ‘new
magazine type video’ called The Transvestite Today which was aimed at trans women
and perhaps inspired by Rose’s entrepreneurial efforts.62
Finally, also in this non-medical category, the material markers of gendered identity
performance were given space in the printed and circulated media networks created by
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and for trans people. As such, the boundaries demarcating this, and the previous
category, are necessarily a little blurred, for it was possible to consume the printed
information about classes and schools and training centres, without ever physically
attending. While the physical spaces of meetings that occurred as a result of the printed
media is important to consider, these printed networks should also be accounted for as
just as important. As José Esteban Muñoz points out in his historical analysis of another
queer spatial context of the New York art scene in the 1960s, ‘one did not actually need
to be present at a meeting [...] to actually be there’.63
These trans community publications, which were made by, and intended for, trans
communities in the UK, were circulated to people’s homes and PO Boxes. Through these
pages, members of various organisations were able to keep up to date with makeup and
hair lessons opportunities. Generally, this printed matter was small in size, usually less
than A5, and none of the publications were printed in colour or on a high gloss page in
order to keep printing costs low. As already discussed earlier in the thesis, this form of
printed media allowed trans women to be part of a wider community, and to glean tips
about hair and makeup through reading these texts in private, or through attending
lessons via the advertisements.
It seems likely that all these categories of grooming clinics may well have acted as safe
spaces of community for trans people, particularly those who lived in isolation from
other trans people due to geographic boundaries, or through the safety mechanisms of
a solitary existence if living as trans was too dangerous. One anonymous member of
SHAFT wrote to Judy Cousins in 1984 voicing her need for such kinship groups: ‘without
membership I feel totally on my own'.64 Gatherings in these spaces could have provided
a sense of warmth and a shared relief through collective togetherness. These grooming
clinics perhaps functioned like Michel Foucault’s heterotopias, as ‘real places [...]
something like counter-sites’ to the Utopic, which did not physically exist as these were
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‘sites with no real place’.65 Recalling his time at Charing Cross GIC, Stephen Woodland’s
sense of the GICs chimes with Foucault’s understanding of heterotopias:
In a way Charing Cross Hospital was my emotional home, you know? That was the place
where…after all these years I’ve been confirmed that I am me [...] it’s like Mecca for
me…it’s…or like Westminster Abbey, it’s a bit like the place where I knew and I used to
feel so full of rightness when I came out.66

Communal togetherness would have been particularly beneficial in a period of time
when it was still remarkably common for GICs to advise trans people to cut ties with their
family and friends, change jobs, and to relocate. This was a situation paralleled in
American GICs. For example, trans man Jamieson Green recalled this at Stanford:
[Stanford] basically had a model of people that they would allow to have surgery, and
that included people who were going to be heterosexual afterward, people who were
not going to contact other transsexuals and urge them to do anything that might be
considered political.67

In a similar vein, in 1981 SHAFT published a booklet suggesting that trans people should
actively anticipate that their family and friends would disown them after coming out as
trans. Judy Cousins, the president and founder of SHAFT and the booklet’s author,
cautioned: ‘you can’t reasonably expect them [friends and family] to be pleased or
readily accepting of the situation you will create’.68 Nearly twenty years earlier, Harry
Benjamin had warned trans people to anticipate similar negative responses:
Please remember that you are not alone in this world. You undoubtedly have relatives
[...] ask yourself how they would feel, having a daughter instead of a son, a sister instead
of a brother. Their attitude and their happiness deserve your consideration [...] You can
only hope that they will put your happiness before their own preferences [italics in
original].69
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Lessons in hair and makeup for trans women achieved two goals. First, they countered
the negative rhetoric of trans bodily realities and its push for invisibility that was
espoused in medical diagnostic discourse and also evidenced in some trans literature.
This push for invisibility was present in medical articles such as Ira B. Pauly’s, who
deemed the most successful outcome of medical intervention for trans people to be a
heterosexual marriage and ‘to remain inconspicuously in the background’.70
Secondly, grooming clinics and lessons in hair and makeup emphasised the value and
pleasures to be found in bodily self-care. These practices have often been dismissed
within academic and scholarly research as frivolous or unimportant due to their feminine
connotations or, more problematically, interpreted as the direct result of a repressive
and dominating patriarchal culture.71 It is worth noting, however, that giving attention
to surface appearances are a vital consideration within a Performance Studies
framework, where Richard Schechner contends that ‘appearances are actualities neither more nor less so than what lies behind or beneath appearances’.72
Attending to, and delighting in self-care through grooming practices, can furthermore be
examined as a radical act in a similar vein to Audre Lorde’s powerful argument related
to her own identity and need for self-care: ‘caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is
self-preservation, and that is an act of political warfare’.73 Trans women's corporeal selfcare could be similarly interpreted as a declaration that their bodies mattered, held
positive power, and that attending to the body was neither superficial nor ‘trivial’,74 but
was radical, and entirely necessary in the politics of visibility.75
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Feminist scholar Ann J Cahill supports the idea of radical and positivist self care through
makeup and hair styling, and critiques the Foucauldian notion of docile bodies in her
article ‘Feminist Pleasure and Feminine Beautification’.76 Here, Cahill examines the
structural repressions inherent in beautifying practices, despite a feminist rhetoric that
might uphold these as empowering. She concludes that the matter is necessarily complex
and that ‘pleasure in feminine beautification can neither be dismissed outright nor
uncritically endorsed’.77
Sandra Lee Bartky articulated similar thoughts over a decade earlier in her Foucauldian
analysis of the process and practice of feminine beautification.78 While Cahill’s article
centres its thinking around the domestic, shared spaces of communal feminine
beautification, it should be acknowledged that my subject matter is framed quite
differently, and that Cahill and Bartky’s cisgendered female subjects’ experiences have
little correlation to trans women’s experiences. Within the medical spaces of grooming
clinics in particular, the communal practices of feminine beautification could be
understood as aggressive acts of corporeal modification through the disciplinary systems
that enforced ‘passing’ femininity, that acted as strategies of disempowerment for trans
women.
The positive emotional and experiential aspects of community networks involved in
radical self-care should not be discounted or easily dismissed, despite the alternative
realities of these grooming clinics, as mentioned. All clinics upheld and imposed specific
standards of binary gender conformity upon some of the trans women who interacted
with them. In addition to this, the medical grooming clinics’ classes where held in spaces
which pushed for a far more problematic type of gender conditioning, with Temple Hill
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House also making available ECT Treatments and aversion therapies.79 It could therefore
be suggested that the clinical settings in particular pursued an active type of gender
policing through the uneven pedagogical power structures that they operated within.
In 1980, the SHAFT Newsletter recounted an aversion therapy by Audrey (no last name
given), a trans woman.80 Audrey detailed the three-week treatment at an unnamed, UKbased institution, where she was kept as an in-patient. Audrey described how she had
electrodes fitted to her arm, and was forced to look at photographs of herself dressed up
in feminine clothing and makeup. Whenever a photograph of Audrey dressed in feminine
clothing appeared on screen, she was given an electric shock. After five days of this, the
‘treatment was deemed a failure and I was asked to agree to a discharge’. Audrey
reflected: ‘I feel it was a worthwhile experiment, but it sadly failed’. The ‘failure’ here,
being her trans-femininity, which she clearly continued with, due to her contact with
SHAFT. Another example from 1968 was recounted in SHAFT Newsletter, where Susan
(no last name given) visited a GP who sent them to a psychiatrist, who gave them three
weeks of shock treatment then told them they needed to marry, which they did. This
ultimately failed, and they became Susan in 1971 with the help of a more sympathetic
GP.81
From 1970, the Charing Cross school employed two cisgendered women to teach hair,
makeup, speech and behaviour: Mrs Jill Lawson, a former model; and Mrs Chatterley
who had a ‘theatrical background’.82 As evidenced by Charing Cross’s hiring practices,
the clinical sector’s rigidly defined boundaries between the cisgendered female ‘expert’
in a position of pedagogical power and their trans supposedly ‘non-expert’ students,
made this uneven - and unethical - divide, abundantly clear. In addition to this, Dr Reid,
who by 1980 was in charge of this clinic, admitted that their classes could be ‘accused of
reinforcing female stereotypes’ and accepted their classes were ‘like a finishing school
79
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for transsexuals’.83 Dr Reid was known for his conservative, often ‘old-fashioned ideas of
how a woman should look’.84
In most cases, attendance of NHS-funded medical grooming clinics was not just an option
but a requirement, that enabled trans women access to the medical intervention they
sought out.85 The disciplinary practices inherent within these spaces is physically and
theoretically evident in Foucauldian terms, in ‘all those systems of micro-power that are
essentially non-egalitarian and asymmetrical’.86 Consequently, many of these medical
grooming clinics perpetuated a rigidly-fixed gender binary that positioned a narrowly
defined and recognisably heteronormative bodily appearance above any other, through
their lessons in the ‘right’ way to apply makeup and style ones hair.
By implication, it could be suggested that these classes worked to discipline and devalue
trans bodily agency and demonstrably trans appearances that may have not fitted into
this heteronormative and gender binary body type. Therefore, the classes in clinical
settings can be interpreted as the physical counterpart to Butler’s theoretical reading of
the punitive ways that binary-gender performance is enforced ‘under duress’ within
certain spaces, and how people are made to conform to specific ‘corporeal styles’.
‘Gender is, thus, a construction’ writes Butler.87 It is furthermore:
The tacit collective agreement to perform, produce, and sustain discrete and polar
genders as cultural fictions is obscured by the credibility of those productions - and the
punishments that attend not agreeing to believe in them; the construction “compels”
our belief in its necessity and naturalness. The historical possibilities materialized
through various corporeal styles are nothing other than those putatively regulated
cultural fictions alternately embodied and deflected under duress.88
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Through their makeup and hair lessons, the grooming clinics attached to the GICs pushed
for an integration of trans people into a supposedly heteronormative population. They
aimed for a blending in, and even a disappearance altogether, of visibly trans women in
public through the material heteroglossing of their bodily surfaces by the practices of
hairstyling and makeup application. However, tracing the bodily agency of trans women
should be counterbalanced as a key concern within this historical narrative. For, although
it might appear that clinical practices of body styling retained a powerful control over
trans women’s appearance, it would be hugely over-simplifying to interpret the trans
women attending these clinics as in any way ‘docile bodies’, despite the multiple and
varied practices of surveillance, and despite Judith Butler’s reading of certain forms of
enforced gender performance, which diminishes bodily agency.89 So, too, would it be
overly-simplistic to determine that trans women who chose to utilise traditional material
markers of femininity such as makeup, or careful hairstyling, should be considered to be
apolitical, or simplistically equating gender to nail varnish, which in 2015, Elinor Burkett
accused Caitlyn Jenner of doing, and also by Jenni Murray, who wrote an opinion piece
in The Sunday Times in 2017 who argued, problematically, that ‘it takes more than a sex
change and makeup’ to make someone a woman.90

III.2.4 Medical Grooming Clinics
In 1973, London’s Local Education Authority began to facilitate evening classes for trans
people, that had the collective aim of providing ‘expert advice’ to postoperative trans
women.91 Such expert advice was given to attendees in terms of how to best integrate
into society as a cisgendered woman, and with this aim, ‘practical help is given with
clothes, deportment, makeup’.92 In addition, local job centres began to provide help with
89
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‘passing’ for trans women, where ‘Retraining at a Government "Skillcentre" may be
offered’, according to the Beaumont Society Conference Report.93
These medical grooming clinics had their counterpart in the US, where part of American
GIC remits since the late 1960s was to provide help to post-operative trans people with
speech therapy, dress, and behaviour modification. These schools were initially set up in
Chicago and in Baltimore, and connected to the EEF by funding connections, as explained
by Aaron Devor, and were tied into to the Harry Benjamin’s practice, which from the
mid-1960s was based in New York.94

The EEF produced publications on medical and therapeutic advice for trans people which
were distributed in the UK via the Albany Society, and provided crucial networks of
information to trans women in the Western, English speaking world.95 In addition to this,
the reach of Reed Erickson and Harry Benjamin on GICs and specifically grooming clinics,
was even more closely intertwined. Reed Erickson was a patient of Harry Benjamin in the
early 1940s, and obtained a hysterectomy at Johns Hopkins University.96 In America in
the 1950s, funding for medical research into transsexuality was seen as risky for
American Medical Foundation, which did not support them, similar to other government
agencies.97 Reed Erickson, who founded the EEF in 1964, funded the HBIGDA (now
WPATH), and funded the John Hopkins’s GIC, from 1966.
As already discussed, in the UK, the impact of Benjamin’s The Transsexual Phenomenon
played a vital role in how doctors deemed trans women to be able to successfully pass
post-operatively. This encouraged doctors to prioritise a vision of authentic femininity
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when embarking on treatment for trans women.98 For example, in 1970, Benjamin and
Ihlendfeld would convince their ‘patient’ on another course if their visual appearance did
not look ‘unobtrusive’.99
Grant Williams worked at the Charing Cross GIC alongside John Randell before 1974, and
treated various gender identity issues. Williams became an increasingly aggressive
opponent of medical treatment for trans women, airing his views in 1987 in the BMJ. The
small percentage of people whom he agreed to operate on, he notes, were determined
mainly by their ability to convince his female colleagues of their femininity:
In the days when I undertook this surgery I ended up accepting only patients who were
accepted as women by the female nurses. It was almost as if it needed a woman to
recognise a woman, but these were a very small proportion of all the patients requesting
gender reassignment surgery.100

The type of training offered to trans women in medical grooming clinics reflected Grant
Williams’s views, and encouraged a specific ideology of heteronormativised feminine
gender performance which focused heavily on teaching the correct types of hair and
makeup. In these grooming clinics, trans women were given lessons in performing their
hair and makeup to present a type of authentic femininity that was intended to become
internalised and naturalised. As Richard Schechner has argued, performance in everyday
life is just as cultivated as performance on stage, as ‘everyday life also involves years of
training and practice, of learning appropriate culturally specific bits of behaviour, of
adjusting and performing one’s life roles in relation to social and personal
circumstances’.101 Therefore, questions of what it meant to learn how to be a
heternormative, appropriately feminine woman in everyday life through training, are
complex and fraught, both in terms of how to interpret the clinics from a contemporary
perspective, but also to try to understand how these clinics functioned at the time.
Butler, like Schechner, has argued that gender is constructed within a heterosexual
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matrix to appear appropriate, yet is in fact learned and repeated to seem natural:
The effect of gender is produced through the stylization of the body and, hence, must be
understood as the mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, and styles of
various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self […] gender […] is
precisely that, a constructed identity, a performative accomplishment.102

Some scholars have doubted the existence of GICs in the UK, and by implication their
affiliated grooming clinics. Writing in 1993, Dave King argued that ‘in Britain, Gender
Identity Clinics never seem to have existed except in name’.103 King suggested that unlike
those in North America, British GICs ‘have simply been hospitals where a psychiatrist or
surgeon has been willing to see transsexual patients possibly with a view to sex
reassignment’.104 This opinion was prevalent in the 1970s among the medical
community, as can be seen by the letters exchanged between Anthony Grey, head of the
Albany trust, and Dr Armstrong who was based in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. In 1970,
Armstrong corrected Grey about his work, noting the '"Gender Identity Unit" is a loose
working group of specialists and not an actual clinic or treatment centre'.105 In his own
research, King stressed Armstrong’s terminology, arguing that GICs should be imagined
as a ‘loose notion of a clinic’, and that these institutions were connected only nominally,
financially and occasionally geographically, to a larger central hospital that admitted
trans people for a variety of different treatment practices.106
Although I disagree with King’s suggestions that GICs in the UK did not exist, I see no
issue in also taking up his definition of a ‘loose notion of a clinic’ to identify certain places
where various treatments, which included grooming clinics, for trans people took place,
and that were legitimately defined as such.107 ‘At most’, King writes, ‘one finds an
interested psychiatrist who negotiates some space to see such patients and who is able
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perhaps to draw on the help of a clinical psychologist, a surgeon, an endocrinologist, a
social worker or a speech therapist where necessary’.108 I am not overly concerned, as
King was, with establishing a ‘concrete’ space where GICs existed. In fact, I consider the
argument that GICs in the UK were more of a bundle, or a network of practices and
operations, far more compelling and intriguing to consider, as this conceptualises a
broad network reaching across a range of spaces where techniques of body management
through hair and makeup took place.
Furthermore, other evidence confirms that GICs in the UK did indeed exist as concrete
spaces: the Fulham Chronicle reported that the entire third floor of Charing Cross
Hospital was called the ‘Gender Reassignment Unit’, and noted that Guys Hospital also
admitted trans people.109 In addition, a 1973 ‘Handbook for Staff’ at the new Charing
Cross Hospital in Fulham, mentions a Hairdressing and Physiotherapy unit, as well as
department for Speech Therapy – both areas which could have held the grooming
clinics.110
These grooming clinics should be located within a contextual legal discourse within the
UK during the late 1960s to the mid-1980s, that emphasised normative visibility of
gender performance. This has already been partially discussed in each of the previous
chapters. In legislation, the Corbett case in 1970 called public attention to both the
apparent dangers, and simultaneous importance, of normative trans visibility. During
Ashley’s court case, Lord Ormrod voiced the dangers of her visible authenticity, and
implied deceit and trickery of the defendant. Lord Ormrod noted of Ashley that ‘her
outward appearance, at first sight, was convincingly feminine, but on closer and longer
examination in the witness box it was much less so. The voice, manner, gestures and
attitude became increasingly reminiscent of the accomplished female impersonator.’
According to CJ Dewhurst, a doctor who specialized in gender-variant medical treatment
and whose expert opinion was drawn upon by Justice Ormrod, Ashley’s ‘“pastiche of
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femininity was convincing”’.111 Perhaps unsurprisingly, given Ormrod’s previous medical
qualifications, he ultimately agreed with Dewhurst, noting a ‘transsexual’ was not
inherently the gender they felt themselves to be, but merely an ‘elegant pastiche’.112
Ormrod decided, after reserving judgement for two months, that gender (and sex)
should be based exclusively on biological factors and that Ashley was therefore defined
as ‘a biological but castrated male’.113 It can be seen that much of this verdict rested on
Ashley’s visual appearance.
Many people working within trans-community organisations as well as sexual help
centres, were dismayed by the Ormrod outcome. The Albany Trust had advised Ashley’s
lawyers, and the EEF tried to help Ashley mount an appeal trying to raise funds of
£10,000, and even contacted Hugh Heffner for assistance.114 Benjamin was also deeply
distressed at the outcome of the Ashley case. He wrote a number of letters to Anthony
Grey at the Albany Trust, gave an interview to the Times, and included a clipping of a
similar case in America where the judge had ruled favourably, that ‘a Clifton man who
underwent surgery to change his sex is now a woman “physically and legally” […] he also
granted Diamande permission to assume the first name of Lisa’.115 Benjamin wrote to Dr
Armstrong at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne about Ashley, with obvious
frustration and sadness about the outcome, and highlighted the discrepancy between
outward, appropriate feminine appearance, and its relationship to a supposedly more
authentic, biological, gender identity:
The invisible XY cannot and should not deprive the newly created personality, with its
new gender identity, of its right to exist. April Ashley can no longer live and function as
a man, but only [sic] as a woman. Such was the case too when she married. How can this
truth and plain common sense be so coldly ignored, together with compassion for an
unfortunate person? To my way of thinking, the application of science without
humanism is an ugly distortion of science. It allows it to become mere technology. It
seems to me that the desire for scientific (and legal?) precision can sometimes go
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haywire and that pedantry and technicalities can play havoc with logic and reason.116

Ormrod’s comments, and the resulting decision of the court case, emphasised the
double-sided nature of what constituted authentic feminine visibility for trans women
that was evidenced even earlier the medical literature from the late 1950s onwards. For
example, John Randell writing in 1959 in The British Medical Journal on a study of 50
cases of ‘transvestism and trans-sexualism’, noted the ‘grotesque’ appearance through
the use of makeup and dress of what he termed male ‘transvestites’ which were men
who had a ‘powerful desire to be seen in female clothing and the wish to be taken for a
female’.117 So, too, in a 1966 editorial on ‘Transsexuality’ in the same journal, the author
notes that despite their intelligence, transsexual women’s ‘conviction that they have an
attractive feminine physique is sometimes in ludicrous contrast to their hirsute
muscularity’.118
This clear anxiety in the medical discourse about appearing too visibly trans through
inappropriate material markers of femininity, can be seen in the medical literature given
to trans women before they embarked upon hormones and surgery. One booklet
published by the Harry Benjamin Foundation, a reprint from an article in Sexology
magazine, asked trans women to consider their appearance and its authenticity once
they embarked upon hormone treatment and surgery:
Is your general appearance and physical build such that you can pass as a woman, or is
it possible you will look more like a man dressed up as a woman? Don’t ask the mirror.
Take the word of an objective outsider.119

The warning from this article was clear: if the answer to these questions is ambivalent,
that the person will in fact look ‘more like a man dressed up as a woman’, then the advice
was not to proceed.
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By 1991, there was still a medical opinion which emphasised the necessity of training
trans people to ensure safe, heteronormative assimilation. A writer in the The Lancet
noted that ‘inadequate preparation for life in the opposite gender role and medical
collusion with unattainable fantasy may precipitate a suicide attempt or requests for
reversal of all the procedures that have been undertaken’.120 Although this author is
likely referring to psychological evaluations of trans people prior to undergoing surgery,
there is evidence, too, of a benefit in providing trans women with various training. This
was a position taken up by Philip Snaith, who worked at St James’s Hospital in Leeds in
the late 1970s to 1980s, where he noted in 1987 that to avoid poor outcomes, ‘a gender
reassignment team should include a speech therapist, who will help not only with voice
modulation but with training in gender appropriate behaviour’.121
Speaking at a 1994 GENDYS conference, Alice Purnell, once secretary then president of
the Beaumont Society, noted that since the mid-1960s in the UK, ‘the politics [...] have
been rather like the earlier attitude of many professionals to homosexuals. The
professional's script has been to somehow 'cure' the person and to 'make him/her
'normal'.122 This certainly seems to have been the case with the majority of grooming
clinics even into the 1970s. From the early 1960s, Harry Benjamin and the Harry
Benjamin foundation published advice that was circulated in the early 1960s among trans
people and doctors. In the last paragraph of a magazine article where Benjamin answers
an agony-aunt style letter sent to him by a trans woman (though in actuality speaking to
a much wider audience) he writes:
When you have recovered from the pain and the after-effects of the operation, after a
few weeks or months, your real work begins - to change into a “woman”. You have to
learn how to behave like a woman, how to walk, how to use your hands, how to talk,
how to apply makeup and how to dress.123
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Benjamin goes on to explain that although trans women may have gained life-experience
of these practices prior to enacting with medicalisation, the stakes would be far higher
now that this was no longer ‘a game. Now it would be so much more serious because it
is permanent’.124 Benjamin emphasised how serious it was to appear as appropriately
and normatively feminine, through the material markers of hair and makeup styling that
became a formalised part of medicalised grooming clinics attached to GICs in the UK from
1967 to 1990.

The Ormrod verdict on the Ashley case formalised a legal position that had not been
prevalent in the UK prior to the 1970 decision: A person’s true gender was defined as
residing not in their social behaviour, nor determined by their medical intervention, but
was somehow biologically innate, and defined at birth through anatomical definition. In
fact, part of what had made the Corbett case so compelling from a legal position was the
fact that prior to 1970, there had been no legal definition of what constituted a male or
female in English law. As English law was (and still is) set by precedent, this created a
toothsome issue during the trial, and was commented upon in the medical press at the
time, particularly in relation to the potential problems raised by transsexualism legally
defined, as well as the now hazy definitions of what might constitute a marriage.125
Ashley’s case brought to the fore the legal dangers of passing convincingly and visibly.
Ormord’s decision solidified what Wittig later understood as a regime of compulsory
heterosexuality, and heteronormativity, which erased those who could not, or would
not, pass, in a binary male/female, man/woman category: ‘you-will-be-straight-or-youwill-not-be’.126 Although there have been no formal links between the Ashley case and
the start of grooming clinics which were funded by the NHS, the timing does seem
apposite. Furthermore, April Ashley’s manager was Cherry Marshall, a former model
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then booking agent who had married the poet, historian and novelist Emanuel Litvinoff
in 1941. For a time, Marshall presented the TV chat show Houseparty from 1971,127 but
also, ran grooming classes for trans women herself.128
In Marshall’s book, The Cat-walk, she describes how one of her model teachers came to
work for the NHS in the grooming classes. This is rare testimony about these schools. The
Jill Wright she discusses may well have been the same Mrs Jill Lawson mentioned earlier,
who worked alongside Mrs Chatterley at Charing Cross. It is worth quoting Marshall’s
reminiscence in full about these clinics:
A few years ago one of my model teachers, Jill Wright, was asked by her local hospital if
she’d give lessons on makeup and deportment to men who were about to undergo a sex
change on the National Health. They were mostly working class men, many married and
with families, and she taught them to walk like women in high-heeled shoes and
feminine clothes. They were also instructed in smoking and sitting like a woman, and in
moderating their voices.129

These classes were intended, as Marshall mentions, for trans women to learn
heteronormative appearance and behaviour. Similarly, Dr Bieber, who performed trans
surgeries in Casablanca, Morocco, justified the success of his surgeries through how they
encouraged trans women to blend into cisgendered, heteronormative society:
‘My patients get married and divorced just like the rest of us’ [...] ‘We turn unhappy
people into good, tax-paying citizens. Their careers improve, they blend into society, 25
per cent even adopt children when they marry. I must be doing something right'.130

Bieber and Marshall’s comments were reflected in 1976 by Dr James S Calnan, then
based at Hammersmith Hospital, who wrote to Dr David Harris based in Cornwall, noting
that out of the 30 ‘trans-sexuals’ they had treated, five were married and two had
adopted children ‘to make the scene appear normal’, adding in a humorous aside, ‘I’ve
seen several of the husbands – normal looking pleasant folk. I just don’t understand
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it!’.131 Despite the callous humour of Calnan, a gender binary based in heteronormativity
that ideally involved marriage was expected, and even required, of trans women who
sought out medical interaction, and was evidently encouraged in grooming clinics
through the teaching of hair and makeup styling.
For clinicians, then, deciding whether trans people could be ‘successful’ in their gender
role was based on how they could learn and convincingly perform their femininity
through hair and makeup, which the medical grooming clinics supported through their
training centres. As noted by Jed Bland in 1994:
The question that needs to be asked is "what do we mean by living in role [?]”.
Transexuals say that it isn't the clothes of the opposite sex that is important to them.
Why should living in role mean one should dress as if one has stepped out of the pages
of Grattan's catalogue? Yet consultants are often accused of finding their clients
acceptable only when they conform to the consultant's own stereotype - usually twinset and pearls.132

III.2.5 Non-medical Grooming Clinics
Alongside the government-funded, medical grooming clinics, a number of privately-run
schools and weekend courses sprang up throughout the 1970s in the UK, and were
advertised through trans community publications such as the Beaumont Bulletin, that
circulated across the UK. These private courses seem to have mostly been
entrepreneurial enterprises, created by individuals who sensed a need for trans people
to socialise and learn body management techniques in safe and accepting spaces,
whether these spaces were physical sites, such as at people’s homes and social clubs, or
whether these were textual spaces, circulated via printed media such as zines.

These private, non-medical grooming clinics were not always easy to find, as circulation
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of trans community publications was by membership only. There were also trans women
who needed to find information outside of these publications. Switchboard opened in
March 1974, and despite being initially called ‘London Gay Switchboard’, they did receive
inquiring calls from trans people about support services such as ACCESS, which was ‘an
organisation concerned with the social and emotional problems of human sexuality’,
headed by Doreen Cordell.133

The Switchboard logbooks record that in May 1975, a caller had asked about trans
support services. The Switchboard volunteer who took this call, wrote in the logbook,
‘Why is ACCESS only under TV?TS and not under AC as well, if you didn’t know it was
TV/TS then you wouldn’t be able to find it would you, unless you were telepathic, in
which case the filing systems isn’t much good anyway, is it?’.134 From this volunteer’s
evident annoyance, it was clear that there was a limited amount of easily accessible
information about trans groups and grooming clinics, with one volunteer in August 1975
writing in the logbook, ‘2 calls so far for London T.Vs. Can’t find anything much. Any
suggestions? Other than Bird Sanctuary (?)(!)’, to which they received no replies.135 Later,
in September 1975, it was noted that trans callers were meant to only call on
Wednesdays and Thursdays, ‘except in an emergency’, as Switchboard at that point hired
volunteers who knew more about trans issues.136

Despite services such as Switchboard, non-medical, privately-run grooming clinics
continued to advertise in publications. The Carol Pamarion School began advertising in
1978 in the Beaumont Bulletin for their weekend courses, which was a privately-run
grooming clinic that offered trans people, mainly women, a space to socialise and learn
about feminine appearance that included hair and makeup classes. The Pamarion School
repeatedly advertised in the Beaumont Bulletin, and therefore must have attracted trans
women quite successfully. Advertisements for ‘Zia’ also featured in the Bulletin, who was
an individual as opposed to a school like Carol Pamarion, and who offered services to
trans women that emphasised material markers of feminine identity performance (See
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Figures 153-154). Other services were advertised in the Bulletin, such as Victoria Regine
Services based in Wolverhampton (see Figure 155).

Figure 153. TGA Ekins, Box 3/6, 2014-020, ‘Folder: 3.9. Promotional Material (3 of 4): 66
Promotions’, The Carol Pamarion School Weekend Femme Courses (1987/8), n.p. Photograph by
author (27.07.2015).
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Figure 154. Advertisement for the Carol Pamarion School and Zia: Femme Lessons for
Transvestites, in The Glad Rag, 39 (1987/88), pp. 12-13 in TGA Ekins, Box 3/6, 2014-020, ‘Folder:
3.9. Promotional Material (3 of 4): 66 Promotions’. Photograph by author (13.08.2015).
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Figure 155. Advertisement for the Carol Pamarion School and Zia: Femme Lessons for
Transvestites, in The Glad Rag, 39 (1987/88), pp. 12-13 in TGA Ekins, Box 3/6, 2014-020, ‘Folder:
3.9. Promotional Material (3 of 4): 66 Promotions’. Photograph by author (13.08.2015).
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The Carol Pamarion School ran seasonal ‘femme courses’ based in Gloucestershire, that
included ‘wig and hair care, makeup instruction, poise and deportment, dress sense,
speech therapy, general female behavioural patterns’. The School took care to underline
their caveat that, ‘the organisers cannot, of course, guarantee that every student who
attends will after be able “to pass” in public, strong male features, excessive height or
overweightness might prevent this’.137 Through this source, advertised prominently and
repeatedly in the Bulletin, we can see the ways in which non-medical grooming clinics
encouraged trans women to develop a visibly heteronormative appearance through the
material markers of hair and makeup, which would allow them to ‘pass’ in public. In this
aim, these courses were not dissimilar to the advice given by the General Director of the
Johns Hopkins Gender Identity Clinic in 1970: ‘If you are going to cross-dress, don’t be
obvious about it’.138
These privately run courses were in many ways, more accessible for some trans people
than the medical schools, as they did not require their attendees to undertake specific
medical and surgical bodily interventions prior to entry on the course or after it; nor did
students need to involve themselves with a wider, public institution such as with the
NHS-run GICs. On the other hand, the economic accessibility of these schools posed
certain financial barriers: a weekend Autumn school by Carol Pamarion in
Gloucestershire cost £150 in 1987 (around £300 today) which for many, was simply out
of financial reach.139 However, if the funds could be raised, participation in the Pamarion
weekend courses were elective and voluntary, unlike the medical grooming clinics, and
were perhaps less threateningly homogenising than submitting oneself to the rigours of
the medical system.
These private classes were also less discriminatory in their gender policing than the
medical grooming clinics during the same the time. In 1981, ‘Ann Ominous’ wrote into
the Beaumont Bulletin describing her recent gender assignment surgery through an NHS
GIC, which took place at Charing Cross. Through a vividly visceral, yet bleakly humorous
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description of their medical procedures, Ann underlined the attitudes of the medical and
legal establishments’ oppositional attitudes to their patients, which promoted an
ideology that femininity was a performance to be learned, as opposed to an authentic
gendered identity that could be confirmed through grooming clinics and surgery:
Seems like being your real self to go around as a woman at first. It’s a bit of an adventure
and you feel so good and clever when it works. But it eats into your soul and in the end
you come to this: to the surgeon’s knife – inexorably as a river to the sea. If you can’t get
someone to do this horrible thing to you, life’s not worth living. Then when it’s done you
discover you’re still not really a woman. At least so says the law. So John Randell says.140

It would be overly simplistic, however, to label all the non-medical courses as
wholeheartedly positive and liberatory in their attitudes toward femininity through their
lessons in hairstyling and makeup. Self-surveillance and disciplinary bio-power is very
much in evidence in the body management techniques promoted in medical, as well as
non-medical grooming clinics. Care of the self and the body was clearly important for the
trans women who attended these non-medical grooming clinics, but it can also be argued
that these clinics enforced certain oppressive behaviours upon trans women, either
through active coercion, or through self-disciplinary control.
In 1968, Dr Leo Wollman took over Benjamin’s New York practice, which was an
indication of his important role in transsexual treatment.141 Wollman, who was at this
time a gynaecologist, and President of the New York Society for Clinical and Experimental
Hypnosis, facilitated group meetings every six weeks at his office, ‘for pre- and postoperative transsexuals to discuss mutual problems’.142 Recordings of these can be seen
in the 1974 film, Let me Die a Woman, although it should be emphasised that these are
quite clearly staged and scripted re-enactments.143 In one scene, Debbie, a trans woman,
describes her unhappy life pre-surgery as her eyes dart back and forth, reading a script
that was presumably supplied to her off-camera. However, Zelda Suplee, the assistant
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director of EEF, attended some of these meetings and in a letter to Antony Grey from
1969, praised the ‘supportive help’ they offered.144
Patient groups came together in an informal capacity but were often led by doctors, and
could also be categorised as non-medical grooming clinics. These groups often facilitated
a sense of trans community that bordered on the margins of clinical spaces. However,
these groups also informed the doctor’s knowledge of trans issues and were not simply
for the benefit of the trans patients. These groups seems to have occurred in both the
USA and in the UK, where between 1960 and 1969 Dr Adler, who worked at Charing Cross
in London, claimed he had facilitated group meetings between transsexuals and
transvestites.145 Although these groups have been largely undocumented, they seem to
have encouraged a curative approach based on Adler’s belief that transsexualism and
transvestism were ‘not a gonadal condition but [...] a social psychological condition’ and
thus preventative, or perhaps responsive to the type of lessons in clinical or trans
community-based grooming clinics.146
As opposed to receiving medical assistance such as surgery or hormone treatment and
allowing patients to discuss their problems in a supportive environment, these groups
were expected to heteronormativise through training and discussion, and were
encouraged a type of heteronormative assimilation through appearance, including hair
and makeup, as well as bodily comportment and dress. However, Adler notes how
unsuccessful this was; ‘this group ran for about four years and gradually vanished, for
the simple reason that some of them got cured and the others just went away in disgust
because of those people who got cured’.147
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Ten years after Adler’s group sessions, Harry Brierly, who was a Consultant Clinical
Psychologist at Newcastle General Hospital in the UK, also devoted much time to thinking
through the role of hair and makeup to cultivate authentic femininity for his trans
patients. Although Brierly writes about ‘transvestites’, it is clear he also includes other
trans people in his account:
Makeup is a problem for the transvestite. Usually he has a beard to cover which calls for
a thick opaque layer, perhaps even of stage makeup. This is in itself significant of
something about a woman which arouses suspicion. If she is naturally an attractive
person with the exceptional features of a model a heavy makeup may be acceptable. If
she is older and at best has lost her looks then she is contemptuously regarded as
“mutton dressed as lamb” but if she is younger she is simply “cheap” and probably
sexually cheap also. The transvestite is therefore forced into wearing makeup rather
more like that of a prostitute than an ordinary housewife. He often adds to this effect by
using artificial eyelashes, too much lipstick and too much jewellery. A wig often seems
to be particularly inappropriate and out of keeping with the individual’s own colouring.

It is clear from Brierly’s comment that he was deeply concerned about heteronormative
transgression among trans women who would not conform to acceptable standards of
femininity. Brierly discussed the problem of makeup as a mask, and conceptualised it as
inauthentic and dangerous. Clearly, Brierly was opposed to the use of visible makeup for
trans women and indicated there was something monstrous, and decidedly ethically
dubious, about a trans women wearing visible makeup in the style of a ‘prostitute’ as
opposed to the apparent ideal of the ‘ordinary housewife’, the heteronormative ideal
Brierly hold his patients up to.
This type of discourse certainly infiltrated into non-clinical grooming clinics such as the
Carol Pamarion, which encouraged a type of femininity in their makeup classes which
prioritised assimilationist appearance. This was further confirmed by the teachers on the
school, which included Rosemary Swinfield who was the head of makeup at the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Arts, and author of Goodbye Greasepaint; a guide to apply
naturalized cosmetics.148 Swinfield also worked at Charles Fox theatrical makeup supplier
and outfitter in Covent Garden, which today still undertakes makeup workshops for trans
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people.149
Newcastle Hospital took their template for trans support services from the US, where
the GIC in Minnesota, which was run by Donald Hastings, undertook similar group
studies. In the inauguration of Hastings’s study, the GIC wanted to complete follow ups
of their patients for ten years after their surgery, not just to take medical data, but to
support trans women in terms of ‘female matters such as how to dress, wear makeup in
an appropriate manner, how to conform to feminine manners and etiquette, such as
sitting with knees together’. Hastings noted that this follow up was necessary as ‘the
tendency to use lipstick of too bright a colour or too much eye shadow is almost universal
among transsexuals, so that the patient […] appears so conspicuous and seductive it is a
social disadvantage’.150
In 2009, Geraldine Biddle-Perry and Janice Miller noted that the uses and abuses of
makeup for women has often held deep moral implications. They suggest that both the
overly made-up face as well as the face that is bare of makeup, or resists makeup’s
beautifying applications, ‘contravenes recognised codes of acceptable femininity. Both
faces [...] are considered in Western culture to be equally objectionable’.151 They also
argue that the application of makeup, despite having been culturally constructed since
early Christianity teachings in the Western World as artificial and evil, is necessary to
achieve acceptable femininity for most women. By association, I suggest this was also
true for trans women who attended medical and non-medical grooming clinics in the
1970s onwards. The complex line between artifice and nature was clearly seen in the
discourse surrounding these grooming clinics, where trans women learning how to apply
makeup within these clinics ‘are literally marking out a feminine identity […] This has
nothing to do with what could be termed “natural” femininity or innately feminine
attributes, but rather how such meanings are formulated through a complex network of
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signifying practices to constitute a recognisable vocabulary of gendered identity and
sexuality’.152
This ‘recognisable vocabulary of gendered identity and sexuality’, was taught within
these clinics, medical and non-medical, in makeup and hairstyling classes. In the medical
grooming clinics of the 1970s and 1980s, these lessons were concretised and formalised
by a team of cisgendered people who constructed socially appropriate ways of looking
like a woman. However this was emulated in non-medical grooming clinics as well. In
1973, for example, the Max Factor Building in Hollywood established a private centre
called the ‘International Transexual Guidance’, offering services in electrolysis, cosmetic
advice, and ‘isometric instruction’ (i.e. movement exercises), for all trans people.153
It is therefore clear that there was much attention given to the practices of appropriate
femininity through hair and makeup among medical and non-medical clinics, and these
boundaries were not clearly defined. There existed in these clinics a sense that although
surgical treatment would not create trans women into the gender they were, there was
nevertheless a sense that one could become that gender through being taught to
perform it in a natural, assimilationist way. This was not a new concept: In 1969, Virginia
Prince told the UK press ‘while one is born with a sex, one learns a gender’.154

III.2.7 Conclusion
Part 2 of Chapter 3 has addressed the various ways in which grooming clinics utilised and
managed the importance of material markers of identity through a focus on hair and
makeup. These two elements have very often been trivialized by material history, and
relegated to the realms of the frivolous feminine. Yet by reattuning our historical focus,
and examining these practices seriously, and by assessing their importance through
embodied experience as well as archival text-based evidence, we can begin to draw
conclusions as to the various ways self-management techniques by trans people within
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these arenas were so crucial. Private and members-only charm schools in this period
were representative of an anti-medicalisation response by the trans community as well
as the institutional communities, and brought to the fore the idea that one can become
oneself not through seeking medical intervention, but through one’s own agency and
power of change.
In order to engage with this history, about which very little has been written, this chapter
utilised a wide ranging methodology that interrogates a number of different historical
archival and primary sources in order to answer the key research questions of: how did
trans women involve themselves with everyday identity performance through material
markers of identity?; What were the prerogatives of learning this behaviour in terms of
heteronormativisation and surrounding notions of authentic femininity?; How can we
examine material culture that is utilised with the specific intent to become invisible,
ordinary and everyday?; And lastly, how can this be understood as performance?
In order to arrive at answers for these questions, I focused on a largely textual analysis
of written sources found within a spread of literary evidence to locate these grooming
clinics, and to help establish the networks of learning that developed as part of the
dissemination of published media. Similar to how Jay Prosser noticed that ‘mirror scenes
punctuate transsexual autobiographies with remarkable consistency’, I have
demonstrated that so have the material markers of hair and makeup.155 Prosser’s
coagulation of mirror scenes in Second Skins has been interrogated further, locating the
role not just of the mirror in narratives of trans identities, but of the utilisation of that
mirror in the performance of embodied gender identity through the material and
corporeal practices of hair and makeup.
Furthermore, this chapter has incorporated the practices of material culture in order to
interrogate this historical moment. By doing so, it has cast a wide net in considering how
the performance of gender identity was constituted in everyday life through, and with,
certain material objects and practices that were used by trans women. These objects can
also be understood as performative in themselves, and a material culture approach
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highlights the agency of various ubiquitous objects that play a role in historical narratives,
and which have so far warranted little historical attention. Marika Cifor has termed items
such as lipstick and used hosiery, ‘detritus that matters’.156 José Esteban Muñoz labels
similar ephemeral objects as a kind of ‘invisible evidence’ that he understands as being
implicitly queer.157 It is from exactly this archival pile of ‘detritus that matters’ that this
chapter picked out its history.
Lastly, a theoretical framework from which to position this narrative has been formed
through a feminist approach; one that considers how second-wave feminism might
speak to issues of feminine appearance, gender authenticity and what takes place when
the political and the personal collide within the material body. Second-wave feminism is
doubly useful in its joint role as a critical framework and as historical context, emerging
and expanding as it did in an analogous time frame alongside these grooming clinics. A
critical Foucauldian analysis of power dynamics, deriving from both Discipline and Punish
and his 1967 work on heterotopias, informed this chapter.158 Both Foucault’s theorising
on the politics of visibility, and the kind of queer theory utilised by Eve Kosofsky
Sedgwick, aided in the problematisation of the visible and invisible in nonheteronormative historical narratives, and in the practices of archival archaeology and
critical history.159
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Chapter III: Trans Identities Performed
Through Hair and Makeup
Part 1: New Romantic Hair and Makeup (1976-1990)
Part 2: Grooming Clinics in the UK (1970-1990)
Chapter III: Conclusion
In each of the preceding chapters, my thesis has examined the material cultures of dress,
hair and makeup in relation to the performance of trans identities on stage and formed
in everyday life. It has also addressed the ways that material culture and History of Design
methodologies and practices are only recently beginning to interact with queer and trans
histories in useful and productive ways. I considered why this may have occurred in the
initial chapter of the thesis.
Visibility, as I have argued, has not always been as straightforward for trans people as it
has been for those in the new romantic movement in the privileged spaces of pop
performance and clubbing cultures. Medical discourse had actively encouraged trans
people to melt into the general populace, yet at the same time, take up the position as
productive, heteronormative citizen. Dr Stanley Biber, a surgeon operating in Trinidad,
Colorado at Mt St Rafael hospital, worked with trans people, and boasted about how
successful his work was: ‘we turn unhappy people into good, tax-paying citizens. Their
careers improve, they blend into society, 25 per cent even adopt children when they
marry!’.160 An echo of this was seen in the UK, with one surgeon explaining his alarm at
6 out of the 30 trans surgeries they did, were with people who were already married.161
Both clinician’s comments point toward a wider issue with trans subjects within Capitalist
discourses of power, which Dan Irving has pointed out is problematic, not least for the
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ways in which the ‘constructions of transsexuals as viable social subjects by medical
experts, transsexual individuals, researchers, and allies were, and continue to be, shaped
significantly by discourses of productivity emerging from and reinforcing regimes of
capitalist accumulation’.162
An emphasis on trans invisibility seems to have been opposed to the political strategies
of visibility that were employed not only through the new romantic focus on spectacular
hair and makeup styling, but in the various political ways visibility was utilised as a
political protest by the Gay Liberation Front during the 1970s. Here, badges and slogan
T-Shirts proclaimed one’s identity and/or allegiance to a particular group or identity.
Badges celebrating non-heteronormative identities have a strong presence in material
culture collections such as LAGNA, Rukkus! And the V&A. Proclaiming the visibility of
one’s identity through tactics of protest dress is still a strategy used by many people now.
While the badges worn by gay men and lesbians in the 1970s and 1980s are numerous,
with slogans such as ‘Gay is Good!’, ‘Lesbians Ignite!’, and ‘How dare you presume I’m
heterosexual’, very few exist now, or ever existed, connected to trans causes from a
similar time period.163
Writing about increases in minority identities being echoed in the wider populace, Peggy
Phelan suggests that alongside any rise in minority visibility comes ‘translation’ of
previously secret or ‘in the know’ gestures, behaviours, modes of speech, and that ‘the
payoff of translation (and visibility) is more people will begin to speak in your tongue’.164
While this was undoubtedly true in that 1980s visibility politics resulted in greater media
attention and thus knowledge, this may have also meant that trans identities through
gender blurring body styling, began to also hold greater cultural currency. The ‘payoff of
translation’ was not so straightforward, as many trans people in everyday life did not
echo the highly-visible New Romantic trans identities.
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Material markers are deeply significant methods of articulating one’s sense of gendered
identity, as can be seen in the importance given to hairstyling and makeup in trans
writing, which was also apparent in trans community publications, and practiced within
the spaces of grooming clinics in the UK during the 1970s and 1980s.165 Furthermore,
material markers of dress, makeup and hair are important in that they establish agency
in the creation of one’s own gender, without relying on the medicolegal establishment.
A focus on the everyday in design historical terms has been given ballast in historical
scholarship by, amongst others, the theorist Henri Lefebvre, who noted, ‘the everyday is
the most universal and the most unique condition, the most social and the most
individuated, the most obvious and the best hidden’.166 Pertinently for this discussion,
Lefebvre goes on to ask, ‘why wouldn’t the concept of everydayness reveal the
extraordinary in the ordinary?’.167
Lastly, Peggy Phelan has argued that the method of invisibility in identity is about
engaging with the political, and the invisible markers of normativity that are, by some
trans people, often actively and consciously utilised. These experiences of recognition
for trans people often related to material techniques of dress, as an example of
‘nonverbal behaviours in the gender attribution process’ described by Kessler and
McKennas’ 1978 study.168
Like McKenna and Phelan, Feinberg premised the concept of passing as being crucial ‘in
order to live’.169 It is undoubtedly true that many trans people have felt the pressures of
an impossibly oppressive regime which has offered two binary choices which amount to
passing and living, versus not passing, and not living. However, without wanting to
completely refute this binary, it is also important to allow another option to emerge,
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which was that of trans people passing because they wanted to. Because they had
agency in their choices, and wanted to live in specific ways, in specific times and
historical, cultural contexts.
In 1985, Jeffrey Weeks argued that being gay is ‘not a destiny but a choice’.170 Utilising a
framework from which to interrogate non-heternormative identities from a social
constructivist framework, Weeks detailed the ways in which labels of sexuality ‘are selfcreations, but they are creations on ground not freely chosen but laid out by history’.171
Certainly, Weeks was right in many ways: Sexuality, much like gender, is culturally
constructed and historically specific. It is, in Week’s imagination, territory laid out
through historical precedent. But where, then, does that leave the subject with agency?
Who is able to choose how these genders and sexualities are ‘laid out’? Weeks’s
argument here suggests a utopic future where LGB people are able to forge and
formulate new worlds, and new histories for themselves. But what of the ways in which
they constructed the past for themselves, too? And indeed, had them constructed
through dialogue with others? Gayle Salamon in 2010 in her phenomenologically-driven
text, addressed exactly this issue when she critiques theses which suggest a trans ‘subject
possesses absolute agency and is able to craft hir gender with perfect felicity’.172 More
historically accurate, and a more phenomenologically grounded approach may be to
argue that trans subjects (like all subjects), have agency within certain systems of gender
reproducibility and although bodies are no longer docile from a Foucauldian frame, they
do to a certain extent, engage with systems of oppression and creation that are culturally
specific and historically-informed and enforced materially, through, and with,
performative objects.
It is also worth considering Weeks’s own cultural contexts within which he was writing to
understand his position. Weeks’s activism and insistence on sexuality as choice, not
biological imperative, stemmed from a fervent and activist rejection of clinical,
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pathologizing discourses around homosexuality in the early to mid-20th century (and of
course, even earlier). It is also worthwhile for the historian of material culture to pay
particularly close attention to the material ways in which these identities are ‘laid out by
history’ – a phrase Weeks uses which is reminiscent of laying out clothes fresh for the
morning for self-fabrication, or being able to put on, and take off, one’s sexual identity
at whim.173
In the Beaumont Bulletin from October 1980, a short, three paragraph article was
reprinted from the journal Candida, entitled ‘Watch Your Step’, which advised trans
women how to walk to avoid public attention. Tips included shortening one’s stride and
tilting the pelvis forward, a series of exercises using a wall; pointing one’s feet straight
ahead when walking, and finally, holding one’s palms ‘turned about 45° towards the front
[which] […] will add a little to your feeling of femininity when you walk’.174 In the next
month’s Beaumont Bulletin, Beaumont member Frieda added to this article’s tips, further
advising holding one’s elbows close to the body, and a ‘daily exercise’ of standing on tiptoe three or four times in succession, to prepare leg muscles for high heels.175 On the
other hand, perhaps no different from these instructions written by, and intended for
trans women, were the style tips in i-D concerning hair styling and makeup. In i-D’s ‘Wet
n Wild’ issue from March 1983, Steve Dixon instructs younger readers how to wear their
hair long, referencing previous incarnations of this style from glam rock, and justifying
how long hair might be, he argues, a deeply macho, masculine aesthetic:
Long Hair – right now for the crowning glory, the hair. Singer Pal King wears his hair like
Andrew Mckay (see first Roxy Music cover). His hair is long in the neck and shorter on
top. Now I know that long hair and Docs don’t go, your Wertabix boys would never let it
grow over the collar but this glam rock reference point is not a paradox to those who can
remember the pre-punk days when Ziggy skins and Clockwork Orange white boiler suited
boot boys stalked the terraces in white face makeup and bowlers.176

This dualistic notion of both the invisibility and visibility of gender presentation and
performance that is seen in the everyday dress of trans people and the staged dress of
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trans identities through new romanticism, slots into a broader and far more pervasive
discourse within twentieth century trans histories that have consistently articulated the
recurring theme of visible and invisible bodies in law, medicine and culture. Perhaps this
can be best understood in the notion of in/visibility of gender and sexuality in the act (or
acts) of ‘coming out’, which for many people who identify as LGBTQ+, is felt to be an
important declaration of pride centred around making visible one’s identity, to oneself
and to others as opposed to remaining hidden and operating on a level of stealth,
invisibility and often, shame.
It is worth noting that the experiences of ‘coming out’ have largely been considered by
historians of gender and sexuality to be a late 19th century development, which seems to
have emerged alongside the ‘invention’ of heterosexuality as a discrete identity signifier,
as discussed by Jonathan Katz.177 Furthermore, the opportunities afforded by ‘coming
out’ were, and still are, dependent upon geography, chronology and spaces of
privilege.178 As Jeffery Weeks argued in Coming Out, whereas homosexual (and we could
also include trans) behaviour has existed forever, homosexual (and trans) identities are
‘historically specific and contingent – and a comparatively recent phenomenon in
Britain’, so as the act, or acts, of coming out are for other non-heterosexual-identifying
people.179 Coming out, as argued by Judith Butler, is also a process which can never be
entirely achieved, because of the dominance of a patriarchal, heterosexual system.180
Born in 1960 in the UK, one gay male contributor to the National Lesbian and Gay Survey
(NLGS) detailed their experiences of coming out as a teenager in 1975. Their account
seemed to match many of the other NGLS respondents, as well as matching up with Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick’s work on the continuous and multi-dimensional process of coming
out experienced by gay men, rather than singular event.181 Respondent 1-200 in the
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NLGS wrote:
‘Coming Out’ has been an ongoing process for many years – from the first time I came
out to a close friend some 12 plus years ago, I have been ‘Coming out’ since. Everytime
[sic] you meet a new person who consequently turns out to become a friend the ‘coming
out’ process begins again. Everytime [sic] you start a new job the process wings into
action. A gay person never finishes ‘coming out’ – it is a relentless task which becomes
increasingly a chore. But it has to be done!182

For many trans people, similar to how respondent 1-200 described it, ‘coming out’ can
occur multiple times throughout their lives in vastly different arenas, and in ways that
are incomparable to the cis-gendered heterosexual experience, where heteronormative
identity is often assumed, silently normalised, and taken for granted. As Jay Prosser
saliently notes in his discussion of Judith Butler’s work on trans identities, ‘the
constructedness of straight gender is obscured by the veil of naturalization’.183 For trans
people, then, visibility can operate in distinctly different ways to other forms of coming
out than for those who identify as gay or lesbian. ‘Passing’, in terms of not being
recognised as trans in public, can be a deeply satisfying and positive experience, and
contains within it a multiplicity of formulations of in/visibility: visibility of one’s sense of
identity as presented to others and to oneself, and a successful invisibility of a formerly
misrecognised self.
In the 1970s and 1980s, coming out as trans, for many people, was often connected to
successful passing as cis-gendered, and was closely related to dress, and the freedom
afforded by this act. In the Beaumont Bulletin from 1985, Rachel wrote in to explain her
satisfaction at going out in public dressed (as she puts in), ‘en femme’. Rachel made sure
to emphasise her normative dress tactics in the letter, and took obvious joy in this: ‘I
consider that I dress well, in good clothes with some style but nevertheless unobtrusive.
I […] consider myself authentic in turnout as well as feeling lifted’.184 In the same issue,
another reader’s letter was republished from Chit Chat (c.1985-) (the Central Region
Newsletter for BS, where the writer described their joy at moving to Cairo and wearing
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beautiful clothing that finally fitted her. This, compared to her anxieties at shopping in
the UK for women’s clothing:
It must be lovely to be one of those super sylph-like, ultra confident girls who breeze into
the local boutique and happily tires on whatever takes her fancy. Elaine has the figure
(well, almost!) but quakes at the thought of such a daring expedition!.185

This freedom of visible trans identities can be evidenced in the first line of the first flyer
produced for to advertise ‘Fantasia Fair’ in 1974 by Ari Kane, which read: ‘The closet is a
dark and lonely place’, and encouraged a ‘coming out’ for trans people: a reversal of
being in the dark and lonely, in order to live in the light and to be connected to a trans
community.186 The notion of passing as trans may also involve a heightened form of
invisibility of transness and the presentation of a cis-gendered identity. Phelan noted the
power of invisibility which is paradoxically often a form of political visibility, illustrated
through the example of passing:
Passing performances in general seek to use one form of invisibility to highlight a usually
privileged form of visibility. Gays and lesbians who choose to pass as straight, are
employing the (relative) invisibility of the marks of sexual preference. But this very
passing also highlights the ‘normative’ and unmarked nature of heterosexuality. It is easy
to pass as heterosexual because heterosexuality is assumed. In other words, what is
made visible is the unmarked nature of heterosexual identity.187
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Conclusion: A Material History of Trans
Identities in UK Performance (1967-1990)
1. Where Are we Now?
I began this thesis in two ways. In a chronological sense, I began researching this topic in
September 2014, at the exact moment when Time magazine in America labelled 2014
the year of the ‘transgender tipping point’. Transgender topics, I was constantly told,
were now ‘trendy’, ‘fashionable’, and in my academic circles, I was assured my topic was
‘pertinent and topical’. In the second, more literal sense, I began this thesis with five
pages on the terminologies used in my research and writing. Both beginnings have
changed throughout the creation of this work, and as a result, so has this thesis.
Since 2014, there has been a dramatic, and significant, rise in trans issues within not only
the academic, scholarly arena, but also in popular culture. A recent deluge of books
about trans issues have flooded the market in 2019 which have coincided with, variously:
the 50th anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of homosexuality in England and
Wales in 2017; A celebration of 50 years since the Stonewall Riots in America in 2019;
and London Pride’s jubilee, also in 2019.1 In 2020 another important new book is about
to be released, The Emergence of Trans: Cultures, Politics and Everyday Lives, and in
August 2019, Goldsmiths sees its second class from the MA Queer History cohort
graduate, leaving future developments in trans studies and trans histories in the UK wide
open and full of exciting potential.2
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In terms of museology, in 2014 the V&A LGBTQ+ Network Group were in the process of
proposing an exhibition on ‘Camp’ to the museum. This ultimately got rejected, as it was
deemed too specialist. Yet, in 2019, the MET in New York opened their annual
blockbuster exhibition, ‘Camp: Notes on Fashion’, curated by Andrew Bolton, who used
to work in the V&A. Meanwhile in London, activist pop-up institution Queerseum held
its first London exhibition, and multi-million pound company Levi’s partnered up with
Queer Britain to establish Britain’s first national LGBTQ+ museum.3 Change is apace.
In the last three months alone, two major exhibitions in the UK have opened that attend
to trans concepts: The Whitechapel’s smaller, archival ‘Queer Spaces’; and the Hayward’s
‘Kiss My Genders’, a multidimensional art show about the instability of gender identity
represented through multimedia artistic practice. Both these shows have traced histories
of trans, and gender non-conforming individuals, through archival investigations into art,
history, social spaces and culture. Each of these exhibitions also importantly navigated
the field of material culture and its relationship to trans histories successfully.
Meanwhile, E.J.Scott’s Museum of Transology continues to have a space of exhibition in
Brighton up to October 2019, after its original inception in 2013.
In popular debate, trans topics appear with almost daily frequency in the British press
and on social media. As I write this conclusion, the topic of transgender children is getting
increasing traction in various media outlets, sparking moralistic and alarmist debates
about historical precedent and media influence.
Major changes within UK legislation have also occurred during the writing of this thesis.
The Gender Recognition Act of 2004 came into question in 2018, and the government
felt it important to consult with a wider public about updating the more restrictive
legislation within this Act.4 Over 53,000 people gave their views on this by the October
2018 deadline to argue mainly against the way that the original 2004 Act meant ‘trans
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people cannot determine their own personal identity’.5 This reassessment was partially
based on the Women and Equality Committees’ January 2016 publication on transgender
and equality, which recommended reassessing the 2004 Gender Recognition Act, as well
as NHS Services for trans people.6
The heady rise of trans studies and its relevance to today’s cultural industries has been
reflected through my own classroom teaching, as well. The topics that I teach my
undergraduate fashion students increasingly include large elements of academic work
around trans issues, trans material culture, and the fashion system’s trans discourses. In
this, I am responding not only to my own academic interests, but more so to my students’
interests, and to their personal identities. In this, I am highly aware of the fact that in
academia, much like the discussion of museums in the first chapter, free and inclusive
spaces of representation for trans people is particularly important. I would argue that
providing these spaces of conversation and representation is ever more urgent in an time
when 30 academics across the UK saw it as necessary to write a letter of complaint to
The Times, announcing their feelings of repression at having to abide by Stonewall’s antitransphobia recommendations.7
Furthermore, undergraduate art and design students are increasingly receptive to, and
able to discuss, debate and to write about trans issues with sophistication, sensitivity,
and skill, and it has become common place that I now supervise at least half the year’s
dissertations on aspects of cross-dressing, unisex fashion, or trans identities. In 2015, at
the start of my academic career, this amounted to perhaps five or ten students writing
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aspects of their dissertations on mainstream fashion’s turn toward unisex clothing, such
as Zara’s ‘Ungendered’ collection in 2016 consisting of baggy jeans and grey hoodies, or
the ‘Agender’ concept store at Selfridges in 2015.
All of this has meant that my own research has evolved significantly alongside this
shifting ground. It has also meant that I have become increasingly aware of the role of
archival research to underscore these profligate trans histories. I have also become
increasingly aware of the need to anchor these archival trans histories in a UK-context.
Funding, archives, and institutional support for trans and LGBTQ+ studies has developed
in the United States since the early 1990s, and consequently, much of our trans history
is framed through this geographic grounding. In an increasingly globalised world, it is
important to now open up new geographic areas of study, and to allow the specific
histories of certain geographies and locations, to enter into wider discussion with larger
global forces.
My thesis, therefore, stands at a moment of rapid change within the arts and humanities
around trans studies, and is testament, too, to the timeliness of this topic, and its
relevance today.

2. Is it Possible (or Preferable) to Locate a Material Culture
of Trans History in 2019?
In 2016, Shaun Cole and Reina Lewis devoted an entire special issue of the Fashion, Style
and Popular Culture to discussing the connections between LGBTQ+ dress, identity and
performance. The editors called attention to the ways in which ‘dress and appearance
and their representation play a uniquely significant role in the formation, acceptance and
public dissemination of non-normative sexual identities’.8 Cole and Lewis noted that
while appearance in general, and dress in particular, have played central roles in the
formation of non-heteronormative identities historically, the methodologies and

8

Shaun Cole and Reina Lewis, ‘Introduction: Seeing, Recording and Discussing LGBTQ Fashion
and Style’, Fashion, Style & Popular Culture, 3:2 (2016), special edition ed. by Shaun Cole and
Reina Lewis, 149-155 (p.149).
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analysis of material culture have rarely been invoked in the field of queer histories, thus
limiting their scope and depth.9
Cole and Lewis also highlighted the dearth of scholarship on trans dress histories, a point
emphasised by the relative lack of trans dress, compared to the presence of gay male
and lesbian dress, in the Fashion Institute of Technology’s ‘A Queer History of Fashion’
exhibition and catalogue from 2014.10 Just a year before the FIT exhibition, Chris E.
Vargas’ itinerant, semi-imaginary Museum of Transgender Hirstory and Art (MOTHA),
asked us not simply to locate these trans objects of history, but to consider the
complexities and exciting challenges inherent in this process. MOTHA’s founding
statement reflected this paradoxical movement:
MOTHA was founded in 2013, with the mission of bringing a cohesive visual history of
transgender culture into existence. In doing so, the museum asks us to think critically
about what transgender visual history would look like, how it should be organized, and
if it is even possible to compile such a history around an identity category that is relatively
new, still evolving, and often contested.11

Vargas’s project contests the nature of trans people’s place in historical institutions
through using the trope of presenting 99 objects related to trans history. More
commonly, histories present 100 objects related to a theme or historical moment, such
as Neil MacGreggor’s enormously popular ‘A History of the World in 100 Objects’
exhibition, podcast, radio show, and book at the British Museum.12 Vargas’s use of 99
objects, however, works to highlight the ongoing, questioning, and always incomplete
nature of this kind of trans historical narrative.13
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Similarly, an exhibition in 2017 at MUMOK in Vienna by Jakob Lena Knebl, also helped to
highlight Vargas’s question of incomplete narratives within already established historical
canons. Knebl’s exhibition ‘Oh…’, troubled heteronormative gender identities, and
questioned static design and art history, and teleological linearity within a curational
framework. Knebl disrupted the exhibition space of MUMOK and rearranged their
expansive collection of modernist design icons. This deconstructivist curational strategy
played with a Western art and design canon in joyful, subversive ways – by hanging a
sparkling cape over a Giacommetti sculpture and placing it on a spinning platform, and
by integrating colourful metal climbing frames throughout the exhibition space, Knebl
suggested that art and design history was something to be toyed with, climbed over, and
questioned. Furthermore, this exhibition suggested that history was not static, nor was
it bound by the regulatory schema of institutional collecting strategies.
Knebl’s ‘Oh…’, therefore addresses some important issues that underscore any historical
study into trans histories and material culture, which questions the possibility of
completeness, and identifies the dynamic ways with which one might interact with
historical narratives to trace these often less visible lives.
The material markers of trans visible and invisible identities has underlined much medical
discourse, specifically that which came to the fore during the 1960s and 1970s in the
influential and pioneering medicolegal work of Harry Benjamin, Charles Ihnfeld and John
Money. Perhaps nowhere in medical history has this idea of trans in/visibility been
articulated more clearly or bluntly, than when Money announced to the UK press in 1969
that treatment for transsexualism had become so successful that those who underwent
it could ‘melt into the world in which they want to live’.14 Money, and much of the wider
medical community during the late 1960s and 1970s, considered this medicallyenhanced disappearing act to be the pinnacle of success for trans people.
<https://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/motha-and-chris-e-vargas> [accessed 25 July
2019].
14
Transsexualism and Sex Reassignment, ed. by Richard Green and John Money (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1969); Harry Benjamin, The Transsexual Phenomenon: A
Scientific Report on Transsexualism and Sex Conversion in the Human Male and Female (New
York: Julian Press, 1966); John Money, Uncorrected transcript of Press Conference at ‘First
International Symposium on Gender Identity 25 – 27 July 1969’, p.222. HCA/AT/11/13.
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However, like Vargas and Knebl’s artistic practice of fluidity and border-crossing, this
conception of transness as existing in a place of medical transition or intervention, is also
changing. UAL have recently put out a call asking for volunteers to share their
experiences of coming out as LGBTQ+ through the use of clothing on social media. This
project has been funded by the British Psychological Society, and indicates new ways in
which conceptions of transness are tied into material and digital cultures, and indicates
that communication networks among peer-to-peer connections, are actively impactful
on trans people’s sense of self identity.15
In issue 10 of Cross-Talk, the magazine for the Northern Concord trans group based in
Manchester, the long-time contributor Phaedra Kelly mused on trans people’s role in
museums. Her four-page article, entitled ‘Posterity Futures’, was written in Kelly’s typical
rambling, journalistic style. Kelly argued that trans people needed a museum to
document their history, as without evidence of material culture from the past, a free and
promising future was not possible. In fact, Kelly’s article argued that museums had
unintentionally already begun collecting trans items, and listed what now reads as a
catalogue entry for the V&A’s Theatre and Performance Archive:
The museums of London drew on every decade, acquiring the splendour of Bowie’s early
gender bending, Elton John’s cast-offs, 60s [sic] high fashion right up the 80s [sic] punk
which was contemporary, at the that time. So you could say, that indirectly, we have
already been documented.16

Kelly argued that it was necessary to have a museum to record trans people’s histories,
as she was aware that the communities she created and communicated with, might
otherwise fade from view. Kelly also argued for the importance in recording trans
people’s everyday lives for posterity, noting, ‘what has just come into being
contemporary with ordinary life, is worth recording, for the influence it will have, every
bit as much as what has been’.17 The aim, Kelly argued, was for greater human freedoms:
‘what recording ourselves for posterity promises, is a return in free-ness [sic] and
15

Call for participants in new LGBTQ+ Study run by UAL:LCF (29 July 2019), email
correspondence via ‘TRANS-ACADEMIC’, Listserv.
16
TGA Ekins: Phaedra Kelly, ‘Posterity Futures’, Cross Talk, 10, [n.d.], [n.p.].
17
TGA Ekins: Phaedra Kelly, ‘Posterity Futures’, Cross Talk, 10, [n.d.], [n.p.].
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acceptance by those from whom we need it’.18
Kelly’s call for greater freedoms connected to greater and more inclusive representation,
is an area that Richard Sandell has engaged with, and seems particularly prescient at a
moment when partisan politics and regressive conservativism has arisen in Europe and
the USA. My own research on the daily, everyday uses of material culture by trans people,
I hope, might go some way toward recognising the importance of posterity in respect to
Kelly, but also to make it clear that trans representation within museums, archives and
collections of material culture, is above all, human representation.

3. Original Contributions to Knowledge
Throughout this thesis, I have made original contributions to scholarship in the following
ways. Firstly, my research has contributed to a new field of trans material culture, which
as demonstrated at the start of this Conclusion, has started to expand into new and
exciting territories. Thus, my research into trans material cultures is not only relevant,
but can be positioned within a much broader framework that pertains to art, design,
fashion and performance. Through prioritising the history of trans material culture,
however, I have demonstrated innovative techniques in re-reading, and re-assessing the
different cultural developments of trans studies since the 1950s.
Secondly, my thesis has located previously unacknowledged histories of trans community
publications in the UK, which suggests that prior to the rise of the internet, global
networks of trans women developed extraordinarily strong and dynamic relationships
which developed new spaces of exploring trans identities through their own embodied,
subjective experiences.
Thirdly, my research has contributed to ways of re-reading certain popular performance
practices as trans, and furthermore, in locating materialities as trans, as well. This, too, is
a growing field of study, so where Jeanne Vacarro positioned felt as a trans matter, I

18
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would argue that sequined, glittering dress performs in similar ways.19

4. Visibility and Invisibility in Public Performances and
Everyday Life
An important argument that runs throughout this thesis within both the argument and
the chapter structure, concerns the contested ground of trans (in)visibility. Throughout
my thesis, I have demonstrated that this was also tied up in understandings of gender
authenticity from 1967 to 1990, which was bought to the fore due to the April Ashley
case, as well as earlier in the 1967 SOA.
From 1967 to 1990, the UK became highly conscious of non-heteronormativity through
key legislative acts. Changes in the late 1950s through the instigation of the Wolfenden
Report led to the Sexual Offenses Act in 1967.20 Abortion and Divorce were also brought
to the fore, as was April Ashley’s divorce case. Even cases which had damaging and
negative outcomes gained mainstream press attention and increased media visibility of
trans issues. These were also picked up on in trans community publications such as the
Beaumont Bulletin.21 April Ashley’s case drew particular attention from trans-specific
publications, as well as the mainstream press.22
As I discussed in this thesis, In 1970, the judge presiding over Ashley’s divorce case, ruled
against trans woman April Ashley, by claiming a person’s gender was based not on their
preferred identity, social experience, medical treatment or psychological feelings, but on
which genitalia you were assigned with at birth and your reproductive capacities.23
19
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Ormrod’s ruling, as I have argued, problematised conceptions of authentic or inauthentic
femininity, in ways that affected trans embodiment and material culture. These were not
straightforward definitions, however. Defining what an ‘authentic’ vagina could be
caused Ormrod some difficulty, and his judgement was deemed ‘disturbingly
simplistic’,24 when he claimed that Ashley’s genitals were essentially no different from a
biological male’s. Ormrod’s ‘genitocentric’ decision dominated English Law until the
2004 Gender Recognition Act, which still has consequences today.25
As demonstrated throughout chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, the 1970s presented an
interesting friction in the visibility of trans identities. Despite what could have been seen
as growing awareness and celebration in popular performance cultures such as glam rock
and the new romantics, for many trans people, there remained a strong desire to locate
assimilationist ways of body styling and behaviour, and to decrease trans visibility
through dress. This presented a separate register to the ways in which glam rock was
discussed in terms of its excessive rejection of heteronormative ideals through
spectacular appearances, or the proliferation of gender blurring makeup styles in 1980s
new romantics. Consequently, the division of chapters 2 and 3 into two parts was an
attempt to respect this historical evidence, and allow each area of performance practice
appropriate room to be discussed.
Therefore, my research and overall argument has evidenced the strange, fluid, and often
absent connections between the three registers of everyday life, pop performance, and
legal and political change.
In the early 1990s, trans studies scholars began to tackle the complexities of this
(in)visibility within trans histoires. As I have already discussed elsewhere in the thesis,

(Adopted on 12 December 1984). Strasbourg, p. 6.
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Sandy Stone tackled trans in/visibility compellingly, equating a deeply personal
perspective of being trans, intentionally and visibly so, with a much wider political
understanding of the problematic ways in which in/visible trans bodies are damagingly
subsumed and policed under the ‘principle of passing’.26 Stone argued ‘it is difficult to
generate a discourse when one is programmed to disappear’.27 She developed this
further, noting that ‘in order for transsexuals to begin to operate on a plane of visibility,
they must stop conforming to such narratives and instead rejoice in the notion of “not
passing”, to instead proclaim their bodies as other’.28
Similarly, Susan Stryker addressed the politics of trans in/visibility passionately and
eloquently in her 1994 performance/paper/article. Stryker echoed Stone, arguing trans
visibility, premised on medical interaction, held similarities to the construction of cisgendered bodies:

You are as constructed as me [...] I call upon you to investigate your nature as I have been
compelled to confront mine. I challenge you to risk abjection and flourish as well as have
I. Heed my words, and you may well discover the seams and sutures in yourself.29

Stryker recently confirmed her position in the catalogue to Kiss my Genders in 2019,
arguing that in comparison to today’s focus on ‘genderqueer’ strategies of disrupting
gender paradigms:
The trans-sexual strategy of bringing feminine identification and modes of selfexpression into visual alignment with conventional female morphology, through a
working of flesh initially understood to be biologically male, is drastically undervalued.
Understandably so, given that the better this strategy succeeds, the more it disappears
into imperceptibility.30
26
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Throughout this thesis, but particularly in the second parts of each chapter on everyday
trans lives, I have attempted to consider exactly these issues which Stryker has raised,
and I have argued that there is perhaps no simplistic answer to these conundrums,
except for future research in this area.

5. Areas of Future Research
This thesis has contributed to the field of trans material culture through examining
archival evidence of the recent past in archives and material objects. I hope this research
has reframed some of the ways in which popular performance cultures have been
interpreted and articulated within contemporary representation. The thesis has further
complicated narratives of trans histories by considering the fluid, frictional and often
fractional relationships between material culture, embodied identities, and
performance.
There are some key areas, however, which this thesis could not adequately explore,
which it seems useful to consider here. I am aware, firstly, of the emphasis on UK and
American trans histories. This thesis did not correct the geographic balance of research
into the Global North, which seems like a particularly urgent area of study. The archival
materials available, as well as the historical evidence accessible to my research, guided
me to focus specifically on the UK and North America. However, through the process of
research, it has also become clear how interconnected trans women were on a global
scale through their publications and conferences in the late 1960s and 1970s. Thus, this
presents exciting possibilities for future research.
Secondly, my thesis prioritised archival histories and material culture methodologies over
oral testimony. This would have certainly deepened the various explorations of grooming
clinics, trans community publications, as well as embodied experiences of popular
performance. This is also a potential avenue for future research that could enrich the
already plentiful historical evidence secured during this project.
Thirdly, despite enthusiasm for interdisciplinary research in the current literature on
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trans studies, there is little actual cross-over work in the field of material culture and
trans histories, although this is starting to be addressed in, for example, practice-based
work by E.J. Scott of the Museum of Transology. So, too, Richard Sandell has examined
the impact of trans histories on museums and curation practices. More archival work,
however, remains to be done, and alongside this, clearer interdisciplinary links can be
forged. One on the main challenges with an interdisciplinary methodology such as the
one this thesis has engaged with is, is its tendency to prioritise one discipline or field at
the expense of clear communication with another. This thesis has perhaps inevitably
skewed its research toward speaking more clearly to the field of trans studies, but as
such, is profitable in that it opens up realms of further inquiry into both disciplines.
Finally, my case-study approach and dualistic structure of chapters 2 and 3, allowed the
overall argument of the thesis to capture specific moments in time that speak to the
material culture of trans identities in performance in the UK in a non-causational manner.
I am aware that this may stunt easy chronological, progressive reading of this historical
moment, but I argue this is also necessary. Queer histories cannot be captured in rigidly
progressivist narratives that prioritise causality and determinist approaches. Instead, the
structure of this thesis has tried to provide ample space for the discussion of different
registers of trans histories that exist, often simultaneously, in everyday life, on stage, and
in the legal, political and medical spheres. Therefore, this research, and the structure in
which it sits, is intended to open up new pathways of thinking through trans histories and
performance that complicate and trouble its boundaries and binary divides.
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Appendix I: Descriptive Transcript of Peter Viti Oral
History

Museum of London, Tape 1 (2008_75.mp3) and Tape 2
Recorded 28 July 2004. Uncatalogued and not Transcribed
by MoL
24 January 2017 Transcription
Tape 1 (2008_75.mp3)
[Viti explains he was born in Bloomsbury in 1936 and is now aged 68. He grew up in
London]. Had no education whatsoever…but I did end up in the school of arts and crafts
[Viti studied stage design. Norah Waugh taught him for a bit. He specialised in history of
costume. Part of the course was to do the history of costume. Viti’s experience of
shopping in London, he explains there was not an awful lot of clothes around during the
war. He wore a standard school boy uniform in grey flannel, and post-war there were
many shortages.] Then of course I grew up and started buying my own clothes.
Where did you go to buy clothes during the war?
[Viti doesn’t remember. Mentions Whitley’s as family lived in Bayswater. Selfridges /
Kensington. Shopping ritual much more formal than today] There wasn’t really a
ritual…not as casual as it is today. [Remembers that the staff were always very nicely
dressed and formal. Collars etc., maybe always wearing black]. It was all very much more
formal than it is today.
(5.13) I wonder when you first became interested in fashion as such?
I don’t know really. I suppose [pause] I don’t know. When I became a student really,
because I could wear what I liked and by that time fashions had changed and, a lot, and
colour came in and [pause] before that it had all been very drab and formal.
Are we talking about 1950s now?
Mmm. 1950s 1960s. Mmm
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When did you first start shopping a lot for clothes?
It must have been the 1960s. [Viti couldn’t remember, but says he could go shopping
without his mother. Always shopped by himself, alone].
What was your father’s profession?
My family ended up owning property in Bayswater that we let out. We were landlords.
[Father died when quite young so his mother took over].
(7.00) Lets concentrate on the 1960s. Where would you go shopping?
Where would I go shopping. Usually round the Kings Road and Carnaby Street. Erm. I wish
I’d made lots of notes when I’d talked with Claire, but still. Carnaby Street was the big
swinging street, which I’m sure you know. As was the Kings Road. The Kings Road was
probably a little bit more upmarket. Erm. But, err, there were, err, that’s really where it
all started, round Carnaby Street and then the Kings Road. Yes. Not so much the big
stores. They were already more fairly still conservative [Thinks Carnaby Street came first
in terms of shopping]. But then of course Kings Road took over because Mary Quant went
there and opened her shop and that really - then the menswear shops came along, too.
But those were the two principal streets that I personally would have shopp– I don’t think
there were any other streets. Slowly the big – you know – Oxford Street slowly, very
slowly caught up but err – and Regents Street, but yes. Those were the main streets.
The most fashionable ones?
The most fashionable ones for clothes, well, yes for trendy fashionable clothes, yes.
Were you a trendy person?
Oh yes, I think I was. I think I still am. I suppose I’d describe myself a bit of a dandy really.
I’ve always been interested in clothes. But I think, as I said to the museum, I think it all
came because I got interested in the history of fashion. I still am interested in it, vaguely.
(8.40) How would you describe yourself as a dandy?
I don’t know really. I was just conscious of clothes I suppose I was just conscious of what
I wore. A very personal thing was black. [Viti describes looking for a black pullover for
ages. Hard to find for men– even black trousers. Emphasises that black was a very
personal thing. He thinks it was from the 16th and 17th century images on men with ruffs
and thinks it looked so elegant].
So I suppose you were attracted to the image of the dandy?
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[Vitti agrees].
(10.06) Which particular shops in Carnaby Street?
Err…oh. My mind’s going. John Stevens. There was John Stevens. I bought from him.
There was this famous shop off Carnaby Street that I’m trying to think that Claire was
fascinated by, but it’s gone. The name’s gone.
(11.00) [Interviewer asks about the experience of shopping at John Stevens]
Hmm. Well it was different. It was much more causal, than going into a formal store or
to somewhere like Austin Reeds, which was still, everybody was very polite and they
wore suits, and, you know, the - all these boutiques, err [pause] it became such a
fashionable word then, ‘boutique’, were very much what we would say now ‘laid back
and cool’, and it was all very new, the shopping experience was very different. [Viti says
that music was played loudly in shops] In some shops yes. [Doesn’t know if there were
any in John Stevens.] But certainly shops did play music, yes.
(12.01) Did you ever shop in Mr. Fish’s?
Oh yes Mr Fish, Michael Fish? Yes, well I met him. I gave a lot of stuff to the V&A to
Michael Fish
What did you give to the V&A?
I gave a lot of shirts and, I think, ties. That’s really all I bought. I don’t think, I, no I never
had a suit or anything like that from Michael Fish, yes. But he introduced erm, a polo
necked shirt. Well it was a shirt and you did up at the side, and you had a polo neck in
shirt material. and I know the V&A’s got some, yes
And you met him?
Yes, yes, yes. He was alright. [Viti explains Fish didn’t make much of a success of his
business, though he says that was nothing to do with him]
(13.09) I think he made skirts for men?
Yes he tried that I think, yes. Yes. [Viti then discusses funny shopping experience in Mr
Fish: He thinks Mr Fish’s shop was in Savile Row. Explains the experience] ‘It was terribly
laid back. [Vit explains staff didn’t care about the customer] The staff were very cliquey.
And yes. Of course if you were a name, of course, they were all over you. But I wasn’t a
name, so [laughs].
(14.00) Would they customise clothes for you or would they-?
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I think they did yes, they certainly made suits…Fish made suits. But he never made a suit
for me and they were very expensive. At the time they would have been very expensive,
yes. No I think just shirts and ties I bought from him
(14.56) So, who were the biggest designer personalities for you? Personally?
Well there weren’t that many men designers in tho– well there was Michael Fish, of
course, and as I said he created the polo neck and did, chose it – and there was, erm,
Tommy Nutter. Now he was a tailor of course. Err - Tommy’s dead. Erm, but he actually
was a tailor and I never had anything from him, because it was just too, too, too
expensive. But as designers there weren’t there – there were all these boutiques who
like, y’know, John Stevens and various other ones – John Michaels, erm, yes, Michaels on
Kings Road…But I don’t think they were actually designers. They just somehow got the
stuff and put it out. There other – no – the other shop was just men on Trion Street. Erm,
but they didn’t have labels designed by Jean Paul Gaultier or Dior or something. People
like Dior and Yves Saint Laurent and what was the other big one [later realises it was
Pierre Cardin], they came along alter and started putting labels on.
(17.05) Where you interested?
I looked at it… it was much more expensive. [Viti discusses the various types of new
plastic clothes]. And leather came in of course, and leather became big. And suede. Not
so much suede, but leather. Hmmm. Girls had very shiny boots, weren’t made of leather
or anything, but plastic.
(19.00) Do you remember Vince’s?
Vince’s. Yes. That’s the shop I was trying to think of…Vince yes, I, I remember Vince very,
very clearly and as I told Claire, I had a whole, I kept for years and years a whole set of
their, umm, catalogues including the famous catalogue with Sean Connery as the model.
And I gave those to the V&A. I should have given them to the London Museum, but still
that was years ago. And yes, I remember Vince yes, that – umm – Claire was very
interested in Vince’s. Yes, I remember Vince’s. Yes. It was a very tiny, tiny shop and err –
yes it was all new and exciting, and err – that was one of the first shops where the
catalogues were aimed specifically at gay men and the specifically – and the models were
all very sexy and trendy, and – trendy’s the wrong word, it wasn’t a word we would’ve
used then, but they were sort of, they were sort of [pause] the more current word would
be homoerotic. But we didn’t use that word, that – I don’t think anybody knew it then,
so Vince’s, yes. Vince’s. A tiny little shop. but yes.
(20.20) What did the interior look like?
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Oh, Claire asked me that and I really couldn’t remember. It was very plain and very small.
It was probably, the whole thing wasn’t probably bigger than this room and it might even
have been smaller...it was a very, very small shop on the corner. You went up an alley
from Carnaby Street. I can’t remember the name. but of course they did mail order. I
didn’t buy the mail order because I didn’t have to because I could go to the shop and buy
it. [Viti knew more people who went to the shop to buy the trendy clothes].
(22.15) Dean Rogers?
[Viti chats about Dean Rogers shop on the Kings Road and Carnaby Street branches and
explains he didn’t buy much from them].
(23.20) Now I wonder whether there were any other shops, apart from Vince’s, that you
could say specialised in gay clothing?
Well, John Stevens of course was gay, himself, so that was another – I mean the idea that
the owner or that the staff were gay. I mean most of the staff in those shops were gay,
at that time erm, yes, most of the staff were gay anyway so that would have encouraged
gay guys to go there. Even if the owners weren’t.
And, usually when, you know, you talk about ‘60s you refer to fashions as mod or rockers
or hippieOh yeah, that, yeah.
- And I wonder what sort of options where there for gay men?
Oh well anything, you wore what you liked. There wasn’t erm, erm, a uniform, you just
wore what you liked so you could be a mod or a rocker, well like today, your sexuality
[pause] err…you just wear what you want. So you could be a mod or a rocker or a hippie
and there were all, there were gays in all those groups as there are gays in all the groups
today, hmm. So there was there wasn’t, there wasn’t, well, there was but that came a
bit, well I suppose, that started in the ‘60s, but in the ‘70s there was the clone look. Err,
but that was late in the ‘70s and it wasn’t worn all the time. Well, I suppose some people
did, but a lot of people didn’t.
(24.50) Could you describe that look?
The clone look? The clone look! Yes - it was shortish hair and a moustache and you have
to think of…oh God. What’s his name? The famous singer who’s dead now. Not Prince,
he’s American-Freddie Mercury?
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Thank you, thank you, thank you. You have to think of that. And the clone look was a
checked shirt, Levi jeans, usually 501s, and what did people wear on their feet? I always
wore boots. Yes, boots I suppose. That was it. That was it. And a bomber jacket. Which
was usually leather. And you certainly wore that round the clubs and the bars. Again the
gay scene was very, very different to what it is today. Err, but of course people didn’t
wear that to work. Well of course if you were a freelance photographer or a hairdresser
or something you might have but if you had a regular job you wore regular clothes and
you only put that outfit on, the – to go out at night. But it was. The short hair and
moustache.
(26.09) And did you go for that look?
Yes, yes I had short hair and a moustache. Yes, yes. And the checked shirt and the jeans
(26.19) So, apart from Levi were there any other particular labels that people wore?
No. no. Levis. It came from America, of course. No. Levis were the big thing. And then
there were the other jean companies came along and some people did wear them but it
had to be blue jeans, yes, yes.
(26.45) Ok. And did you go to Mr Freedom?
Mr Freedom, no. [Interviewer then asks about Tommy Roberts and Viti says he doesn’t
remember them]
(26.55) A shop called His Clothes?
I remember a shop called His Clothes. I can’t – I remember the name but I can’t remember
where it was or anything about it.
In fact I think it was John Stevens shop in Beak Street before he moved to Carnaby street.
Ah was it? I might have gone there then. Which is Beak Street? Oh yes, Beak Street I have
to think which is Beak Street. I might have yes. Maybe that’s why I know it yes. [Viti
discusses youth styles in 1960s, and the conservative 1950s fashion for men] You could
still see men in bowler hats. [Viti also discusses big divisions between young and older
generation – describes the 1960s menswear as] ‘an explosion’ [Viti doesn’t know whether
there was anything as men’s fashion in the 1950s as it was all so conservative].

(31.21) So would you describe that explosion as camp? campness?
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I don’t know really. Erm. No, it just happened. It was just something – it wasn’t
particularly camp. I suppose no more than fashion is today is particularly camp. And yes
because again, the meaning of camp has slightly changed. No, it wasn’t. No. I suppose?
No. I suppose one or two very outrageous things would be described as camp, yes.
(31.59) How was the meaning of the word changed?
Well I think camp in those days really was to do we thought of drag artists and Julian and
Sandy [From ‘Around the Horne’ BBC radio], now camp is often used just for anything
that is a bit – bit different a bit outrageous. Camp has always meant outrageous, but I
don’t – now it’s come into the vocabulary whereas in those days it was just a word used
by gay people. Gay men. I don’t think gay women used it, but I don’t know if gay women
use it now. To see and be seen on the Kings Road on a Saturday. There was a gay bar
there which is long, long gone, one of the pubs. But that’s long, long gone. Actually there
were two, that’s right, there were two, one off the kings road both of which don’t exist
anymore.
(34.49) What was it called?
I’m trying to remember. No there were two on the Kings Road. The one off the Kings
Road is still there. That’s the Queens Head that’s still there. But there was one which
actually became a menswear shop but I can’t remember what it was called, no I can’t
remember what it was called.
(35.11) And the Queens Head was specifically gay?
Yeah Still is, yes. Yes. Haven’t been there for years and years. I don’t know what it’s like
now. Hmm.
(35.21) So did that start in the ‘60s?
What, gay pubs? Oh no, gay pubs had been around since before the war. Erm. I
understand. There’d always been gay pubs. The oldest – do you want to talk about gay
pubs or fashion [laughs]?! Both! – [both laugh] ‘Well, probably the oldest gay pub and
the first gay pub I was ever, ever taken to was the famous Coal Hern in Earls Court, now
the Coal Hern still exists, but it is been completely altered. It was altered a few years ago
and became very modern and erm, instead of being an old-fashioned pub it suddenly
became very modern and trendy and the whole atmosphere completely changed
overnight but that was a very long established gay pub in Earls Court…It had always been
slightly sleazy and suddenly it was all new and sparkly and the, the management had
changed and tended to go more for younger people. The younger crowd. It’d been
famous as a leather bar. But it was the big leather pub in London.
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(36.44) Why a leather bar?
Well, guys in leather who liked leather went there to socialise and meet each other.
(36.52) So did you miss the sleaziness a bit?
A bit yes, yes.
Why?
It was all part of the thing. It wasn’t that sleazy it was all part of the atmosphere.
Sleaze can be good? [both laugh. Viti thinks the gay bars are not sleazy anymore and
everything has turned]
Very nice now.
(37.37) How different was the gay scene then? In your youth?
Well first of all you must remember that we weren’t legal. There was always that side of
it. And then of course they did change the law which made things a little bit easier and
then very, very slowly, attitudes changed and became more relaxed about gays. But you
had to, y’know, you could still be arrested. I mean when I was a boy, I mean gay pubs and
little private clubs could be raided, and people were arrested, so umm, but then that all
changed and then, err, it just very slowly over the years, it changed and became more
relaxed.
(30.19) So, when did it really become possible to come out?
Well I suppose the sixties people became more open about it. Erm. Certainly after the
law changed. But it took some time, and you know there was still a lot of homophobia.
(38.37) And would you say that fashion played a part in coming out–
[Viti interrupts] - Probably, probably.
(38.40) How?
Well it just, everybody, fashion became more relaxed and brighter, and. You know the
thing actually was that if you wore fashionable clothes, and a lot of young straight men
took up fashionable clothes, I mean people like Patrick Litchfield the photographer and
all those kind of people, didn’t mean that you were gay any more. You know, once if
you’d been a bit outrageous, you know, people would say [puts on camp voice like
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Kenneth Williams] ‘Mmm…oh you know he’s one of those, don’t approve’, you know.
Theatrical is another expression, people always, ‘oh he’s very “theatrical”’.
(39.22) Now – Did you enjoy the fact that straight men suddenly became, as you say,
theatrical, or was it something you felt that it was stealing–
[interrupts] -Oh no, no – it was all part of fashion. It was just part of fashion. And it was
probably a good thing. It made life – No! It was liberating for everybody. Hmm. As I said
it wasn’t a uniform thing it wasn’t that the gays wore one set of clothes and the straights
wore another. It everything just merged as it does today. Hmm.
(39.50) Even so, you could still identify certain items of clothing that could be a code?
I, well, the clone look was a code, yes. That was probably, that was a uniform. Uhh – not
amongst all gays of course, it was only a certain section of gays who did it. Erm. In fact, a
lot of people would say ‘he’s a clone, he’s a clone’ you know, and they didn’t want to
know they were clean shaven and they didn’t wear the uniform. And it was a uniform, it
really was a uniform, but then that all died out and time passed and changed and fashions
move on and styles move on. [Viti and Interview discuss the clone look in Germany].
(41.15) Where did you have your hair done?
[Pause] Err, I used to go to a guy…umm... Just Men in Trion Street had a little, they opened
a sort of hairdresser. I can’t remember the guy’s name, and I used to go and have my hair
cut there. There were some very trendy umm, mens’ hairdressers, but I never went to
them, but there were some, yes, and they were quite expensive and, yes. But I didn’t go
to them.
(41.51) Was it usual that boutiques had then a holistic approach to styling and clothing
that they would take care of just about everything? ‘
Oh no, no, no. Oh no. Just Men just happened to open that, or I don’t know how it
happened. Erm. Oh no, It was just clothes, hmm. I mean some sold jewellery and some
sold aftershave and scents for men but it all of them, it just depended.
[Interviewer asks where Viti bought his shoes. Viti struggles to remember and thinks
maybe his shoes weren’t as important then].
(42.51) I never went in for the high heels. That was just me, personally. But some guys
had very high heeled shoes. But you could buy them around in the smart sort of – there
were trendy shoe shops, yes, there were trendy shoe shops, but I can’t remember them
really. Hmm.
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(43.05) So a lot of men were wearing high heels?
Well high-ish heels for for – men, yes, and even straight men did it, yes, and they were a
fairly clumpy shoe with a high-ish heel and then boots came in with high-ish heels. Of
course some, particularly a lot of the hippies, you’ve probably seen pictures of them, they
had platform soles and very high heels with a boot up to the knee. Erm, people like Mick
Jagger wore those on stage and things like that. Hmm. But I never, never had them. I
never – I never was happy with them. Personal thing.
(43.06) So glam rock wasn’t your scene?
Mmm? Glam rock? No, no – I admired it, I admired it I must admit, but I didn’t, I wasn’t,
I suppose the most glamorous I went into was a nice shirt and that was about it [Viti
laughs].
So what sort of bands did you listen to?
The Beatles, The Rolling Stones’. [Viti says he didn’t really follow bands]. Except for once.
There was a big free concert in Hyde park, and I walked across and had a look at that and
I think The Rolling Stones were playing there. What I remember about that was the smell
of marijuana. You just walked in and the air was full of marijuana. These poor policemen
were wondering around and you could tell they didn’t know what to do!...sometime in
the late ‘60s. or was it the early ‘70s? I can’t remember now.
(45.50) Did you like David Bowie?
Yes, yes I liked him, he was very glamorous of course, yes, with all that glam rock, yes.
Yes, I liked him, yes.
(46.02) Was he an inspiration?
No I wouldn’t say so, no. no, no – no, a bit [puts on posh actor voice] too theatrical.
[laughs] no, no, yeah I admired him and I quite liked his music, but no I wouldn’t say he
was an inspiration, no. I think I was too much of an individualist to have been – I mean
there were people who went around copying them, and err, I can remember going to
heaven and there were people dressed like Boy George because they’d followed him, but
I would never do that, no, I was too individualistic for that.
(46.36) Bowie had a lot of lookalikes as well
Oh yes, he did, he did yes, yes, and actually a lot of them were straight of course, they
weren’t necessarily gay men, after all, Bowie’s not, well I’ve never heard it that he was
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gay, but I remember the – umm– the – people turning up at Heaven when I used to go to
heaven, and they would be dressed sort of in this – as the pirate Boy George look.
(47.00) And that was in the ‘80s?
That would have been in the ‘80s – yes that would have been in the ‘80s. Yes. I must have
stopped going to Heaven in the middle ‘80s late ‘80s. Yes it all changed. Hmm. [Viti
doesn’t remember what music played and they talk about psychedelia for a bit].
(48.20) Did you go to Granny Takes a Trip at all?
Did I go to? Granny Takes a Trip? Oh I remember the shop, umm, that was down on the
Kings Road, wasn’t it? The new Kings Road, and it had the car sticking out and err. I
remember Americans thought it was weird, umm, I think I did go in there just to have a
look around. When I went into shops it was like going into Westwood’s shop, one went
in to have a look because one had read about it and heard about it so one went in and
had a look, but one didn’t necessarily buy anything, well I didn’t buy anything but I
remember going into Vivienne Westwood’s shop on the corner, when she was sill with
McLaren, but that was all very punky, it wasn’t me at all, hmm.
[pause in the recording]
(50.23) And then Vogue started bringing out men’s editions, um, so you’d look at that,
but that was always very smart and very expensive, you know the models would be
people like Patrick Litchfield in some incredible, fabulous outfit that cost hundreds of
pounds. [Viti says much of the clothing was Italian. After the French designers, lots of
menswear came from Italy].
(50.55) Did you read About Town?
Yes, yes, that was one of them, yes I did, I did, yes, yes, I used to buy About Town….yes
that was a regular magazine, yes.
And why did you buy it?
Well, because it was a fashion magazine for men you know, one felt there were all these
fashion magazines for women so one felt lets have one for men, yes. Hmm.
(51.23) Was there any gossip in there as well?
I can’t remember. I – I – I honestly can’t remember. They might have said so and so’s
opening a new shop or something or is carrying a new line, but I can’t really remember.
But there wasn’t – it didn’t have gossip columns, not that I remember.
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[End of Tape 1]

Tape 2 (2008_75_2_A.mp3)
(00.05) What I wanted to say was you were asking me about change and oral history – I
am giving you information from my experience. And I was somebody who was fairly
independent in so far as I was, I didn’t have an office job or anything like that. Obviously,
people who had an office job whatever their sexuality, had to conform to a certain degree
in those days, and obviously they still have to, and then of course at the weekend or in
the evenings they would completely change their character re. clothes. Umm, And much
more than that probably now. Umm, and a lot of people were very – and even a lot of
gay men were still very conservative, and they did worry about umm, what they wore
and who saw them, umm, and you must remember that people could still be fired for
being gay, so people were, a lot of gay men, were very, especially if they were in the
professions or anything like that they were very worried about it, so they – from my point
of view, I was lucky, I could do what I liked, umm, when I liked. I didn’t have, I didn’t worry
what people thought of me. I didn’t have a boss, umm, to say you mustn’t wear those
kind of clothes otherwise we’ll fire you because you’re gay, but of course a lot of people
did, and that’s very different now, umm, you can’t be fired for your sexuality, and I don’t
know about clothes, I – I know a lot of people, you know, I bump into people in one set
of clothes and I don’t recognise them because it’s out of context, and they’re in their
business clothes, so yes, that is certainly very different. Hmm.
(02.06) And could you say something about the time when the law changed for gay men?
Mmm.
What was it like?
Well no – it just changed. People talk about the revolution. There wasn’t a revolution as
far as I was concerned, all my friends, we just felt a little bit more relaxed that you could
do things in private, though of course they said it had to be two people, and there was
always this argument about what constituted privacy, ’cos some people said ‘oh you can’t
do it in hotel rooms even if you’re locked in and no one can see you’, and there was all
that. It just made life a little bit easier, but there wasn’t a huge revolution, people didn’t
rush out in the streets and do it in the street or anything, people were still very
circumspect and very – careful.
(02.49) That is my suspicion, about the myth of the sixties that in fact things were not just
as colourful and just as–
[interrupts] -Well they were to a degree, I think probably [pause] if – if you went to – if –
I know – you know, I refer to the – umm – the free concert in the park and all the
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marijuana smoking, and there were certainly plenty of straight people carrying on, you
know, there were girls with their tops off, which now is, nobody bats at eyelid, in those
days it was quite something, and making love, and things, and getting stoned out of their
heads and all the rest of it and probably taking other drugs as well, which was, umm, but
that was – more – that was very much more heterosexual than gay. I mean gays didn’t
do it, you didn’t really do that at all. You had to be very outrageous gay people to, to have
gone to, to a concert and sat there and sort of kissed and fondled each other, and they
didn’t – it did – that was really a straight thing. All that liberation. Which did help the gays
of course, but it was really a straight thing, that. All that marvellous flower power and
things.
(04.01) That’s real interesting.
Yes, it really was. It wasn’t, you know, I know some gays who went down to a concert on
the Isle of Wight and there was, we were watching a programme was it last night or the
night before, on the sixties, and erm, there was the famous huge concert on the Isle of
Wight, and things happened there and it wasn’t as peaceful as they said, you know, this
was not a peaceful event there were fights and things, and I knew some gays who went
down to that, and umm, but I didn’t bother, I wasn’t interested, and my friends, really,
we considered those things really straight, for straight people. And in fact, I think one of
the people who went was Michael Fish and his then current boyfriend because I
remember going to a restaurant with some friends and they turned up and they said ‘Oh
we’ve just got back from the Isle of Wight concert”. Yes, oh god that was years ago’.
[Viti discusses how street fashion fell out of fashion in the late 1970s and by the 1980s
he says it was over, as Carnaby Street became too touristy, and Vince had moved out,
and although Kings Road was still a smart shopping street, many shops had gone since
the ‘60s]
I was always curious, how did they [punks] sleep? [giggles] Did they sit up like 18th century
women in powered hair?
(07.44) Did you know any gay punks?
There were one or two – I didn’t know them no, you saw one or two floating around on
the gay scene, but I didn’t actually know any, no, no.
Because you wouldn’t really think of punk movement as being particularly – [both speak
at once] – Gay.
No, no. they always seem to have girls around them. Mind you a lot of the gay guys now,
that’s the thing that’s very different now. There’s all these girls – in the young set –
there’s all these magazines that all these pictures of gay guys with girls. That’s something
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that’s very, very different. Umm, very, very rarely saw a woman, a girl, in a gay venue all
those years ago. But now you can. Hmm. This is why a lot of clubs have to put up a notice,
‘men only’ because a lot of gays don’t like having girls around them
(8.37) But a lot of gays do like having girls around them?
Yes, yes if you go to places like GAY, I understand, as I said earlier, I’ve never been to GAY,
and lots of the trendy bars there’s lots of girls. Yes. And you look at the gay magazines,
the free magazines and there’s always pictures of that such and such a club, and there’s
John with Mary, and you know, so on, with pictures. But that was something that didn’t
exist. Places like Heaven: women were very, very rarely seen.

[Interviewer and Viti discuss bars, which Viti mishears as bath houses and both laugh. Viti
asks for a definition of whether interviewer is asking about bars or private club as there
were differences, for example pubs closed at 11pm. Private clubs were separate in terms
of their licensing laws. Viti explains there were small and old clubs in Soho. Then there
were bigger clubs like Heaven – which Viti thinks you had to be a member, or had to be
with a member to gain entry. Viti then lists The Cellar Bar in Heaven, which was for
leather men] And if you were a member of the cellar bar you could go into heaven, but
not the other way around due to dress codes. Most private clubs by 1980s and definitely
by the 1990s. One in Victoria but can’t remember the name – in Thatchbrook Street [Viti
says he was in that club when president Kennedy was shot].
[After Viti’s degree he] went into partnership with a few girls and did costumes and props
but it didn’t work out, and did that for a few years. [Then Viti ‘dabbled in antiques’ then
got into property. Viti didn’t consider a career in fashion – although he was interested in
clothes. He was aware that museums were collecting costume connected to the V&A.
When he was little the London Museum was in Kensington Palace, and he remembers
going to see it when he was a child, and they had costumes on display there] There was
a ground floor display and a basement display and was divided into Roman and
Elizabethan, and Medieval, and then they had a fashion display on show with lots of
paintings. No contemporary fashion at the time…They maybe had queen Victoria’s
wedding dress, but not much contemporary work. [He remembers a Suffragette display
– so he thinks maybe it did go up to the 1920s. Fashion was displayed in glass vitrines on
a dummy].

(19.44) The place where the service was terrible was Biba’s. Umm, the famous Biba’s.
And I remember Biba very clearly. But the service there was terrible. I mean they just
didn’t want to know you. They were all gossiping among themselves and among their
friends.
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Why was that?
I don’t know! It was part of the attitude. It was all so laid back…I went to view the famous
sale. Well, I went to view the famous sale. The stuff – the stuff they threw away – oh it
was incredible
(20.27) Could you say a bit about that?
About that? Well you know it had moved into the famous 1930s building which had been
Darren Toms, and they – it was a complete flop. And it was all very glamorous and ‘30s. I
never bought anything. I remember going round it and it was all very glamorous and mock
‘20s and mock ‘30s and all quite glamorous and they had this enormous food hall in the
basement, I remember going – and there was this walk in fridge that must have been
bigger than this room, and it was filled with rotting food, and we thought my God! Look
at the waste of all this food! Umm, rotting away! Because they’d turned the fridge off
and the stuff – and they – and you could pick things up, and they…we wandered around,
I went with a friend and we wandered around, and I can’t remember it was the first floor
the second floor, but we went through this door and there was, what had once been a
department, and it was filled with Biba bags, thousands of Biba bags, from you know,
huge bags to put a coat in, to little tiny bags to put a little thing in, and there were
thousands of them, all in neat little racks all in their styles, and people were helping
themselves and I – I – don’t know if we’ve still got them. And then we found all these
Biba labels, I’ve got those – those I’ve still got. Rows of err, rows of Biba labels, but people
were just pinching stuff, there was a famous story. Biba had introduced bent wood um,
err, hat stands, the famous, from Vienna, the famous bentwood, that came out of Vienna
originally, and there’s this lovely story of two gay guys walked in, had a look round, picked
one up, and walked out. And nobody stopped them! And this was the whole thing about
them. Biba’s was famous for being ripped off. Because the assistants didn’t – apparently
Biba’s was famous – people went off and shoplifted, and that was one reason because
they, so they say, I mean, I’m only repeating what people said at the time, one reason
why they went bankrupt, because people were just shoplifting. And the assistants didn’t
care! Whether it’s true or not I don’t know. But she’d originally started across the road,
what was her name, Hulanki [sic] or something, she’d started across the road it, it, and
for years it had been a piano, or something, showroom on Kensington High street. It sold
very grand – err – grand pianos. And then it showed – she opened it there and it was a
lovely shop, and I remember going to that and it was very ‘20s and ‘30s and it was very,
very nice. And of course it was nearly all – women’s stuff, but it was beautifully laid out,
and nice design and very trendy and exciting and new. And then of course she moved
across the road to Darren Toms and then it all just fell to pieces. Hmm.
(24.10) [Viti remembers a boutique called Take 6, that maybe was on Carnaby Street.
They apparently painted body paint on people in the boutique which got into the news
and ‘was very daring’. He describes it as part of ‘the psychedelia thing’, which included
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LSD and marijuana. Viti also describes middle-aged men and young men who go shopping
now and who are much more fashionable than they were when he was young. Viti
remembers straight men’s clothes being ‘so dull and dreary’. Viti says he is surprised that
‘now everyone wears jeans, not just the young or workmen’. He never identified himself
with ‘The New Man’ in the ‘80s].
(28.30) We are a member of the bears’ and in San Francisco they go, for the sort of bear
convention, and they go to San Francisco for that, and then they buy clothes, and then in
June they go to New York and because the pound is strong clothes are cheaper.
(29.38) Do you still consider yourself a dandy now?
Oh yes. Well not – I don’t know if I’m a dandy. I am particular about what I wear. Hmm.
Well that is a sign of a dandy
I suppose so.
One of the sign–
-Yes. And err, as somebody once said, you’re always so beautifully fresh and pressed, and
I said ‘Oh am I?’ [laughs]
[Pause in the recording]
(30.21) Were you trying to look different from everyone else?
[In the 60s] not particularly. I was, um, I, sometimes, I like to be different but at the same
time I liked – I am a contradiction. On the one hand, I like to be different, on the other
hand I don’t like to be different, so there’s this dichotomy, this difference, erm, I don’t
care so much now, now that I’ve got to a certain age I really don’t care what people think.
But in those days it was half and half. Hmm. I like to be fashionable and trendy in those
days. Hmm.
(30.51) At the same time being too different could be dangerous?
Yes. you could – I could be sometimes – I mean I was never that outré. I never did the
punk scene I never did the Bowie glamour look, I never did that. But again, I’m not sure
whether a lot of gay men did the Bowie glamour look, I– I– I think again maybe that was
a straighter thing. Again, because society, gay society as you know, it’s all so subdivided,
that maybe there were subdivisions and like I said earlier, there those people that used
to turn up at Heaven, you know the Boy George and the pirate look and all that, and then
there were the Goths of course. There were gay goths but they were all tiny groups, it
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wasn’t the majority of gays, but I remember the gay goths, yes, standing up. Yes. But they
did it just to be looked at and to be different. Hmm. You were going to say?
(31.51) I suppose I was going to ask if you had any friends who really liked shopping you
could compare notes with?
[Vitti thinks not. He explains his excitement at the colour magazine supplement from the
Times in the 1960s].
[pause in the recording]
(33.49) Did New Romantics make a big impact on you? Boy George?
On me? No. no. like I said there was this group of New romantics that used to go to
Heaven. But the music was nice, I quite liked his music when he first came out, and you
know well, I thought it was just marvellous the way he was dressed, I just thought he was
great fun, and you know, he was just another pop star who had managed to get this look,
but it didn’t influence me.
(34.17) Did you ever wear makeup?
Oh no, no, no. never, never, never, never did that. No. But I remember when it became
very fashionable.
(34.25) Were there a lot of people, a lot of men I should say?
I don’t know. My, my, my friends never really did that. Now and then you’d see a gay guy
with makeup on. Slap, as it was called, which apparently comes from theatrical term: ‘I
was wearing slap’. Erm, but no, no. I moved in that circle, as I said, which was the clone
leather scene, and of course you didn’t do things like that, ooh no. No. very frowned on.
And it didn’t interest me anyway. Hmm.
(35.00) When did you first go to New York?
In 1970. Was very different to now – exciting but more conservative. Greenwich village
sold hippie clothes. Traditional stores up town, then down in the village, there were little
strange shops with flower power and hippies, and the village was a gay centre then.
Menswear fashions more trendy than in America at the time, and focused on Carnaby
Street and Kings Road.
(40.25) [Viti explains he had mod type suits when he wore suits, and describes a boxy
jacket and three buttons which all had to be done up, and Italian, and worn with nice
shirt and nice tie. He explains he wasn’t a mod really, as they weren’t part of his life.
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Interviewer asks whether the philosophy of a mod and dandy were similar, but Viti
explains that it’s similar to leather men, that despite their sexuality, are very careful
about how they put their clothes together and compares it to a dandy style, similar to
the military. ‘Very carefully put together’].
(41.30) [Viti explains he is a hoarder, and this is why he has deposited items to the V&A
and the ‘London Museum’ as they moved house.].
(41.57) [Interviewer asks Viti to describe his favourite things of the wardrobe. Viti replies
that it is his black polo neck sweater which he really loved, and which he wore in winter,
and worn with trousers and a jacket]
(44.40) Clothes rot away and fade away, so I just gave it up.
(45.20) [Interviewer asks why he chose the V&A? Viti replies he had studied the costume
department in the V&A so he knew they had a collection, so offered it to them. He says
he ‘went off the V&A’, as they ‘were a bit snooty – they wanted designer names’. Viti
explains he didn’t own Pierre Cardin or Valentino].
[End of Tape 2]
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